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PREFACE TO FIRST ( PROVISIONAL ) EDITION 

The science of air survey is a young science and as such is in 
state of rapid evolution. 

Considerable time is required for research results to  be published 
and reach India, and further time is necessary to reduce the results 
to  a working form suitable to the conditions of the country. This 
chapter cannot, therefore, be considered as the latest information 
on the most accurate methods evolved, and must be regarded as a 
provisional publication. It endeavours to bring the routine practice 
of air survey into line with ordinary ground surveys, in the matters 
of the systematic preparation and survey, and the storage of all 
records so that the best results can be obtained from given data 
and so that the records will be accessible whenrequired. 

The main problem in air survey must always be the accuracy 
of the results in the dimension parallel to the camera axis. In  
vertical photography this is the determination of heights or contour- 
ing. Two factors are a t  work in air survey progress to day. The 
first is the improvement in the standard of flying to reduce tilt, 
which is being achieved by the use of automatic gyroscopic controls, 
the second is the inclusion of larger areas of country in one photo- 
graph. 

The tendency of the first will be to make the simpler and 
approximate methods of height-hding more accurate, till the 
standard required for rigorous contouring is obtained directly from 
these methods. The tendency of the second is to decrease the 
accuracy of contouriilg with a given p11ot.o-tilt. It is likely, how- 
ever, that progress in the first will outstrip that in the second, and 
that the laborious methods of finding approximate heights by the 
plumb point method will in time be entirely superseded. 

To obtain accurate contouring by any graphical method i t  is 
essential that the surveyor employed should be fully qualified in 
this class of work in ordinary ground surveys, and have ample 
experience in the field of all types of country. 

MURREE 1). R. CRONE, 
CAPT., R.E., 

19-7-32. Oficer in Charge No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party. 
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PREFACE TO SECOND EDIllION 

One of the main tasks of photogrammetry with which T~ltlia is 
especially concerned and which has to a large extent determined 
the direction of research, is the mapping of large areas of unadnlinis- 
tered tribal territory which are inaccessible on the grouad. The 
development of precise methods in dealing with this and other 
problems is very largely due to original research carried out by 
Captain ( now Major ) D. R. Crone, R.E. 

The search for a method of fixing heights sufficient and accurate 
enough to  enable maps of areas in which there is little or no trigono- 
metrical control, to be contoured from vertical photographs, was 
terminated in India when Captain Crone produced his method of 
determining the tilts of high oblique air photographs. 

The elements of this method were published as an amendment 
( No. 4 of 29-10-34 ) to the first edition of this chapter. Air survey 
in India has now been organised to  utilize this method fully both 
for amplifying planimetric control and for providing the dense net- 
work of heights required for contouring vertical photographs. This 
edition of the chapter attempts to detail this new routine. 

One of the advantages of air survey is the rapidity with which 
maps can be made and published. By evolving the 'black and white, 
method of colour separation by which maps in two colours can be 
reproduced directly from the air survey compilation Captain 
R. C. N. Jenney, R.E. has greatly increased this advantage. 

A section has been added dealing with surveying from ground 
photographs. Many of the problems and operations in this work are 
identical with those in air survey and this section has therefore been 
included in the chapter without any alteration of the title. 

C. G.  LEWIS, 
BRIGADIER, 

Surveyor General of India. 
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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION 

With the advent of restitution instruments and mechanical 
plotting the speed and accuracy of surveys using Aerial Photographs 
have increased considerably. The Survey of India took seriously 
to photogrammetry in 1954 with the acquisition of a number of 
stereoplotters. The advantages of photogrammetrio method are 
now fully recognised and we aim a t  iiltroduction of photogrammetry 
in topographical circles subject to availability of resources. It is 
hoped that in the years to come we shall have sufficient instruments 
to equip the department to meet the expanding need of surveys in 
India and also render assistance to neighbouring countries in the 
cartographic field. 

In  keeping with the shift of emphasis from manual to  mechanical 
plotting this chapter has been re-designated and completely re- 
written in order to include the modern methods and notes on instru- 
ments used in photogrrtmmet,ry. 

J. S. PAINTAL, 
BRIGADIER, 

Surveyor General of India. 
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I. Photogrammetry.-Photogrammetry is d e h e d  as the 
science of obtaining reliable measurements by means of photo- 
graphy and in a broader context includes photo-interpretation. 
Thus, i t  is understood to include the use of photographs for various 
purposes such as construction of topographical maps, preparation 
of mosaics, interpretation of geology, evaluation of forest resources, 
classification of soils, urban area planning, highway engineering, and 
other miscellaneous applications. The concept of measurement will, 
however, be regarded as implicit in the term "photogrammetry" 
for the purpose of this Chapter. 

Photographic interpretation is that branch in which aerial or 
terrestrial photographs are used for evaluation, analysis and inter- 
pretation of object images which appear on the photographs. 

Photogrammetry is divided into two distinct branches, viz., 
aerial photogrammetry and terrestrial photogrammetry, according 
to the types of photographs used. Aerial photogrammetry denotes 
that branch of photogrammetry in which the measurements are 
made from photographs taken from an air-borne camera. Ter- 
restrial photogrammetry denotes that branch of photogrammetry 
in which the measurements are made from photographs taken from 
points on the ground. 

According to the manner in which photographs are used, 
aerial photogrammetry can be further sub-divided into single-image 
and double-image plotting methods, the later being termed as 
stereophotogrammetry, which can also be broadly catagorised into 
analogue and analytical methods. In  analogue methods overlapping 
pairs of photographs are observed and measured in a stereoscopic 
viewing device which gives a three dimensional effect. In  analytical 
photogrammetry problems are solved by mathematical computa- 
tion, using measurements on photographs as an input data. 

In the practice of arieal and terrestrial photogrammetry it is 
essential to carry out a certain amount of interpretation in addition 
to making measurements. Consequently, photogrammetry is con- 
sidered as a combination of interpretation and measurement. The 
most important application of aerial photogrammctry is in the 
production of topographical maps and mosaics. Experience so far 
gained in photogrammetry has shown that a considerable part of 
time-consuming control provision andzdetail survey by ground 
method 7 can@ berreplctced #by photogrn~n~netric methods. The 
purposc of this handbook is to furnish in a concise form the details 
of procedures followed and instruments required to undertake 
photogrammetric surveys as carried out in the Survey of India, 



2. Historical background.-The first known photographs 
were produced by Niepce and Daguerre in 1839. The French 
geodesist Arago recommended the use of photographs for prepara- 
tion of topographical maps in 1840. Another Frenchman Colonel 
A. Laussedat may be rega.rded as the founder of photogrammetry 
though he called his t,echnique 'Metrophotographie'. Most of 
Laussedat's mapping work was made from terrestrial photography 
taken by a Phototheodolite which is a combination of a theodolite 
and a camera. I n  1859 Laussedat described the method of survey- 
ing from photographs taken with the Phototheodolite and in 1867 
exhibited a plan of Paris prepared by photogra.phic surveys. 

I n  Germany, Dr. A. Meydenbauer almost simultaneously but 
independently carried out measurements of architectural details 
using two photographs of the building. The word 'Photogram- 
metry' appeared for the first time in one of his publications in 1893. 
I n  Germany, photographs were used by Jordan in 1873 for the survey 
of Dachel Oasis and by S. Pinsteraralder in surveying of Alpine 
glaciers. Hauk developed the important epipolar theory in 1883 
and constructed the perspectograph, an apparatus for construction 
of a third perspective from two given perspectives. 8. Finster- 
walder published his book 'The Fundamental Geometry of Photo- 
grrammetry' in 1889 which explained the basic lwinciples of photo- 
grammetry in the perspective sense. 

I n  Canada, Captain E. Deville, Surveyor General of Dominion 
Lands introduced the use of terrestrial photogrammetry for topo- 
graphical mapping in 1888. Deville invented the first stereoscopic 
plotting instrument and published his book 'Photographic Surveying' 
in 1896. 

I n  the United States of America, Lieutenant H. A. Reed 
described in his book "Photography Applicd to Surveying" published 
in 1888 the earliest known applications of photograrnmetry from 
balloon photography by the Union Army in 1862. The principles 
of radial plotting were established in 1803 by C. R. Adams of U.S. 
Army, who took out a patent for making maps using phot,ograpl~s 
taken from balloons. 

The first experiments with aerial photography in Russia were 
made in 1886, when Kovanka t'ook pictures of the Kronstadt and 
Petersburg fortresses during a free ballool~ flight. These pictures 
demonstrated the importance of aerial photograplly. 

Scheimpflug, an Austrian Captain, developed the idea of the 
double projector in 1895 and first conceived thc,idea ofrepresentn- 
t.ion of terrian in the forrn of photo-mnps composed of aerial photo- 
graphs. He originated the theory of perspective t,rar~sformntion 
and also the idea of radial triangulation. 

Stereophotogrammetry came into use with the discovery of 
the principle of the floating mark by I?. Btolze in 1,892 and the 



subsequent development of a practical method of measurement with 
floating marks by Dr. C. Pulfrich. The principle of floating mark 
and stereoscope was incorporated by Pulfrich in his stereocompara- 
tor in 1801. H.  G. Fourcade ( South Africa ) described indepen- 
dently a similar construction in 1802. I n  Vienna, A. von Hub1 
developed the stereocomparator early in the twentieth century. 
Rost constructed the first stcreoautograph in 1908 based on the 
design of E. von Orel. The Stereoautograph permitted plotting 
of a map through lnechailical projection of a spatial model formed 
by stereoscopic observation of a pair of terrestrial photographs. 

Aerial photogrammetry in its present sense was practically 
started in the twentieth century with the development of aeroplanes. 
The first recorded photographs taken from an aeroplane were made 
on 24 April 1009 by Wilbur Wright, who took the motion pictures 
over Centocelli, Italy. Photographs taken from aeroplanes were 
published by H. Chaplnann ( U.K. ) in 1913. In  the same year 
Captain Tardivo exhibited in the First International Congress of 
Photograrizmetry held in Vienna a mosaic of the city of Benghazi 
(Libya ), prepared from photographs taken from aeroplanes. 
These are the few uses of pre-war aerial photography. 

Aerial photography on a large scale was carried out during the 
first World War. The iirst aerial photographs of German-held 
territory Ifrere made by Lieutenant Lawas of the Royal Air Force 
( U.K. ). In  1915, 0. Messter built the first film aerial camera 
in Germany. At about the same time the first practical aerial 
camera was designed and produced by Lt. Col. J. T. C. Moore 
Brabazon of the R.A.F. i11 England and by J. W. Bagley and A. 
Brock in the U.S.A. By the end of 1918 aerial photography had 
become one of the most important sources of military information. 
Rectifiers for the production of coiltrolled mosaics were also designed 
during this period. 

In  1915, Gasser built his double projector for vertical photo- 
graphs incorporating Scheimpflug's hasic idea. I n  1920, first Auto- 
cartograph was completed by the Heyde company based on the 
design of Hugershoff ; for the first time i t  made possible terrain 
mapping froin arbitrarily directed photographic images. I n  1923, i t  
was followed by the Zeiss Stereoplanipa.pl1 designed by Brtuersfeld. 
Similar solutions were invented by Poivilliers in France, Nistri in 
Italy and Wild in Switzerland during this period. 

Tile possibilities of thc radial line methods were again dealt 
with by Scheinlpflug in 2906 ant1 Il'insterwalder in 1921. The 
dcvelopmcnt of this nlct,llod as n, prctctical proposition was given 
real impetus by the work of Major J. M7. Ragley ( U.S.A. ) in 1923 
and by 1,iput)onant hl. Hotine ( U.K. ) in 1926 who experimented 
on an area near Arundel whence the method derived its name 
"Arundel method". The invention of the slotted template method 



in the U.S.A. in 1931 by C. W. Collier and L. T. Eliel increased the 
use of radial Line method. 

The first precise statement of the aerial triangulation problem 
was made by Umberto Nistri ( Italy ) in 1919. The principles of 
relative orientation were explained by von Gruber in 1924. Nistri's 
triangulation instrument Multiplo was manufactured in 1932. 
Zeiss introduced the Multiplex in 1933 and extended it to a triangu- 
lation instrument. In  1936, von Gruber published a detailed pro- 
cedure of aerial triangulation which can be considered a milestone 
in the history of photogrammetry. The propagation of errors in 
aerial triangulation was investigated jointly by von Gruber ( Ger- 
many ) and W. Schermerhorn (The Netherlands ) at  about the 
same time. 

A large variety of precision stereoplotting instruments has been 
introduced during 1952-66 which has increased the economy and 
efficiency of photogrammetric survey methods considerably. Intro- 
duction of electronic dodger printers has made better photographic 
prints possible which assist in extracting increased information from 
aerial photographs. A large number of high precision stereocompa- 
rators with automatic registration devices were introduced in 1960. 
With the introduction of high-speed sequence-controlled electronic 
computers and precision stereocornparators, the analytical aerial 
triangulation has received a fresh impetus. Today, photogram- 
metry is recognised as a basic procedure in all types of mapping and 
is being increasingly used to a great advantage in numerous other 
fields. 

3. Development i n  Survey of India.-Terrestrial photo- 
grammetry was f i s t  tried in Survey of India towards the end of the 
nineteenth century when a Phototheodolite of Bridges-Lee make 
was procured in 1899 for the evaluation of its mapping potentialities. 
Lieutenants Tandy and Hirst and M i .  Eccles who experimented with 
the Phototheodolite for small scale survey of the Kalunga Hill 
( Debra Dfin ) during 1899-1900 were satisfied with the quality but not 
with the speed of mapping from terrestrial photographs and recom- 
mended their use only as an auxiliary to the plane-table in steep 
mountainous country. Lieutinant K. Mason used the terrestrial 
method during his triangulation expedition to the Pamirs in the 
summer of 1913, and for exploration of the Shaksgam Valley and 
Aghil ranges in the Karakoram Himalayas in 1926. One Wild 
Phototheodolite was purchased by the Survey of India department 
in 1928. During 1028-29, Lieutenant I. H. R. Wilson attempted 
cadastral survey on the scale of 66 inches to 1 mile in the Almora 
Di~t~rict of Uttar Pradesh from terrestrial photographs taken by the 
Wild Phototheodolite. The terre~ltrial photogrammetric method, 
however, did not find general use in the department because the 
type of terrain for which-it was most suitable waa seldom encountered 
in India except in very high hills. 



Air survey or the technique of preparation of topographical 
maps of requisite accuracy from aerial photographs can be said to 
date from the early years of the First World War ( 191-4-1918 ), 
when the aerial photographs were utilised to meet the war needs. 
The first reference to surveying from the aerial photographs dates 
back to  1916, when in the Mesopotomiari front Major C. P. Guntur 
of the Survey of India used aerial photographs for the provision 
of maps of the country beyond the enemy lines. During 2917-1 8, 
aerial photography was extensively employed near Salonika for the 
preparation of 1 : 20,000 scale maps of the enemy area when ap- 
proximate contours were drawn by viewing the overlaps of the air 
photographs stereoscopically. Broadly speaking no exact contouring 
was attempted while carrying out aerial survey from vertical air 
photographs during the war. I n  1918, air sketching was resorted 
to by Major Beazeley in Mespotamia, for sketching details from an 
aeroplane in cases where there was insufficient time to photograph 
the area and to carry out air survey. 

In  view of the great development of air plloto mapping during 
the first World War, Captain H. H. Thomas of the Royal Air Force 
was deputed to visit India during the winter of 1918-1 9, for advising 
the Indian Government in the peace time uses of air survey. Based 
on his report, experiments for 1-inch scale topographical and large 
scale city surveys were carried out a t  Agra early in 1920. En- 
couraged by the success of this experiment, No. 18 Party was 
reorganized as an Air Survey Party from 1st October 1923 in order 
to  take up aerial survey of the Irrawaddy Delta forests which was 
successfully completed during 1923-24. 

The Indian Air Survey Committee consisting of officers of the 
Survey of India, Royal Air Force, General Staff and the Director of 
Civil Aviation was formed in March 1927 to collect information and 
to watch development in air survey both for civil and military 
purposes and to act as advisers to the Government of India on all 
questions connected with air survey. During this period air survey 
was carried out for details only from rectified mosaics. 

A more advanced method of plotting from aerial photographs 
for hilly country, as described by Hotline in the survey of Glen 
Clova, modified to suit Indian conditions was introduced by C~p ta in  
D. R. Crone during 1930-31. During 1931-32, Captain Crone 
visited England and Switzerland with a view to study the latest 
air survey methods in these countries. On his return, he developed 
tho method of extension of height control using oblique photo- 
graphs. Research for meeting the topographical accuracy standards 
and determination of heights from the air photographs was continued 
in No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party during 1930-33. First provisional 
edition of Chapter XI1 of the Handbook of Topography on Air 
Surveying compiled by Cnptain D. R. Crone was published in 1933. 
During this period, the method of surveying contouns on vertical 



aerial photographs was introduced as an experimental measure, but 
the main stress continued to be on the use of oblique photographs. 

In  1939-40 some n1ilit)ary air survey exercises were carried out 
in Naushera with the primary object of rapid production of 1 : 60,000 
scale topographical maps and 1 : 25,000 scale battle maps. During 
these years, air survey was carried out mostly for detail only with 
the contours either being surveyed on the ground or by using 
oblique photographs in inaccessible areas. 

A stereocomparator manufactured by the Cambridge Instru- 
ment Company, with the optical work by Messers Ross was received 
in 1938 and stereocomparator control work from obiqile air photo- 
graphs was undertaken for control of air survey in tribal territories 
in 1930. A parallax measllring bar was designed for use with the 
3110 pattern mirror stereoscopes for extension of height control 
from parallax mcas~irements. 

Until the Second World War, however, standard topographical 
maps of the Survey of India were not produced in No. 18 (Air  
Survey ) Party, activities being confined to special maps for the 
Northern Command and the Air Force. The experiment with 
modern air survey methods was greatly developed during the Second 
World War and with the acquisition of slotted template equipment 
for the extension of planimetric control, great impetus was given to  
the use of graphical air survey methods, not only for the revision 
of existing maps but also for the preparation of new maps. After 
the Second World War, air photographs were widely used to pro- 
duce standard topographical maps as well as project maps on all 
scales for the irrigation and hydroelectric development schemes. 

I n  1948 Brigadier G. F. Heaney, Surveyor General, initiated 
the proposal for training of the Survey of India officers in London 
with a view to introductiorl of photogrammetric survey in India. 
The first photogrammetric instrument, the Multiplex, was received 
in India bowards the end of 19.50 but could not be installed due to  
defective tables and lack of air-conditioned accornrnodation. 

In  October 1951 Colonel I .  H. R. Wilson, Surveyor General 
based on the recomrllendationv of Dr. C. A. Hart, who was then 
in India in thc capacity of the Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Roorkee, asked for some Wild stereoplotting instruments to increase 
the speed of national m:ipping and requested for the services of 
some foreign experts to impart photogrammetric training in India. 
These recommendntiona were further strengthened by Professor 
W. Schermerhorn of the Netherlands, who visited India towards 
the end of 19.52 as the Technical Adviser from the United Nations 
Organiflation. 

During the period 1954-66, sufficient experience has been gained 
in India in photogrammctric survey methods employing precision 
stereo-plotters. With one Wild A7 end one Wild RC 6a aerial 



camera in 1954, we developed rapidly in this sphere, adding a number 
of precision plotters. A% present the department holds twelve 
Wild A7, twenty Wild A8, twentyeight Wild BS, six Kern PG2 and 
three Multiplex spread over a number of units carrying out photo- 
grammetric surveys on scales ranging from 1 : 1,000 tJo 1 : 50,000. 

4. Modern t rends  i n  photogrammetry.-Though photo- 
grammetry in its present form is comparatively a young science, 
phenomenal progress has been made in photogramnletry during the 
last two decades. The superwide angle photography with Wild 
RC 9 camera fitted with superavaigon lens is being increasingly 
used for small scale topographical mapping on scales 1 : 50,000 to 
1 : 250,000. The necessity of electronic dodger printers for the 
preparation of better qllnlity photographic prints has heel1 widely 
accepted. The use of stabilised mounts is expected to lead to  
simplification in photogrammetric instrumentation. A new system 
ANSQ-28 being developed in U.S.A. is likely to add to great speed 
and further improve quality of aerial photography. 

The AP-C Analytical Stereoplotter, the latest type of stereo- 
plotter designed by Dr. U. Helava of the National Research Council, 
Canada and developed jointly by Bendix Corporation, U.S.A. and 
O.M.I., Italy, is an analytical plotter incorporating electronic and 
electrical concepts and represents a great advancement in photo- 
grammetric instrumentation. It has a plotting speed of 2 to 3 
millimeters per second and an overall accuracy of the order of 5 
microns. Though the system is designed primarily of vertical 
photography with a maximum frame size of 23 cm by 23 cm, oblique 
and convergent photography with focal lengths up t o  60 centilnetres 
can also be accommodated. 

Photo interpretation which was first introduced in the nine- 
teenth century has a,dvanced through stages of experiment to rt 

valuable technique for the study of many civil and military problems. 
In  1961 a separate commission on photo iilterpretation was establish- 
ed by the International Society of Photogrammetry. The methods 
of photo interpretation have been found to be precise and reliable 
and are being increasingly used in the various disciplines of geology, 
soil survey, forestry, etc., on reasons of specd, accuracy and economy, 
when compared with conventional ground methods. 

5. Place of photogrammetry i n  mapping.-Thc most 
important applicatioil of photograminetry is in topographical map- 
ping. The aerial photographs are the basic tool for the practice 
of ph~t~ogrammetly and i t  is inlportnnt to have a good ulcll-flown 
aerial photography as i t  ellhallccs the speed and econoilly of the 
ph~togrammet~ric method. The uso of serial l~hotog~aphs for topo- 
graphical mapping purposes falls under one of the two headings :- 

( a ) using a single photograph ; 
( b ) using a stereo pair of photographs. 



A single photograph consisting of a single bundle of rays can 
provide only planimetric information. If the terrain photographed 
is reasonably flat and the angle of tilt in near vertical photographs 
is less than 3 grades, the single photographs themselves may be 
considered as maps and they may be assembled in mosaics to 
provide photo maps of the area. For many practical uses, aerial 
mosaics are ideally suited. 

The more important surveying unit in photogrammetry is the 
stereo pair. The branch of stereo-photogrammetry divides itself 
into the main heads of graphical and mechanical methods. The 
graphical method which is usually referred to as air survey, makes 
use of simple instruments and the processes of intersection, inter- 
polation, height fixing and sketching of detail and contours as 
adopted in the ground survey methods and is suitable where high 
initial investment and high accuracy is not required. The mechani- 
cal method which makes use of precision restitution instruments 
to reconstruct a scaled model of the terrain photographed through 
the processes of relative and absolute orientations, is more accurate 
and economical and is commonly referred to as the photogrammetric 
method. 

For photogrammetric survey, a t  least four control points are 
required for each stereo pair. The provision of this basic control 
by ground method is a time-consuming and expensive operation. 
The cost of ground control provision is considerably reduced by 
extension of control by aerial triangulation where photographs are 
used for bridging between ground control points. Planimetric 
aerial triangulation makes use of radial line principles either in 
graphical or mechanical or analytical form for extension of plani- 
metric control. Spatial aerial triangulation carried out in three 
dimensional space in the stereoplotting instruments or by the ana- 
lytical method is used for extension of both planimetric and height 
control. Reduction in the requirement of the basic ground control 
results in grenter economy in the photogrammetric mapping pro- 
cedure. 

The accuracy of photogrammetric mapping is largely dependent 
on the quality, location and accurate identification of ground control 
points. Provision of ground control points for photogrammetric 
survey, therefore, deserves special consideration. 

This Chapter deals with the special requirements of acrial 
photography and ground control points for photogrammetric survey 
and the procedures for aerial t,riang~~lation and plotting of the 
detail and contonrs for complete topographical mapping both by 
graphical air survey and photogrammetric methods. Terrestrial 
photogrammetry and use of oblique photographs will not be treated 
in this Chapter because these are not used in the department fit 

preeen t . 



The basic principles of survey enumerat,cd below a,pply equally 
to photogrammetric survey methods :- 

( a ) Working from the whole to part, 
( b ) Economy of control, 
( c ) Good adjustment of all instruments, 
( cl ) Application of independent check. 

The essential requirements for smooth, rapid and economic 
working of photogrammetric method involving rc multitude of 
records being dealt by s number of people are sound planning, 
good organisation and quality control a t  every step of the photo- 
grammetric procednre, whether for extension of cont(ro1 or plotting 
of detail and c~nt~ours.  



6. Types of photographs.-Photographs used in surveying 
can be divided into the following main classes according to the 
direction of the camera axis :- 

( a ) Vertical photographs. 

( b ) Oblique photographs. 

( c ) Convergent photographs. 

( d ) Trimetrogon photography. 

( e ) Terre~t~rial photographs. 

( a ) Vertical air photog~aphs.-These are taken with the axis 
of the aerial camera ( air borne ) vertical or nearly vertical. A 
vertical photograph closely resembles a map and is particularly 
suitable for obtaining uniform coverage. These are particularly 
suitable for topographical mapping and are, therefore, used in the 
Survey of India. 

( b ) Oblique photographs.-These are taken with the axis of the 
aerial camera ( air borne ) intentionally tilted froin the vertical. 
These photographs cover large areas of ground hut clarity of details 
diminishes towards the far end of the photograph. Low oblique 
are those on whioh the horizon does not appear. These are some- 
times used to compile raconnaisqance maps of inaccessible areas. 
High oblique are those which are tilted sufficiently to  contain the 
apparent horizon. These were previously used for extension of 
planimetric ancl height control, when the available ground control 
was insufficient. With the introcluction of radial and aerial triangu- 
lations obliquc: phqtoqaphs are seldom used in the department. 

( c ) Convergent photographs.-These are low oblique photo- 
~ a p h e  taken with two cameras exposed simultaneously a t  successive 
exposure stations, with their axes tilted a t  a fixed inclination from 
the vertical in the direction of the flight line so that the forward 
exposure of the first station forms a stereo pair with the backward 
exposure of  the next station. Special plotting instruments are 
required for compiling topographical nlaps from convergent photo- 
grrcph9. 

( d ) Trimetrogon photography.-Another type or photography 
which is a combination of a vertical and two obliquc ph~t~ographs 
is trimetrogon photography. These are 11sed in U.S.A. for rapid 
production of reconnaissance maps on small scales. Oblique sketch- 
maatere are uaed for map compilation from thc wing oblique photo- 
graphs. 

( e ) Terreetrial photopapb.-These arrj taken with phototheo- 
dolites from camera c tat ion^ on the groilnrl wit,h t,ho ~xi.9 of the 
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camera horizontal or nearly horizontal and they present the more 
familiar elevation view. These are used for survey of struot,ures 
and monuments of architectural or archeological value. 

7. Convergent Photography.-The advantages of con- 
vergent photography are :- 

( a ) It gives better lleiglit precision for a given photo scale 
due to its larger ba,se/height; ratio. 

( b ) A larger area is covered by one inodel for a given photo 
scale and thus fewer inodels are required for a specified 
area. 

The disadvantages of convergent photography are :- 

( a ) Aerial triailgulation is difficult. It docs not give the 
height precision given by vertical photography due 
to greater effect of inner orientation errors in con- 
vergent aerial triangulation. 

( b ) Special restitution instru~llents are required. 

( c ) Mosaics cannot be constructed. 

Thus convergent photography is useful for a project involving 
only one strip ( say a road project ) and where full height control 
for each model is available. This could be used for photo-interpreta- 
tion too. For topographical mapping, the vertical photogra.phy is 
useful. 

8. Angles of photography.--Phot~ographs call also be divided 
into three classes according to the regular field of the lens used in 
the camera for pllotography, viz. 

( a ) Normal angle, 

( b ) Wide angle, 

( c ) Super-wide angle. 

Normal angle ( or standurd angle ) lens has tl coverage upto 70" 
and a focal length ranging from about 200 mm to 300 mm. The 
advantages of normal angle photography are : 

( i ) less dead ground is encountered and is hence more 
useful in mountainous terrain and built up areas ; 

( ii ) i t  is suitable for roctification due to smaller relief 
displacements. 

The disadvantages are : 
( i ) very high flying is necessary for small scale photo- 

graphy ; 
( ii ) it gives lower height precision for a given photo scale 

due to ~ n ~ f t l l s r  baselheight ratio. 
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Wide angle lens has a coverage between 70" and 100" and a 
focal length ranging from about 100 mm to  150 mm. These are 
useful for low flights ana'high speed photography and hence preferred 
t>o normal angle lens. 

Super-wide angle lens has an angle of coverage of about 120" 
and a focal length ranging from 45 mm to 00 mm. Since this gives 
the smallest scale photography for a given height ceiling and the 
best height precision for a given photo scale ( due to large base/ 
height ratio ) some of the foreign countries make use of it. The 
main disadvantages of super-wide angle photography are : 

( i ) i t  requires special restitution instruments ; 
( ii ) edges are less sharp and not bright ; 
( iii ) i t  may give stereoscopic difficulties due to dead 

groundlsteep slopes ; 
( i v  ) i t  is not suitable for rectification due to greater relief 

displacements. 

9. Negatives of photographs.-Photography is also classi- 
fied according to the type of negatives used : 

( a ) Glass platc, 
( b ) Film. 

Glass plate is more stable than film and its flatness can be 
guaranteed. But they are heavy and bulky ; they are liable to 
break. Films are unbreakable and easy t,o handle. A film maga- 
zine can usually contain twice as many exposures as a plate magazine. 

10. Reseau photography.-Yet another classification of 
photography is 

( a ) Reseau photography . 
( b ) Plain photography. 

Reseau photography i s  one in whlch a set of squares ayyear 
on each photograph and might give improved precision with aero 
triangulation, but only if analytical methods are used. Also reseau 
gives the indication regarding the flatness of the film at the time of 
exposure. 

In  India, however, we are using vertical photography with 
wide-angle or normal angle lens. Films are used and no resertu 
is exposed simultaneously. 

XI.  Aerial cameras.-The aerial cameras for survey photo- 
graphy should be distortion-free and of high resolving power ; its 
optical unit holding the lens, fiducial marks and the plane which 
defines bhe focal plane should be houaed in a rigid mechaniosl 
structure. The main types of aerial cameras in use are :- 

( a ) Normal or 8hndard nnqlp rnmera, which ha9 a lens with 
an angle of coverage upt'o 70' and the focal length 
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ranges from about 200 mm to  300 mm. Cameras of 
this type in use in India are Williamson Ross Eagle 
I X  Mark I1 ( Service No. F/52 ), f=300 mm ; and 
Wild RC 5a, f=210 mm. 

( b ) Wide-angle camera, which has a lens with an angle of 
coverage between 70" to  100" and the focal length 
ranges from about 100 mm to 150 mm. Cameras 
of this type in use in India are Williamson Ross 
Eagle I X  Mark I1 ( Service No. F/49 ), f=  153 mm ; 
Wild RC 5a, f=  115 mm ; Wild RC 8, f=  115 mm, and 
Zeiss RMK 11, f= 153 mm. 

Wild RC 9 superwide-angle cameras having an angle of coverage 
of about 120" and the focal length ranging from 45 mm to 90 mm, 
is another important type of camera which is suitable for small 
scale photography. This camera has not yet been introduced in 
India. 

12. Components of aerial cameras.-The major compo- 
nents of aal aerial camera are : lens, lens cone, shutter and diaphragm, 
camera body, camera drive mechanism, film magazine, focal plane, 
and film flattening device. 

The lens is composed of a number of elements which should 
be so assembled as to form one optical axis for the whole lens. 
The lens assembly should be distortion-free, free from aberrations 
and of high resolution. The lens surfaces should have anti-reflec- 
tion coating. 

The lens cone supports the lens and retains i t  a t  a predeter- 
mined distance and position from the film or plate negative, end 
serves to exclude direct light from striking the negative emulsion. 
The interior of the lens cone is painted black to reduce reflection. 

The shutter and diaphragm of an aerial camera functions aa e 
light valve and regulates the amount of light and time for which i t  
is permitted to pass through the lens and expose the film or plate. 
The various types in use are louver, focal-plane, between-the-lens 
and rotary-disc shutters. 

The camera body houses the camera drive mechanism driving 
motor, operating handles and levers, electrical connections and 
switches and other accessories, if any. 

The camera drive mcchfinz'sm is the power unit and power 
distributor for the entire camera. The clectric motor operates the 
cams, gears and ~lmfts  of the camera. The power is routed to  the 
shutter and the film hy means of rods and couplings. When a 
cycle is complete the camera drive recieves an electrical or mechani- 
cal impulse, operates the shutter, and thus exposes the film or 
pltlte. 
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The$lm magazine contains the film and has a driving mechanism 
which receives power from the camera drive mechanism and thereby 
shifts the &n after each exposure has been made. In  addition, 
the magazine contains a device for holding the f lm flat in the focal 
plane while the exposure is made. 

The pdncipal focus of an aerial camera is the point on the 
camera axis where a bundle of rays parallel to the axis converages. 

The focal plane of an aerial camera is the plane at  right angle 
toitheicamera axis, and passes through the principal focus. A 
metal plate known as ' locating back ' is used in modern aerial cameras 
for placing the iilm in the exact focal plane. 

The Jilm flattening is usually accomplished in modern aerial 
oameras by vacuum system. The 'locating back' has grooves in 
which there are small holes which lead to a central vacuum con- 
nection and holds the film firmly against the focal plane frame 
a t  the moment of exposure. 

13. Survey aircrafts i n  use.-In India, aerial photography 
is a t  present carried out by two flying agencies, namely, the Indian 
Air Force and Messrs. Air Survey Company of India ( Private ) 
Limited, Dum Dum. The selection of aircraft for survey photo- 
graphy is done by the flying agency. 

The two main factors which are required to be considered for 
the selection of aircraft are ceiling height of the aircraft and its 
flying range. An aircraft for survey photography should have the 
requisite minimum speed, a high rate of climb, good stability 
while in fight and un-obstructed view in all directions for ease of 
navigation. It should be able to remain in the air long enough 
to take advantage of suitable photographic time, spacious to acl 
cornmodate all necessaq equipment, and powerful enough to carry 
its full load to the maximum flying height specified. The following 
airmefb artre in use in Lndia : 

Ceiling Height 

Canberra . . 16,600 metres 
Dakota . . 7,300 metres 
Cessna . . 8,000 metres 
Dominie .. . 6,200 metres 

14. Camera calibration.-Before any photography is carried 
out all cameras likely to be used on the photographic taak muat 
be calibrated. Tho calibrat.ion of aerial cameras is essential to 
ensure accuracy of photogrammetric meaeurement,s, The camera 
calibration  consist,^ of the determination of the inner orientation 
elements, the value of the principal distance and the co-ordinate8 
of the principal point relative to the fiducial centre as origin. This 
ie the responsibility of the flying agency. Lines joining the oppoaite 
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fiducial marks should intersect a t  90" within a tolerance of f 1 minute 
of arc. The co-ordinates of the principal point with respect to the 
fiducial axes co-ordinate system should not be larger than 0.03 ram 
in perpendicular direction. The average radial distortion aa memur- 
ed at any point should not depart from the distortion curve supplied 
by the manufacturers by more than + 0.005 mm. The flter and 
the camera port glass should be plane parallel and optically flat. 
All cameras used should be recalibrated at  the close of the flying 
operations. When recalibration provides new calibrationldata, the 
date of supersession should be clearly indicated. 

The flying agency should supply a copy of the Camera Calibra- 
tion Report, indicating the following :- 

( a ) The manufacturer's name and type of camera. 
( b ) The serial numbers of the camera optical unit and the 

lens. 
( c ) The distances between the fiducial marks. 
( d ) The angle of intersection of the fiducial axes. 
( e ) The co-ordinates of the principal point relative to the 

fiducial axes with the fiducial centare as origin. 
( f  ) The co-ordinates of the reseau crosses where a reseau 

is used. 
( g ) The calibrated focal length or principal distance of the 

camera together with the corresponding radial dis- 
tortion curve. 

( h ) The unflatness of the focatl plane, if any. 

15. Emulsions and Filters.-A fine grain, high speed and 
high resolving power emulsion with good colour sensitivity is requir- 
ed for rendering of fine details during the short exposure time used 
in aerial photography to avoid image movement. The aerial film 
should have a non-shrinkable topographic safety support base. The 
aerial films may be panchromatic, infra-red, colour and spectrazonal 
( or false colour ). 

All aerial photographs are made through Bters which are colour- 
ed plates of glass or glass plates with a layer of dyed gelatine in 
between, placed over the camera lens. The filters are generally 
yellow or red in colour. The function of the yellow fdter is to 
absorb blue and violet light so tha.t the photograph is made by 
green nnd red ; it is therefore, referred to as 'minus blue' filter. 
The function of the reel filters is to absorb blne, violet and green light, 
thus confining the exposure to the long wave-lengths of the visible 
spectrum. The main function of filters is clear rendering of ground 
detail by atmospheric haze penetration. 

The pamhromtic emulsions are predominantly used in =rid 
photography. The best compromise between speed and sharpnese 
is ohosen, depending on the type of oamera, lighting oonditions, 
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photo scale and the type of terrain. The film is used in combination 
with the minus blue filter the spectral absorption of which ends a t  
500 mm wavelength. 

For infra-red photography, the aerial film emulsion has infra-red 
sensitivity and is used in combination with a minus blue filter 
the spectral absorption of which ends a t  a wavelength of 500 mm. 
The infra-red film is also used in combination with a red filter 
absorbing all the visible spectral region wavelengths except red 
and transmitting red and infra-red. In  this photography differentia- 
tion between water and vegetation is grea,t,ly facilitated, because 
vegetation reflects a large proportion of infra-red light whereas 
water and soil which reflect practically no infra-red light appear 
nearly black on infia-red photographs. 

The aerial wbur film is a three layer film which should be used 
in combination with suitable filters chosen appropriate to flying 
height and haze conditions. Colour photography is useful only on 
large scale because medium scale photography produces such 
pronounced haze effects and has such a low colour resolution that 
the resulting images have hardly any advantage over black and 
white panchromatic photography. 

The spectrazonal film is a two layer film which separately records 
spectral regions in the green, in the yellow-red, and in the infra-red. 
This type of flm which is a modification of three layer aerial colour 
film is of greater practical value than the standard colour film 
due to reduced haze effect and has greater interpretational possibilities 
than infra-red film. This film is more expensive and its processing 
is more delicate and complicated than in the case of standard pan- 
chromatic and infra-red photography. 

The aerial films in general use are, Aerographic Super XX, 
Aerographic Tri-X, Aerographic Infra-red, and Ektachrome Aero 
of Kodak, Aeropan and Agfacolour of Agfa, and special Aviphot 
Pan 30 and 33 films of Gevaert. The aerial films are available in 
lengths of 100, 200, 500 and 1000 feet, the last one being mostly 
used for reconnaissance photography. 

16. Lay-out of photographic task.-The lay-out of the area 
to be photographed indicating north, south, east and west limits 
are marked on the existing published 1-inch or 1 : 260,000 scale 
maps of the area. The area, if too large, is divided into smaller 
blocks and marked A, I3 or C. If possible, the flying area should bo 
bounded by natural features so as to be easily recognisable from 
the air ; i t  should preferably be rectangular in shape. 

Aerial photographs are flown in strips to cover the specified 
area. For convenience of handling, it is advisable to keep the 
number of strips to the minimum. The flight direction of main 
stripe which are called filling-in strips is, therefore, kept along the 
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length of the area. This direction which should either be in cardinal 
directions, viz., East-West or North-South or any other direction 
uvhc~n flown along any particular natural features, should be clearly 
indicated. Where economy in ground control is desired, photo- 
graphic control strips called tie strips are flown a t  right angles to  the 
flling-in strips. Sometimes tie strips are flown across filling-in 
strips to connect points of ground control. The spacing of tie 
strips depends on the accuracy of survey desired. 

17. Design of photographic specifications.-The design of 
photographic specifications consists of the choice of scale of photo- 
graphy, camera, lens, and overlaps - all of which are dictated by 
the topography, scale, contour interval, accuracy requirements of 
the final and available equipment. 

If the graphical method of air survey is to be followed, the 
scale of photograplty is usually chosen to  be the same as that of air 
survey. When stereoplotting instruments are used for survey, the 
precision of the plott,ing instrument and its enlargement ratio, the 
precision of contours are also taken into consideration while deciding 
the scale of photography. This aspect has been dealt in greater 
detail in Section XI11 of this Chapter. 

The choice of camera and lens has to be made from the following 
cameras available in India :- 

Camera Focal length of Lena F o m t  size 
WildRCSa .. 11*5cmand21cm 18 cm x 18 cm 
Wi ldRC8 .. 11m5cm 18 cm x 18 cm 
RlMK 16/23 .. 16 cm 23 cm x 23 cm 
Eagle IXlF.49 & 15 cm and 30 cm 23 cm x 23 cm 

F.52 

For stereoscopic plotting of photographs there sl~ould be at 
least 60% overlap between two consecutive photographs. The 
forward overlap in flight direction should normally be 60%. In 
mountainous terrain with large relief variations, a greater forward 
overlap, i.e., 65Xto 70% is preferable in order to  avoid short overlaps. 
I n  case of block photography where saving in control point is 
achieved, a forward overlap of 80% is used and photographs having 
matching edges wit11 ph~t~ographs of a.djacent strips and having at 
least 60% overla,p amongst the photographs of the same strip, 
are chosen for actual work. 

The Zderat overtap between strips should be just sufficient to 
provide certainty of identification of common detail and to  allow 
for the defects of lateral tilt and slight deviations from the flight 
course in the length of the strip. As a measure of economy the 
lateral overlap should be the minimum. In most cases a lateral 
overlap of 20% should suffice. In mountainous terrain a lateral 
overlap of 30% is recommended. 
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18. Flight control instruments.-The use of flight control 
instruments results in the reduction of basic ground control points 
which in turn increaaes the economy, accuracy and speed of the 
photogrammetric method. The flight control instruments in com- 
mon use are : statoscope, horizon camera, gyroscope, the solar 
periscope and the radar altimeter. Some electronic measuring 
instruments such as Shoran, Hiran and Aerodist are being used in 
eome western countries for providing planimetric position of air 
atation. The etatoscope records the differential heights of the 
eucceesive exposure stations which can be introduced in t.he stereo- 
plotting instrument during aerial triangulation. The horizon camera 
photographs the horizon in two or four directions ; the longitudinal 
and lateral tilts of f 6c accuracy are obtained by stereoscopic 
measurements of horizon photographs which are used during aerial 
triangulation. The gyroscope is capable of providing tilt values of 
f 20C accuracy, The solar periscope is capable of providing tilt 
values of f 5 c  accuracy. The Airborne Profile Recorder ( A.P.R. ) 
is 8 radar altimeter which provides a continuous record of ground 
clearance by electronic measurement and is used for computing 
flying heights of successive exposures. The flight control instru- 
ments are specially useful for areas where ground control is sparse 
end is difficult to provide due to inaccessibility. 

19. Indenting aerial photography.-The Survey parties of 
the department can obtain aerial photography by placing their 
demand on the Surveyor General of India through the Circle Direo- 
tors. In  India the season for aerial photography, which largely 
depends on good weather conditions is from October to  April. 
Since a number of formalities and a good deal of planning are to be 
completed by the department and the photographic agencies before 
undertaking the aerial photography, i t  is essential that all demands 
ehould reach the Surveyor General of India by May every year. 
While placing demands for aerial photography the following details 
ehould be eupplied in order to avoid ambiguity and consequent 
delay :- 

( a ) Purpose of photography. 
( b ) Layout of the area to be photographed marked on 

published maps on 1 inch to 4 miles or 1 : 250,000 
scale. For photography on large scale, existing 1-inch 
or 1 : 60,000 maps should be used. The general 
direction of flight shoulrl be stated. 

( c ) Smle of photography. 
( d ) Overlrsps - both forward and lateral should be stated. 
( e ) Csrners and focal length of lens preferred. 
( f ) Season and time r ~ f  photngraphy prcfcrred 
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( g ) Requirements of number of sets of contact prints and 
their types, i.e., glossy or matt, number of enlarge- 
ments, mosaics, photo indexes, camera calibration 
report, etc., should be stated. 

to.  Numbering of photographic task.-Every aerial photo- 
graphic task is allotted a job number by the Surveyor General of 
India for easy reference and handling. The photographic taaks 
carried out by the India,n Air Force are allotted numbers suffixed 
by 'A', e.g., 346-A. Other numbering used by the Indian Air Force 
for tasks not allotted by the Surveyor General of India, are GS/A, 
OC/9/60 etc. The photographic tasks carried out by MIS Air 
Survey Company ( Private ) Limited Dum Dum, are allotted 
numbers suffixed by 'B', e.g., 331-B. Some old tasks, carried out 
by I.A.S. & T. Ltd. Dum Dum ( old name of M/S Air Survey 
Company ) were suffixed by 'E', 'S' and 'G' e.g. 311 E, 619 S and 
613 G. 

21. Planning for flight.-The planning for the photo- 
graphic task is taken up by the flying agency after the photographic 
specifications have been received. This is carried out with a view 
to produce aerial photographs with economy and speed according 
to the specifications laid down. It consists of la-ying down the 
flight lines and start and finish points for each run on the flight maps, 
computing flying height of aircraft to achieve the desired scale, 
aircraft speed, exposure intervals, estimated number of exposures 
in each run and for the entire tasks, number of linear miles of 
flying necessary and estimated time of turns, practice runs, eto. 
The selection of filter and determination of exposure of shutter 
epeed and relative aperture are also done a t  this time. The choice 
of airoraft is dictated by its ceilinq height, the desired photo scale 
and the particular camera that i t  can carry. Other important 
factors whioh are considered are distances from the hase to the area 
of photography, the number of exposures in one sortie and duration 
of flight for one sortie specially where changing of film magazines 
during flight is not possible. 

22. Navigational aids.-The efficiency of aerial naviga- 
tion directly affects the efficiency and economy of the phofogram- 
metric method. Accuracy of flight maps is closely related to  
accuracy of navigation whenever visual navigation for photography 
is used. The flight maps should, therefore, be prepared on the 
largest scale existing maps of the area. The availability of easily 
identifiable topographical features greatly facilitates visual naviga- 
tion. Lack of identifiable features rts in vast desert, forest or snow 
covered nrcas makes good flight difficult. The efficiency of navi- 
gation in R U C ~  areas nnd for arms where accurate flight maps are 
not available can be increased by instrument navigation. The use 
of good navigation instruments improves the efficiency of photo- 
kaphic coverage by meinboining minimum oonatent lateral overlsps 
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by accurate navigation particularly when experienced aircrew i 8  not 
available. 

23. Processing of aerial  films.-The accuracy of photo- 
grammetric survey depends, to a large extent, on the quality of 
photographic prints. The quality of prints depends on the film 
used and the method of processing. Nonshrink topographic base 
aerial f lm should always be used for photography for photogram- 
metric survey. Processing of the exposed film negatives should be 
&ed out carefully undcr good laboratory conditions in order to 
ensure dimensional stability and geornetrica.1 accuracy. Aerial 
negatives are ideally dried slowly in air of about 55 percent relat,ive 
humidity without any use of heat:, thus avoiding stresses 8s far as 
possible. The relative humidity of 50% to 60% and temperature 
of 70°F to 90°F are the limits which the film negatives should be 
maintained a t  all times of exposure, transportation, processing and 
storage. Processing of negatives, soon after photography, is desir- 
able for early indexing. 

24. Indexing.-The flying agency is responsible for the pre- 
paration of photo index on a suitable scale generally on $-inch or 
1 : 250,000. Field contact prints on single weight glossy paper 
are prepared for indexing and for identifying gaps in the photo- 
graphy. The photo index is essential for easy handling m d  refer- 
ence of individual photographs. 

Indexing of vertical photographs is carried out by laying them 
out in ~ingle strips or mosaics of complete area. Each single 
print is examined against the existing $-inch or 1 : 250,000 scale 
map and its position is marked on the map. In this may positions 
of several photographs of a strip are marked, thereby Indicating the 
position of the strip. The positions of the adjacent strips are marked 
in different coloure. For proper indexing, the existing map 
ehould be reasonably accurate. For accurate aerie1 photography 
of areaa of which no reliable map coverage exists, it is desirable to 
initially prepare 8 photo mosaic on a scale smaller than that of 
eatuel photography. 

On completion of indexing of photographs of the area i t  will 
be clear whether any gaps or short overlaps have been left. If 
considered necessary, the gaps ctnd short overlaps are covered by 
re-flights. The photo index is then prepared on tracing cloth on 
which the common edges of adjaccnt strips and usable outer limits 
of the end strips are indicated by lines. The strip or run numbere 
ere indicated a t  the beginning end end of each flight line, with some 
of the photo numbers say &st and last and every tenth photo shown 
clearly. 

The graticule lines for both latitude and longitude am drawn a t  
intervale of 16 minutes and all the graticule values are enhred. 
The fallowing informetion ie provided on the top margin of the 
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photo index :-Photographic Specification or Task Number, title 
of job, scale of index, ucale of photography, aerial camera and focal 
length of the lens with its number and date of photography. The 
photo index may also contain a legend a t  the bottom which 
indicates the sortie numbera with their dates of flight and the 
strip numbers flown in each sortie. A number of diazo copies 
of the photo index is prepared for the users while the original on 
tracing cloth is preserved hy the flying asency for later additions, 
if any. 

25. Photographic prints.-On completion of an aerial photo- 
graphic task the following materials are supplied by the flying 
agency to the survey party :-two sets of contact prints, two sets 
of photo index and one set of camera calibration report. Other 
requirements of the survey party, if any, are also supplied by the 
flying agency but are charged for ueparately. 

The prints required by the survey party are usually three sets, 
one set of smooth matt prints and two sets of unglazed glossy 
prints. Pencils can be used on matt prints which are, therefore, 
used for detail chalking or as ground verification copies. Detail ie 
clearer and easier to interpret on glossy prints and one set of these 
prints is used for post-pointing of ground control and the other 
set is used by the surveyor to interpret doubtful details during 
aerial triangulation and plotting and by the section officer when 
examining the completed work. Positive transpsrenoies on a m  
or glass plates called diapositives, are used in certain types of photo- 
grammetric plotting instruments. Diapositives on glass plates 
are used for precision photogrammetric plotting. 

Ordinary photographic p p e r  which consists of oelluloee fibres 
undergoes dimensional changes when wet and again when dried. 
When photographic paper prints are to be used for air survey the 
diqen.siona1 changes should be minimum. The waterproof paper 
in which dimensional changes are reduced by a water-resisting 
lacquer coating, are used for this purpose. The best result is 
achieved by using the Agfa correctoatat paper in which the dimen- 
sional changes are minimized due to the presence of an inner layer 
of aluminium foil. 

26. Scrutiny of photographs.--The scrutiny of the completed 
photographic task i~ essential to establish its suitability for the 
intended use. A thorough physical inspection of the film negative 
where possible and aerial photographs should be carried out by the 
Aurvey party indenting the photographs and a scrutiny report 
prepared in quadruplicat'e under the following headings :- 

( a ) Particulars of photography - which should include 
Specification of Task Number, scale of photography 
cctmora used, focal length of lens and date of photo- 
PP~?.  
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( b ) General - The general information regarding the purpose 
of aerial photography, incidence on degree sheet and 
direction of flight of filling-in and tie-strips should be 
stated here. 

( c ) Definition -The defects of definition are examined by 
strip-wise inspection of both the £dm negatives and 
glossy contact prints. Suitability of aerial photo- 
graphy for its intended use should be stated here. 

( d ) Overlaps - The percentage of both types of overlaps, 
forward and lateral, is checked strip-wise and is 
recorded. 

( e ) Crabbing - The percentage of crabbing is examined 
strip-wise and recorded. 

( j ) Scale of photography - The scale of photography should 
be determined for at  least three photographs in each 
dr ip and average scale calculated and compared 
against the scale of photography ordered. 

( g ) Gaps - The scrutiny report uhould be accompanied by a 
trace on the scale of photo index showing the 
following :- 

( i ) Limits of area having stereoscopic coverage. 
( ii ) Actual gaps in photography. 
( iii ) Resulting gaps in photography caused by short 

overlaps both in forward and lateral directions. 

( iv ) Limits of areas of defeotive photography due to 
clouds, shadows, eto. 

( v ) Limits of areaa recommended for re-photography. 
( h ) Area photographed - Area having stereoscopic coverage 

should be measured by planimeter and be compared 
against area ordered for photography and the result 
should be recorded. 

( i ) Defects in negatives - The film negatives are examined 
for clear appearance of fiducial marks and of number- 
ing of film, strips and individual photographs, defi- 
nition and dimensional changes ( by measurement ). 

( j ) Conclusion -Area figures for which deduction in the 
cost of aerial photography is recommended due to 
gaps, sho1-t overlaps or other defects, o.g., clouds, 
shadows, etc., rendering the aerial photography unsuit- 
able for survey purpose, should be indicated here. 

The scrutiny report should be pmpared by the survey party in 
quadruplioate of which three wpiee ehould be forwarded to the 
Oirole Director for sending two aapies to the Surveyor General of 
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India with recommendations for re-photography and deduction in 
the cost of aerial photography, if any. 

27. Registration of photographs.-All photographs and 
their indexes received in the survey party should be immediately 
entered in the air photo stock register on form 0. 141( o ) by the 
party record-keeper and thereafter a record is kept of all their move- 
ments in or out of the party. On their receipt in the survey party 
the photographs are sorted into strips and put into air photography 
envelopes on form 0. l 4 l (  d ) strip-wise and the relevant data 
regarding the photographs are entered in the appropriate places, 
on the face of the envelope. The record-keeper also maintains an sir 
photo distribution register on form 0. 141 ( c ) in which all internal 
bulk issues to and receipts from camp or section officers are entered. 
The supervising ( camp or section ) officer may also maintain a 
separate air photo register on form 0 .  141( c ) for correct recording 
of individual issues to surveyors or air survey draftsmen. 



28. Natural stereoscopic vision.-The main advantage of 
aerial photogrammetry is that it presents a three-dimensional 
model of the terrain by stereoscopic vision. Stereoscopic vision 
is an essential prerequisite for the application of photogrammetric 
methods of survey. Though monocular vision conveys some idea 
of depth, no high degree of accuracy in distance or depth determina- 
tion is possible with monocular vision. It is through binocular 
vision that the quality of human vision is greatly improved. In 
photogrammetry we are mainly concerned with the application of 
binocular vision which enables us t,o obtain a spatial or three- 
dimensional impression of a model formed by two overlapping photo- 
graphs of the same object ta,ken from two different points. 

Natural stereoscopic perception constitutes the highest degree 
of visual unison. Each eye directly perceives an image of the 
viewed object ( half image ) and both image halves are co-ordinated 
in the brain, where they blend toget.her. The two image halvee 
are not exactly identical as theahtwo eyes are separated laterally 
and occupy different view points. This lateral shift of the two 
images is known as binocluar parallex. The two factors which must 
be present to convey depth perception are the degree of convergency 
of the eyes and the actual stereoscopic vision. 

29. The human eye.-The human eye resembles a photo- 
graphic camera in certain respects. A diagram of the horizontal 
section of the human eye is given in figure 111. I .  In  the human 
eye the lens system comprising of the cornPn, the anterior chamber 
of aqueous humour and the crystalline lens, forms an image on 
the rdina which corresponds to the negative plane of the 
camera. The nervous impulses frord the retina are conveyed by 
the optic nerve to the brain, where the  impulses from the two eyes 
are integrated to give a three-dimensional impression in binocular 
stereoscopic vision. Critical focussing is a chieved by varying the 
radii of curvature of the eye lens with the help of the circular 
muscles, the corpus ciliare, which has the effect of varying the 
focal length. 

The retina, coneiats of photo-sensitive cells and when both 
images of the same point fall on these cells in the retina then the 
two are seen as one point. The human eye has a resolving power 
of one minute of arc. On the retina there is R small area, the 
fovea r~&db, over whioh the resolving power of retina is the 
maximum. However, the eye lene is not so accurate and there can 
he (I diffumon diec of upto four minutes of arc due to spherical 
aberration. Any object to be clearly dietinguished by the retina 
~hould enbtend st the eye an angle eomewhat Inrger than one minute. 



and preferably four minutes of arc. This characteristic of the 
human eye is fundamental for the precidion in stereophotogrammetric 
determination of distance differences which in photogrammetry 
corresl~ond to elevation variations. 

In  binocular stereoscopic vision of a point, the visual axes of 
both the eyes rotate in their sockets to converge on that point and 
a t  the same time the radius of curvature of the crystalline lens is 
altered to bring the point into focus on the retina. 7 The-former 
action is known as convergence and the latter as accommodation. The 
relative convergence of the optical axes of the two eyes when ob- 
serving points a t  varying distances from the eyes is important. I n  
figure 111.2 the convergence of the axes of the eyes when gazing 
a t  point P is p, and when gazing a t  Q it is q. Thus the angle p 
conveys the perception that P is a t  a distance Pd and the angle q 
conveys the perception that Q is a t  a distance Qd ; and the angle 
p-q conveys the perception that the distance between the two 
points P and Q is Qd-Pd. The angles p and q are called the paral- 
lactic angles for the two points. Stereoscopic vision with the normal 
naked eye is not possible a t  distances closer than about 250 mm, 
unless the eyes are aided by lenses. The perception of depth by 
stereoscopio vision is not possible beyond about 600 metres because 
the parallactic angle is too small beyond that distance. 

30. Artificial stereoscopic vision.-Natural stereoscopic 
vision is based on the fact that horizontal parallaxes occur between 
both image halves because of the depth differences in the viewed 
object. Since each eye is only capable of registering directions 
towards points, i t  is possible to provide a substitute for a view in 
natural space by presenting a photographic image to each eye. 
In so far as such images represent views of space from different 
points and therefore, differ from each other by amounts of horizontal 
parallax, retinal images are formed similar to those obtained when 
viewing in actual space. 

In  photogrammetry, instead of viewing in actual space, we 
observe, two aerial photographs of the same area taken from two 
different view points and thus presenting two dissimilar views of 
the same area. Under suitable conditions, a three-dimensional 
impreasion or a stereoscopic model very simila,r to that of natural 
space is obtained from the two aerial photographs. 

If the overlaps of the stereo pair are kept inwards and observed 
stereoscopically, we obtain an orthoscopic vicw, i.e., the elevations 
and depths appear in their natural order. If the overlaps are out- 
wards, pseudoscopic view is obtained in which the natural order is 
reversed. 

The eesential conditions for stereo~copic vision are : 
( a ) Separate images must be presented, practically simul- 

taneously to each eye but must exhibit parallexes 
i.e. viewe from different points. 



( b ) The direction of vision to corresponding &age points 
must intersect in space. 

( c ) If images are to be viewed with t,he na.lsed eye, corres- 
ponding distant points of the two images should not 
have any greater relative separation t h m  the inter- 
ocular distance. 

31. Requirement of a stereoscopic pair.-In order to 
produce a spatial model, the two photographs must fulfill the follow- 
ing conditions :- 

( a ) The two photographs must have adequate common 
overlap. 

( b ) The camera axes should be approximately coplanar. 
( c ) The convergence of the optical axes of the cameras 

must not be too large and no greater convergence 
should be experienced than in natural vision. - 

( d ) The scale of the photographs should be approximately 
the same. Though difference in scale of up to 16% 
can be tolerated, when scale difference exceeds 6% 
continuous observation and measurement become 
difficult. 

32. Stereoscopic observation with naked eyes.-It is 
possible to observe a pair of photographs stereoscopically without 
any optical aids but it is tiring. If one looks at a stereoscopic pair 
with naked eyes, the eye axes have to be directed almost parallel, 
but a t  the same time the accommodation must be adjusted for vision 
at  close distance. Moreover, this method of stereoscopic viewing 
restricts the amount of overlap area which can be seen at  one time. 
In  order to be seen stereoscopically, the photographs must be held 
one on top of t5he other which is difficult. The difficulties of stereo- 
scopic viewing are obviated by optical devices, known as stereoscopes, 
which permit simlilteous viewing of a pair of photographs. 

33. Different types of stereoscopes.-The stereoscope, the 
simplest aid to stereoscopic viewing, plays an important role in 
photogrammetry. Two types of stereoscopes which are commonly 
uaed in the Survey of India are, lens or pocket stereoscope and 
mirror stcroscope. 

( a ) Lens ~tereo.scopn.-The most important parts of a lens 
stereoscope are the two single positive lensos with focal length less 
than 269 mm, which are mounted at  normal eye base -( 66:mm ) 
apart and its principle is illustrated in fipro 111.3. The pocket 
stereoscopes usually have plano-convox lenses, the upper side being 
flat with a focal length of 100 mm. The'magnificrttion is given by 
nrn 
ZDU -- 
100 

- 2 -6 times. The images are 60 placed under the 'stereo- 

scope that oorresponding dothila lie at about the Ramo distanoe 



from each other. The rays emanating from tile image details ,are 
parallel after their passage through the lenses, and the eyes can 
adjust themselves for sharp vision a t  long distance. The same 
conditions as the direct stereoscopic viewing accordingly prevail, 
and the stereoscopic vision is greatly facilitated. This is a cheap 
and portable inst~ument, with a large field of view. The lens 
stereoscope is best suited only for small format photographs. 

( b ) Mirror stereoscope.-The principle of mirror stereoscope 
is illustrated by figure I11 -4. Two mirrors or more often a pair of 
mirrors, a prism and a lei~s are the main componeilts of a, mirror 
stereoscope. The refraction power of the lens is such that  the 
outgoing rays become parallel. Since the distance from the lens 
to the image plane is rather long i.e. about 300 mm, the refraction 

250 
power of the lens is lessened and there is a, reduction of- =0.8  

300 
times Mirror stereoscopes are, therefore, provided with binoculars 
with magnification factors of 4 to  6 times and sometimes of 8 times. 
The visual field is automatically lessened to a, corresponding degree 
during the enlargement process. The mirror stereoscope is used for 
continuous viewing of large format photographs as the visual 
base in this instrument is enlarged by double reflections. The 
modern mirror stereoscopes have double reflecting prisms incorpo- 
rated in their viewing systems to  permit oblique viewing which is 
more comfortable. 

34. Other  methods of stereoscopic viewing.-Other 
methods of stereoscopic viewing make use of superimposition of 
two images of the photos to  be viewed stereoscopically. The 
superimposition of the two images can be achieved by separation 
by colour filters, polarized filters or intermittent light. 

( a ) Separation by colour $filters.-The photo images are either 
printed or projected in complornentary colours. By placing a filter 
of the same colour over each eye correspondingly, each picture is 
observed by one eye only. This method is also known as anaglyph 
method. 

Our eyes aro sensitive to eloctromaglietic waves between 380 
and 780 millimicrons which is callod light and consists of bands of 
different colours. When, under normal conditions, we see all these 
wavelengths together the sensation is white light. Filters are 
coloured glasses absorbing part of the li5ht. A pair of filters 
can be used to separate the two pictures projected over eaoh other. 
Multiplex uses red and blue filters and Icolsh Plotter uses red and 
green filters. I11 all cases of blue or groen filters some red light is 
allowed to pass bocctnso if the rod is ontiroly cut out so much light 
will be stopped that i t  will bo difficult to use them. 

With projected photos, the filter is placed over the light source 
of each projector SO that one photo is projected in red and the other 



in blue. When we wear spectacles with the appropriate filters 
of the same colour in the projectors, ideally the red picture cannot 
be seen by the eye covered by  the red filter which can only see 
the blue picture and vice versa. Therefore, the separation is 
attained end a stereoscopic impression results. 

The disadvantages of red and blue filter combination are :- 

( 1 ) The colour contrast is tiring to  the eyes due to  the 
disturbances caused by the chromatic retinal rivalry 
known as colour bombardment. 

( 2 ) A large amount of light energy is lost ( Red 87%, Blue 
67% ) by absorption. The blue filter which absorbs 
the infra-red gets extremely hot. 

( b ) Separation by polarised $lters.-If in place of comple- 
mentary colour filters, polarized filters are used these will polarize 
the projection rays of the two component images perpendicularly 
to each other ( plane polarization ). 

Filters of polarizing light consist of a thin film of plastic pre- 
pared in such a way that  the molecules, which are long and thin 
are laid end to end, thus allowing only one phase of the light to 
pass through the filter, the other being reflected by the molecules. 
For stereoscopic vision, we use two such filters, so that  the molecules 
of one filter are a t  right angles to the molecules of the other filter. 

In  a plotting instrument, the filters are so placed that the 
polarized light rays forming the left image are a t  right angles to 
the light rays forming the right image. By putting on spectacles 
so oriented that the filter molecules are parallel to the respective 
projector filter molecules, i t  is possible to see only one image with 
each eye. 

The advantage of polarizing filters are : 
( 1 ) only 50% light loss occurs in both projectom, 
( 2 ) there is no colour contrast between the two pictures, and 
( 3 ) i t  is possible to use colour photography. 

The biggest disadvantage why it  cannot be used in photogram- 
metry is that the surface on which the image is projected should be 
diffused, so that i t  can bo viewed equally well from all directions ; 
but such a surface will act as a depolarizer and no stereoscopic image 
can be seen. The directional sensitivity of the polarized light to 
the observer's head movements has proved disadvantages. Polar- 
ized light is uged in three-climensional motion pictures and colour 
slides. This is pomik)le as the angle of observation is very smell. 
The spectacles which are used as analysers have their filters set a t  
45" to the plane of polarization for obtaining the maximum colour 
effect. When helrl upside down i t  gives a pseudoscopic effect. Ae 
polarizer some reflecting surfncss, sag., dark glass, plastio or lino oan 
be wed. 



( c ) Separation by intermittent light.-Finally the inertia of the 
llulllan eye can be exploited by presenting two component images. 
The phenomenon that intermittent light if sufficiently rapid i.e. 
35-50 cycles per second is seen by the eye as continuous light k 
known as persistent vision. 

By means of projectors and synchronised ahuttera over the 
eyes i t  is possible to arrange for the right eye to see the right image 
only and for the left eye the left image. The light is supplied a t  
50 to 60 cycles per second and the shutters over the eyes are made 
to coincide with this speed. Thus by changing the phase of the 
current i t  is possible to obtain a pseudoscopic image. By taking 
the average height reading of the stereoscopic and the pseudoscopio 
image i t  is possiblo to eliminate operator differences in positioning 
the floating mark. 

35. The floating mark.-The floating mark is a referenoo 
mark lying in the plane of the object space of a photograph used for 
examining or measuring a stereoscopic model and is seen as occupying 
a position in the three-dimensional space formed by the stereoscopio 
fusion of a pair of photographs. If we put two identical marks, 
say black dots, on correspoilding points on a pair of overlapping 
photographs and view them urldcr the stereoscope we shall see that 
the two dots appear as one as if i t  is part of the stereoscopio image. 
The fused dot will coincida in position and height with that point of 
the model. 

By making these marks on a transparent medium they may be 
moved separately over each pllotograph and thus vary the difference 
of parallax existing betweon the marks and the point of the model 
under examination. A fused mark of this nature ,will appear to 
float in space relative to the landscape and may be made to recede 
from or approach the ground by varying the differences of parallax 
existing between tho mark :tnd the part of the photograph under 
examination. 

The floating mark may be of any of the following types :- 

( a ) A black dot as in Wild A7 or AS. 
( b ) A lulninous light dot as in Multiplex or Kern Pa-2. 
( c ) A coloured dot as in Z e i ~ s  Stereoplanigraph or Stereotope. 

The advantage of a light spot or coloured dot is that i t  will 
show up clearly against details like forests that would obscure a 
black dot. The size of a t1o:~ting mark varies from 0.03 to 0 -06 mm. 
The floating mark should be as sillall an? possible and provide only 
moderate oontrast with the photographic images. The floating 
marka have different shapes like circle, dot, oroas, or T-shepe, but 
the dot is most commonly used. 

56. Stereoscopic measurements.-The . precanditions for 
nuoce~sful exeontion of shreo-photogrsmmetrio measuremente ep& 



from good stereoscopic sight are practice in the guiding of the 
measuring mark and experience in judging the spatial image and in 
reoogniziug stereoecopic defects. Experience has shown that 
pereons with normal sight or who wear suitable spectacles, can 
generally also see stereoscopically. 

Some of the important rules for the performance of stereoscopic 
measurements are : 

( 1 ) Never stare a t  the floating mark as then the stereo- 
scopic vision suffers. 

( 2 ) Never gaze a t  one point in particular ; give the eye an 
opportunity to move. Before measuring, move 
around the point and then gradually bring i t  down to 
the ground. 

( 3 ) It is preferable to come clown to touch the groullcl 
from a floating position. In  instruments where i t  is 
possible to change from stereoscopy to pseudoscopy 
i t  is advisable to measure in both ways and take the 
mean. 

( 4 ) The two photographs should be equally illuminated. 
Sense impressions from two differently illuminated 
photographs take different times to reach the brain 
and residual parallaxes remain. - 

( 5 ) When viewing photographs through a biiiocula,~ lens 
system, the system should be properly focussed. 

37. Orientation of a pair of photographs for stereoscopic 
viewing.-In order to obatin a good three-dimensional impression 
of the terrain, the photographs should be properly oriented under 
the etereoscope. This orientation is performed in the following 
way :- 

( n ) Draw a straight line 011 a piece of paper and i~itlicats a 
point L on tho left of this lino. 

( b ) Focus ancl adjust the binoculars wheru existing. 
( c ) Place the stereoscope over the line in such a, way that 

when looking through the left eye-pioce with left eye 
only, point L is visihle in the centre of field of vision 
and when looking with both eyes the lilies coincide. 

( d ) Indicate a, point R on the line which must bo in the 
centre of the right field of viaion when looking with 
one eye through tho right eye-piece. Now when 
looking with both eyes and with partallel eye axie the 
points L end R should coincide. The distance L-B 
is the instnlment batio of the etereoscope used. 

( e ) Fir the etereoecopic pair of air photogra, hs with selo- 
tape or lead woights in s11c.h a w : ~ y  , t r~ at, t,hn flight 



lines of the consecutive air photographs are in direct 
line and the distance between the principal points of 
the left hand photo and the right hand photo equals 
the length of base of the stereoscope and all shadows 
fall towards the observer. Now the air photos are 
oriented properly for stereoscopic examination. 

( f ) Place the stereoscol~e over the oriented air photos in 
such n way that  flight lines coincide when looking 
wit11 both oyes. Eye base, instrument base and photo 
base are all in one plane now. I n  this position tho 
air photographs can bc! observed stereoscopically 
without strain. 

( g ) The rest of the stereoscopic overlap can be eoamed by 
moving the stereoscope parallol to the position as 
described above. 

( 7~ ) Practice with two or three different pairs of air photo- 
graphs. 



SROTION 1V.-FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
OF PH OTOGRAMbIETRY 

38. Elementary mathematical  concepts.-An aerial photo- 
graph is a central -projection. In an ideal case of an absolutely 
vertioal photograph of a completely flat terrain the aerial photograph 
will be geometrically the same as the corresponding map of the 
area. However, due to tilt of the photograph and relief variation 
of ground photographed, an aerial photograph differs geometrically 
from the map of the corresponding area. 

The central perspective is characterised by the fact that all the 
etraight lines joining corresponding points, i.e., straight lines joining 
object points to their corresponding images, pass through one point. 
This point is known as the perspective centre and is illuutrated in 
figure I V  -1. 

Straight lines AA', BB', etc., joining corresponding points in 
object space and the image plane are known as perspective rays 
and pass through the perspective centre '0'. A plane in-between 
the perspective centre and the object is known as a positive plane. 

39. Geometry of perspective projection.-To study the 
properties of an aerial photograph i t  is necessary to understand 
the geometry of perspective projection. Some properties of this 
projection have been dealt with in the following lines. In figure 
IV.2, plane I can be considered au ground plane and plane I1 as 
poaitive plane of photograph. 

( a ) AB, the line of intersection of the object and image 
plane is known afl the uxis of h m l o g y  or the &a 
of perspective. 

( b ) A plane parallel to plane I and passing through the 
perspective centre '0' cuts the plane I1 in a line CD 
which is known as the horizon line. Horizon line end 
axis of homology are always parallel to each other. 

( c ) Images of all objects infinitely distant on the right of 
AB will be formed on the horizon line. Points on 
the horizon line are known 8s vanishing points. 

( d ) It is a fundamental property of perspeotive projection 
that a line in one plane projects au a line in the other 
plane, the two linea meeting at the axis of homology. 

( e ) A plane which is perpendicular to hoth the planes and 
passes through the perspective centre is known as the 
principal plaw. The linos of intersection of thie 
plane with the two planes are known as principal 
l k .  EF and EH ere the prinoipsl lines. 
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( f ) The angle '8' between the principal lines is the angle 
between the perspective planes. When this angle 
'8' is 'Zero' the plane I1 can be considered as an 
absolutely vertical photograph. I11 normal vertical 
photography, 'this angle seldom exceeds a couple of 
grades. 

( g ) All images of parallel lines converge to a vanishing point. 
Thus images of all lines parallel to the principal lines 
in the object plane will converge to H. 

( h ) ON and OP are the perpendiculars from 0 on to the 
planes I and I1 respectively. The line bisecting the 
angle PON meets the principal lines of planes I & I1 
in I' and I. These are called isocentres. There are, 
two sets of isocentres but only one will appear on the 
photograph. One of the most important properties 
of the isocentre is that angles subtended by different 
objects a t  I' in plane I are the same as corresponding 
angles subt0nde.d a t  I in plane 11, if the plane I, i.e., 
ground is flat. 

( i ) Any point in plane I such as X has a corresponding 
position X' in plane 11. Such pairs are called 
homologous points. 

( j ) If two planes are projectively related as in fig. IV.3 
certain important relationships exist between the 
corresponding details in planes I and 11. 

0"1,0"2,-O"3 & O"4 on plane I1 are the images of 
O11,0'2, 0'3 & 0'4 in plane I. Let there be another 
line in plane I which cuts the lines 0'1, 0'2, etc., in l', 
2', 3' and 4' then it can be shown that 

This ratio is known as the anharmonic ratw of the 
four distailces ; because of the constancy of the ratio 
a unique position can be found for this line in plane I1 
as well so that 1" falls 011 line O"1, 2" falls on line O"2 
and so 011. This property is used in graphical reoti- 
fiantion and will be dealt with later. 

40. Important terms.-Since an aerial photograph is a 
perspective proje~t~ion the definitions and concepts enumerated 
above epply to it as well. %'he terms RR applied to vertical photo- 
graphy are 

( a ) Pcr.vpect6ve centre.-The lens of the oemere oen be taken 
as the perspeotive oentre. Normally two perspeotive 
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centres are associated with an aerial camera, external 
perspective centre and internal perspective centre. 

( b ) Perpendicular from the perspective centre on to the 
ground intersects the ground in a point whioh is 
known as the grouvd plumb point. I ts  intersection 
with the photograph is termed photo plumb point. 
I n  figure IV - 2 they are N and n respectively. 

( c ) Perpendicular from the perspective centre on to the 
photograph intersects the photograph in the principal 
point. The length of this perpendicular intercept oh 
denoted by 'c' is the principal distance. 

( d ) Tilt.-The angle between the horizon plane and photo- 
graph can be resolved in two components, one in the 
direction of flight and the other a t  right angles to it. 
The direction of flight is normally taken as X and 
a direction perpendicular to i t  as Y ( fig. IV . 4  ). 

( i ) The component about the Y axis, i.e., in the 
direction of X is known as phi ( + ) tilt or 
X-tilt or fore and aft tilt or tip. 

( ii ) The component about the X-axis i.e. in the 
direction of Y is known m omega ( o ) tilt or 
Y-tilt or lateral tilt. 

( a ) 1aocentreu.-I and I' ere the isocentrea. As before, 
anglee are the name at T and I' if plane 1, i.e., ground 
ie flat. 

I$ i a  very important to remember that anglea a r e  true at the 
hocentreu only when the ground &spat. 

( j ) Plate parallel.-All horizontal lines parallel to the 
horizon line or axia of homology are termed as plate 
parallele. Thus in fig. IV .2 all lincm parellel to CD 
will be termed plate parallels. 

( g ) Scale o j  photogrnpha.-In the oaao of a, truly vertical 
f 
I 

photograph of flat terrain scale of photograph = - H '  
where f is the principal distanoe end H the flying 
height above mean terrain level. In the oase of 
tilted photograph the scale i~ not oonstant. It is 
oonstant along any partioular plate parallel but varies 
in Werent plate parallels. 

( h ) A& oJ tilt.-The plate parallel whioh passea through 
the principal point is defined as axis of tilt. In fig. 
IV.2 e line in plane I1 parallel 60 ClD and paseing 
through H will be the sxie of HI$. 



( i ) Iaometric parallel.-The plate parallel passing through 
the isocentre ' i ' is termed the isometrio parallel. It 
can be proved that this is the only parallel dong whioh 

C 

the scale = I, i.e., the same as in the oase of a verti- 
H 

cal photograph. 

41. Image displacement due to  relief.-Let '0' be 8 

camera station from which a truly vertical photograph ia taken 
( ref. fig. IV 5 ). It will be seen that if the point P, hes no eleva- 
tion i t  will photograph a t  P' but if i t  has an elevation 'Az' then it 
will photograph a t  P", i.e., the image will appear displaoed by P'P". 
This is known as relief displacement. It can be shown that  ita 

- 

AZ 
magnitude is equal fo N'P" . -- Z 

and that i t  is radial from the plumb 

point. 

qt. Image displacement due to tilt-( a ) Flat terrain.-Let 
0 ( in fig. IV.6 ) be the perspective centre and I and I1 be the 
positive planes for a truly vertical and tilted photographs res- 
pectively. The figure shows a cross-section in the principal plane ; 
for a point 'A' which appears a t  a' in I and a t  a in I1 the displacement - 

is equal to ia'-ia. 

- - 
ia-&O 

It can be shown that i t  is equal to and f-ia. Sin0 
8 radial from the isocentre. When the point b' is non-axial in 
plane I ( ref. fig. IV ,  7 ) the tilt displacement which is still radial 
from the isocentre chn be shown to be equal to 

ib'--ib = 
ib2 Sin 8.  Cos 4 

f- ib . Sin 8. c=$' 
( b ) Accidented terrain.-Displacements due to relief me radial 

from the plumb point and displacements due to tilt are radial 
from the isocentre. However, there is no suoh point where angles 
are t,rue to  tho corresponding angles on the ground in the oase of 
a tilted photograph of an accidented terrain ( i.e., terrain in whioh 
there are elevatiorlal difforonces ). 

43. Stereoscopic parallax and  determination of heights.- 
Tho feasibility of finding height differences of objects in the object 
space with the help of meas~ireinent of parallax from overlapping 
photographs of the area concerned is one of the most important 
qualities of photographs. It will be Been that because of relief 
there is a certain nnloui~t of relief displacement of the same point 
in two adj~cent  photographs t h ~ t  gives the parallax differenoe whioh 
is related to the height of the point under consideration. Stereo- 
scopic, paralZux i~ tho change in position of the image of a point on 
two adjacent photographs, due to the change in the position of the 
camel-rb. Thus stereoscopic parallax of A in fig. I V  -8 is e'a" and 
that of B is h'b". It can readily hc seer1 that points at the same 
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level will have the same parallax. The parallax of all points a t  the 
same level as A will be equal to a'a". When a point is a t  a different 
level, e.g., B, its parallas becomes different from a'a". It is this 
difFerence which is related to the height of the point and is of utmost 
utility- in photogrammetry. 

1n normal work one of the principal points is chosen as the 
reference point. Then, if say principal point of the left hand 
photograph is chosen as the reference point, PR is found by measur- 
ing the distance between the principal point of the right hand photo- 
graph and the principal point of the left hand photograph as trans- 
ferred to the right hand photograph. 

The relationship between parallax and height differences can be 
derived with the help of fig. IV.  8. 

From similar triangles, for a point A, 
Z A c B - c  

we have - = - or Z = - . 
B Pa PA 

Similaxly for any other point A 

The height difference A Z is then given by 
a z = z ,  -z, 

*,. Pa - PE = A P ,  

Substituting ( IV-1 ) in ( IV-2 ), wo get : 

In this formula, ZB is the flying height over a reference point. 
W'e will uso the left hand principal point ibs reference point ; so PR 
must be parallax of this point and i t  can be measured on the right 
hand photograph. It is often indicated bb' ( base at  photo scale ). 

Yometimes it may be, necessary to compute A P  for a certain 
AZ. The inverse formula is given by 

The minus sign may be confusing to the reader. We defined 
AZ =- ZA - Z,. That means, if tho flying hojght ovor ~boiut A is 
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larger than that  over reference point, AZ is positive. If the point 
under consideration is higher than the reference point AZ lvould be 
negative and hence parallax difference A P  would bo positive and 
vice versa. 

Similarly i t  can be proved that 

Ah = 
ZR 

PE + AP 
AP. . . . . . . . . . ( IV-5 ). 

The formulas in equations ( IV-4 ) and ( IV-5 ) are very 
important. An example will clarify the use. Let the data be as 
follows :- 

( a ) size of picture 18 cln x 18 cm 
( Z, ) flying height above reference plane = 5,000 metl-es 

( c ) base as measured in right hand photograph = 70 mm 
then parallex for a height difference of 100 metres above reference 

plane = - 
70 x ( - 100) mm 
5000 - 100 

Similarly, knowing parallax, which call be measured on the 
height difFerences can be determined. For the same 

example 

~h = 5000 x 1 .43 metres 
70+ 1 -43  

- 7150 -- e 100 metres. 
71.43 

It must be kopt in mind that theso formulas give correct result 
only when the photographs are truly vertical. The presence of tilt 
in either one or both of the photographs disturhs the relationship. 
This will be donlt with lator. 

44. Basic theory of orientation.-b single photograp11 is 
a central projection of the area photographed. It has nins degrees 
of freedom, i.e., the three co-ordinates X, Y, 2; of the exposure station 
with respect to tho ground and three rotational freedoms wliich 
could ho resolved in tcrms of rotations around direction of flight 
and two other axes perpendicular to it. These six unknowns in 
respect of a photogrnpll are known as elements of exterior orient&- 
tion. Tlle re~llttining thrcc! refcr to the inner geonietry of the camera, 
i.e., the principxl clistallce and the 1)osition of prirlcipal poillt with 
respect to the fiducinl marl;s. Thest tllrec arc. normal1~- kknoit.11 
a n  t i  1 1 n s  o f  I o ~ i t t i o .  TIIIIH for all pl.actical 



purposes, unluiowrls in respect of single photograph can be taken 
aa six which rare the elements of exterior orientation. As a natural 
corollary i t  is clear that co-ordinates of s point on the photograph 
can be expressed in terms of six unknowns, and tliat if photo and 
corresponding ground co-ordinates of three points are known the 
photograph can be oriented. 

In the case of a single pliotograpli the relationship between photo 
and correspondii~g ground co-ordinates is expressed by the formula, 

X =  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + X + b l Y + c , Z  . (  IV-6 ) 
%X -t- b,Y+c,Z 

Where x, y are the co-ordinates on the photographs and X, Y, Z 
the, oo-ordinates of corresponcling ground points. As will be 
seen these two are related by 9 co-efficients a,, b,, etc. These 9 
co-efficients are functions of 9 elements of orientation. Out of the 
9 elements of orientatiou we have assumed that three elements 
( i.e., elements of inner orientation ) are known ; thus there remain 
only six ut~kaowns. If six equations can be formed, i.e., if three 
points are known, all the uilknowns can be solved. 

In surveying, the reverse problem of determining the ground 
co-ordinates from measurements on the photograph is more import- 
ant and i t  can be Reen that the three ground co-ordinates X, Y, Z 
cannot be determined from the two plate co-ordinates X, Y since 
the central projection is not reversible. However, the X, Y co- 
ordinates of points on a plane " Z conatcbnt " oan be determined ; 
the relationship is 

h1 this X.,, Y, are the ground co-ordinates of the projeotiorl 
centre and p,, p,, etc., are the 9 unknowns which can he determinod 
if  inner orientatloll olenlents and co-ordinates of throo other points 
are known. This is one of tho basic equations in photogrammetry. 

45. Geometry of stereoscopic pairs.-It was seen that with 
the help of mensuremerlt on a single photograph relative differenoes 
of heights cannot be determined. A pair of overlapping photo- 
graph~ can, however, be u ~ e d  to obtain reconstruction in space of the 
terrain that ia colnllloil to the two photographs. Since there are six 
uliknowns for each photograph ( i t  ia assumed thet the inner oriente- 
tion is known ) 12 conditions mill hc~ve to be fulfilled. These are 
achieved by 

( n ) Relative orientution :-The two pi-ojectore are mctni- 
p~~latetl r,el,~tive to each other in such a way thet all 



correeponding rays intersect in space. This condition 
can be achieved if i t  is ensured that a t  least 5 corres- 
ponding rays intersect in epace. Thus five degrees of 
freedom are fixed in this way. 

( b ) Absolute orientation :-The relatively oriented model is 
scaled and levelled so that i t  is brought into appro- 
priate position with respect to the instrument co- 
ordinate system ( which in turn is related to the 
ground co-ordinate eystem). For scaling, a minimum 
of two points should be known in X and Y end for 
levelling, a minimum of three non-collinear height 
points should be known. These two operations will 
fix the remaining seven unknowns. 

46. Mathematical basis of relative orientation.-In figure 
IV a 9  the projection of a particular point is shown with two pro- 
jeotors. This can represent two of the inilumerable rays consti- 
tuting the whole projection. Let the two rays intersect the projec- 
tion plane in A, and A,. The distance A,& when line A,A, is per- 
pendicular to the base line is known es the Y-parallax. When the 
line A,A, is perpendicular to the base line, X-parallax of the point 
is zero. When the distanoe A,A,=O i t  means that the two rays 
interseot each other. 

. . 

A1A2, i.e., Y-parallax can be made zero for a paticular point by 
the relative movement of the elements of exterior orientation of the 
projeotor. The differential obange in the x and p co-ordinates 
of projeoted points can be exprwssed as 

where x,,y, z ere co-ordinste differences with respect to the left 
hand proleofion centre 

and A$, change in phi ( $ ) in the left hand camera 
Awl ch~nge in omega ( w ) in the left hand camera 

( Suffix 1 refers to the left hand camera ). 

Similarly when element8 of projedor I1 are moved 

( x-b ) yn and Ay, = - .p. A#, -z (  I $- - )Aw, -1- ( x -b ). Ak, + Aby,  
z 2 2  
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The equations given above indicate the relationship between 
small corrections which are to  be given to the orientation elements 
to remove the Y-parallax that will be found in the model. Thus 

-P , ( error ) = Ay, - Ay, 

where differential movements of the elements of orientation are 
corrections to the elements of orientation. 

This can be arranged in the following form as well 

+x( Ak,- Ak, )+[ Abyl- Aby,+b. Ak,-z( Awl - Aw2 )] 

- .- . v2 Y AA- l*. AB- - AC+x- AD+E.. . . . . . . ( IV-10 ). 
z Z Z 

Thus with five equations formed by measuring Y-parallaxes 
a t  5 known points in a model the 5 unknownsA A,A B, etc., can be 
determined. For relative orientation one element from each group 
can be taken. The elements may, e.g., be taken as 

( n ) In  A-7 for Aerial triangulation- 

( i ) Iflt model +,, +,, w,, K,, K, 
( ii ) 2nd nlodel4new, wnm, Knew, bynew, bznew 

( b ) In A-8 for normal plotting- 

K1, K,, +,, +, and w, or w,. 

It can be deduced that only 50 different combinations are 
available for orientation. 

47. Geometrical concept of relative orientation.-As 
already mentioned earlier projective geometry proves that all corres- 
ponding rays of two homologous bundles will intersect if apecificltlly 
chosen fivc corresponding rays of the two bundles interseot. Fig. I V  -9 
ahows two projectors with which a stereoscopic pair of photographs 
is beiug projected. Corresponding rays, e.g., 0, A, and 0, A, do not 
normally intersect. The di~tance between A,A, can be indicated 
with a component in X-direction known as X-perall~x. By keep- 
ing the projectors fixed but by lowering or raising the projection 
table, X-parallax call be made zero ; if in this position of the projec- 
tion table by manipulating one of the projectors the Y-parallex 
i~ 8180 marl0 zero, then 0, A, and 0, A, intersect . 
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In  this way if pairs of corresponding rays are made to intersect, 
all the corresponding rays of the model will be intersecting, i.e., the 
model will be freo of Y-parallax. The eix points i11 the model 
which are generally used for tho elimination of Y-parallax arebalso 
indicated in fig. IV  ~ 1 0 .  

The sequence of numbering is more or less u~~iversally accepted 
and will be adhered to in this Chapter as well. Points 3 & 5 are so 
selected that the rays 0, 6 and 0, 3 suhtond equal angles a t  
0, which means that in a, model of flat terrain clistance 13= 15. 
Further the points should he selected aho~lt 5 mm from the edge in 
the negative/diapositive. 

48. Elements available for-'orientation.-Vor each pro- 
jector three elements of translation, bx, by, 1)z and three olements 
of rotation, kappa (K), phi (4) and omega (o) are available. The 
elements of left hand projector normally carry the suffix 1 and those 
of right hand 2, thus the elements available are 

Suppose now that one projector was fixed, i t  should then also 
be possible to make the model free of Y-pardlax hv manipulating 
elements of one projector. Out of the six elerneilts of one projector, 
one, i.e., 'bx' does not affect Y-parallax but onlv affects the scale of 
projeotion ; the remaining five are just sufficient to remove 
Y-parallax a t  the five standard loontions, i.e., to make the model free 
of Y -parallax. 

The effect of small movements of the elements of orientation 
et different points in the model cen be demonstrated with the help 
of simple diagrams. For this analysis an oriented model of flat 
terrain will be the starting point. The elements of orientation, one 
a t  a time, will then be given a slight movement and their effeot 
studied. 

The axes aptem followed is aa in fig. I V  ~ 1 0 .  Distances 'b' 
and 'd' are in the projeotion. Y-parallax is defined as Y,-Y, and 
is positive when i t  is in the positive direction of Y. Veotorielly 
join by an arrow the intersection of left hand projector to the 
corresponding intersection of the right hand projector. If the 
m w  points in positive direction of Y, the:Y-parallax a t  the point 
ie positive. 

Efwta of Kapp 'K,'.-( In the diagrams, dotted lines represent 
the position of tho rrtys after the introduction of small movements 
to the element of orientation. The firm lines indicate the position 
when the model was oriented, thus indioating the positions of inter- 
seotions of right hand pmjeotor. The dotted line arrows indioate 
the X- arallex i n t r o d u d  end the firm line amm indioate the 
Y-para P lax Intmduoed ). 
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It is clear from fig. IV-11 that Py,=Py,=Py,=O and Py2= 
Py4=Py6= -b .AK,. 

Ejfect of Omega (w).-Fig. I V  -12 is a section of left hand 
projector as viewed from right to left. From the figure it can be 
seen that 

Py1=I?y2=-z .Awl 

and Py, =Py4=Py, =Py6= - BC 
- - -BtC .set a 

The effect on the six points ie as in fig. IV -13. 

This distribution can be split up in two groups. The effeot 
as in fig. IV  -14 is the same as that of movement of "by" ; the effeot 
in fig. IV -15 is the characteristic effect of omega. 

To remove a Y-parallax patterns in fig. IV *16( a, ) manipula- 
tion of two elements, i.e., by and Ao will ho required essentially. 
Thus the sequence will be 

( n ) Y-parallax whioh is characteristic of omega, can be 
d2 

equatecl to - Aw as in fig. IV .16( a ). 
I, 

( b ) By manip~~lating omega ( o1 ) Y-pardox equal to 
d2 

( - Aw - 1--z Aw ) but in the 0pp08ife directim is 
z 

introduced a t  points 3, 4, 6 and 6. 

( r, ) 'J'he remaining Y-psrallax z. Aw a t  pdints 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 
and 6 as in fig. IV .16( c ) ie removed by msnipulatiug 
"by". 

Suppose the Y-parallax to be removed at  points 3, 4, 5 and 6 
dl 

WRS - Awl TO remove this, A; will have to be introduoed so 
Z 

that Y-prtrdlnx at a11 points may become z . Awl ( but in the 
opposite senso ). 

da The omega movement required for removing only - Awl at  
Z 

( dSll; Am, point8 3, 4. 5 and 0 would be A;-== d, 
(, + 2 )  
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Thus an overcorrectioll will have to be applied and this over- 
- 

col~eotion - Awl -Aw=Aol - ( d21z )Awl 
da 

(; f z )  
z .A,, 

-- -- 
- d2 

( , + z )  

The overcorrection factor will be 

B'ect of phi ( 4 ).-Let the left hand projector get a small 
positive phi ( 4 ) motioil and let the angle GO, 2 = 8 ( ref. to fig. 
IV-17 ). When the projector moves, the angle between the rays 
will remain the same, i.e., the angle 6' 0,2' will be 8. Let angle 10,2 
be equal t o  'a' 

d 
Then tan 8 = 

b 
.\/ bz+z2 

and tan 'a' = - 
z 

Angle 2' 22" would also be equal to 'a', 22" being yerpentlicular to o,?" 
I n  trianlge 20,2", 22" = 0, 2 Aq5 
and 3' 2" = 0, 2 .  Aq5 atan 'a'. 

The Y-parallax introduced a t  point G 
r- 26-2' 6' 

t 

= 0, 2 tan  0-( 0,2"-2'2" ) tail 8 
E;; 2' 2" tan 8 ( since 012=012" ) 
=. 0,2 -A+ stan 'a' .ten 0 

. .. 
-..-- (I b -.- 

- dba+z '  ) .; . i / (  b"zz ) .Ad 
bd - .A# 
z 

It can bo see11 that  Yy ,  = Py, = Y y ,  = Py, = o 

- 
bd 

aid Py, = - - A$ 
Z 

The pattorn of Y-parallax will be as shown in figure I V  -18. 

Eflect of bz.  -The j~atteni of Y-pitrallux introcluced with 117, 

csnlr l b o  tlci.ivotl from fig. LV . 1  !I.  It i s  sl~o\vll  in  fig. IV -21. 
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In fig. I V  -20 is given a cross-seotion a t  the left hand projeotion 
centre. The magnitude of Y-p~rellax introduced ?t point 6 is 66'. 

In  triangle A%', 66' = A5' .tan 'a' 
= Abz can 'a' 

'l'hus the T-parallax would be Py, = Py, = 0 

d py, = Py, = -- -A bz. 
z 

EfJ'ect of 'by'.-The effect of by is the same on all points in the 
model. The pattern of Y-parallax is in fig. IV -22. 

The characteristic effect of Y-parctllax of small positivo ohanges 
in the elements of orientation is given in fig. IV -23. 

( a. ) It can be seen that the effect of K, and K, is the same as 
that of by, or by,. All those are put in a group and 
termed translation group. 

( b ) Similarly the efiect of 4, and #I, is the same as that of 
bz, or bz,. These are grouped lui~der one head and 
termed scale group. 

( c ) The effect of o1 and w,  is similar. This is termed as 
omega group. 

49. Selection of elements of relative orientation.-For 
relative orientation 5 independent elements ahollld he chosen such 
that 

( a ) these is one elemont from omega goup ( ol, u2 ). 
( b ) there are two elementn from trttnsl~tion group ( K,, K,, 

by,, by, 1. 
( G ) there are two elements from sotlle group ( +,, +,, bz,, bz, ). 

The drill for orientation could then be aa follou~~ :- 

( a ) Remove par~llax a t  points 1 and 2 with the elements 
of translation group ( two elements in all ). 

( b ) Remove Y-parallax a t  one of the wing points say point 
3 with one of the elements of ucde group. 

( c ) Iiemove Y-parallax at  a point on the other side of the 
base opposite to the point chosen in ( b ) ( in this o ~ e  
6 ) with the element of the omega group and apply 
overcorrection 

The overcor~ection c,an b.0 shown to !)e . - 
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( d ) Remove Y-parallax a t  points 1 and 2 with the elements 
of translation group as in para ( a ) above. 

( e ) Remove Y-parallax a t  the wing points adjoining to the 
one chosen in (,b ) ( point 4 in this case ) with the 
second element of the scale group. 

( f ) Repeat the whole drill. 
This is the general sequence of the drill for orientation. 
A complete reconstruction of a stereoscopio model in a photo- 

grammetric machine involves :- 
( a ) Inner orientation-introduction of plotting prinoipal 

distance and centering of the photograph/nega;tive/ 
diapositive. 

( b ) Relative orientation-removal of Y-parallax in the 
model. 

( c ) Absolute orientation-scaling and levelling to known 
vdues. 

50. Model deformation.-It has been explained that 
in stereophotogrammetry heights of points relative to each other 
are determined by making use of differences of X-parallaxes of 
various points. When the two photographs of a model are not in 
their exact correct relative positions with respeot to each other the 
points in model will contain certain additional X-parallax which 
would not have been there had the photographs been in their correct 
relative positions with respect to each other. These additional 
X-parallaxes vary in different parts of the model end give rise to 
varying deformation in various parts of the model. Thus a, model 
of a flat ground under these circumstances may appear warped. 

It will be more clear from the illustration as in fig. IV -24 which 
should be seen stereoscopically. Loft hand projection, in an optical 
projection instrument, e.g., Multiplex, is the correct vertical pro- 
jection of a flat ground, the right hand projection of the same 
figure is not a vertical projection but has been projected with some 
omega F inclination. The result is that the flat ground appears 
twisted around 1-2, point 3 being higher and point 5 being lower than 
points 1, 2, 4 and 6 which represent the correct level. 

In a normal near-vertical photograph such X and Y displace- 
ments are inherent as i t  is not as yet possible to take absolutoly 
vertical photography and as such when parallaxes are measured 
with a normal parallax bar, the parallaxes are burdened with such 
discrep~lllcies giving a model which is deformed. The pattern and 
extent of deformation can best be studied by keeping the left hand 
projection correct and by considering the effect of one element of 
exterior orientation a t  A time on the right hand projection. 

( n ) Injluence of bx.-( In all the diagrams that follow the 
tip of the arrow shows the new positions of points in right hand 
projoctioni). 
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Fig. I V  -26 shows the effect of 'bx' in the right hand pro- 
jection. Since there is a constant shift in all points it does not 
result in any deformation but only result in a shift of height 
soele. 

( b ) InJluence of 'by'.-'by' gives a constant shift in Y-direc- 
tion only and has no influence on X-parallax and hence does 
not result in any deformations ( ref. to fig. I V  -26 ). 

( c ) Influence of 'bz'.-The X and Y movements of points 
because of bz is as shown in fig. I V  -27. In  points 1, 3 and 6 
an erroneous X-parallax is measured. This error is the same 
in all points. The deformation in the model will be as shown 
in fig. IV -28. 

( d ) InJEuence of phi ( 4 ).-The effect of phi ( 4 ) is as shown 
in fig. IV -29. The X-parallax discrepancies in a section 
through point 1 are more than in a section through point 2. 
The variation of X-parallax is quadratic in the direction of x. 
This gives a parabolic cylindrical deformation surface, as shown 
in fig. IV -30. 

( e ) Influence of omega ( o ).-It will be soen from fig. IV -31 
that the change in X-parallax in points 3 and 5 is in opposite 
direction, while there is no X-parallax change a t  points 1, 2, 
4 and 6. The resulting model deformation is as shown in fig. 
IV -32 which is well known as omega twist effect and is mathe- 
matically a hyperbolic paraboloid. 

( f ) Injuence of kappa ( K ).-It can be seen from fig. I V  -33 
that there is no X-parallax a t  points 1 and 2, while a t  points 3 
and 4 i t  is equal and opposite to that at  5 and 6. This results 
in certain tilt in the model as shown in fig. IV -34. 

A little scrutiny of the deformed surfaces will make i t  clear 
that i t  is the effect of '+' and 'o' only which is non-linear. 
After relative orientation has been completed there will still be 
residual errors in the various elements of orientation, giving a 
certain amount of deformation in the model. Part of the 
model deformation due to residual errors in '4' and 'o' ( being 
non-linear ) cannot he eliminated during absoluto orientation. 
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51. Radial line principles.-Radid line triangulation is a 
form of aerial triangulation procedure in which direotions from 
the approximate photo centre of each photograph in a strip are 
used for horizontal control extension by successive intersection and 
resection of these direction lines. The fundamental feature of radial 
line triangulation is that measurements are made in the plane 
of the photograph itself. 

The great advantage of radial line triangulation is that i t  affords 
a comparatively cheap method of planimetric control extensfon. 
The equipment needed is inexpensive and the procedures can be 
adapted to  suit the requirements of accuracy. 

The basic principle in this method is that in a truly vertical 
photograph, even in terrain with relief, angles are true a t  the photo 
centre. In  practice, however, photograph can be only 'near- 
vertical'. If, therefore, one has a tilted photograph of accidented 
terrain, no single point can be used as the centre of rediation. In 
Section IV it  was explained that imaqe displacements due to tilt 
ere radial from the isocentre and that image displacements due to 
relief are radial from the plumb point. The question then arises 
as to which point could be assumed as the most suitable centre for 
the measurement of the directions. The assumption should, of 
course, result only in errors that are acceptable and also the point 
should be physically identifiable and crtpable of being marked. 

The nadir or plumb point and the isocentre can be identified 
and physically marked only when the direction and amount of 
photo tilt have been determined. There are various means of 
ascertlaining this data. Amongst these are the use of a spirit level 
rigidly connected with the camera, gyroscope, horizon cameras 
and the measurement of X- and Y-parallaxes. The procedure of 
using the isocentre or plumb point as the radial centre has not 
found wide practical use. The use of auxiliary instruments in flight 
detracts to some extent from the simplicity of the procedures of the 
radial line methods. 

In the practice of surveying from near-vortical photographs, 
principal point radial triangulation has provod effective and is the 
normal method of radial line triangulation adopted for topographical 
mspping . 

In a near-vertical photograph tho assumption that mgles are 
true a t  the principal point, of courso, gives riso to certain errom. 
The errors given below ere those arising due to tilt and relief shown 
separately. Tho errors are in photo directions measured a t  the 
principal point :- 

Error due to tilt = Aia sin 20 
Error due to relief - - ~i T W B C W  e 
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where Ai is the fotal photo tilt ( i.e. not its components 'fore and 
aft' tilt and 'lateral tilt' but the maximum inclination of the photo- 
graphs to  the horizontal ). 

j? is the angular elevation of a point where the error is being 
evaluabd. The angle is with reference to  the horizontal through 
the ground principal point. 

8 is the angle meaaured a t  the ground principal point between 
ground points and the principal line. 

The errorsjgiven above are systematic errors in photo direc- 
tions. With a, tilt of 4g the maximum error in photo direction due 
to tilt is about 6"-. The error due to relief in the same photograph 
with tan f i  = 0.05, is 20C. With a tilt of 2 g  the figures for 
maximum errors in photo directions due to tilt and relief are 1.7C 
and 10c. The effect of these systematic errors have been analys- 
ed,thoroughly and this is of great importance particularly in 
analytical radial triangulation in which photo directions are 
measured in a radial triangulator. 

To evaluate the errors in terms of linear image displacement 
arising in principal point radial triangulation due to Radial Line 
hsumption that the radials from the principal point are angularly 
true, the following formulae are more handy :- 

- - Ix. Aiaosin 28 
Error due to tilt 4 

Where Ix is the distance from the isocentre to the point. For 
pratical. purposes the distance oan be measured from the principal 
point iteelf. 

Error due to relief - h - - sf tani 
H 

Where f is the focal length, h is the height of the point above ground 
datum and H the height of the aircraft above this datum. 

Example ( a ) Format = 23 cm X 23 cm, tilt = 38 - 

The value of Ix can be assumed to be 16 cm. 

The displacement due to tilt = 2 x 0 -047 x 1 om 
4 

( b ) Assuming 8 flying height of 4000 metres and a principel 
diefence of 160 rnm the relief displacement for a point 600 metres 
ebove datum plane k 

Generally, with a ground relief of about 10% of the flying height 
end a tilt of about 3 -5 grades, the prinoipal points can be used rn 
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the centre for radial line triangulation for medium and small scale 
topographical mapping without significant errors being introduced. 

52. Extension of control by graphical method.-By 
applying the foregoing principles horizontal control can be extended 
between ground control. Tho additional control points established 
by radial line methods are lcnown as pa.ss points. 

Radial triangulation may be carried out by any of the following 
methods :- 

( a ) Graphical 
( b ) Mechanical 
( c ) Analytical 

Steps in tohe graphical method begin with the marking of the 
radial centre, which in the departmental practice, has always been 
the principal point. This is obtained usually by marking the inter- 
section point of the lines connecting opposite fiducial marks. I n  
the three-fold overlap of three photos of a strip, two common points 
are selected and marked, one above the base line and one below the 
base line. These points are called vnilzor control points. In 
V .  1 ( a )  they are indicated by 2u and 21. Tho figure '2' indicates 
photo number. For points above the base line, the letter 'u' is used 
as suffix and for points below base line tho letter '1' is used as 
suffix. 

The principal point and these minor control points are trans- 
ferred to  adjoining photos. After these steps, the photographs of a 
strip have a pattern of a point - on each photo, as shown in figure V -1 
( a ) a n d V . l  ( b ) .  

The tic-in between one strip and another is achioved by select- 
ing lateral control poinds. Those are chosen in about the centre of 
the lateral overlap, in every third photograph. A suitable 
numbering system for lateral control points would be to  dosignate 
them by photo numberllower strip number. Thus 2317 would mean 
the lateral control point in l>lioto 23 of strip 7, which would also 
appear in the strip north of this strip 7.  Each lateral control 
point has to bc transferred to as tnany adjoining photographs as 
possiblo. Whore a minor control point serves the purpose also of a 
lateral control point, a lateral control point in addition to the minor 
control pc~int, is not necossarg. 

The next step is bnsc lining and tlrnwing tho radial lines. 
Tho principal point on each photograph is connected by a, line, 
usually in vormillion rcd, with tho principal points transferred on 
the snmo photo from adjoining photos. An estonsion is also drawn 
for about an inch near the odgo opposite tho trailsforred principal 
point. 

The subsecluent  bps aro carried out on n long strip of trans- 
parent matorial liko kodatrace. ( See fig. V -2 ). 
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This transparent material is placed on the f i s t  photo. The 
principal point is marked on the transparent medium and the 
directions from it, to  the minor control points, ground control 
points and lateral control points are traced. The first photo is 
removed and the next photo is placed under the trace. The koda- 
trace strip and the photo are mutually shifted and rotated in such 
a way that the direction 1-2 on the former coincides with the 
corresponding base Line on the photo. On the line 1-2 in the koda- 
trace, principal point 2 is now marked in such a way that the distance 
1-2 on the trace corresponds to the mean strip scale or to the scale 
on which the  graphical triangulation is to be executed. Usually 
the first base line is scaled on the lrodatrace strip to the mean strip 
scale. 

With the second photo now in position, radial lines to the points 
in i t  are traced as before and also the base line direction 2-3 is 
traced. Photo number 3 is slipped under the transparent koda- 
trace and i t  is oriented by making the base line on it ,  viz., 2-3, 
coincide with the direction 2-3 on the photograph No. 3. Principal 
point 3 on this line is resected by making use of the radial lines on 
photo 3 to  points 21 and 2u. Their positions having been already 
intersected on the strip of kodatrace earlier from photos 1 and 2, 
and the azimuth of 2-3 having been also determined, resection of 
photo 3 is possible. Thus by a process of intersection and resection 
positions of all minor control points, lateral control points and 
ground control points are intersected. The positions of principal 
points are resected. Fig. V -2 shows a minor control plot. 

Short overlap.-As part of flight planning for photography, the 
fore-and-aft overlaps bctween photographs of a strip arc specified, 
which is usually 60% or more, for survey by graphical or photo- 
grammetric methods, so that i t  is always possible to get about 10% 
area, common to three consecutive photographs of the strip. This 
common overlap is called supralap. If the fore-and-aft overlap 
falls below 50 per cent, no point can be found in a photograph 
which will be common to both the adjacent photograph9 of the stril). 
This situation is known as "short overlap". 

When such a situation ariscs, i t  is worthwhile to hrcnlc the 
principal point traverse and treat the two portions on either side of 
the short overlap as independent strips. However, a, less rigorous 
solution which may be i l~ed in unavoitld~le circumstances is dos- 
cribed below. 

Suppose there is no supralap between modcls 8-9 and 9-10 
of a particular strip ( see fig. V.4  ), and tho principal point p9, 1n.c. 
points A and B have beon fixed in the usual mannor. Tho principal 
point baue p, p,, is marked on photos P-9 and P-I 0 as follows :- 

Superimpose P-10 over P-9 such that corresponding details/ 
points along the direction of flight, on tho a.vailnhlo overlap, fall one 
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over the other as far as possible, deviations if any being in the direc- 
tion of flight. A light box may be used. In  this position, ink up 
on P-10, in light blue, the line joining p,, and p,. Select two points 
X and Y on this line a t  two extremitics ( see fig. V -5 ) within the 
overlap. Transfer these to  P-9 ; let them be X' and Y'. If  p,, YX 
is the p.p. base, tllen p!, Y' will pass through X'. Otherwise the 
process is repeated, till a pair of such points X, Y satisfy the condi- 
tion that both 11, X'Y' and p,, XY are straight liaos. 

Since A a ~ i d  B do not appear on P-10, two substitute m.c. 
points, a aild b, which appear on both P-0 and P-10 are now selected 
such that they are not far away from A, B and a t  about the same 
heights as A, B respectively. ( See fig. V *4 ). 

Let A' and C' be the m.c. plot positions of A and B. ( See fig. 
V -6  ). Trace the photo positions of A, a, B and b on the m.c. 
plot. Join p,a and Aa. Through A' draw a parallel to  Aa to  cut 
p@ a t  a'. This is the plot position of photo point a. Similarly b' 
is obtained. 

Since a', b' and tho p.p. base pgplo are known, plo is fixed in the 
usual manner and the princjpal point traverse is continued. 

The ,wsumptions made in the above operations are ( i ) the base 
line has been located with reasonable accuracy and ( ii )" the scale of 
the photograph around A and a ( and similarly around B and b ) 
is constant. 

Triangle of error.-Occasionally the process of resection may 
yield a small triangle of error. The back rays from the previously 
intersected points may not resect on the base line direction. Usually 
the triangle is small and the mean position can be accepted. 

If this triangle is large, the position of the principal point of 
a photo can also be 'solved' graphically. But such a solution should 
not normally be necessary and efforts should be made to eliminate or 
miniiniso thc triangle by rechecking the transfer of points, the radial 
line directions and the b,we line. In tho case of a large triangle 
resultiilg inevitably due to a systematic accumulation of errors 
causcd by a coinbination of ground relief and tilt, the following 
solution is rocommei~dod. See fig. V -3, showing photo 3 in position. 
'2' roprosonts tho distance between the previously intersected 
poaition of 2u and tho point obtained by tracing its position with 
radial lino 3-2u and base linc 2-3 in corroct orientation. Similarly 
'3' represents the distnnco betwcon the intersectcd position of 2u 
and its trncod position obt:~inecl with the radial lino 3-2u in correct 
oriontation alongwith the base linc also correctly oriented. In 
each of tl~cso positions t h o  principal point 2, i.0. the transferred 
P.P., is ;IISO l~~iclcotl yioltling I?, ant1 Pr o n  t l ~ e  position obtained 
with ~.i~,di;tl lino tllrough 2u i l l  l~osition and Pf with radial line 21 in 
position. l'eI'r i~ next diviticd i l l  tho ratio of distances 3 and 2. 
The point so obtaincd is marked P', in the figure V .3. Let the 
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distance P'?P, be designated by '3'. The principal point position 
of photo 3 is marked on the kodatrace within the triangle of error 
by setting it off a t  distances in the ratio of 1, 2 and 3 from the 
respechive sides of the triangle. 

The next step is the scdini of the minor control plot which is 
the term used to describe the kodatrace strip in which all the minor 
control, lateral control and ground control points are intersected. 
It also contains the resected principal points all on some uniform 
s d e ,  determined initially by the choice of a base length for the 
h t  photo brtse. 

This arbitrary scale has now to be changed to the scale of a 
plot sheet in which the ground control points are plotted to a required 
scale of survey. 

This is done in the following way. See figure V .7.  Points 
A and B, both ground control points, are available on the minor 
control plot as well as on the plot sheet. The minor control plot is 
placed on the plot sheet in such a way that 'A' on tho minor control 
plot coincides with 'A' on the plot sheet and 'AB' on the minor 
control plot coincides with the direction 'AB' on the plot sheet. 
A correction has to be applied to the position of P. The direction 
of this correction is along 'AP' ( in figure V .7 ) on the minor control 
plot. The magnitude is arrived a t  as follows. 

With the minor control plot in position, as described, over the 
plot sheet, draw a semi-circle with centre 'B' on the minor control 
plot and radius BB. Draw the tangent AC. Draw another arc of 
a circle with centre 'A' and radius AP. Drop a perpendicular from 
't', the point where this arc cuts AB, on AC. The length of this 
perpendicular is the magnitude of this correction. In this case the 
sign will be positive i.e. the displacement of 'P' will be outwards. 

Where every strip does not have two ground control points, 
two adjoining minor control plots can bo brought on the scale of 
either of them-with tho help of lateral control points common at 
the ends of tho two minor control plots. Once these key end points 
and ground control on a number of adjoining minor control plots 
are scaled on a uniform scale on a combined minor control plot, the 
latter can be used to fix these key point8 on a plot sheet. All that 
would then remain to be done is to scale each of the origin J minor 
control plots between these key pointfa, somo of which would appmr 
in every one of the original minor control plots. 

53. Extension of control by mechanical slotted templet 
method.-The slotted templot method is a motllod in which the 
graphical procedures de~cribed above are replaced by one in which 
templeta with radial line ~lotu are a,~sernblcd on a, 1)ase sheet. It 
crtn be used for a11 d r  surveys with nenr-vertical photographs 
where normal graphical methods are applicable. It is particularly 



Slot Cutters for Mechanical Radial Triangulation 

Two-story slot cutter for the production of templet assembliee, with 
automatic variation of scale between aerial photograph and templet 
from 0.5 to 2 . 0 ~  for 7"x 7" (18X 18 cm) photography and from 0.5 
to 1 . 5 ~  for 9 " ~  9" ( 2 3 ~  23 cm) photography. Correcting device8 
are provided for angular distortions (0-253 and radial dleplace- 
rnente of the slotr from -30 to + 100 mm. 

I I 

RS II Radial Secator 
Slmple, brtdge-type slot cutter for proceeslng rmaller redid trl- 
enguletlon neto and for tmlnlng purporer: without correctlng devlcor: 
for cuttlng templbtr In the photo m l e .  
REG. No. 3012 ~ w 7 1  Rmvm AT TMG 101 (H.L.O.) RINW GmW a? SUIIW W I-. 

4.000 ' I S  





PLATE V . C  

Slot Cutter 

A conventional type of tamplet slot cutter. 

Length of slot-50 mm and width-3.94 mm . 
REG. No 3012 HD772 - 4,000'75. R w r o  AT i m r  101 ( H  1.0.) ~ u r l w  Gnou~ OP Sunvtv of INDIA 
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useful where ground control is sparse, or where large aroas are 
concerned. Where the identification of stations is not of uniform 
accuracy, a slotted templet assembly, by virtue of intrinsic advan- 
tages of simultaneous assembly, helps t o  locate those stations 
whose identification is least reliable. 

The material needed for a slottod tenl1)let wsembly are briefly 
described below :- 

Temp1ets.-These shoultl be rigid and mechanically stable. 
The material should not warp easily anti should bo capable of 
easy slotting, resulting in clean-edgc slots. The material should 
not damage the cutter blade. Transparent temylets like celluloid 
or film templets have their advanttgcs in that the radial lines can 
be marked on them. This is necessary when using certain types of 
slotting machines. When using the Zeiss Radial Secator, R.S. 
I ( Plate V .A ), transparency is not an essential quality required 
on templets. 

Studs.-These pass through the slots and pins can be passed 
through them to  fix them and mark the ii~terscction points of the 
slots. A kind of 'floating stud' (no t  in use in the department ) is 
also available. This is of particular use for ground control points 
determined by astronomical means etc. 

Markers.-These aro of thin plastic and of various shapes 
used to mark the various pcus points, ground control and minor 
control points to  distinguish them a t  a glance. 

Base Board.-Usually hardboard is used as a, base on which 
templets can be assembled. Suitable sizes can be built up by 
joining sections of lesser size. The base board should be smooth, 
dimensionally stable and provide a good surfaco for inking in pro- 
jections, control points etc. 

Slot cutter.--Plate V.B. shows thc Zoiss radial secator R.S. I1 
and plate V.C. tho older slot cutter. 

Other material lilro n gnnter scaln, :I beam compass etc. are 
necessary for projection and plotting. For very large projections, 
a thoodolitc is required for setting out tho projcction. 

Preliminary ioork conl~cclied with slotted templet nssedly.- 
( a ) The approximato scalo of tho photographs, for .which the 

combination is to  k~e executed, is ~ .o rkcd  out and the combination 
scale is scloctocl. 111 this connection it must be borne in mind that 
the mothod porinits assembly of tomplcts also on a scale considerably 
different from that of thc photographs but that the inconvenience 
of surveying ciet8nil,.r 011 a soction diffcri~ig ill scalo from that of the 

will pcrsistl, unlnw tho photographs are reproduced 
on A sodn approximately oqual to that of plotting. Usually the 
plotting i~ dono on a scale which is a round figure approximately 
oqud to that of tho tavailable photography. 
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( b ) The photographs should be indexed on a map of suitable 
scale. Usually for compiling on a scale on 1 : 50,000, the photo 
index is prepared on a scale, 1 inch = 4 miles or 1 : 250,000. On 
this indox all available control points are plotted. 

( c ) The ground control points usually post-pointed in the 
field are examined for correctness of number and description. They 
are transferred on as many adjoining photographs of the specifica- 
tion as possible. These are  compared against the index mentioned 
against step 'b' above to ensure that no points have been left out. 
At this stage the reliability of the points is also examined. Points 
of which the identification is doubtful or whose co-ordinates have 
not proved during computation are marked by a distinguishing mark. 
If some difficulty arises during the combination, one can always 
eliminate these points to arrive a t  a good fit for the templets in the 
assembly. 

( d ) The principal points ere marked on all the photographs 
and their positions transferred to adjoining photos of the strip. 
The minor control points and lateral control points are selected 
and transferred to adjoining photographs. They are also numbered 
appropriately and all thesc numbers are entered on the above 
mentioned photo indcx or a schematic diagram is prepared showing 
the ground control points and these lateral control and minor control 
points. Such a diagram proves useful for the  following purposes :- 

( i ) ensuring the templets have been completely slotted 
and that no slots have been omitted. 

( ii ) ensuring that all points have been fixed and the 
assembly is complete, before dismantling. 

( e ) Tho templets have then to be prepared for slotting. If 
the slotting machine is a Zeiss Radial Secator ( RS I ) it is not 
necessary to prick the points from the photo to the templet, nor is it 
necessary to chaw radial linca. I t  is sufficient to mark the points 
on the photographs. These image points on the photographs are 
viewed through a movable inicroscope. The turn-table carrying 
the  photograph is rotated dso to bring the same image point under 
the centering mark in tho miscroscopc. Thc templet below the 
turn-table is automatically rotated by an equal amount into posi- 
tion over the cutter bladc. 

A slot cuttor of thc oldor and moro conventional typo and RS I1 
will require radial linca to be d~sawn on the templct in addition to 
pricking the points through the photograph on the templet. Along 
these radials can bo net off any desired enlargement or reduction 
ratio. 

Wliothor for the Zeiw RS 1 or tho older conventional cutter 
the tcmplets havo to he punchctl with ta centre punch. The diametor 
of this would be tho samo as that of the stud which will be passed 
through it. The Zeiss RS I is to some extent e semi-automstio 
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cutter. In the case of the older pattern slot cutter and RS I1 the 
templet has to  be rotated by hand and also moved backward and 
forward along a groove in which the centre stud can be mado 
to slide till the centering pin of a die in the slot cutter is over the 
marked point. Fig. V -8 shows a completed templet on which points 
have been numbered. A brief description of tho numbering pattern 
is given below. The photograph to which the templet pertains is 
No. 26 of strip 17. 

26 26 1 )Ifinor control points north and south respectively. 

18 1 A lateral control point chosen on photo No. 18 of strip 
No. 16 to  the north of this photo. 

32 u A lateral control point chosen on photo No. 32 of strip 
No. 18 to  the south of this photo. 

25 25u 1 1 Minor control points from adjoining photos No 25 and 
No. 27 of the same strip transferrod to photo No. 26. 

27 2 7 u  1 I 
31 u A lateral control point chosen on photo No. 31 of strip 

No. 18 to  the south of this photo. 

I n  addition to  these, ground control points are also pricked and 
their numbers entered in distinct colours. 

The templets are then examined to  ensuro that no points are 
omitted. They are then slotted and aftor slotting is completed 
they are again examined to  ensure that the slots have been correctly 
and completely done. This examination is facilitated by a scrutiny 
of the punchings. These should be examined to ensure that the 
pricked points appear on the longitudinal axis of tho punchings. 

The Assembly.-A projection has to be drawn on a base board 
which may bo of hoavy straw board or pressed fibro board. Zinc 
sheet, hard woodoil planks etc. arc? unsiiitable for direct nailing of 
tho templets because the pins prtssing through the studs tend to get 
deflected when the pins aro ilailed in. For areas measuring upto 
3 metres x 2 metres the grid may bo constructed on the base board 
by the usual drawing office metliods using beam compass, straight 
odge and aids like a fine thread. 

Shoots of rag litho paper, griddod to the scale of the combinod 
plot with 1000-metro squares, may bo laid clown on to  tho aqsembly 
board. Care has to be takon in laying down a number of these 
grid sheets to ensure that thoy aro accurately oriented with relation 
to one anothor. 

For vory largo projections, theodolites can be used for setting 
out the projection. The procodure consists essontialy in using two 
thoodolitea describod in tho following paragraphs. 
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The gdd ing  of large assenjbly boar&.-The following is a method 
of setting out large projections :- 

( 1 ) Set up theodolite No. 1 as close as possible to the end of 
the proposed central construction line, and as low as 
convenient. 

( 2 ) Level carefully and check adjustment by plunging the 
theodolite several times on a point at the far end of 
the construction line on opposite faces. 

( 3 ) When the instrument is in perfect adjustment, set a 
series of points about three feet apart down the 
central construction line. This is done by locking 
the horizontal plate and sighting down the board a t  
three feet intervals, and moving a fine needle into the 
point where the cross hairs intersect the board. 

( 4 ) Theodolite No. 2 is next set up as closely as possible to 
the position of one of the perpendicular construction 
lines, and adjusted by plunging in the same manner 
as with theodolite No. 1. 

6 ) When theodolite No. 2 is perfectly adjusted, set cross- 
hairs of theodolite No. 1 on the far end of the central 
construction line. Set horizontal vernier to zero and 
turn off angle until theodolite No. 1 is sighting on the 
axis of vertical rotation of theodolite No. 2, and the 
cross-hairs of the two instruments may be now brought 
into coincidence by sighting theodolite No. 1. It 
is very important that for this step each teloscope 
be focussed a t  S n i t y .  This may be done by focus- 
sing both on a cli~tant object, or by focussing only one 
on a distant object, and then making the stadia 
hairs on the other coincide. Set horizontal vernier of 
theodolite No. 2 to zero. Read angle on thcodolite 
No. 1, and then turn theodolite No. 2 to the comple- 
ment of this angle. Lock theodolite No. 2 and set 
point8 along construction line. This procedure will 
make the angle a t  the intersection lines a true 90" 
angle and will ensure that all construction lincs are 
straight. 

This same procedure may be repeated for as many other 
parallel construction lines as are necessary ; merely 
change the location of theodolite No. 2. 

( 6 ) A final benm compags check is mndo before plotting 
begins. This is done by ~e t t ing  off equal distances on 
the central and parallel construction lines and check- 
ing across the diagonals. 

( 7 ) When the two barns are c~nstruct~cd n,ccarat~ely the 
projection can proceed normelly. 
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Special points regarding the assembly.-Now the grid bases is 
ready and the templets are also ready, all the control points are 
pletted on the grid base. At these ground control points metal 
studs are fixed. The procedure consists in accurately nailing a 
strong pin at  the control point and then dropping the stud over the 
shaft of the pin. The strip which has the maximum number of 
control points is laid down first. Adjoining strips may then be laid 
down in a continuous sequence. It is also possible to lay down 
allternate strips first, placing the strips in the gaps subsequently 
This method could be adopted only if these alternate strips had 
adequate ground control to enable their being laid down indepen- 
dently. 

The efficiency of the slotted .templet system requires that 
friction between the various components be kept down to a minimum. 
The friction between the slots and the studs can be cut down by 
ensuring that the studs are neither too tight nor loose in the slots 
and also ensuring that they are straight. Templets should have 
their edges properly trimmed. They should be smooth and have a 
friction-free surface and at  the same time should not be liable to 
distortion. 

Dismantling the assembly.-Before dismenthlg the assembly it 
has to be carefully examined to see that no templets are forced or 
twisted out of shape. The assembly can be moved in or out i.e. 
slightly stretched out or contracted when templets at  the peripheral 
ground control points are being fitted in. Whenever individual 
templets are being rotated within the assembly great care has to be 
exercised. 

The studs should be in a natural free vertical position and should 
not be inclined or appear to be pushed out of place by undue 
stresses. 

The studs are nailed down. Studs well spaced between ground 
control are first nailed down with special pins. If the base is of 
metal then the stud centres are merely pricked with the pins, in 
whioh oase care has to be exercised during dismantling and number- 
. After the studs are held in their places by pins, firmly but care- 
fully driven in, the templets are removed one by one. The un- 
covered stud is ringed, numbered and then unpinned. We now 
have the base board with its projection, the plotted ground control 
and the intersected pass points and principal points. 

Cases of errors in assemblies.-The final assembly is the end 
product of a series of operations each one of which has to be correctly 
carried out and checked at every stage. 

Errors at  any stago if undetected will result in an ill-fitting 
assembly and it is more time-consuming to go through d l  the 
steps again than to exercise care at every stage by elaborate double 
oheoks. Very often it is a cumulative effect of generally inaccurate 
work rather than a gross mistake at  any one stage. 
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It may happen that oertain trig. control points me diffioult to 
identify a t  preparation stage of the photographs. I n  suoh oases 
the templets can always be assembled ignoring the pmtioulaz tsig. 
points which can be identified later by means of measurements to 
adjacent principal and minor control points. The identification of 
the trig. points can often be finally decided after reference to its 
description. In case a trig. point is so close to the principal point 
as to prevent the use of two separate studs, the assembly can be 
built up ignoring the principal point. Afterwards the principal 
point can be resected from the trig. point and from the adjoining 
principal point bases. 

The majority of errors are due to misidentified points or bad 
slot cutting. The case of a doubtful templet should be examined as 
follows :-- 

( a ) Examine the identity of minor control points on the photo- 
graphe and check their correct transference on all relevant photos. 

( b ) Examine the identity of lateral control points for three 
photographs on each side on each strip. 

( c ) Examine the transference of principal points for three 
photographs. 

( d ) Place the doubtful templet over its photograph with the 
principal point centrally in the punched hole and correctly oriented 
and see whether all other points are central in their slots. If the 
slot punchings have been carefully examined this is a test of the 
principal point punching only. 

( e ) If no errors are found, work round the area omitting the 
faulty photographs and resect i t  in afterwards. 

( f  ) If the area cannot be worked round owing to repetition of 
these errors and there are more than two ground control point6 in 
use, see if the error is due to faulty control point by releasing the 
suspected stud from the plot ( by unnailing or ungumming the 
stud ). 

( g ) If no remedy is found, but there is evidenoe of coneidemble 
tilt combined with very great height relief, the attempt to  set up 
t,he whole area, should be abandoned, pairs of cldjaoent s t r i p  with 
least tilt ~hould be assembled with minor control and prinoipal 
p i n t s  ns near one height plane as poseible. These strips should be 
nailed down and the intermediate templets fitted in, placing them 
under atrein if necessary. 

54. Organisation of work.-In the case of slotted templet 
cornhination for a large area, the work should be organised 
exclu~ively for the job under a separate technioal section with 
sufficient potential to carry out  :- 

( i ) Selection and marking of minor control points and 
prinoipal points ; 
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( ii ) Pricking and numbering of templets ; 

( iii ) Centre-punching and slotting ; 

( iv ) Examination of slotting and punching8 ; 

( v ) Projection and plotting of base board ; 

, ( vi ) Assembling the templets marking principal points/pms 
points and 

( vii ) Reading and recording of co-ordinates of principal 
pointslpass points. 

55. Stereotemplet assembly.-In a slotted templet assembly 
the photographs are replaced each by a slotted templet. Natlirdly 
the radial directions in the templet are burdened with the displece- 
ment errors due to tilt and relief. 

In  a stereotemplet assembly i t  is not the photographs which 
are replaced individually by templets. The overlap or "model" 
itself is replaced by 8 pair of templets. Each pair is a composite 
unit and these pairs are the basic units of the assembly. The pass 
point locations are obtained not from a photograph but a, stereo- 
model as restituted in a stereoplotting machine. A stereotemplet 
of a single stereoscopic model is shown in figure V -9. 

To prepare such a templet, the model is first oriented in a 
stereoplotting machine like a Multiplex, Wild A8, Kern PG2 or 
Wild A7 etc. The absolute orientation, if performed only approxi- 
mately will do. All the p&ss points and control points are plotted 
on the templet itself. An exact duplicate of this is prepared. On 
one of these templets one corner pass point is centrepunched and 
slots are cut radially from this, centred on the remaining points. 
In the duplicate templet another point is selected for centre-punch- 
ing as indicated in fig. V -10. 

For the purpose of the stereotemplet assembly itself, it is not 
necessary to  slot the principal points. If these are required for 
subsequent survey, they can be slotted and includod in the combina- 
tion. Of course, these principal points servo as chcck a t  the junc- 
tion of two stereotemplets also. 

This is illustrated in fig. V .lo. 
Only two pass points are eesentittl to connect two atereomodels. 

If the principal point is also used it serves as a oheck on the correct- 
netss of the intersection of the p ~ s s  points, their identification and 
transference etc. Generally a sterootemplet ~ s e m b l y  would be 
used where the relief and tilt are exco~sive and a slotted templet 
combinetion would not yield good resulta. It is doubtful, therefore, 
if 8 etemtemplet combination would be carried out to merely fix 
the principal pointe to be followed by radial intersections from them 
and tredng, by hand, of dehils. The more useful practice would 
be to fix e minimum of four pees points which would be used later 
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on for orientation either in a stereoplotting machine like A8, B8 eto. 
or in a stereotope. 

The usual practice in the department has been to plot the pass 
points, ground control points and other points to be fixed during the 
stereotemplet assembly during the aerial triangulation observation 
phase on a graph paper. The plotted positions isre transferred to 
templets which are then centrepunched a t  the appropriate pass 
points and slotted. The same strip of graph paper can also serve 
rn the base for the height adjustment. 

A study of the figures will also convey the advantages of stereo- 
templets. The base which can be selected in a stereotemplet need 
not necessarily be on the long diagonal. There are many advantages 
in this method besides the basic advantage of doing away with the 
effects of tilt and relief. One of these is the facility this method 
affords for including multiple models in one stereotemplet pair. 
All that is needed is an instrument which is capable of orienting 
adjacent models on a uniform scale. The intersections in a stereo- 
templet are less acute and consequently more reliable than in a 
slotted templet. Because of a number of foregoing factors less 
ground control is required for stereotemplets. 

The material and instruments used are generally the same as 
those needed for the slotted templet. The Carl Zeiss Radial Secator 
RS I cannot he used for cutting stereotemplets. Another cutter 
the RS I1 has been developed by the firm. Alternatively conven- 
tional slotters can be used. The templet material has to be even 
more friction-free than rcyuired for slotted templet assemblies. 

56. Analytical radial triangulation.-The aim in these pro- 
cedures is to measure directions in photographs using stereoscopy, 
in special instruments developed for the purpose. The slotted 
templet and stereotemplet assemblies are mechanical solutions to 
the problem of location of pass points and principal points. In 
analytical radial triangulation the measured directions are used in 
computations to derive strip co-ordinates purely numerically. 

Figure V - 1  1 depicts the basic unit of computation in analytical 
radial triangulation. Photos 1 and 2 are first placed in the instru- 
ment and angles a, c, b and f are measured, 2e and Zb being pass 
points. Then photo 1 is replaced by photo 3 and angles in model 
2-3 are next recorded. The recorded angle8 at  the end of the obser- 
vation of a strip are then adjusted. One method of adjustment 
takes into consideration the condition that base 2-3 can be computed 
either by applying the sino condition to angles a, c, d and g or 
to b, f ,  e and k. With the help of this condition corrections to these 
angles can be worked out. These computed corroctione are applied 
to the obeerved directions and the corrected angles are used to 
compute etrip co-orclinrttes. The more commonly used, radial 
triangulatore are those manufactured by both the Wild and the Zeisa 
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factories. Film diapositives are used in the instruments and the 
methods of marking are generally the same as that for aerial triangu- 
lation. A simplified numbering system like the one used for the 
slotted templet assembly should suffice. 

57. Map compilation by Arundel method.-Control.-The 
control required for air survey can be divided into :- 

( a ) Planimetric, 
( b ) Height. 

As we have seen in foregoing paras of this Section, requirements 
of planimetric ground control can be minimised by resorting to 
extension of ground control by the use of methods based on radial 
line principles. The methods, to summarise, are :- 

( a ) Purely graphical - preparation of minor control plote and 
combination plots. 

( b ) Slotted templet method which is a mechanical method. 
( c ) Stereotemplet method which is mechanical ; this method, 

however, is in conjunction with a stereo-plotting machine. 
( d ) Analytical methods which employ radial triangulation 

instruments like the Wild Radial Triangubtor. 

All these methods aim a t  extending planirnetrio control. In 
the procedures of air survey that come within the scope of this 
Section, the problem of heights is tackeled separately. Radial 
triangulation has no solution to the problem of extansion of height 
control. Radial line procedures for extension of plan control can be 
followed by direct contouring on photos in which case almost as 
many height coiltrol points are required to be post-pointed as would 
be provided in the field by a plaize-tabler with a clinometer or by a 
triangulator with a the~dolit~e. If, however, a parallax bm is made 
use of, then 4 to 6 points prodvided in the field per overlap would do 
for providing sufficient density of height control points required for 
contouring on photographs. The following are the steps in the survey 
by radial line methods :- 

Step  in detail survey by radial line methods.-( i ) Marking the 
principal point on the photos and choosing and marking the minor 
control points and 1a1,ernl control poi.nts, 

( ii ) Transferring tho principal points, minor control poinfe 
and laternl cont,rol points to adjacent photos, 

( iii ) R,adial linc and base line drawing, 
( i v  ) Preparation of minor control plot and scaling, 
( v ) C~mbinnt~ion of minor control plots on to the projection, 

( steps iii, i v ,  v can bo *placed by steps in preparation of slotted 
templet aswml~ly ), 
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( vi  ) Interpretation and chalking of detail on the photos, 

( uii ) Survey of the d e t d ,  
( viii ) Obtaining blue prints for verification and contouring on 

the ground, 
( ix ) Accessory work like traces, etc. 

A variation in these steps would result if photographs are 
verified in the field and height control, for direct contouring on the 
photos, is provided in the field. These steps would replace step 
( vi ) in the list above. The details and contours would, in this case, 
be surveyed from the air photographs themselves. In  this case 
item ( viii ), viz., blue prints for verification and contouring on the 
ground would be deleted. 

Preparation qf sections.-The air survey being done after photos 
have been verified and heighted in the field or unverified photos for 
the purpose of obtaining blue prints, is executed on air survey sec- 
t ion~.  These are prepared by tracing from the control sheet on 
which el1 the minor control plots are combined or intersected. If 
slotted templet method have been used, then the air survey sections 
are traced from the base on which the templets are combined. 
The air survey section has to be on cz transparent medium like koda- 
trace or astrafoil. Astrofoil is a very stable and convenient material. 
The air survey section has, besides grid and graticule lines, all 
marginal items like 0. 144 ( Air ), s table of trigonometrical points 
falling within the area and a space set out for examination remarks. 
All the trigonometrical points must be listed whether the points are 
identified or not. In caw odd points have been rejected during the 
cembination, remarks to this effect must be entered in the llst of 
pointa after proper investigation. Control points must be plotted 
on the air survey section with respect to the grid or grctticule lines. 
These ehould not be traced off like pass points or principal points. 

Interprelalion of detail on photograph.-All photographs of the 
mction are examined by the surveyor under the stereoscope end 
detail which will appear on the final map is interpreted and chdked 
on alternate photos in the order indicated below. The general 
principle ie to ink up the isolated smaller details, which are likely to 
be uovered during the inking of larger detail, in the first stage. 

( i ) Towers, mosqueo, temples, t.elegraph  post,^, power pylons, 
imlated huts, graves, etc., 

( ii ) Items of line detail like footpaths, pack tracks, roads, 
tremweya, railways, pipe lines, trnnsmission and telegrclph lines, etc. 

( iii ) Village blocks, tanks, etc., and broader  item^ of line detail 
like major irrigation channele, double line rivers, and perennial 
single line streems, cut,t,ings, emb~nkrnent~g, et,c., 

( i v  ) Dry rbreame and ridge lines. 
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Inking will be donQaccorcling to the conventional signs in use. 
Colours to be used will generally be the same as those that appear 
in the h a 1  map. Where, however, perennial water courses cannot 
be decided prior to field verification, the streams can be inked in 
light blue or inked only after field verification. Where the line 
detail is very sharp, e.g., a:fitraight sharply defined canal, well deiined 
railway curve, etc., i t  need not be inked. Tracing done from the 
original photographic image will be more accurate. Inking intro- 
duces considerable drafting errors aiid discretion must be used where 
it is felt that inking is superfluous or likely to lead to errors. Ridge 
lincs are inked in green when necessary. Cultivation limit dots are 
generally omitted in l~liotos aiid thcsc limits are indicated only by 
a yellow riband. 

C'ompilation of detui1.-On completion of interpretation, a 
number of well-chown points on the photo a t  various,levels are 
intersected on the air survey section. The density of these chosen 
points will depend on the densit,y of detail that has to be traced. I n  
a dense jungle area these intersected points can assist the plane- 
tabler in the field for controlling plane-table traverses. Intersec- 
tions a t  changes of slopes and other well-identified points can also 
assist the plane-tabler when heights are being provided on the blue 
print by him in the field. Details lying on or near the base line 
cannot be intersected. These points are fixed by interpolation. 
Suppose that "a," one photo image of a ground point "A" is twice 
as far from its principal point "P,", as the other photo image, on the 
overlapping photo, "a," is from its principal point "P,". Then the 
position of "a" is iliterpolated such that aa, : aa, : : 2 : 1 

The framework of intersections having been completed, detail 
is drawn into correct position within each sinall triangle formed by 
the intersected points ; this final adjustment is carried out by eye. 
The details in the section are inked up in appropriate colours. The 
ridge lines need not be inked in and their lines may remain as 
pencil impressions. 

Contouring.-Accurate contouring can:%be carried out on air 
photographs by a surveyor who has excellent stereoscopic vision 
and has ample experience and is fully qualified in the contouring of 
all types of country in ground survey in the field. Prolonged train- 
ing and practice is needed to ensure correct direot contouring on 
photos, under a mirror stereoscope by a surveyor. A dense net work 
of judiciously distributed heights is also necessary. Where con- 
touring is to be done on blue prints of detail prepared by air survey, 
the method8 are similar to the normal plane-tabling methods except 
t,llat the plane-tabler's job is made such easier because he has an 
accurate blue print,. Where i t  is intended to uee a parallax bar a 
dense network of heights in each overlap would not be necessary. 
About, 4 or Fi height control points, including those. provided for 
check, per overlap, for providing necessary height points for photo 
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contouring, will suffice. Contours are also compiled in the same way 
aa lines of detail. Small areas within the intersected points are 
traced from the oontoured photos. Detail which is already treccd 
can also be used during this step. The contour lines are inked in 
burnt number. 

Compldim of section.-The section is completed in respect of 
standafd border items. A complete examination of the section is 
carried out by the supervisory officers. A h a 1  check of all rejected 
ground control points is carried out and these are ruled out in red in 
the list of points. The sections are then ready to be sent to the 
reproduction offices for obtaining blue prints in case contouring and 
completion are to be done in the field. A sufficient number of prints 
on tracing cloth or rag litho paper may also be indented, adong \rritll 

the blue prints. These could serve as colour traces,or height records 
and boundary guides. If, however, both details and colltours have 
been compiled from photos that have been verified and lieighted in 
the field, material for fair-drawing would have to he obtained. 



58. Theory of rectification-Rectification is the process 
by which a tilted configuration in a plane is fitted on to a similaf 
but per-determined cofiguration on another plane through a 
perspective transformation. As applied to a tilted photograph of a 
flat, or low-undulating or gently-sloping M a i n  rectification aims 
at removing the distortion caused by the tilt, and in the course. of 
the process, scale of the rectified print can also be changed. 

In a projective transformation, points and straight h e a  project 
into points and straight lines respectively. Distances do not remain 
the same, but the cross or the anhar~nonic ratio of any four collinear 
points or any four concurrent coplaner lines is invariant. Thie 
property is made use of in the rectification of an aerial photograph. 
It is possible to reproject the pencil of rays by suitably adjusting 
the negative and projection planes of a rectifier so that an orthogonal 
projection of the photograph is obtained to form a map which can 
be construed as a plane parallel to the ground datum plane. ( See 
fig. VI -1 ). 

Since a space homology can be determined by a traneforrnation 
which is linear in a system of homogeneous co-ordinates nine pare- 
meters will have to be computed to fix the transformation. Dis- 
regarding the principal distance setting of the projeotor, whioh only 
determines the scale of the positive, the homology can be oompletely 
determined by cight of the above degrees of freedom. Out of these, 
shifts in t11e plane of the negative along two mutually perpendicular 
directions and a swing in its own planc can be achieved by manually 
sotting the negative or positive plane accordingly. Hence a reotifier 
can be said to have effectively fivo degrees of freedom. These are 
the two tilts of the easel plane, the two tilts of the negative plane 
and one "distance setting" for the positive and negative plmee 
from the projection centre. In the case of a fully -automatic 
rectifiers, this is furt,her reduced to three due to mechanicd inverersore. 
These are the two tilts of the positive plane and the movement of 
the lens carriage in the vertical direction ( to be set empirically by 
the operator ). 

The rectXcation of any photograph cannot 

( i ) produce tho effect of 

( a ) changing the geometric~l position of the exposure station 
m d  

( b ) removal of relief &isplacc?mentls or distortions in the 
images of the details or 

( ii ) give any inforrnabion regclrding height data or contoma. 



The normal methods of rectification are graphical and optical- 
mechanical ; for the former, paper prints and for the letter, a m  
negatives are used. Only by optical-mechanical method we can 
produce a rectified photograph and by graphical method we can 
rectify a few selected details. To minimise the effect of the relief 
displacements in the details, photographs taken with long focal 
length cameras are best suited for rectification. 

Reotification by analytical or digital methods is being tried but 
is not popular in view of remarkable developments in the direction 
of orthophotography, in which a photograph taken in the central 
projection ia transformed into one of the orthogonal projection. 
Rectified photographs are normally used 

- 

( i ) for the preparation of mosaics with or without contours, 
( ii ) for the production of accurate planimetric maps by graphi- 

cal methods and 
( iii ) ae a basis for plotting by means of simple and cheap 

plotting instruments, which do not have facilities to remove the 
effects due to model deformations. 

59. Graphical rectification.-Fig, VI -2 and 3 illustrate the 
well-known paper-strip method of rectification using the property of 
invarianoe mentioned above. a, b, c and d are four points - no 
three of them collinear - on the photographs and A, B, C and D 
the corresponding positions on the map or on a plot sheet. 

The prooedure to locate the rectified map position E of point e 
on the photograph is as below : 

On a paper strip placed across the lines ab,  ac, ae and ad the 
intercept8 b', e', c' and d' are marked. This strip is then oriented 
with the points b', c' and d' falling on the rays AB, AD and AC 
respectively. The line Ae' fixes the direction of AE, for a ( bced ) = 
( b' c' e' d' ) = A( BCe' D ) = A( BCED ). Similarly the direction of 
DE can a h  be determined by considering the pencil d( abce ). 
The intersection of these two directiom will determine the map 
poaition of E. A check, if necessary, can be made ueing the pencil 
c( bade ) or b(cedu ). 

As rectification of individual points is slow, the procedure 
can be simplified by extending the principle of invarience to a 
complete quadrilateral for trhe purpose of surveying. If the quad- 
rilaterals, abcd and ABCD be devided into smaller ones a'bb'o', etc., 
and A'BB'O', etc., as shown in figs. IV -4 and Ti then the same projec- 
tive traneformetion which transforms abcd into ABCD wiU ah0 
transform a'bb'o', etc., into A'BB'O, etc. A continuation of this 
subdividing process will produce a net-work of dome control for 
eubeequent survey of details by interpolation. 

These methods are not economical for mapping large areas, 
but are useful for carrying out urgent and smell tasks without 
the uee of complicated and coetly inetrumente. 



60. Optical-mechanical rectification.-The prooess of opti- 
cal-mechanical rectification employs the theory of projective 
transformation with the aid of optical and mechanical contrivances. 
The rectifier should be capable of enlargement as well as reduction. 
An apperatus of this typs consists of three planes, viz., a negative 
plane, the projection ( or easel ) plane and a suitable lens at the 
projection centre. The working principle of the appmatue is b d  
on two requirements : ( i ) projective-geometric requirement : the 
points on the image must be brought into perspective positions 
with an orthogonal projection of the same points on a given scale 
via ;L bundle of rays through a perspective centre ( which ie a lens ) 
and ( ii ) optical laws : the projection should be sharp at  a11 points 
irrespective of the inclination of the two planes. 

Based on these two requirements, a specific condition known 
as ScheimpJug Condition has to be fulfilled. It states that when 
images from one plane ( say a negative plane ) are projected on to 
another plane ( say a positive plane ), through a lens and where one 
image is in sharp focus, all other images will also be in sharp focus, 
if the planes of the negative, the lens and the positive intersect in 
a common line. For one image to be hi sharp focus, on the poaitive 
plane, Newton's Condition ( or lens equation ), X X ' = P  ahmld be 
satisfied, where X and X' are ultra-focal distances. This ia auto- 
matically fillfilled if the Vanishing Point Condition is satisfied. 

The change in scale and the above conditions are simultaneously 
obtained by distributing the various degrees of freedom among the 
three planes, depending upon the type of construction of the rectifier. 
These planes are, therefore, capable of tilts, rotations and shifts. 

61. Rectifiers.-Rectifiers are automatic or non-&ufom&tic, 
either single- or multi-stage. Fig. IV .6 is a, schematic diagram of s 
rectifier. A light source S with condenser C project8 a negative 
kept in the negative carrier N, through lens L on to the control- 
templet or photograpllic paper kept on the easel plane, T. 

Non-automatic rcctifiers are generally designed with a fixed 
axis of refercnce and a non-displacoable negative carrier ; the lens 
can bo tilted. Such rcctifiers require all the angular and linear 
ele~nents satisfying Scheimpflug and Newton's Conditions to be 
pre-determined and nccuratcly set on them. 

In automatic rectifiers the fulfilment of tho Newton's Condi- 
tion for one point nnd the Scheimpflug Condition are ensured by 
mechanical linkages lulown as "Tnv~rsors". The Vanishing Point 
Condition is also satisfied automatically using eleotro-mechanical 
devices. 

Based on the distribution of degrees of freedom, which decides 
the principles of con~t~ruction, the rectifiers can be clnssifled into 
three catagories :- - 

( i ) Fixed optical axis and single axis of rotation for m h  
of the remaining planes. 



( ii ) Fixed optiod axie and two axes of rotation for each 
plane. 

( iii ) Fixed negative plane with moveable optical axis with 
one or two axes of rotation for the eaael plane. 

62. Zeiss SEG V Rectifier.-Tho Survey of India uses the 
automatio rectser Zeiss SEG V belonging to category ( il: ). The 
following are ita important features :- 

In this instrument ( see the schematic fig. V I  .8 ) the easel 
plane ( size 1 m x 1 m ) is mounted on a ball-and-socket joint and 
can be tiltedzaround two rectangular axes ( upto + 13" ) by means 
of two handwheels. The negative carrier ( which normally can 
take negatives of size 24 cm x 24 om, either single or uncut iilm 
rolls and with the aid of a special device, can accommodate upto 
size 30 om x 30 cm but can rectify only an area covered by 
23 cm x 23 cm ), is located in the photo carriage arid can be rotated 
about two axes at  right angles. 

When the easel plane is tilted, the Carpentier Inversor tilts 
the negative carrier to satisfy the Scheimyflug Colldition and when 
the distance between the lens and the projection table is altered to 
get the required enlargement or reduction ( range 0 -5 to 6 -5 times ) 
by moving the foot pedal, the Cam Inversor ensures the setting of 
the negative plane to satisfy the Newton's Condition between the 
points where the optical axis meets the negative and the easel 
planes. The Vanishing Point Condition is fulfilled by electro- 
mechanical mane. A computer (working on the basis of an 
approximate formula ), which receives information regarding the 
table tilta and the enlargement ( reduction ) settings during the 
proceee of rectification determines the two components of the dis- 
pleoement, to be imparted to the negative, and transmits them in 
the form of electrical impulaes to two servo-motors which ensure the 
necessary movement of the negative, in its own plane. 

For the lighting system the double Frcsnel step lens has been 
used in combination with a mercury vapow lamp which produces 
high intensity actinic light and low heat generation. 

Illuminated scales have been provided on the instrument body 
to r d  and set ( if necessary ) enlargement ratio, tilt components 
and oclmera focal length and two narrow scales on the photo carriage 
for the negative displacements which can also be sot, if required 
manually. 

A practically distortion-free lens ( Topogon V, f = 18 cm, 
wide angle ) and a built-in exposure timer ( 1 sec. to 6 min. ) with 
automatic introduction of diaphragm are other special features. 

63. Operational procedure.-In the Survey of India, only 
reatifioation of photographs of flat and low-undulating b r a i n  is 
generelly carried out wiug only three degreee of freedom of the 



reotifier. The Vanishing Point Control is not disengaged during 
the process. ' 

.There are two different methods of determining rectification 
settings, viz., direct rectification in which settings are computed 
from the orientation elements of the photographs and empirical 
rectification in which the elements are determined by an iteration 
process of trial and error. Direct rectification is not in use in this 
department and is not described. 

~rn~irlcaoal rectification for flat terr.ain.-In tliia method the 
projected image on the easel plane of a sct of non-collinear points 
on the negative are made to coincide as best as possible with their 
plotted positiolis on the control-templct. The points on which the 
adjustments are made ( called pass yohits ) arc generally obtained by 
slotted templet 'triangulation or froin existing maps ; hi exceptional 
cases they arc obtained from aerial trianbwlatioli or direct meesure- 
lnents on the ground. Although three non-collinear ( preferably a t  
the three corners of the photo ) pass pohts are required for rectifica- 
tion of photographs of flat-horizontal terrain, as oiily three degrees 
of freedom are made use of, yet four points ( no throe of them are 
collinear ) are geiierally used as it not olily provides a good check of 
the procedure followed and the accuracy of the three points used for 
rectification but also avoids the necessity of treating thc area outside 
the control points as extra-polated. 

Drill.-Rectsoation work on the SEG V is performed according 
to the following procedure :- 

( a ) Preparatory work.-( i ) Plot the pass points on a gridded 
transparent ,astrofoil sheet, t>he numbering and co-ordinates should be 
mirror reversed since Qhe control-templet will be used face down 
on the easel table. ( This is done for hitroduchig theygrid on the 
reotified print, and if this is not required, then the passlpoints may 
be plotted on a sheet of white paper having the same thickness aa 
the photographic papor ). Draw bluo circles of 2 mm diameter 
wound the plotted position. 

( ii ) Mark the colitrol points ( on the non-emulsion side ) by 
blue 'I& oircles ( 1 mrn din~neter ) on the ~legutive, if they are not 
well-defhftd details. 

( h tlio glretclm~ given L i  figs. V I  - 7  and 9, poiiits 1 to 4 indicate 
the plotted positioas of tho pass points on the control-templet and 
l', a', 3' and 4' the projected iinages of these poi~lts ). 

( b ) Work on, Ihc rcct&ficr.-Sbep 1.-Set the camera focal length 
on tho appropriate setting sc:~le ; choose the approximate enlarge- 
ment ratio and sot the easel tilts on zoro. 

i 8tep 2.-Cmtre the negative ( with emulsion aide down ) on the 
negative carrier with the help of the fiducial marks. 



Step 3.-Place a sheet of white paper having the same thicknese 
as the photographic paper that will be used on the easel plane. Ley 
on top the control templet face down and arrange i t  flat. 

Step 4.-Compare the projected images with those plotted on 
the-control templet ; bring two diagonal points 1 and 3 ( my ) to 
coincide with 1' and 3' by changing the enlargement ratio, using the 
foot pedal, and rotating and translating the control-templet. 

Step 5.--Consider the larger of the two componenfe of the 
discrepancy in point 2. In fig. VI  -7 the Y-component ia lager. 
So, remove half of it by tilting the easel plane about Y-axis. ( If 
X-component is larger, tilt the easel plane about the X-axis ). 
Translate and rescale the templet again on the diagonal 1-3. 

Step 6.-Remove half the X-component of the discrepancy 
( which will now be larger, in this case ) in point 2 by tilting about 
X-mi8 ; translate and rescale on diagonal 1-3. R e p s t  the ebpe 
4, 6 m d  6 if necemary, until 2 conicides with 2'. 

Steps 7.-Check point 4. Any small residual ( which will 
generally be less than 1 rnm ) still left in point 4 is to be distributed 
by slightly adjusting the tilts, scale and swinging and translating 
the templet. 

Step 8.-Remove the control-templet and the white paper. 
Introduce the photographic paper. Adjust the exposure timer, 
filter, etc., and carry out the necessary processes required for a posi- 
tive paper print. Except for step 8, all others can be c d  out 
under normal light. 

(With the elotted templet control, residual errors at the pees 
point for flat horizontal terrain can be upto 0 -6 mm depending on 
the enlargement ratio ). 

Other Methods.-With SEG V, rectification of photographs of 
non-flat terrain can also be oarried out. There are three difl'erf 
methods :- 

( a ) Aflne rectification method using all 5 degree8 of freedam.- 
The procedure is based on the geometrical property that any qud-  
rileteral can be made to correspond to any other by a direct pro- 
jective transformation. The procedure ie same ss for the flet-hori- 
zontal terrain except that the Vanishing Point Control ie discon- 
nected and residual error at the point 4 ia distributed to other 
points, and a beat fit ia obtained, by computing the settings required 
for the Vanishing Point Control based on the information regarding 
the table tilts, the focal length, mean-dietance between p a  paints 
and the discrepancy at point 4. 

( b ) Pe~~~pective r~d$edivn on to a Ikotimntol plane.-Tbe 
procedure ie the same tw for the flat &main, but e. datum plane b 
choeen and the paee pointe are given radial displ Az. r 



with nadir point ( as an approximation, the projection of principal 
point will sufEce ) ae centre. These displaced positions, which 
correspond to displaced images of the pass points appearing on the 
negative are uaed instead of the plotted positions. 

( c ) Perspective rectiJication by zones.-This is carried out using 
the method of perspective rectification on to a horizontal datum 
plane as the basic procedure. A contour plan on the scale of 
reotifioation and with a suitable interval depending upon the nature 
of the terrain ie to be prepared. The area covered by the photo- 
graph is to be considered as divided into zones bounded by contour 
 line^. Each zone, with a datum plane midway between the con- 
tours, is then exposed separately but successively with a mask, 
prepared from the contour plan, laid over the remaining part of the 
aensitieed sheet so as to expose only the particular zone. The 
cumulative result of these successive exposlires will be a rectified 
print. 

To get the initial settings three control points are rcquired and 
then for each zone - starting from the datum plane the enlarge- 

Ah ment ratio is to be decreased ( by - where Ah is the contour 
f 

interval reduced to the scale of rectification and f is the camera 
focal length ) with increasing elevation and vice-versa. 
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SECTION VI1.-AERIAL MOSAICS 

64. General.-Mosaic.-An aerial mosaic is an assembly of 
aerial photographs edges of which have becn matched together 
systematically to form a composite pictorial view of a portion of 
earth's surface covered by these photographs. 

Perfect matching of edges is, however, not possible due to variak 
tion of the altitude of aircraft, large differences in the terrain relief, 
tilt of the aircraft, errors !in t,he photography, developing and 
printing processes, etc. 

Types of mosaics.-Based on the properties of the individual 
photographs the control points and the method of compilation, the 
mosaics are classified into the following types :- 

( a ) Uncontrolled mosaic is compiled with little or no control, 
by matching image details in adjoining photographs, : .  

with little or no tilt distortion removed. 

( b ) Controlled mosaic is compiled from scaled and rectified 
photographs to remove the tilt distortion and is bdsed 
on accurate control points. 

( c ) Semi-controlled mosaic is sometimes compiled to meet 
the intermediate requirements of ( a ) and ( b ) above. 

( d ) Orthophoto mosaic is an assembly of orthophotographs 
having a common scale and in which both the tilt 
and relief distortions have been removed through use 
of special instruments, called orthoprojectors. When 
orthophotomosaic is fitted to accurate control points, 
this is as accurate as a map. 

Further, n moasic may or may not be annotated. 

Properties qf mosaics.-A mosaio offers a comprehensive and 
complete record. It has a woalth of details of the entire area under 
study. Except for orthophotomosaics, they suffer from non- 
uniformity of scales. A mosaic contains all the details in the shape 
of photographic images unless a particular major detail or feature 
have been annotated. Accuracy of a mosaio depends upon the 
amount of terrain relief, the exactness and type of photographic 
rectification and the accuracy and density of control 011 to which 
the photographs have been fitted while mosaicing. 

Applicution8.-Mosaics are of great value in all types of plan- 
ning activities. The study of geological featuros, flood oontrol 
problems, irrigation projects and investigation of natural resources, 
e.g., aoile and forestry can be greatly simplified by the use of mosaics. 
For highway and railway locations and for alignment of pipe lines, 
transmieeion lines, etc., tho mosaics pcrlnit snloction of best possible 
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locations without extensive preliminary field surveys. Mosaics are 
also useful for urban planning. 

Advnnttcycs.-A mosaic call be used and appreciatcd without 
training in pllotogrammetry or knowledge of symbols. A mosaic 
shows a wealth of details and no detail of the terrain is omitted. 
Certain terrain features can be more easily recognised and inter- 
preted on a nlosaic compared to a map. A mosaic can be prepared 
more rapidly and economically than a map. 

Limitations.-Excessive details obscuring important features, 
lack of topographic inforlnatioil, lack of names of places and features, 
inaccuracy of planimetric details due to relief, tilt and scale varia- 
tions arc the iliaill limitations of a mosaic. 

Exccssive details can be minimised by proper selection of scale, 
by choice of contrast in printing the mosaic and by annotation. 
Use of stick-up-letters can provide the names. Inaccuracies in 
planimmetry can be considerably minimised by use of controlled 
mosaics and completely removed by the use of orthophoto mosaics. 

65. Planning f o r  mosaics.-When ordering for aerial 
photography with a view to mosaic compilation, a few factors have 
to be considered. The main factors to be considered while planning 
a mosaic compilation programme are : scale of mosaic, scale of photo- 
graphy, focal length of the aerial camera to be used, overlap and the 
requirements of horizontal control points. The intended use of the 
mosaic, the accuracy desired to be attained, the nature of the 
terrain and the availability of time and funds govern the considera- 
tions of these factors. Also, a t  this stage, i t  is worthwhile to 
consider other materials-mounting boards, adhesive, etc., and 
photographic paper to be used. 

Scale of mosaic.-The scale of a, mosaic is dependent mainly on 
the intended use. The following scales are generally used :- 

( a ) 8 m l l  scale ( 1 : 20,000 or smaller )-for use in geology, 
soil survoy, forestry, reclamation work, flood control and other 
studies of large areas. 

( b ) Medium scale ( 1 : 10,000 to 1 : 20,000 )-for use in town 
planning, preliminary location work for highways, railways, trans- 
miesion lines and pipe lines, etc. 

( c ) Large scale ( 1 : 10,000 and larger )-for speoial detailed 
investigations in urban, highway work, railroad planning, housing 
and industrial building sites, bridge locations, prepmation of tax 
maps and land-evaluation surveys, strip-mining plans, and other 
engineering studies. 

Scale of photogrqhy.-The scale of aerial photography is 
directly related to the scale of the mosaic. If  the negative quality 
is good and the laboratory techniques n~rd equipment aro adequate, 
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the enlargement from aerial photography to  mosaic can extend up 
to about four times. Under present Indian working conditions, 
enlargement should be limited to  two times only. For speed and 
economy, the compilation scale should be the same as the photo- 
graph scale, but more accuracy can be obtained by compiling at  a 
soale of lt to 1;f; times the photo scale. 

Focal l euy th  of the aerial camera.-The focal leilgtll of the aerial 
carnerib is related to the flying height of the aircraft and the amount 
of relief displacement. With a short focal length camera, the 
aeroplane can fly low, thus directly affecting the ease and cost of 
flying operations. Also, when small-scale photography is required, 
ceiling limitations of the aircraft used may indicate the use of a 
short focal length camera. On the other hand, with the long focal 
length camera, the flying height is increased thereby reducing the 
relief displacement and the variation of the scales between successive 
photographs. At higher altitudes, the variation in flying height 
can be held snlaller ; also its effect on scale will be less. 

Generally focal lengths of 15 cm, 21 cm and 30 cm are used for 
photography for mosaic compilation. In  rugged areas, where the 
scale of mosaic is small, 15 cm lens ( e.g., Wild R. C 5 a ) will be most 
suitable whereas 30 cm lens ( e.g., Ross Eagle I X  ) will best neet the 
recluire~nents of a mosaic of urban area. The 21 cm lens ( e.g., Wild 
RC 5 a ) is suitable for practically all types of mosaics. 

When photography is taken to serve the dual purpose for the 
compilation of maps and mosaics, the requirements of photogram- 
metric mapping should govern the factors in flight planning. 

Ove11cp.-Though the normal requirements are 60 percent 
forward lay and 30 percent side lap, larger overlaps are  res scribed 
a t  times so that smaller portion of each photograph is used, thereby 
reducing relinf displacements and thus increasing the accuracy. 

Requirerncnl of horiwn,tal colztro1.-The horizontal co~ltrol 
governs the planimctry of the mosaic and thus the accuracy of the 
mosaic. The intended use of the mosaic is, therefore, the principal 
factor for deciding the type, quality and distribution of control 
needed. 

First. the existing control points should be investigated. If the 
existing pound control points are not sufficient, i t  should be sup- 
plementecl by radial triangulation. If necessary, thc identifiable 
control points on the existing maps should be used. If this is 
not posaihle, the visit to the ground is resorted to f~r '~ rov id ing  the 
nec:essary control. At times the existing maps are used f o ~  control- 
ling the mosaic compil~tion by utilising the various details. 

iIlcmntin,g boards.--Several types of rno~inting board8 which 
have been treated to with~tand moisture mo used. A veneer of 
birch or maple that, is smoothly nrtnded atld periodicslly uealed with 
tl revill in fairly sstiafi~otory. Fir ~)lywood i~ not ~atisfitct~ory 



because the alternate boards of hard and soft wood may cause ridges 
to appear in finished mosaic. Open-grained plywoods like walnut 
mahogany, and oak are not recommended. The following types 
of Indian plywood are also suitable : Aero, National Rocket and 
Sitapur Plywood Products of thicknesses 4 mm and 6 mm. A pieco 
of masonite board 118 inch thick is a very satisfacotry mounting 
board. The mounting board size varies from 5 feet by 3 feet to  
8 feet by 4 feet. If contact size reproductions are required, the 
maximum sizes of film or bromide paper restrict's the size of-mosaic. 

Adhesive.-The most convenient adhesive to work with in 
mounting photographs in mosaic co~lstruction is gum arnbic which 
comes in powdered form or in tear-drop form. The powdered gum 
arabic though expensive is easier to prepare in small hatches, and 
the adhesive is prepared in warm water in proportion of 5 pounds 
of gum to 1 gallon of water and by stirring the mixture all the time 
until i t  attains the consistency of strained honey. To provent the 
mixture from becoming sour, 3 or 4 ounces of salicylic acid should 
be added to each gallon of adhesive. Two ounces of glycerine added 
to each gallon of adhesive will prevent the mounted l>llotographs 
from becoming brittle and curling a t  edges. 

Photographic paper.-Generally single weight glossy paper is 
used for uncontrolled mosaics. For higher quality. glossy photo- 
graphic paper of double weight or waterproof type should be used 
for construction of mosaic, as differential expansion factor of photlo- 
graphic paper during exposure, drying and applicat'ion of adhesive 
in single weight paper may be a.s much as 1 % normal to the grain. 
For conetruction of controlled mosaics, i t  has been found expedient 
to use foil-mounted correctostat bromide paper for alternate plloto- 
graphs. In making rectified prints, i t  is a good ~ ~ ~ a c t i a c  to lrcep 
the direction of the phot'ographic paper grain constant,. 

66. Mosaic construction.-General.-There are a few 
promsses common to all types of mosaic construction and a few 
pertaining to the specific type of mosaic. MTe will first describe the 
completle process involved in construction of the col~t~rolled mosaic. 

Controlled mosaics.-Compilation of a controlled nlosaic is an 
elaborate and precision teohnique and should be caaricd out by a11 
organisation fully equipped to carry out rectification of pllotograph. 
It is a very accurate form of mosaic. The photographs are rectified 
and scaled before assembly in order to remove the errors due to 
tilt displecemente and scale differences. The grat,icule linos and 
the control plotted on a transparent sheet is kept above the sensi- 
tive'film so that these appear on the-ha1 rectified photographs. 
For details of rectification proceduree, Section VI should be referrd 
to. Proper control is provided before-hand for rectification as out- 
lined in p r a  66. The focn.1 length of the mrial camera, overlap 
and scale of photography is so chomn a t  the planning stage as to 
restrict the errors due to relief displacement within tolerable limit,~. 
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The photographs are then assembled. The different processes 
involved are : 

( a ) Preparing the mosaic board. 

( b ) Marking the cut lines. 

( c ) Feathering. 

( d ) Mounting. 

( e ) Blending. 

Preparing the mosaic board.-The size of the board is limited 
only to convenience and available space. If the programme 
includes topographical mapping, the mosaic sheets frequently 
conform to the size and scale of the map sheets. The mosaic board 
is cleaned and the grid lines are projected on it. The control points 
are also plotted. 

At this stage, in addition to photographs, adhesive, razor 
blade, sand paper, a pail of water, sponges and a squeegee made 
from 1/16 inch thick celluloid piece whose edges and corners have 
been rounded off or a small rubber roller and some pins or needles 
are collected. 

Marking the czct lines.-The cut lines of each photograph are 
marked by grease pencil by matching the edges. Matching is done 
in the following priority : 

( n ) Graticle lines a t  the edges. 

( Z, ) Control with respect to the plotted positions on the 
board. 

( c ) Details at  the edges. 

( d ) Tone a t  tho edges. 

When the cut line hM been marked, using a very light pressure 
and a very sharp blade, only emulsion is out and not the paper. 

Fenthering.-The photograph is gently folded back, away from 
the emulsion for the part to be discarded. The discarded portion is 
torn back toward the portion to be used, leaving the edges of the 
retained portion thinner than the remainder of the print,. This 
process gives the edge of the photograph a feathered appearance. 
The feathering should be done in such a way that on one edge of 
thc photograph, white portion of photographic paper is retained 
and on the corresponding edge of the other photograph, white 
portion of the photographic paper is removed below the emuleion. 
It i.s better to decide the pattern for the eame by a propcr scheme 
drawn on a separate paper indicating the layout of the mosaic. 

Thi.s i~ very important to enaure proper smoothness where 
layers of prints are mounted and to make the edges lass perceptible 
to the eye and to the copy camera. 
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~\Iounting.-The f i s t  photograph to be mounted is pkced a t  
its position and the positions of its control points rehtive to their 
ldotted positions are checked. The adhesive is spread into the 
back of the print by hand, and the print is then pleced in position 
on the mounting board. A needle is pushed through the prinoipal 
point and a second needle through another control point. The 
needle though principal p i n t  is centred on the mounting board 
position of the principal point, the other needle is centred on the 
corresponding control point on the moulting board. This operation 
positions and orients the photograph on the mounting board. Before 
the point is squeegeed down, the coincidence of other control points 
may be checked visually by flipping the edges of the photograph 
over the mounting board. A slight amount of rotation may be 
necessary to strike an average coincidence of all points. How- 
ever, the psition of the principal point should be held fixed. The 
photograph is then secured by means of the squeegee. Adhesive 
is then wiped out from tlie surface of the point and the board by 
means of a damp sponge. After the adhesive haa set, the second 
print is oriented on to the control and flipped over the k s t  print 
to permit a visual selection of the cut line. 

After cutting and feather edging, the second print is plaoed in 
its position to fit its principal point and other control points. The 
adhesive is applied and the print is matched to the principal point 
and the other control points. The second print is squeegeed into 
place, and the excess adhesive is wiped from the face of the print 
and from the board. The direction of squeeging is always towards 
the edge of the print being moulted. 111 this way all other photo- 
graphs are fitted in their positions. 

Loose print edges sometimes occur and a stronger adhesive 
such as caseinglue is used to make sucll edges adhere. 

U1~nding.-To obtain photograph with matching tones and 
mlours, blending or touching up is desirable to be done on momic 
before making its copies. This is accomplislzed by touching with a 
photographic dye, e.g., spotone. Small areaa where emulsion has 
been destroyed should be matched by using a very soft graphite 
pencil. Any extensive loss of detail should be repaired by patch 
work. 

Semi-controlled rnoanic.-When arrangements for rectification 
are not readily available, it is not possible to compile a controlled 
mosaic. Under such circumstances and for reasons of speed semi- 
controlled mosaics are compiled. For mmpiling a semi-controlled 
mosaic the photographe are enlarged or reduced to the soale of 
moeaic oompilation. If adequate ground or map oontrol points 
ai-e not evdeble for acaling, oontrol extension is carried out by radial 
triangulatiol~. In very rare cases drhen no control is avaibble 
and there ie urgent requirement of a mosaic, or where the ac0urac.y 
recjuirementa do not demand r~lore yreciue control, an azimuth line 
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or a series of azimuth lines may be used to afford simple control for 
semi-controlled mosrtic. The azimuth line is prepared as follows. 
The photographs are laid on the map table iu proper sequence, 
oare being taken to match images between successive photograph. 
As eaoh photo is plaoed, it is held in position along its edges by 
s m d  weights. A straight edge is laid over the strip as so to pass 
through the centres of as many photographs as possible, and a fine 
line is drawn across the face of the top photograph. The photo- 
graphs are then separated. In the common portions of fist and 
aecond photographs two points a and b are selected on first photo 
whioh are transferred to the second photo. A fine line is drawn 
across the face of this photograph and a new pair of points c and d 
are chosen on it which also appear on the third photograph. The 
process is continued throughout the remainder of the strip. 

The azimuth line control is very useful in that it prevents the 
flight strips from swinging off line as the photographs are mounted. 
It also prevents errors caused by mis-matohes from accumulating 
towards the corners of the mosaic. This type of control is very 
easy to prepare. 

Before assembly all the photographs are either scaled, if possible, 
or marked with the azimuth line. Each photograph is then trimmed, 
featheredged as in the case of controlled mosaic and assembled in 
position oriented either on the control or on the azimuth line. 

Uncontrolled mosaic.-Mosaics requiring less accuracy can be 
compiled by less rigid methods. In uncontrolled mosaic an effort 
is made to bring the photographs to a common scale if some ground 
control points are existing in the area. If not, the uncontrolled 
mosaic is maembled in such a way that photographa match edge to 
edge. Each photograph is trimmed and featheredged before it is 
pasted on the mounting board. However, the circumstances under 
which uncontrolled mosaics will be compiled should be rare. 
Sficient ground or map control data are available throughout the 
country to prepare at  least semi-controlled mowic. 

Orthophoto mosaics.-It is the most accurate form of mosaic and 
oanpnly be prepared by an organieation fully equipped to prepare 
orthophotographs by use of special instruments for differential recti- 
fication like orthoprojectors. Through these instruments tilt and 
relief distortions are removed. When properly assembled to 
accurate ground control, an orthophoto momio is as aocurate as a 
planimetric map. 

&7. Annotation and reproduction.-( Editing )-After the 
assembly of all the photographs has been completed, the w e  
penoil marka a m  removed from the face of the prints with a cleaning 
fluid, generally banzol, a r e  being taken not to disturb the e d g ~  of 
the printe. 

Ae a ~ l e  this ie followed by slight touching up of the mosaic 
to eliminate differenme in tone and dieturbing in€luenm in the 
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photograph, e.g., trails of smoke, vehicles, reflections of water sur- 
faces, etc. A black dye, which is diluted in water to produce the 
various shades, shades of grey is applied with a soft brush to 
obtain a balanced tone throughout the mosaic. 

The mosaic is completed by mounting a white border along the 
four margins. 

( h ) Annotation.-Mosaics should contain sufficient information 
to fulfil the requirements of a map substitute." The grid lines are 
usually drawn in white on the face of the mosaic in case of controlled 
and semi-controlled mosaics. The tilte and authorship of the 
~uosaic should be indicated. A graphic scale as well as the numeri- 
cal scale are given in the controlled mosaic. 

Body information, i.e., names of various planimetric and 
oultural details are also entered on the mosaic in ink, contrasting to 
the surfaca on which it is written. Care should be taken not to 
orowd a mosaic with too much of information. 

Border information is usually placed on the white border 
material. Grid values are entered nithin the border. The deetina- 
tion names and distances are also entered in this border. 

Reproduction. -After completion of the mosaio, photographio 
oopies are made for general we and the master mosaic is preserved. 
Photographic copies are made with large size copy cemerm. Uaually 
the negative,is made:on 1 to 1 scale, and copy prints are made from 
the negative contact printing. :aThis ensures minimum lose of detail. 
However,\if ~ottle change i~ required the negativeris prepared on the 
desired soale and copies are made by cnntact print,ing. 
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68. Principles of design.-The basic problem .-A stereo- 
plotting instrument aims a t  recreating a spatial model formed either 
by the intersection of two mechailical space rods or by the inter- 
section of light rays. The reco~lstruction of the terrain appearing 
in an overlapping pair of photographs, to a chosen scale, by a stereo- 
plotting instrument is achieved by 

( i ) making i t  possible for each of a pair of photographe 
( or their negatives ) to be placed in the instrument 
and give it certain orientations in the axis system of 
the instrument. 

( ii ) using certain mechanical andlor optical devices to 
view the overlapping pair stereoscopically and at the 
same time trying to materialise ( i.e., to fix the 
observed point in the axis system of the machine ) 
the intersection of the homologou.s rays of the 
picture for the point observed. 

The problem is illustrated in figure VII I  -1. Here we have two 
cameras that have photographed the same portion of the terrain in 
both the photographs taken from camera positions S, and S,. The 
three noncollinear points A, B, C have been photographed a t  pointe 
%, b,, ~1 and a,, b,, c,. It will be seen quite easily that as long as 
& and 5, are not identical, the positions of a,, b,, c, and a,, b,, c, 
with reepect to the reepective fiducial marks will never be the same. 
Now inversely if the positions of A, B, C are known in the axis 
system of projection end if we were given the two pictures a,, b,, c, 
and a,, b,, c, in their respective cameras i t  would be quite simple to 
resect the camera positions S, and S,. To do this we have data in 
the form of the image co-ordinates of q, b,, c, and a,, b,, c, and 
the ground co-ordinates of A, B and C. The image oo-ordinates 
could, of oourcle, be mem~zred and the positions S, and S, alongwitlli 
the camera orientation computed. A storeoplotting instrument, 
however, achieves the proper camera orientations and intersections 
of homologous raye by incorporating in i t  various mechanical and 
optical devices that permit the p11otograph.s to assume certain 
chosen orientations, and also realize t)he intersection of the raya. 
Bemuse physical  movement^ replace calculations,  termp plotting 
inetraments are dm known as a.nalogue instruments. 

Briej history of sler~oplolting instruments.--The basic problem 
briefly reviewed above has fount1 varied ~olutions. I n  fact, one 
syatem of claesification clns8ee these instruments as optical, mecheni- 
cel or optical-mechanical depending on the principle crnployed in 
the reconetrilation of t h o  ~patial  model. 

It WAS in 1898 that, Theodor Scheimpflug f i t~ t  projected a model 
using the method of "double projection". He photographed a 
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model with two fixed cameras, since a t  that time air photography was 
not fully developed. After developing the negatives he placed 
them again exactly in the same camera. He then illuminated the 
negatives from behind and with the cameras placed in exactly the 
same position in which the picture was taken, the projected rays 
of light took exactly the same paths out of the cameras as they had 
taken on entering to make the photographs. His experiment is 
illustrated in figure VIII -2.  This principle of optical reconstruc- 
tion is sometimes also termed the Porro-Koppe principle. 

From those early days modern stereophotogrammetry has, no 
doubt, advanced very far. Among the many landmarks in the 
progress of this technology the followiilg deserve special mention :- 

( i ) The discovery of a practical method of measuring with 
floating marks by Dr. Carl Pulfrich of the Zeiss 
firm and the prectical implementation by him of the 
idea of a floating mark originated by Stolze in 1892. 

( ii ) The practical use of the aeroplane during the First 
World War. It was only when flying became a 
practical reality that one could think of air photo- 
graph y. Altlloilgh the principles of photogram- 
metry had been enunciated much earlier, the develop- 
ment of the aeroplane gave the impetus to air photo- 
graphy that resulted in the rapid progress of photo- 
grammetry. 

( iii ) The introduction of aerial triangulation with the 
building of the Multiplex by the Zeiss firm in 1934. 
It can be imagined that prior to this, i t  was neces- 
sary to have ground control in each pair. Today 
the perfection of a variety of instruments, both of 
the Multiplex type and other types, with which 
aerial triangulation can be executed has made 
photogrammetry particularly valuable for under- 
developed countries. The bottle-neck that would 
have been caused, in tho production of maps vitally 
needed for planning, by having to provide ground 
control in each model, can be easily imagined. 

Broad classi$catio~~.-As already mentioned above the basic 
problem of rocreating a model of the terrain with a stereoplotting 
instrument was solved in various ways lending to a variety of 
such instruments. The thrce classes of which we have examples 
in India are :- 

( i ) Instruments based o n  th.c principles of optical projection i.e., 
in which the reprojected opticel rays are mado to intersect and this 
projection on R small opaque screen i~ viewed directly. The stereo 
effecthis generally effected by use o f  the anaglyph principle. Al- 
though originally developed by Zeiss and Nistri in ~ u r o ~ e '  thie 



type of instrument has grown to its full stature in the U.S.A. 
Generally known as Multiplex type, instruments employing this 
principle me, for example, The Kelsh plotter, The Gamble plotter, 
The Bausoh & Lomb Balplex and Twinplex. In Si.irvey of India 
we have some instruments of Multiplex projectors made by the 
iirm of Williamson & Ross. 

( ii ) Instruments based on the principles of optical-mechanical 
projection.-The projection here also is through a lens. The main 
difference between this class and class ( i ) mentioned above is that 
in the latter there is a certain plane of best definition, about which 
the highest and lowest portions of the terrain lie in a certain restrict- 
ed "zone of best definition". In  instruments of the class ( ii ) type, 
however, the measuring marks are different in, principle from the 
one used in the Multiplex in that there are two marks. Moreover, 
there is an auxiliary lens system between each of the two measuring 
marks and the main projection lens. This as can be seen from 
figure VIII .3 serves the purpose of placing the mark a t  infinity, as 
far as the diapositive is concerned. So, whenever the floating mark, 
obtained by fusing the two measuring marks, is set in the model, 
the image is sharp and well dehed .  

In India we have the Zeiss stereoplanigraph as an example of 
this type of instrument. 

( iii ) An instrument with mechanical projection is one in which 
the lens is replaced by a mechanical joint ( a univerml joint also 
called a mechanical cardan ) about which a metal rod can rotate to 
simultate the path of the original light ray. Two such rods, i.e., 
one for each of a pair of diapositives in an instrument thus centred 
each around its cardan joint, can materialise the point a t  which the 
floating mark is brought to rest in the model. It was E. Santoni 
of Italy who fist constructed an instrument of this type in 1921. 
Today the Santoni stereoplotting instruments are all based on the 
mechanical projection principle. The majority of stereoplotting 
instruments used for produotive plotting in the Survey of India 
are based on this principle. These are the Wild Autograph A7, 
Wild Autograph A8, Wild B8 and the Kern PG2. 

( iv ) Besides the above three classes of instruments there are 
instruments of photogoniometer type. In this type the projectors 
are equipped with lenses that have a focal length and principal 
distance equal to that of the camera with which the picture was 
originally taken. The negatives aro viewed through telescopes 
and these projection lenses. The viewing system has measuring 
marks built into it. Sinco the rays emerging from tho projector 
lens are parallel and since t,he telescope is focussod for infinity, a 
eharp image of all points on the negative is obtained. We have no 
instruments of this clnss in India. Tho Thomeon Watts Plotter 
and the Poivilliers B are the more renowned instruments belonging 
to thie class. 
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69. General points about stereoplotting iastruments.- 
Lens Distortion Compensation :-The inherent and residual defects of 
an aerial camera lens result in displacements of image pointe on the 
negative or diapositive. These displacements result in a deformed 
bundle of rays emana,ting from the projection centre in a stereo- 
plotting instrument. This influence of lens distortion is shown in 
diagram VIII .4. 

There are many ways of colnpenaating these distortions. I n  
general these can be classified into 

( i ) The porro system. 
( ii ) Use of distortion-free diapositives. 
( iii ) Use of compensation plates. 
( iv ) Variation of principal distances. 
( v ) Radial shifting of the photograph or perspective centre 
( vi  ) Use of correction surfaces. 

From figure VIII  -4, i t  will be seen that the radial displacment 
Ar = ha,-ha,. The diagram with tho sign for Ar is taken from 
The American Manual of Phot~grammet~ry. I n  some countries the 
sign is negative for Ar in the above formula. In any case the 
problem is to restore the value of the angle as nearly truly as 
possible. 

Lens Distortion Compensation in India.-In general either 
compensated diapositives are used or compensation plates are used. 
The principle of compensation plates is illustarated in figure VIII-  6 .  
The thickness of the compensatio~i plate is varied radially to conform 
to a pattorn that can nullify to a large extent the distortion charao- 
teristics of the exposure camera lens. The makers of the various 
instrument like the Wild A7, Wild A8, etc., or the Zeiss C8 supply 
compensation plates to match the particular distortion characteris- 
tics of a family of exposure camera lenses. These compensation 
plates are inserted with the emulvioll surfa'ce in contact with the 
flat surface of the plate. 

Very often the necessity arises to produce diapositives that 
are distortion-free. This call happen, for example, when compen- 
sating plates are not available in sufficient quantity for a wide 
variety of instruments to be employed in tho plottuig stage. T h e  
diapositives are printed in a reduction printer which is in use in the 
department. In this the priilting ~loilc is through n lens and not 
by co~ztact. With tlle hclp of just, one compo~isrttion plate inserted 
betwoen the negativo stage and the projection lens ui the printer 
all tho diapositives produced by tho printer can be considered 
distortion-frco for practical purposes. Incidolltnlly this stage of 
producing diapositivos with a reduction printer ill-affords the 
facilit,y of produoing diapostivos with etnndardised principal dia- 
tances. The necessity for this can arise when an organisation ie 
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faced with the problem of having negatives that have a principal 
distance which cannot be accommodated within the range of plot- 
ting instrument. 

The other methods of lens distortion mentioned above are not 
considered here because they are not applicable to the instrumenta 
in general use in India. Incidentally it must be mentioned that 
photography taken with Wild air snrvey cameras equipped with 
the Aviogon, Aviotar and Infragon lenses are considered distortion- 
free and therefore do not need any compensation. 

The question of compensation, when it does arise at all, is 
usually connected with all aerial triangulation and with large 
scale precision plotting. For plotting on small and medium 
exposures taken with standard aerial cameras are usually considered 
distortion-free. 

The Zeiss Parallelogram.-See figures VIII -6 and VIII -7. 
F'igure VIII a 6  shows the situation that would result if the two 
plotting cameras were placed in such a way that the metal space 
rods representing the light rays actually intersected. Now in many 
cases it is not desirable that the rods actually intersect. One of the 
immediate causes of this would be to limit the application of a 
variation to the base length 'b' to the perspective centres. In order 
to enable the perspective centre to be kept fixed, the space rod on 
the right is shifted to a parallel position as shown in figure VIII -7. 
Now it can be Men that each displacement can be applied to one of 
the slides on the baee carriage. The latter is the name given to 
the carriage that has replaced the intersection point. It can be 
seen that one of the displacements that can be given is in the direc- 
tion of the base itself thus altering the quantity S - bx. Thus, 
the variation of model scale is introduced by applying a change to 
"S - bx" without altering the positions of the perspective centres. 
This variation of "S - bx" is applied at  the base carriage. 

There are many resultant advantages in this arrangement. 
One such is the possibility of introducing a model scale smaller than 
the original photo scale. The greater physical separation of the 
projector bodies and the introduction of the scale variation at  the 
bam carriage avoids the projector bodies clashing or getting entangled 
together. This, they would aurely have done if auch an arrangement 
were not there. 

Another great advantage resulting from this arrangoment ie 
the poeeibility of doing continuous mrial triangulation, on instru- 
mente equipped with the Zeisa parallelogram, by the mro polygon 
method described in Section X. The use of the Zeiss parallelogram 
as far ae this aerial triangulation i~ concerned itl illustrated in 
figures VIII .8 to VIII.11. The m ~ j o r  problem in building an 
instrument euited for continuoue aerinl triangulation in strips ia to 
have a base carriage long enough to enable the base to be set 
'Ineide" or "Outaide" the parallologrcam. Figure VIII *R in a mrt of 
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simplified form of figure VIII -7. To incorporate the Zeiss parallelo- 
gram the right projector has been shifted further to the right and 
now the tingle intersection point can be considered to have been 
split into the two points B' and B". The middle of the base carriage 
B' B" now can be considered to represent the single intersection 
point represented by B in the case without the Zeiss parallelogram. 
Figure VIII -9 shows the position a t  the time of exposure in the 
cameras. Overlaps 1-2 and 2-3 are indicated. Figure 10 shows 
the position in the instrument with the overlap 1-2 as they were a t  
the time of exposure, i.e., in the proper seclhence from left to right 
in the direction of flight. 

Figure 1 1  shows next overlap in the instrument after the 
triangulation observations in the first model is over. Now since 
photograph 2 has been fixed in the instrument and oriented firmly 
we are not in a position to bring this diapositive on the left. Now 
placing diapositive 3 on the left we see that we have to place the 
base outside the parallelogram to securo an intersection. The 
overlaps are now inside. As was explained earlier, the instrument 
has to have a sufficiently large base to enable this operation to be 
carried out and the base to be "placed outside". The size of the 
instrument and the need to maintain high precision even with :;his 
increased size! acids very greatly to tho cost of the instrument. It 
can now be imagined why an A7 costs about 4 a 5  times as much a? 
a.n A8. 

70. Important components in stereoplotting instru- 
ments.-Dove Prisms.-The fact that the photographs are placed in 
a sequence against the normal sequence, as mentioned in the foregoing 
paras necessitates certain complications in the optical system to  
ensure that a stereoscopic relief ( and not pseudoscopic ) is seen. 
This is done by the introduct.ion of necessary prisms brought into 
the optical train so that the image from the left diapositive is 
brought into the right ocular and the image of the right diapositive 
is brought into the left eye. But one result of this is that the final 
image ( sinoe viewing is done agniiist the line of flight ) appears 
rotated by 200 grades sbout the line of flight. Thus for example an 

N N 
arrow should point t wollld appear + . 

S S 
To restore the original situation, dove prisms are rotated. 

Figures VII -12 and VIII -13 illustmtc: llo~\r a 100 grade rotation of 
the dove prism cltl~ses (t 200 grade rotalion of the irnnge. 

Axes of rotation.--Tn order to get a good stereoscopic view the 
condition of' epipolnrity must bc ~wt~isficd by tllc lincs of vision. 
This is nothing other than mtifyhlg thc condition of nnt,ural vision 
in which, our lines of vision intersect in the point imagca which we are 
m i n g  in space. The two lines lie automatically in a plane and this 
ifi tho basio condition of coplanarity or epipolasity to be satisfied. 
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Another way of stating the same condition is that X-direotion muat 
be parallel to the eyo base. Now this conditioil can be fulfilled 
only by the use of a particular arrangement of the primary and 
secondary axes in the 3-atxes system of the projector. Ot' course, 
i t  will be seen later that this problem is met with only where optical 
projection is maintained as in the case of the stereoplanigraph C8. 
See figure VIII  . l i .  If the Y-axis is a primary axis then a rotation 
of the X-axis about this will cause the line of sight to  be inclined 
as shown. The scanning of the picture plane in the Y-direction by 
this inclined line of sight would trace in the picture plane a straight 
line trace in the Y-direction. This would simply be intersection of 
two planes, the photo plane and the plane generated by the line of 
sight rotated about the axis IT. If now the scanning is done in the 
X-direation the line of sight would be rotated about the Y-axis and 
would ?enorate a cone unless the scanning is done along the "equa- 
torial I~ne" AA. At any other line the intersection woilld be 
that of a cone and a plane ( i.e., the photo plane ) and the result 
would be a curved traoo and not a line parallel to  the X-axis. Thus 
i t  can be seen that "X-lines" will not be parallel to the eye base, 
which will be neceqsary for epipolarity. Similarly if the X-axis is a 
primary axis the Y-lines will be thrown out of parallel causing certain 
exagerratcct relief effects. This problem arises in an instrument 
like-the Stereoplanigraph CH. In  iristniments liltc the Autograph 
A7 or A8 where the observation is orthogonal with respect to the 
plate, the difficulty does not arise a t  all. 

Conditions for good ;tereoscopic fusion.-Apart fiom the condi- 
tion of epipolarity the otlier conditions which have t,o be fulfilled 
for proper stereofusion nre :- 

( i ) An overlapping pair of pictures must be presented to the 
eye. 

( ii ) The eye base must be suitable and comfortable for the 
viewer. Besides, the angle of convergence that has to be brought 
into play must not exceed that possible for the normal ~~naidod eye, 
i.e., about 20". 

( iii ) Equal scale for right and left image points. In instru- 
ments of the Multiplex type this condition is automatically fulfilled. 
What we are seeing here is not the image but the projeotion. Dur- 
ing the reversal process tho size of the original object is restored, 
on a certain scale and there is no disparity bct,weon the images as 
projected from the riqlit and Icft cameras. Even in projections 
of  collvergent photograplly there will bc no disparity. In n 
mochunical type of i~wtrument like the \Vila A7 or A8 convcrgont* 
photography cannot bc uti1i:;ed because it is the diapositives ( i.e., 
the imnqes ) that are heinq v i ~ w c d  dire~t~1.y and since corresponding 
image3 of object's will apperbr dissimilar in case of convergent 
photographs one cannot vicw them st,ermscopicall,y. This is one of 
the reasons that only near vertical photographs can be used in an 
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A7 or A8. A stereoplanigraph being an optical projection instru- 
ment., can take covergent photography. 

In instruments of the photogoniometer type a pnnrratic system 
is needed to see images compensated for uneqlial magnification 
caused by the images being viewed thruugh telescopes inclined a t  
various angles. 

( iv ) Good illumination is an essential coilditio~l for good obser- 
vation. The problems of illuinination differ from instrument to 
instrumeilt ; generally speaking, however, they are more complicnted 
in optical instruments like the Multiplex type, and a little less so, 
ill the 8tereoplanigraph C8. In the mechanical type of instruments 
lfl~e the Autograph series i t  is only a qucstion of viewing ( somewhat 
similar to the situation under an ordinary ste~~coscape ) and so power- 
ful condensing lenses or guided reflectors (KeIs11, C8) are not required. 
In the earlier Multiplex type, of which we have a few in the depart- 
ment, a powerful source of light has to be condensed on the dia- 
positivs. Since the original negative size would have been im- 
possible of illumination without entailing vast problems of cooling 
and condensing lens aberrations, reduced diapositives had to be 
restored to. The Kolsh plotters got over this probleni by guided 
illumination falling on the area under observation. They are thus 
in a position to accommodate unreduced diapositives. 

Devices for ~ncasuring co-ordinales and,'or for plotting the model.- 
One has to distinguish here betwecn ii~strume~lts in which =rial 
triangulation can be performed and those in which only plotting 
can be done. In  the more expensive instruments which are equipped 
for aerial triangulation by the aero polygon method, with a Zeiss 
parallelogram for "base in" and "base out" facilities, co-ordinate 
measuring devices are provided. These can be road out or mechani- 
cally~electronically recorded. 111 instruments whose primary func- 
tion is plotting, the inachnie as such is not equipped with co-ordinate 
drums. The Kern PC72 and the Wild B8, for example, has no 
co-ordinnto nmmu-ing drums. Tho Autograph A8 ( older type ) 
has co-ordinate drums on the drawing table. 

The essonce of the measuring system is the floating ma1.k. 
The design of this mark differs from iilstrument to instrument,. In 
the Mu1til)lcx ty1)e of iilsttruinent1s the mnrlc is an illuminated per- 
forated dot on the scrcoil on which the projection is effected. In  
inetruments liko the Stereoplniiigraph C8 or in the Autogrrtph, etc., 
the two measuring inarlcs are built illto tho optical system. 

71. Description of stereoplotting instruments in India.- 
Zeies Stel-eoplawigrcxph C8.-E'jg. VIJI -15 is n sc?hematic diagram of 
the instrument,. Ot,hor diagrams call be referred to, in the working 
manuals. As in t,he case of other instr~mont~s, the salient features 
only are described below :- 

The projection system.-There arc: no s p ~ c e  rods in this instru- 
ment. Tho imago is projected on to the two plane mirrors a t  the 
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centres of which are also the projeoted images of the measuring 
marks. The projected irnage is reflected into the optical train 
which ends with the oculars near the operator's eyes. The projec- 
tion system consists of the photo carriers, auxiliary optical systems, 
the main projection lens, measuring mark and the guided illumina- 
tion that swings above the plate carriers. The distance ( a function 
of the image position on the plate ) between the projection lens 
and the image point and between the former and the measuring 
mark is a variable factor. 11,respective of this a sharp image has 
to be focussed on the plane mirror a t  the measuring mark. This is 
achieved by the auxiliary lens ~ystem.  This consists of two lenses 
whose combined focal length is a function of their mut,ual separation. 
This separation is controlled by the h.y-perbolically shapod edge in 
such a ~ v i ~ y  that the combined focal length causes a sharp imago to 
fall a t  all times on the measwing mark. Tho mirror also functions 
as an optical cardan and will be described here although i t  is an 
essential part of the optical system. The mirror has its primary 
and secondary axis of rotation fixed in such a way that whatever t.he 
direction of the incident ray from the projection lens, the exit ray 
must go out in a fixed direction parallel to the X-axis to enter the 
fixed observation system on the operator's side. The optical 
cardan mirror has a fixed primary X-axis and a secondary Y-axis. 
The C8 being an optical instrument has a lens with a fixed principal 
distance. Minor variations are possible to accommodate the correot 
principal distance as derived from the camera calibration data or 
from film shrinkage distances. A11 ample range of 15 mm has been 
provided for this purpo~w, within which variations from the focal 
lerlgth can he accephd. . 

The universal photo carrier of this instrument is a unique 
feature. It can be separated into the following three parts :- 

( i ) The central portion for setting the swing ( Kappa ) and 
the calibrated focal 1on.gth. 

( ii ) The lens cone which can be changed to suit the ex- 
posure camera lens. The carrior can take lenses 
from 90 to 31 0 mm and format size upto 23 om x 
23 cm. 

( iii ) The photo frame which can hold the photographs and 
if necessary the correction plato for compensation. 

The illumination of the photograph is controlled aoourately by 
means of a parabolic mirror closely guided by a parallelogram ( a 
kind of pantagrnph ) formed by two rods. 

The observation s!/.stem,.-From the time the emergent ray reache 
the optical oardan mirror i t  can be considered to have entered the 
observation system of the instrument. As diecuseed under the 
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general principles of design it is essential to present images to the 
left eye and right eye of equal size and "aspect". The rotation of 
the optical cardan about the X-axis ( optical axis ) necessitates an 
automatically controlled Dove prism that compensates for the 
image rotation caused by the aforesaid rotation of the opticrtl 

The rotation elenlents are applied a t  the camera and the dis- 
placements bx, hy, bz a t  the base carriage. A8 for absolute or ient~-  
tion, a cornmoll rotation of both the cameras arouild X-axis is 
possible. All orientation values call be con~enient~1-y r e d  from the 
operator's seat on illuminated dials. 

The instrument as already mentioned has the Zeiss parallelo- 
gram, and therefore, aerial triangulation by aero-polygorl method is 
possible. The optical elements, i.e., prisms and lenses in the obaer- 
vat,ion system are illustrated in figure VIII -15. 

The measuring system-This consists of the measuring marks, 
the three-diamensional colnpound slide with guide spindles, the 
drive mecl~anisms and the printing contours. The camera bridge 
is raised or lowered on tlle Z-column in accordance with the lleight 
memured. This Z-motion can be controlled either by a foot disc 
or an electric motor. The Z-column as can be seen from figure 
VIII -15 is mounted on a primary Y-rail. The base carriage move8 
along the X-rail. The X- and Y-co-ordinates inovemcnts are 
effected by means of handwheels. The sense of rotation of all three 
X, Y, Z motions can be reversed to suit the habit of the operetor. 
The Y and Z co-ordinates can be exchanged thus facilitating- ter- 
restrial photogrammetry. In the sense that the CH can accommodate 
near vertical, oblique, convergent and terrestrial photographs and 
a100 execute aerial triangulation, it is a universal instrument. For 
observations in mountainous terraul the Z-motlion can bc drivell by 
an eleotric motor and the foot disc need not be nsed. 

A unique feature of the C8 is its mechanical co-ordinate 
regi&rin@; device. When large soale work partioularly cadatrsal 
mapping is involved this mechanical co-ordinate registering device 

save a lot of man-hours because all that has to be done is to 
press a, lever provided for the purpose. Tlle co-ordinates of the point 
r e d ,  are automatically printed including carbon copies if deniredm 

The planirnetric movement~s are tranemitted to the drawing 
table by mechanical connections over n variable speed gear. By interchanging the various gear0 8 variety of fixed model to 
map scnle ratio8 ars poseihle r8na;ing from 6 : 1 to 1 : 10. The eleva- 
tion can he r e ~ d  off in inetree or feet in 13 difforsnt ~cnles. 

A variety of special rttt~chments can be had from the mderB. 
~ ) , o  most popular at  tho moment is an automatio electronic m- 

rqistration device, knwon as the Emmat. The r e ~ e a t a l i t ~  



of the instrument is greatly increased by an arrangement for pro- 
filing in rlny direction. 

Wild Autoqrqh A7.-This is a high precision universal plotting 
instrument of the mechanical projection type. E. Santoni and Wild 
are the piorleers in the construction of this type of instrument. It 
was in 1036 with their A5 that Wild commenced production of the 
mechanical tvpe of instrument. Since then they have adhered to 
this principle which has now been perfected in their A7 which is a 
universal type of instrument in the sense that triangulation by the 
aeropolygon method call be executed on it. A diagram illustrating 
the working principles is shown in figures VIII -16 and VI I I  -17. 
See also plate VIII -A. 

The projection and observation 8ystent.-Nearest the negative/ 
diapositive is this microscope mounted on a swinging girder. 
The measuring mark 'M' is housed in the microscope and moves 
always in a plane parallel to the picture plane and the observation is 
always orthogonal. Since the A7 has a variable principle distance, 
the plate carrier has to be sometimes raised or lowered. However, 
i t  is so arranged that the measuring mark which remains a t  a fixed 
distance of 70 mrn from the picture plane always receives a sharp 
image. The optical system consisting of a train of lenses and prisms 
so arra.nged that the rays emerging from the measuring mark plane 
are conveyed in a parallel pencil to the ocular. 

Rotation elements being imparted to the plate carrier, i t  is 
inevitable that epipolar traces on the planes undergo minor apparent 
rotations. Dove prisms are provided and these can be used to get 
a stereoscopic vieu- without causing undue strain to the eyes of the 
operator. Once the Ilove prism is adjusted to suit the eyes of the 
operator i t  should not be necessary to disturb its settings. 

A lever in the instrument called the triangulation lever diverts 
the rays from the right diepositive to the left ocular and vice versa. 
This becomes necessary during alternate model observation during 
aerial triangulation by the aeropolygon method. As explained 
earlier in order not to disturb the disapoitive already in place, it 
becomes necessary to observe the averlapping pair placed in the 
instrunlent against the sequence of flight. Besides this there is also 
a lever called the diapositive lever. It becomes necessmy to use 
this to compensate for image reversal ceused by placing diapositives 
with emulsion downwards. 

The oculars can be used either with 8, 6 or 10 magnification. 
With larger magnification it ia possible to see with increased defini- 
tion. One of the unique features of this observation system, besidee 
the fact that it is always orthogonal, is,that, bctween the meaauring 
mark and-the emulsion there is only a simple l e n ~  system. The 
measwing mark itaelf ie a emell, round, jet black mark of a diameter 
of 0.04 mm. The plane in which the meaauring mark is conntreined 
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to move is always parallel to the picture plane. This orthogonal 
observatioll and the' short path of 70 mm between the emulsion 
and the measurinp mark with a simple and constant lens system, 
sccures for every operator an easy and comfortable view. The 
illurnination is provided by a ti volt bulb. The necessary step-down 
from Mains is achieved by a transformer. 

The instrument has a large range of focal length setting from 
98 to 216 mm. There is no question of change of lenses or plotting 
cameras. A continuous setting upt'o an accuracy of 0.01 mm is 
possible. In addition, compensation plates can also be inserted as 
necessary. The maximum format size is 23 cm x 23 cm. 

The meas.lsring syste~n.-The instrument is equipped with the 
Zeiss parallelogram and i t  is, therefore, possible to do strip triangula- 
tion as in the Stereoplttnigraph C8, keeping "base out" and "base in" 
as necessary. The movement of the measuring mark for scanning/ 
plotting is actuated by a two-stag drive with a normal and high 
gear. The sense of rotation between handwheels and the spindles 
can be reversed and the operator can assign to the movement of the 
floating mark, the direction he desires, in the machine axis system 
of the instrument. There are three counters one each for x, y and z 
co-ordinates, that enable the x-, y-drums to yeild machine co-ordi- 
nates in millimeters. The elevations can be read directly in meters 
or feet by varying a gear provided for the purpose. The least count 
on the z-drum can be arrived a t  by consulting the operators' manual 
provided by the makers with the insttrunlenl. This is indicated 
in the manual for the various height gear ratios. 

The instrurneilt has set X, Y and Z ranges iu its ~nachhe  axis 
system, Gz., 

X 4- 280 to - 280 mm 
Y 1- 360 to - 420 m m  
Z 140 t,o 490 rnm 

This dong with t,he permissible bx range, viz., 4- 280 t,o - 
280 ulm will determine the scale of the model t,hat can he accoln- 
modated, in the niaohine axis system, for a particular stereo pair. 

Tbe movement from the Autograph to the drawing table is 
transmitted through a iiniversal gear box with shift knobs. 'l'he 
drive is actually provided through two extendable cardan shafts 
connected to two ball and socket joints of the table drive. The 
axial directions for the X- and Y-movements on the drawing table 
co-ordinatograph is also rcveruible. The axis can also be inter- 
changed. A wide rangc of model to map ratio is postrible. 

A special co-ordinate printer is also availeble as an extra item 
to print the instrument co-ordinates. This is known as the Wild 
EK 6 Electric Co-ordinate Printer. Another .special tlttttclluent 
that ie available is the Wild PR 1 Profiloscope for plotting of profiles 
a~ ld  cross scct~ons. 
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Wild Autograph A$.-A diagram showing the optical and 
lnechallical elements of this instrument has been given in figure 
VIII ~ 1 8 .  See also Plate VI I I  .B. 

With the advent of very high quality camera lenses i t  became 
possible to secure good survey photography even from high alti- 
tudes. To economise with these high altitude photographs i t  was 
necessary to have an instrument that  could plot on large scale even 
wit<h this small scale photograph. The A8 which is essentially a 
precision plotter was developed to  meet this requirement. The A8 
can, of' course, be enlployed for mapping on small and medium scale 
also. The model to plotting table ratio call be altered from 1 : 4 
to  4 : 1. Nap scales of even 1 : 1000 are possible in this extremly 
precise plotter. The A8 has a calibrated focal length ranging from 
98 to  215 mm and the maxilnum picture size i t  can take is 23 cm x 
23 cm. The X-movement in the maclline axis system has a range 
of 335 mm, the Y-movement has 440 mm and the height range is 
175 mm. Thses figures and the bx range from 65 mm to  220 mm 
determine the model scale. 

Thp p~*ojection device.-There is a mechanical projection device 
and the intersection triangle made up of the space rods and the 
spatial point are shown in the diagram V1II 18. There is no Zeiss 
parallelogram in this instrument. Instead, a large separation 
between the projectors has been achieved by having an arrangement 
of a "scissors" type that is referred to popularly as "the lazy tongs". 
One end of the lazy tongs, as can be seen, houses the cardan joint 
around which t,he space rod swivels and the other end carries the 
objective with its measuring mark. The instrument has a sym- 
metric arrangement of rotation elements that can be given to the two 
plate holders. It. ha6 no by or bz movement, but i t  has a common @ 
movement.. I t  is possible to  insert correction plates instead of the 
ordinary picture carriers thus ensuring a distortion-free projection. 
The same picture carrier, correction plates and grid plates can be 
used in the A7 and A8. 

The obs~rvntim system.-As in the casc! of the A7 the observa- 
tion is maintained orthogonal and the simple short optical path 
from the measuring mark to the emulsion provides the operator 
with a comfortable view without undue strain in his eyes. Cor- 
rection for non-parallelism of the eye axis is alvo provided. The 
instrument hcts an excellent large field of view and scanning is 
facilitated thereby. As can be seen in fig. VIII. 18 a dove prism 
is provided in the optical path and this compensates image rotations 
which occur in the cclse of very big movements of orientations of 
the cameras. Illumination is effected by a, simple ti-volt bulb. 

The mauring vatem.-The X- and Y-movements are effected 
by hand-wheele and the Z-movements by a foot disc. The hand- 
wheels hace both high and low speed pear ratio8 permitting qniak 
and slow s c . a ~ ~ n i ~ ~ g .  JII  itdditiori a I~andle ~ i t l ~  i t  dinengaging device 
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is fitted on the X-carriage and with the help of this the carriage'can 
be rapidly slided inathe:X- and Y-directions and,while;this;is being 
done the X- and Y-hand-wheels are disengaged. A foot disc 
operated by the right foot drives the Z spindle through a cardan shaft 
and this spindle thus raises or lowers the Z-column on which a 
rough reading scale is fixed. Finer readings are read off on illu- 
minated glass scale. A number of glass scales are provided each hav- 
ing a particular model scale entered on it. Depending on the model 
scale applicable the appropriate glass scale is chosen for insertion in 
the holder attached to the Z-column. For the usual model scales, 
heights can be read off directly in feet or metres. 

The plotting table.-A gear is provided between the plotting 
table and the instrument. By choosing the appropriate gear various 
model to map scales are [rendered possible as mentioned earlier. 
Two sizes of drawing table are made available by tile makers, a large 
one measuring 133 cm x 180 cm and a small one measuring 130 cm x 
98 cm. Co-ordinate drums are provided on the drawing table and 
map co-ordinates can be read off. Now the makers have intro- 
duced an electric co-ordinate printer, the EK5, that can be attached 
to the A8 also. 

Wild B8.-The B 8  introduced by Wild was aimed a t  meeting 
the requirements of topographical plotting, particularly on medium 
and small scales from wide and superwide angles. We have a. 
number of these in the department. It is also a mechanical projec- 
tion instrument. Figure VIII - 19 shows the construction principles. 
See also Plate VIII-C. 

The projection system.-It has a very elegent, simple design. 
In fact this characteristic renders it very useful for training purposes. 
As in the case of A8 it has for relative orientation, the tilt w ,  the 
tip 4 and the swing k for each photograph. The space rods are 
separated a t  their lower ends by a s~nall distance, which is clearly 
shown in fig. VIII. 19. The base tube ( i.e., the tube on which the 
adjustable base bx is mounted ) can be inclined about the central 
pivot, representing comlnon @. The plotting camera is carried by 
the camera carriers and these are to be changed to suit the focal 
length of the plotting camera. The focal lengths available are 
162 mm, 115 mm, 100 mnl and 88 .5  mrn. At present in the depart- 
ment we have only the two former ones. 

It will be observed from the schematic diagram VIII. 19 that 
the projection centre is above tho picture plane. 

The maximum enlargements possiblo from picture to model 
scale with a focal length of 152 mm is approximately 1 . 4  to 2 -  1 x 
and for a focal length of 115 mm this is approximately 1 6 to 2 4 x . 

The ohservntion. system,.-Negatives or diapositivea can be 
seoured to the pict.ure carriers and these as usual are illuminated 
from above. The microscope carriage moves on a cross rail syetem 
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S el ow the pictures in a plane parallel to that of the picture. As in 
;he case of other Wild instruments mentioned in this section, 
~bservation is orthogonal. 

The instrument hass a very good field of view and the operator 
has a very good view of the terrain. One of the special features in 
the optical train is the Abbe prism. When the camera tilts are 
?xcessive,e specially large w differences, rotated images are present- 
ed to  the eyes. To correct these rotations this prism is introduced 
and functions like a Dove prism. The optical system has a six-fold 
magnification. The tie rods with the viewing miscroscope always 
move in the epipolar plane. 

As in the case of the Autograph the distance between the picture 
end the measuring mark is kept constant and a sharp image is 
always focussed on the measuring mark. 

The measuring system.-Both scanning and plotting are done 
by moving the free-hand guidance system provided with a good 
hand grip. Direct reading of terrain heights in metres or feet is 
possible from glass scales appropriate to the model scale inserted 
in the holder near the hand grip. The whole system is mounted 
on a stable wooden desk on which the instrument stands mounted 
on 3 foot-screws. Normally when plotting on scales smaller then 
the model, plotting is done directly by the reducing pantograph 
which is the usual parallelogram device. For this, an extra drawing 
table is not required. This pantograph has reduction ratios ranging 
between 6 : 4 and 5 : 1. A linear type of pantograph is also available 
from the makers for plotting a t  scales larger or smaller then the 
model scale. Enlargement ratios upto 2 : 6 and reductions ratios 
down to 6 : 2 are possible through adjustable gears. The whole 
instrument is extremely easy to understand, operate and assemble. 

Kern PC-2.-This instrument is a mechanical type projection 
instrument but it is quite different in its construction from any other 
mechanical projection type in use today. One of the aims of the 
design is to provide an instrument with principal distances of a 
continuous and wide range. The makers have actually been able to 
provide a continuous range from 86 mm to 166 mm. Till recently 
this waa the only plotter in the mechanical projection class that 
could take both wide and superwide angle photography. The 
elements of orientation that are incorporated are K,, K,, o,, +8 and 
bz,. The elements of absolute orientation available are @, hl & Bx. 
It is also intended to have orthogonal viewing. 

The projection system.-One of the most striking features of the 
instrument is that the pictures under obsemetion, at all times, 
remain absolutely horizontal as the orientation elements are applied 
not to the picture carriers but t,o the projection system. This treat- 
ment does away with the necessity for optical oardans and joints. 
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E'igure VIII 20 shows a schematic diagram that would also serve to  
ill~st~rate the working principle. The key notes of this are :- 

( i ) The unique cardan joint that is quite unlike the one found 
in any mechanical projection type instrument. Centered around 
this cardan joint are two primary and two secondary axes. This 
makes i t  possible for the space rod's spatial rotation to be projected 
into component rotations in the XZ plane and the YZ plane, to  the 
X-rods and Y-rods which are seen as fla,t rods centered around the 
4 primary axes of the two double cardan joints. The left plate has 
its X- and Y-rods and so has the right plate. The X-rods move the 
picture carriers in the X-direction during scanning and the Y-rods 
move the objectives in the Y-direction. This is how the scanning 
is achieved. The instrument can be considered to have a Zeiss 
parallelogram in that the perspective centres are fixed but there 
is no possibility of keeping "base out". 

( ii ) What the space rods do in a way, is to measure the x and 
y co-ordinates of the plates, these co-ordinates, of course, being 
corrected for errors in position caused by the tips and tilts,~viz., $ 
and o. Now in these errors, there are constant parts, being a func- 
tion of the tip and tilt and the principal distance itself. There are 
variable parts that are functions of tips, tilts, the image coordinates 
x and y and the principal distance. The actual scanned motions 
in the X- and Y-directions are corrected for these constant and 
variable parts, in the projection system of the instrument. 

( iii ) Above the projection centres the x and y motions are 
completely separated. The corrections for tip and tilt ( $ and o ) 
and the plotting principal distance can be considered, therefore, for 
the x and y motions separately. Model deformations can, therefore, 
be removed to a large extent without introducing Y-parallaxes. 

The observation system.-The unique mechanical projection 
described above and pictured in figure VIII-20 results in a rather 
unique and simple observing system. The observation being ortho- 
gonal and the picture being always horizontal eliminates the neces- 
sity for Dove prisms as already explained. The observer has a 
choice of 2, 4 or 8 x ~nagnification as well as two types of luminous 
floating marks. Thc exit pnpi l~  arc situated a t  a slight distance 
away from the oculars,Si.e., 35 mm. Operators who do not wear 
glasses will have to gct used to this dist,ance. Optical train is also 
simpler in this instrument. 

The instrument is essentinlly a t.opographic plotter. It has an 
att,achment, viz., a glass microscope fitted on to the space rods, that 
enables bridging to be exccuted--only height bridging-quite con- 
venientJy. The instrument has an extremely good height accuracy 
and i t  is possible to use the instrument for scales larger than medium. 

The memuring eystem..-After completion of relative orienta- 
tion the eoele oan be applied a t  the beee bridge. Levelling of the 
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model is, however, achieved by applying the absolute tip and tilt 
to the drawing table. This results in the Z reference plane along 
with the scanning carriage and the pantograph working on a tilted 
plane. This difficulty has been countercd by means of a special 
brake provided for the purpose. 

A parallelogram system maintains the base bridge parallel to 
the X-direction a t  the same time transferring its motions during 
scanning to the polar pantograph system. At the pole of the panto- 
graph, a combination from amongst 15 available transmission discs, 
provide the necessary range of model to map scale ratios required. 
The range is between 1 : 2 to 2 : 1. A steel tape transmits the 
motion to the pencil point. Since the survey is done on a tilted 
table, the tracing pencil does not give uniform lines in all directions. 

As for elevations, these can be read directly in metres or feet 
for any odd model scale, on a dial gauge that  is also attached to the 
base carriage. During contouring the elevation can be locked. 
The range in the Z-direction is 60 mm. I n  the X- and Y-directions 
the model ranges are 150 mm and 260 mm respectively. 

Particularly because i t  is able to plot from superwide angle 
photography, the PG-2 is equipped with a correction device for 
compensating elevation errors due to the earth's curvature. Chang- 
ing Z, ( mean projection distance ) for different model scales 
is a drawback in the instrument. 

Zeisa Stereotope.-This instrument falls in the catagory of 
approximate instruments. Thse are so called because in these- 
instruments there is no construction of either an optical or mechanical 
model. In  the stercotope ordinary measurements as in the case 
of a parallax bar are made and the resulting measurements are 
corrected, in accordance with certain approximate formula, to yield 
heights good enough for small scale mapping. Automatic rectifying 
mechanisms eliminate errors arising out of relief and tilt displace- 
ments, as far as planimetric displacements are concerned. 

Working principles.-Gen,eral.-In the stereotope the problem 
of making a map from a photograph ( not really a pair of photo- 
graphs as in the case of the stereoplotting instruments mentioned 
earlier ) is resolved into the following four operations :- 

( i ) Conversion of central perspective into an orthogonal 
projection. 

( ii ) Removing errors in parnllax measurements, executed by 
the built-in-parallax bar, cnuged by the tips and tilts in the photo- 
graphs. 

( iii ) Removing  effect^ of tips and tilts in planimetric positions. 
( iv ) Correcting the changing photo scale to n constnnt map 

scale. All these corrections are "computed" mechanically by the 
use of mechanical devices that apply the final correotiono required 
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to either the parallax bar readings ( for heights ) or to  the photograph 
( for plan ). 

Correction described in sub. para ( i ) above, viz., corrections due 
to relief, radial from the nadir point is a function of the base, image 
co-ordinates x and y, and parallax px ( which is in reality a function 
of the elevation ). Plate VIII - D  shows one view of the instrument. 
The base can be set, after i t  is read off from the picture, on the scale 
provided in the front of the instrument ( item 1 of plate ). The 
three other variables, viz., A p, x and y co-ordinates are automatically 
fed into one of the computers in the instruments. 

This computer, referred to as Computer I1 in the manual, has 
a system of mechanical linkages. The corrected x and y co-ordinates 
are fed into the pantograph take off. 

Correction described in sub. para ( ii ) above is illustrated in 
figure VIII.21. A flat terrain plane would be deformed into a 
hyperboloid because photographs are being viewed in a horizontal 
position. A correction surface has to be introduced with an opposite 
sign to nullify this deformed surface. This correction surface 
should, in reality, be a combillation of an 'a' deformation and a 
'4 ' cylinder. The correction surface actually applied in the stereo- 
tope, howevcr, ignores the small deviation in the '$' cylinder from 
the plane containing the limiting edges of the cylinder. This is 
why, i t  is stated in the case of the stereotope, that the '4 ' cylinder 
correction is ignored. The correction surface is introduced by 
moving the four screws, visible in front of the instrument ( item 2 
of Plate VIII - A  ) in turn, so that the "ground" a t  a control point 
is forced to rest on the floating mark. The latter is preadjusted in 
elevation to equal the given elevation of the control point, by setting 
precomputed readings on the parallax bar. 

The four screws alter the inclinations of certain mechanical 
linkages set in a flat positions in such a way that the parallax bar 
readings read off a t  the scale, are corrected in accordance with a 
formula of the type :- 

p = ax' + by' + cx'ey' + d in which x' snd y' represent the 
image co-ordinates. The c o ~ ~ s t ~ n t ~ s  a,, b, C, d are determined by the 
settings on the four scrcws. Thesc settings are controlled by the 
heights of the given control points a t  the four corners. This com- 
puter is referred to as Computer I .  

The correction refcrred to in sub. para ( iii ) above is accom- 
plished by means of a rectifying computer. This is operated by two 
screws a t  the rear of the instrument. These two screws are moved 
empiricelly ti l l  the imrlges of four control points in the four 
corners of the model are fitted for plnni~netry also, on the plot sheet. 
This operation i~ similar to that done under a rectifier. This rectify- 
ing computer is coupled to CompntJor I1 and in fact the co-ordinates 
fed into this computer are thoee oorreoted for relief by Computer 11. 
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A pantograph completes the job of converting the photo scale into 
a map scale. It is the left hand photo which is corrected and 
converted into the map. 

Briej description.-The instrument can take contact points up to 
23 cm. x 23 cm. The base setting is from 45 to 120 mm. Although 
terrain with large relief differences can be plotted, sometimes by 
adopting special procedures, the instrument is really meant for 
medium and low relief. The elevation range for normal working 
corresponds to about 16% of flying height. The maximum 
tilts that it  can accommodate is 4 grades. The pantograph permits 
a magrufication of upto 2 - 5  : 1 and a reduction of upto 1 : 6. An 
attachment known as a parallax converter is available. This is a 
kind of dial gauge from which parallax values corresponding to 
given elevations can be read off. This avoids use of conventional 
forms and computations. The latter are described elaborately in 
the Manual. Departmental forms that are almost self-explanatory 
me also available. 

Santoni Stereomicrometer.-This instrument ( Plates VIII -E 
and VIII-F ) uses a different mechanism to give the same type of 
adjustment as introduced by mechanical computers in the Zeiss 
Stereotope. A spatial pantograph ( 1 ) provides the co~ect ion 
between the scanning stereoscope and the plotting table ( 3 ). 

The scale is adjusted by raising or lowering parallel guidance ( 2 ) 
by means of screw 28 so that the plotting point ( 24 ) moves from 
the plotted posit,ion of one control point to that of the other when 
the scanning mark travels between the photo positions of these 
two points. It is obvious that the higher the guidance bar the 
bigger is the enlargement of the plot. 

'P' or principd distance is set on scale 23. Three height scales 
( 20 ) corresponding to principal distances of 115 mm, 162 mm and 
200 mm are provided with the instrument. These scales have 
hyperbolic graduations to provide for second order term of parallax 

A n  
fir 

equation h = ZOD I AD . The X- carriage ( 12 ) rests on Y- 
- I L 

carriage ( 13 ) connected to a ball ( 15 ) resting on a plate or hardened 
rubber ( 16' ). Rotating the ball yields combined displacement 
of the scanning system such that unit displacement of the ball 
yields double displacement of the measuring mark relative to the 
R.H. photograph. Knobs ( 30 & 30' ) are used to impart small 
rotation to the photograph carriers. Screw 31 is used to fix the 
initial bx setting. Foot disc 32 is provided to give 'by' displaoe- 
ment to the L.H. photo carrier. The rear carriage 16 is moved 
along a vertical track in order to incline ruler 18 to tangent settings 

bx 
on sector 19 representing- providing correction to height scale f 
reading8 i11 keeping with the variation in height. 
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An altimetric corrector device ( 33 ) called 'Cavalcanti Surface' 
is provided a t  left of the instrument. It consists of a deformable 
surface consisting of a system of cylindrical rods which is adjustable 
by means of 3 screws ( 41, 42, 43 ). A feeler 34 imparts slight 
tilts comparable to displacements in parallax to the left hand view- 
ing mirror ( 5 ). For mountainous area a link block ( 44 ) is set 
to the principal distance used ( P ) in order to yield a driving ratio 
n dx' n - given by the relationship = k -  -where k is a constant. 
m m 

I n  case of residual planimetric errors after altimetric adjust- 
ment, correction is performed by tilting the drawing table ( 27 ) in 
X- direction corresponding to 4- correction and by rotating the 
projection beam by means of knob 46 approximating w correction. 

The instrument can be used for mapping from paper prints or 
from negatives or diapositives on film or on glass of vertical or near- 
vertical photographs. The plate corriers are interchangeable per- 
mitting carrying forward of k- orientation in case bridging of a couple 
of ~nodels is desired to  be carried out on the stereomicrometer. The 
instrument admits of 112 reduction and upto 1 - 5  enlargement. 

72. Other stereoplotting instruments of repute.- 
General.-Development s in photogrammetric plotting and streo- 
plotting instruments in the United States have mostly centered 
around the Double-projection Direct-Viewing instruments. As 
stated earlier these were categorised broadly as belonging to  the 
Multiplex type. The trend in this direction was started when the 
Bansch & Lomb Company of the U.S.A. obtained the licence from 
Zeiss, in 1936, to manufacture the Multiplex. 

The Multiplex ( FYilliamson ).-The Multiplex instruments 
which we have in India are rnsn~fact~ured by the Williamson Com- 
pany of England. This is similar in many respects to the Bansch & 
Lomb Multiplex. The instrument can take only reduced diaposi- 
tives of either 60 mm x 60 mm or 64 mm x 54 mm. These dia- 
positives have to be made in a special reduction printer. 

The projection system consists of the illuminafion system, the 
projection lens and the diapositive in between. The illumination 
system consists of a 100 watt light fiource with its reflector and colour 
filter. This light is concentmted by a powcrful condenser through 
the diapositive on the projection lens which is of fixed focal length 
of 30 mm principal distance. Quite natur~l ly  this condenser lens 
system generates a good amount of heat and 'the--wholo lamp house 
is therefor0 providcd with a cooling ~lyst,em to c o u n t e r ' t h i ~ . ~ A n ~  
lens distortion compensation that has to-'bo'dono is carried out at 
the time of obtaining tho diapo~it~ives, which are printed through 
Compen~at~ion pla,tos in tho redaction pointer. 

A centering device is provided for centering the diapositives 
on the stage plate in the projector. To carry out relative 
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orientation the elements by, bz, and also the rotation elements can 
be applied to  either of the projectors. The projectors can also be 
shifted along the main carrying bar by using the bx screw to scale 
the models. Absolute orientation is effected by manipulating the 
supporting screws, which carry the main bar on which the projectors 
are mounted. The supporting frame that  rests on the floor, carries 
these supporting screws and also the plotting table. This plotting 
table can be of slate or aluminium but i t  ha,s necessarily to have a 
flat surface finished to a close tolerance. The plotting table carries 
the tracing platen and also forms the reference level for height, 
measurements. 

The measuring device consists of the movable platen mentioned 
above. A single perforated light mark in the centre of the platen 
is the measuring mark. A hand grip on the column on which the 
platen is mounted enables i t  to be moved in the X and Y directions. 
The platen can be moved up and down with its measuring mark, 
in the stereomodel space and the light can be read in metres or 
feet. The model will be viewed through a red-green spectacles. 

The electrical system consists of a voltage regulator with four 
circuits and a transformcr to reduce the supply to 30 volts. 

The following are some particulars of interest with regard to 
the instrument. Multiplex instruments of the type that we have 
in the department are said to  have an American C factor that lies 
between 500 and 1000. If a figure of 750 is taken as a measure, 
the smallest contour interval possible is given by 

Flying height above mean terrain 
1, = - 

- - - - - - ----- - -- - . - 
760 

The type of projector described above can be used in sets of 2 
or 3 as is normally done for plotting. It is also possible to mount 
6 projectors a t  a time as is normally done for bridging. The zone 
of best definition, in the model, lies from a distance of 270 mm to 
450 mm from the projection centrc. Although the diapositives are 
of a reduced scale, the model scale because of this projection distance, 
is still considerably larger than the original photo scale. This 
characteristic must be always remembered with this type of instru- 
ment when plotting on manuscripts on medium and small scales. 
One should not have a scale of photography that, would entail 
a heavy reduction from model to manuscript. A certain amount 
of difficulty during stereoscopic obBervation is caused by the strong 
reduction from photograph to dinpooitive and the even stronger 
enlargement from diaposit,ive to model. The b ~ ~ l k y  condenser lolls 
with its own aberrat,ions nl~o!contribntes in some measure, to this 
difficulty. I n  instruments, suhsequ~ntly mentioned in this section, 
which are m~dificat~ions of this hmic Multiplex type, e.g., The Kelsh 
Plotter, The Gamble Plotter, etc., most of these difficulties have 
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been solved. One of the most useful characteristics of the Multi- 
plex type of instrument is the economy inherent in its simple con- 
struction. This also results in simplicity of training and niainten- 
ance procedures. 

The Kelsh Plotter.-The disadvantages of the Multiplex men- 
tioned above have been complet.ely rc~noved in this. Like the 
Multiplex described above, i t  is a double project,ion device, that  
projects a model to  be viewed by red-green spectacles. The model 
is projected on to  a sturdy slate-topped table surface, supported on 
a welded steel under-structure. 

The Projection system.-The Kelsh plotter uses 9 inches x 9 
inches full size diapositives ma'de directly from the neg a t' ives. 
The swinging light source t'ha,t conce~it~rates the light on thc pro- 
jection lens is guided by two guide rods, linking the light source 
to the movable platen. Thus, only the portions projected on to 
the platen are illuminated. It is not, therefore, necessary for this 
light source to  be as powerful as the one in the origin~~l Bausch & 
Lomb ( or Williamson ) Multiplex. The guide rods described above, 
that  link the swinging light source to  the tracing tn.ble, are teles- 
copic. These guide rods actuate aspheric bad1 cams fitted on to  
each of the projectors. Thereby the lenses are moved along the 
optical axis by precalculated and ~ont~inuously varying amounts. 
This results in effect, in the principal distances being also conti- 
nuously varied. The projected image is a.uto~i~atically and conti- 
nuously connected for radial lens distortion. 111 cnsc dist,ort.ion-free 
diapositives are being used the asldierica.1 can1 ca.n eit,l~er be dis- 
connected or substituted by a sphericd cnln of conrse, in the stereo- 
model, due to  varying projection distn.nccs, the connection caused 
by the cam are magnified to  different degrees, resulting in slightly 
erroneous compensation. The magnitude of this error would depend 
on the difference between the iiominn~l projection distance and the 
actual distance of the point in the 'Z' direct,ion in the stereo model. 
In practice this error ia compensat,ion is not ma,tcrin,l enough t,o be 
taken into account. One mnst, however, be a,wa,re of tthese design 
characteristics of the different t,ypes of inst,rument,s. 

The memuring and plotting devices.-The Kelsli Plotters have 
for each projector, the three rot~t,ioiial elenlcnts and three elernents 
of shift. The tracks on which the pt.ojcctors luovc are si~pported 
on frames which rest on four foot-screws resting on the main sup- 
port,~. Absolute orientation can bc performed by t,hese four foot- 
,screws. Level bubbles can be fitlted on to the projectors to permit 
the tilts of one projector to be t,mnsfcrrcd to the other. This permits 
continuous aerial trinngulation to be escc~ited on the Kelsli Plotter. 
The tracingTplntcn can be ~noved nbol~t free-hand in the x- and 
y- direction, on the support,ing tracing t ~ b l e .  This platen has a 
perforated dot that i s  illuminated from below and ,serves as a 
memuring mark. The platen can be moved up and dowu for height 
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measurements, as i t  is mounted on a, screw-threaded column. As 
already mentioned, this platen is attached by means of guide rods 
to the swinging light source. The scale of the model is usually 
5 times the scale of the photograph. This characteristic usually 
calls for a considerable amount of reduction from manuscript to map. 
A precision pantograph can be supplied as an extra item if required. 

Other Double-Projection Plotters include Balplex plotter, the 
Nistri Phot,ocartograph, the Gamble stereoplotter Zeiss DP1, DP2, 
etc. These are optical projection instruments based on the anaglyph 
principle. 

Amongst other stereoplotters with optical/mechanical projec- 
tion, the following can be mentioned :- 

( i ) Nistri Photostereograph 
( ii ) Thompson-Watts Plotter 
( iii ) Santoni Stereo-cartografo 
( i v  ) Galileo-Santoni Stereosimplex. 

For a full description of these instruments, relevant manuals 
and pamphlets should be referred to. 

73. Testing a n d  adjustment of photogrammetric instru- 
ments.-All instruments are tested and adjusted by factory 
mechanics before and after they are installed. Due to certain inherent 
weakness, wear and tear, etc., the instruments may go out of adjust- 
ment after a certain period. Periodical checks are, therefore, required 
to  be done a t  prescribed interval#, depending on the stability of 
adjustment. Particularly, before carrying out a survey requiring 
greater precision, i t  is useful to check the adjustment to decide if the 
work can be satisfactorily carried out in the particular instrument. 
The general objective of testing is to judge its functional capabilities 
and limitations. 

A distinction should be made regarding ( i ) precise adjustment 
and ( ii ) ordinary or office adjustment. The precise adjustment 
is carried out by the manufacturers with special tools which are 
generally not available with the users. The office or ordinary 
adjustment is carricd out by the users/departmental mechanics 
according to procedure laid down in operational manual. The 
necessary tmls for this pnrpose are normally received with the 
instrument. A thorough knowledge of mechanical construction of 
the instrl~rncnt and good understanding of the functions of its 
various parts are prc-requisites for any testing and adjustment. 
Thc following paras give the brief particulars of testing and ndjiist- 
ment, generally cnrricd out by the operatrors/worlrshop mcchnnics of 
the department. 

Grid plde8.-All the adjustments and tests are oarried out 
using a set of grid "plates" supplied by the manufacturers alongwith 
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the instrument. The grid plate is an optically flat high quality 
glass engraved with fine and uniformly spaced line mesh, the length 
between any two points of which is claimed to be accurate to about 
2 or 3 microns. 

Monocular grid measurement.-The object is to find out to  
what extent and within what accuracy each projector aiid its 
optical/mechanical system can recover the perspective geometry 
for planimetry. This is done by observations to grid corners of the 
grid plate, independently for each projector. 

Errors in the setting of focal length or principal distance, 
projection distance, nonverticality of the space rods, etc., falsify the 
spatialjljmodel obtaind and must, therefore, be corrected a t  all 
costs. Before performing these tests and adjustments the instru- 
ment paramenters, particularly K, 4 and o are brought to their 
< <  zero settings", although for the practical purposes, unless the 
work is processed analytically, any minor "zero errors" do not 
matter. 

Before the grid plate is mounted on to the projector the grid 
points to be used in subsequeilt measurements sliould be marked on 
the rear .face of the plate with a wax pencil. A nine point grid, as in 
fig. ( a ) or a 25-point grid, as in fig. ( b ) to deterilline the planimetric 
accuracy is generally used ( see forms 12 A Phot. and 12 Phot. ). 

.1  - 3  . 6  - 1  - 2  - 3  . 4  - 6  
-10  - 9  . 8  - 7  - 6  

.11 .13 -15 el1 -12 -13 ~ 1 4  -15 
-20  ~ 1 9  -18 -17 -1G 

-21 -23 -25 -21 -22  ~ 2 3  -23 -25 

Fig. ( a ) Fig. ( b  ) 
Empirical "zero settingM.-All the elements a,rc initially set st 

their instrument zero positions. The Z column is kept a t  the middle 
of its run. 

Kappa setting.-The measuring inark is set on the control 
point, 13, by using x, y motions. The mark isgthen moved 
to 3 or 23. ( See fig. a ). Any: deviation perpendicular to the 
motion is eliminated by Kappa rotation. A check is made by 
setting the mark a t  11 and moving it to 16. The zero error is noted. 

Omega setting.-After Kappa setting, the measuring mark is 
placedat 11 ( o r  1 5 )  andmovedto 1 ( o r 6 ) o r t , o  21 ( o r  2 5 ) .  The 
amount of deviation in x-direction i n  removed by omegn rot a t' ion. 
Jf 1-1 1-21 is used for,,correcting, 5-15-25 can be used for checking. 
The zero error is noted. 

Ph i  setting.-Similar to omega setting, use now the longitudinal 
direction, 1-3-15 and 21-23-25 for obtaining the zero error in Phi 
setting. 
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Zo ( Projection distance ) setting.-( See fig. VIII.22 ). With 
projection distance Z1 ( = ON ), record the x-co-ordinateszof points 
11 and 15. Let D, be the difference of x-co-ordinates, i.e., the 
length of AB. With projection distance Z,, record the x-co-ordi- 
nates of the same two points. Lot D, be the difference of the x- 
co-ordinates, i.e., the length of A' B'. 

ON B'K Az 
Since xB = cj- = , 

AB-Az Dl-AZ we have ON - .  - - 
AR-A'B' - Dl-D, 

:, Zo = Z, - -ON, which is the zero error. Dl, D, can also be 
mens~rred in the Y -direction, and a weighted mean obtained for Z. 

We have t.hus determined the zero errors ( very nearly ). The 
indexes are corrected by loosening the grub screws and then re- 
tightened. The final corrections will be obtained while carrying out 
the monocular grid measurement for planimetry. They will then be 
so small that they are only computed, but not generally applied. 

Setting of principal distance ( f  ).-( See fig. VIII 22 ). By the 
same process as above, 

f z2 Zl Zl-z, - - -- -- - 
AZ 

g 
- A'B' - AB - AB-A'B' - Dl - D, 

g .  AZ . . f = ----- - Thus the exact principal distance is known 
Dl--D2 

This is set on the principal distance scale, by shifting the vernier 
drum, using grub screws. 

For practical purposes, 'f' is set a t  150 rnrn, Z1 a t  450 km and 
Z, a t  250 mm. ( See 13 Phot ). 

Testing of verticality of $pace rods.-When a space rod is brought 
to  a vertical position, it should remain vertical for all changes 
in the datum plane. 

With Z1 = 3 f - 4.50 mm ( see fig. VIII - 23 ), the measuring 
mark is set a t  the grid intersection near the plate centre. Let 
XI,  Yl be the X and Y readings. With Z, = f = 260 mm, the 
measuring rnark is aga,in set a t  the same grid intersection. Let 
X,, Y, be the X and Y readings. Then X,, Yo, the co-ordinates 
for which the space rod is vertical, arc given by 

X,-Xl Z, 3 
-- yo-Yl z, 3 

~ - .-....--..-- 
X,-X, Z1-Z, - 2 ' Y,-Yl - zl-z, - 2 

3 
Hence Xo = X1 + ( X,-Xl ) 
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By movement of the hand-wheels, the readings X, and Yo are 
set on the X- and Y-drums. Obviously the measuring mark will 
not coincide with the grid intersection. The picture carrier is now 
centred by setting the ball bearings so that  floating mark and the 
grid intersection coincide. Please see instrument manual as to 
how this is done. 

Mean square error in p1animetry.-After the above adjustments 
and zero settings have been complet,ed, each projector is tested 
for the accuracy which can be achieved, i.e., the physical realisation 
of a hypothetical ( mathematically accurate ) model, which the 
projector is capable of. Making use of 9-point or 25-point grid, 
differences between machine co-ordinates and the theoretical plate 
co-ordinates are obtained. Prom the residuals, mean square error 
of planimetry is computed, either by a strict least square adjustment 
or by semigraphic method. This should not normally exceed 10 
microns on the negative scale. 

Stereoscopic grid measurement.-The object of stereoscopic 
grid test is to find out t,o what extent, and within what accuracy 
the instrument can reproduce depth in a model or in other words 
enable us to read the difference in depth in a model. This is done by 
observing a pair of grid plates, pla,ced on both projectors, stereo- 
scopically. It is custoina.ry to incline the stereo-model slightly 
so as to obtain va.rying height readings for t'he different points. 

Mean square error in altim,etr?j.-Making use of 25-point or 
49-point or 77-point grid, differences between machine heights and 
the hyp~t~hetical heights ( computed matlien~ntically after allowing 
for 4 and w tilts ) are obtained. From thc residuals, m.s.e. in nlti- 
metry is computed. This is usua l l~~  cxprcssed in terms of flying 
height of 1000 metrcs unit. If m.s.e. was found to be 1 .5  metres, 
for a flight altitude, 3000 metres, the same is expressed as f 0-50/,,. 
Normally m.s.e. with Wild A7 should be less than 0 -  10/,, and with 
Wild A8, less than 0.2",,,. Departmental forms 11 Phot and 1 I-A 
Phot are used for stereoscopic grid measurement. 

Where read-out systems for x and y co-ordinates are not pro- 
vided, grid plates are mounted on hot11 projector, relative and 
absolute orientations carried out. The measuring mark is placed 
at  the required grid corners and tlieir positions are pricked on a 
plot sheet, independently for each projector. The co-ordinates are 
read off in n co-ordinntogrnph. Con~pl~t~at~ioils are then carried out 
in the usual manner, on 12 Phot or 12 A Phot for planimetry. 

For more sophi~lticated tests by trained autograph machanics, 
operational manuals of tho concerned instruments should be con- 
sulted. The operntors arc advised not to tamper with any of 
the existing t\djustmrnt,s without t,he knowledgc of the officer-in- 
charge of the unit. 
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74. Maintenance of instruments.-The top performance 
of any instrument depends upon the care with which i t  is handled 
and maint.ained. The photogrammetric instruments being parti- 
cularly imported a t  high costs, i t  is both difficult and expensive to 
replace the worn-outldamaged accessories/parts. As such the 
maintenance operations stipulated for them should be carried out 
conscientiously, and must be rigorously checked by the supervisory 
officers. 

Frequency of maintenance.-No norm can be set for the fre- 
quency of maintenance. However, time intervals mentioned in 
19 Phot forms should be scrupulously followed. These are, in fact, 
valid for instruments housed in dust-proof air-conditioned accommo- 
dation, where temperature variation and humidity are controlled. 
Hence the frequency of cleaning and lubrication should be varied 
according to conditions. 

I n  the following paras, general instructions are given for routine 
maintenance. For full details, reference should be made to instru- 
ment manuals. 

Cleansing agents and cleaning material.-It is necessary to use 
the right type of cleansing agents and lubricants for various com- 
ponents of the instrument. The instrument should, a t  all time, be 
kept dust-free, dusting if necessary, two to three times a day. A 
general guide to cleanliness and maintenance is given below :- 

Optical parts.-Soft lens brush should be used to remove dust. 
Chamois-leather-tipped sticks are available to  clean the surface 
with very little ether. No benzine should ever be used for cleaning 
optical parts. No mirror or lens should be touched with fingers. 
While cleaning other pnrtls, optical parts should be covered with 
tissue paper pieces. 

Picture carriers should be cleaned with a soft muslin cloth 
damped with alcohol and then with a clean chamois leather piece. 

Ground steel parts.-( Space rods, micro. carriage rail system, 
etc. ). These are to be cleaned with a lint-free cloth damped with 
ether. After cleaning, a thin film of machine oil should be applied 
with a glazed tissue paper. They are to  be kept free from grease. 

Spindles.-They are first cleaned with spindle brush using 
benzine. Finally a thin coat of spindle grease is applied. Treat 
the level wheels land drawing-table gear in the same manner. Use 
aseol grease for shafts. Undergreasing or dryness of parts is as 
harmful as overgreasing. A correct balance should be maintained. 

Roller bearin,gs.-A drop or two of moebius oil should be given 
to all roller bearings, space rod hinge joints, joints of Phi spindles, 
the castors of the cantilever frame, etc. At all places where small 
holes are provided, syringe with benzine and after sometime, give 
drop or two of moebius oil or three-in-one oil. 
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On completion of the above cleaning/lubricating process, the 
instrument should be operated by moving all the gears, shafts and 
spindles so that oil/lubricant is well-distributed. 

Normally daily maintenance should not take more than half 
an hour, weekly maintenance about 2 hours and monthly main- 
tenance, about 6 hours, which should be done as a sacred duty. 

Handling during work.-The instrument should be handled 
very carefully. Brisk and careless movements of X- and Y-carri- 
ages should be avoided. Alarm-bell is only a guide ; but the 
operator should never move the carriage beyond specified limits. 
If there is any hardlharsh movement, i t  must be investigated and 
reported for remedy, immediately, to the section officer and to the 
officer-in-charge of the unit. 

Breakable parts like glass scale, picture carrier, etc., require 
very delicate handling. Supervisory officers should explain to the 
operators, the procedures for changing the glass scales, diapositives, 
etc., without causing damage to  the breakable parts. 

Overhauling.-It is preferable to get the instrument checked 
up and overhauled by competent mecha,nics a t  cert,ain definite 
intervals say two years ; the older an instrument, the greater should 
be this frequency. 



75. Methods of interior  orientation.-Every photo can be 
considered as a section of a bundle of rays by a plane. This bundle 
of rays can be reconstituted through fulfilling two conditions :- 

( i ) the negativeldiapositive must be set a t  a distance from the 
interior perspective centre of the projection lens equal to the princi- 
pal distance of the photographic camera and 

( ii ) the perpendicular from the interior perspective centre 
must intersect the plane of the negative/diapositive a t  the principal 
point of the picture. 

I n  actual practice the principal distance for A-7, A-8 is set on 
focal length column, for B-8 by using camera carriers of exchangable 
focal length alongwith four vernier scales and in case of P.G. 2 by 
setting i t  on the instrument a t  the four knobs Cx,, Cx,, and Cy,, 
Cy,, and the negativeldiapositive is centered on the picture carriers 
in such a manner that  the fiducial marks on the picture register 
with the ones provided on the glass plate. Due allowances should 
be made for the enlargement or reduction in dimension of the 
pictures by proportionately enlarging or reducting the value of 
principal distance ( if appreciable ). I n  case of unequal changes in 
the X, Y directions of the pictures a mean value should be used for 
A-7, A-8 and B-8 and actual values, calculated for X and Y direc- 
tions separately, are set on thelcorresponding knobs for Kern PG2. 

Jfodel scale.-Choice of a model scale for plotting and intro- 
duction of an approximate model scale is the next step after the 
interior ( or inner ) orientation. The model scale should be so 
chosen that it is workable in the whole range of the terrain relief; 
also i t  is desirable to have the largest possible model scale. 

Flying height above mean sea level is always approximately 
known. Also, the required plotting scale and the focal length of 
the aerial camera are known. The heights of the highest and lowest 
points of the terrain can be approximately estimated with the help 
of the given control points in the model. The ranges of the instru- 
ment can be found either by consulting the respective instruction 
manual or by actually measuring with a ruler on the instrument. 
The follo~ving ratios can now be computed :- 

H-h ( max ) H-h ( min ) 
- and - Z ( m a x )  , where 

Z ( min ) 

H = Flying height of aircraft above mean sea level, 
h ( max ), h ( min ) -= Maximum and minimum terrain heights 

in the model, 

Z (max), Z (min ) = Max. and min. Z-ranges of the instrument. 



The model scale number should be chosen so that i t  lies in 
between the above two ratios. 

Next, the X and Y dimensions of the model should be checked 
so as to correspond to the instrument ranges in X and Y directions. 

Further, the following are the two more limiting factors : 

( a ) Since measurements of height are performed in the model, 
scale should correspond to one of the available glass height scales 
or the available gear ratios as the ca,se may be. 

( b ) The model scale selected should also produce the desired 
mapping scale using one of the available gear ratios of the panto- 
graph or drawing table transmission. 

If several model scales meeting these requirements are possible, 
as will generally be the case, the largest model scale is selected. 

In the instruction manual of the various instruments, tables 
are also given to facilitate the choice of the model scale, It is, how- 
ever, considered preferable to use the above drill. 

Introducing the approximate model sca,le.-It is desirable to 
introduce the model scale a t  lea'st; approxinlately for relative orienta- 
tion, so as to keep the scale correction, which is necessary subse- 
quently for the absolute orient,ation, as small as possible. That 
will also help in reducing the iterations between "final" relative and 
absolute orientations, especially in instruments provided with 'by'. 

It is easiest to set the approximate model scale with the base b, 
given by the following formula : 

- Picture scale number 
b - 

( Model ) Model scale number x b  
( photo 

In  vertical photograph of flat terrain, b( ) is given by the 
distance between the two principal points. 

After setting the model base and adjusting the eye base for 
comfort, the model flight height is varied by tuning the drum/ 
foot disc until the same part of the terrain is seen in both the eye 
dieces. 

76. Methods for exterior orientation.-The cxterior orienta- 
tion of a model consists of ( i ) relative orientation, by which the 
perspective relationship between the pair of l'h~t~ographs, as a t  the 
time of exposure, is recovered ; and ( ii ) absolute orientetion, by 
which the rnodol ns a unit is related to the geographical position, 
on a desircd scale. 

( n ) Rclativc oriot lal iot~ of t?(r /~iorlcl.-This is accoml)lished 
by a ~ystematic procedure of alqdying rotations and translations 
to the diapositives mounted in the plotting instruments, a t  the 
same time observing the images a t  sultably selected positions in 



the model and noting the differences in Y direction ( known as Y- 
parallax ), until corresponding images are made to coincide over 
the entire model area. This is also known as clearing Y-parallax 
over the entire model. ( See fig. I X -  1 ). 

There are two basic procedures for accomplishing relative 
orientation of the stereo-model, viz., relative orientation by using 
both projectors and relative orientation by using one projector only. 
In  addition, there are many variations of the basic procedures 
adopted for clearing the Y -parallax by,yprojector, .&movements. 
The procedures given hereunder are the standard variations in 
common use in the photogrammetric units of the department. 

T m  projector method of empirical relative orientation in common 
use for stereoplotters A7, A8 and B8 consists in using the rotation 
elements K, 4 and o of the projectors and without the use of trans- 
lational motions. 

( 1 ) Clear Y-parallexnear position 1 with K,. 

( 2 )  ,, , s 9 9 2 with K,. 
( 3 )  ,* s, ,, 3 with 4,. 
( 4 )  9, 9 9  ,, 4 with 4,. 
( 6 ) Overcorrect the Y-parallax a t  6 ( or 6 ) with w,  ( or w,  ), 

the total overcorrection factor in this case being 
fa 

f ( 1 + ;li ) where f is the focal length of the camera 

and d is the average distance of points, 3, 4, 6, 6, in 
y-direction as measured on photograph. 

( 6 ) Repeat steps 1 to  4 as above. 

( 7 ) Check a t  location 6 ( or 6 ) and repeat the procedure 
until all positions have been cleared of Y-parallax. 

( Note :-If initial K1 is kept fixed, e.g., in certain cases of aerial 
triangulation starting model, use I<, and by,. In this 
case, the f i s t  two steps will be replaced as below :- 

( 1 ) clear Y-parallax near 2 with by, 
( 2 ) clear Y-parallax near 1 with K,. ). 

While clearing Y-parallax a t  various positions mentioned 
above, the presence of X-parallax would always be eliminated by 
changing the datum by moving the Z-column of the plotting machine. 
Sometimes, this elimination of X-parallax is also affected by the 
X-movement of the projectors relative to each other. 

One projector method of empirical relative orientation is some- 
times adopted during bridging in aerial triangulation being conducted 
on universal type of stereoplotters like Multiplex and Wild A7. 
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Referring to fig. IX  - 1 and the locations 1 to 6 shown thereat ( known 
as Neat points ) the following motions are applied to the right hand 
projector, assuming that the left hand projector has to be kept 
stationary : 

( 1 ) Clear Y-parallax a t  2  with dy, 

( 2 )  9 ,  9 9 ,, 1 ,, KP 
( 3 )  ,, 9 9  ,, 4 ,, d ~ a  
( 4 )  9 ,  9 ,  ,, 3 ,, 4 s  
( 5 ) Overcorrect the Y-parallax a t  6 with w,, total over- 

fa  
correction factor being $( 1 + - ) [ 'f' and 'd' already d2 
explained in step ( 5 ) of para 3 1. 

( 6 ) Repeat the above steps 1 to 5 until no Y-parallax is 
found a t  any of the five positions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. 

( 7 ) Check position 6. If Y-parallax is found, repeat the 
above. 

The X-parallax would be eliminated as already explained, by 
the Z-column ( or X-separation of the projectors ). 

If the left hand projector is required to be used, keeping the 
right hand projector as stationary, the positions 1, 3 and 5 are 
reversed with 2, 4 and 6 respectively. Positions 3 and 4 may be 
reversed with positions 5 and 6 respectively, in any procedure. 

Except for those plotters that do not have translational motions 
( by and bz ) as in Wild A-8, B-8, it is always possible to use either 
method. 

While carrying out stereo-aero-triangulation, the empirical 
method of relative orientation as described above is further aug- 
mented by the Numerical Rclntive Orientation. The method of 
numerical orientation consists in observing Y-parallaxes a t  the six 
standard locations of fig. IX . 1  on the 'by' drum of the right hand 
projector ( assuming that the left hand project,or is to be kept fixed ) 
and then computing K,, $,, w, and bz, of the right hand projector. 
These computed values are then introduced and finally Y-parallax is 
removed at  the six conventional points with by, and average value 
of by, introduced. 

Method of nwmerical relative orientation on Wild A-7-Single 
projector movements.-Y-parallaxes a t  6 conventional positions are 
measured with the help of 'by' element of the right hand projector 
in the case of base in ( space rods inwards ) rind left hand projector 
in the case of base out ( space rods outwards ). Each of the reading 
is taken thrice and recorded in the forrll ( 4 Phot ). Before starting 
numerical orientation, relative orientation is performed by empiri- 
cal method so that the residual parallaxes in the model are about 
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f 0.50  mm. Values of h,  b, and d as explained below and in the 
fig. IX - 2  are also recorded in the model scale and are read in mm. 

Chse I-Right camera used for rel. orientation. 

( i ) Mean of the six 'by readings is substracted from individual 
'by' readings which gives the value of Y-parallax a t  each point, 
i n d i d e d  as p,, p,, p3, p,, p, and p, on the form. 

( ii ) The corrections to be aplied to relative orientation elements 
are c~~lculnted with t,he help of following formulae :- 

dK ( right projector ) = + PI + P3 + P )  p2+ P4 + p6 C- 3 
- 

3 l b  

The calculated vdue of corrections are algebraically added to 
the readings of K, o and bz of the right projector ( or the projector 
used while taking Y-parallax readings ). Care should be taken 
against backlash. After setting these values on the right hand 
projector nearly uniform parallax will appear a t  all the six points, 
which may be removed a t  point No. 1 or 2 in the model with the 
help of 'by' clement and then Y-parallaxes are checked a t  the 
remaining five positions. If even after this, Y-parallax is noticed 
at any of thc points, the process is repeated till the model is free of 
Y-parallaxes within f 0.04 mm. 

If relative orientation is performed by moving left hand projector 
in base i n  or right hand projector in base out, the following formulae 
are used with respect to the conventional positions shown in fig. 
IX - 3. 

Case IT-Left camera used in relative orientntion. 

dK ( of left projector ) := - 

( h, b and d are the Name na in Caqe I above ). 
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Method of numerical relative orientation using both cameras on 
A7.-Form 3 Phot. or 3A Phot. is used where h, b and d are the same 
as explained above. 'by' element is used to measure Y-parallax 
at  6 conventional positions as already explained. But to remove 
Y-parallax from the model, instead of 'bz' element of the camera 
( used for taking 'by' readings ), + of the other camera is used. The 
corrections are calculated with the help of following formulae :- 

Base in ( Right projector ) - 3  - 4  

Base out ( Left projector ) - 1  - 2  

Formulae.- -6 - 6  

1 
d~ (of right proj.)= + [(PI+ P3+P6)--(P2+P4+Pa)]Pc 

h 
(of left proj. ) = + m ( p 4  - pe)pc 

Base in ( Left projector ) 
Base out ( Right projector ) 

Formulae :- 

h 
d# ( of right proj, ) = - - 2bd [ ~ 4  - Po]Pc 

The correction values are set on the machine dials by algebrai- 
cally adding them to the existing readings on dials. Remaining 
Y-parallax is removed by 'by' element and procedure is repeated, 
if necessary, till model become3 free of Y-parallax ( within f 0.04 
mm. ). Form 3B Phot., measuriilg parallaxes with w, call also be 
made use of. 

( Note :-It is advised that due to backlash in setting of element 
the Y-parallaxes a t  positions 1 and 2 aro finally eliminated empiri- 
cally ). 
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Advantages of numerical method.-( i ) Better precision than 
from empirical methods as the computed value of each element of 
orientation is arrived a t  from observations in all points where it has 
effect. ( ii ) the method is impersonal as far as distribution of 
parallaxes is concerned. 

Limitation of numerical method.-The above formulae are true 
for nearly flat terrain. For the hilly terrain, a further modification 
is required in the 6 oonventional positions. For taking Y-parallax 
readings, 3 and 5, 4 and 6 points are selected in such a way that the 
inclination of the space rod with its vertical is the same in position 
number 3 or 6 and 4 or 6. 

( b ) Absolute orientation.-Once the relative orientation is 
completed, a replica of the terrain photographed is obtained, but 
the scale and orientation ( with reference to the datum plane ) are 
undetermined. It is, therefore, necessary to  correct the scale ( by 
altering the distance between the perspective centres ) and to  rotate 
the model round and displace i t  along three different directions 
relative to the map, until the heights and distances of known points 
agree. Thus the absolute orientation demands the fixation of seven 
elements. 

Scale setting and rotation of the model.-Plot the known points 
on a sheet on scale of plotting and proceed as under :- 

( i ) In order to obtain the correct scale the distance separating 
two known points ( preferably distant-most ) must be measured and 
compared against the given. This will give a factor of enlargement 
or reduction which can be applied to  the base components ( 'bx' 
setting for instruments other than A-7 and multiplex would do ). 
The scale must be accurately known for levelling the model and this 
is more important when the model has points of greater relief 
differences. 

Details of practical procedures for various plotters are given in 
the relevant manuals which should be consulted. 

( ii ) For determination of the angles of rotation, the heights of 
thrce points forming as large a triangle as possible must be known. 
The rotation about Z-axis having already been imparted to the plot 
sheet by fixing the position of one of the points ( say 1- see fig. IX . 4  ) 
and turning the sheet about this point until the projection of a 
second point ( say 2 ) lies on the corresponding side of the triangle, 
the horizontal positions of the points ( 1 ,2  & 3 ) are correctly orient- 
ed relative to the model. The rotations about X- and Y-axes must 
be given to the projectors since the plotting table is usually rigid. 
Cases of individual instrumcnts are described in their manuals 
which should be consulted. 

The height8 of three given pointa ( Rae fig. IX 4 ) are determined 
by setting the height of point 1 ( say ) a t  the known value and com- 
paring heights of 2 and 3 against their known values. Points 2 and 
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3 show errors Ah, and Ah,, say. After this, mark the directions of the 
X and Y axes through point Nos. 1 and 2 or as convenient so that 
the points 1' and 2' are interpolated positions between points Nos. 
2 and 3, and 1 and 3 respectively. The height errors Ah', and 
Ah', for the intersection points 1' and 2' are determined by graphical 
interpolations. The distances S, and S, are measured ( in metres ) 
and the values of A@ and AQ obtained by means of the following 
relations. Circular measure is converted to angular measure by the 
factor p ( 6366 ), result being obtained in centecimal minutes. 
( Ah, will be zero, if the height of 1 was set in the counter. ). 

Ah', - Ah2 
A 0  = 

8 2  
P 

A common rotation is given to  the projectors according to 
these values in tip and tilt directions including the base ( taking 
the sign into account ). 

77. Operation procedure with Wild instruments-Intro- 
duction.-Instruments of 'Wild' are based on mechanical projection 
system, main differences being on account of accuracy achievements 
due to simplification of the projection and viewing systelns from one 
type to the other. 

A-7 is classed as a universal instrument and is used for aerial 
triangulation and large scale plotting. A-8 is a precision plotter 
used for medium and large scale plotting while B-8 is meant for 
plotting on small and medium scales only. 

Preliminary work.-This consists of choosing the model scale 
and mounting the diapositive on picture carriers with accurate 
inner orientation, which have been explained earlier. Then comes 
exterior orientation of the model. 

Relative orientation.-On A7 choice of all the orientation 
elements of both the projectors is available with the proviso that 
rotations are given to the cameras about the projection centre, 
separation of which remains fixed. The linear movements are given 
to the space rod sleeves, except the base component ( bx ) which is 
given systematically to  both the space rods by a handle and knob 
arrangement. 

For relative orientation on A8 the choice is limited to rotational 
movements of the two cameras and a base setting arrangement 
which controls the seperation of the space rods and the cameras. 

Relative orientation on B8 is similar to that on AS and the 
choice of elements of orientation is also the same. 

Absolute orientation.-On A7 the scale transmission from model 
to the table is through transmission gears and changes can be 
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brought about by changing the arrangement of knob settings. On 
A8 this is done by changing the gear ratios available with the 
equipment. In  case of B8 the transmission from the model to 
the plotting table is with the help of a linear pantograph which 
works by changing discs for change of scale ratios. 

Plotting.-When the two photographs/diapositives of a stereo- 
pair have been correctly set in position the operator sees a stereo- 
scopic model ; also the two floating marks blend into one single 
mark in space. By means of the hand wheels and foot disc for A7 
and A8 and manip~lating~tracing stand and its height drum for 
B8, the mark can be set to any desired terrain point or made to 
follow any terrian line. When the height is set to a fixed value 
and the mark is moved so that i t  is always on the surface of the 
terrian the mark and the drawing pencil describe a contour line. 

The sir survey section is prepared on which control data are 
plotted and used for absolute orientation. During plotting, suffi- 
cient heights are taken a t  well-identifiable points and recorded 
both on the section and on a separate height trace. A separate 
colour trace may also be prepared a t  the discretion of the officer-in- 
charge of the party. 

Normally details and contours are drawn in proper colours 
and symbols using coloured leads in the tracer. Inking is done 
subsequently by the draftsmen. Cliffs and other featuresldetail 
likely to be missed or wrongly inked by draftsmen may be inked up 
by the operators. 

All accessory records such as 10 Phot, list of points, etc., should 
be kept up-to-date. These will be checked pari passu by shift 
officers and section officers, and their remarks entered where neces- 
sary. 

A record of mean square error in planimetry and in heights 
should invariably be kept in the sheet fie. 

78. Operation procedure with Multiplex.-Introduction.- 
Multiplex is a stereo-plotting instrument based on optical projec- 
tion nystem. It uses negatives taken from a Eagle I X  film camera 
fitted with a Ross 15 crn wide angle survey lens. Projectors re- 
present the taking cameras and the instrument takesluses reduced 
diapositives made with the help of Williamson Multiplex Reduction 
Printer. 

Orientation procedure.-Before commencing orientation, cooling 
unit is switched on after connecting the plug with the power line. 
Transformer nnd voltage regulator are a l ~ o  put in circuit and 
switched on after carefully connecting the projector leads with Dhe 
proper plug points on the back side of the base bar assembly. 
Tracing table is connected with 0 or L plug points marked on the 
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back of base bar assembly. Inlets of hoses for air flow into the 
projectors ( which are to be used ) are also opened. 

Orientation of the stereomodel is accomplished in the following 
three stages : 

Inner orientatio9z.-Reduced diapostives forming a stereomodel 
are gently placed on the stage plates after carefi~lly removing thc 
condensor housings of the two adjoining projectors. 0verlapl)ing 
area should be outward and emulsion is kept downward. Wit11 
the help of tangent screws provided with stage plate ( which move 
the diapositives in two perpendicular directions ) the cross on the 
diapositive and the dot in the stage plate are made to coincide. 
Condenser housings together with their filters are kept back in 
position and air hoses contiected to  the in-take valves of the pro- 
jectors. 

Relative orientation.-( Removal of Y-parallax from the stereo- 
model ). Introduce distance equal to about 2 . 4  :< b, where ' b ' 
is the mean photo base of the two photographs making the stereo- 
model, on base-bar assembly between the indexes of the 'bx '  
element of the two projectors. Adjust the height of the tracing 
table accordingly. 

Relative orientation on Multiplex cnn bc performed either by 
moving elements of both projectors or of one. Each Multiplex 
projector has been provided with 6 elements for relative orientation, 
namely bx, by, bz, K, w and 4. 

Relative orientation by  motion of one projector only.-6 conven- 
tional positions are used to  remove Y-parallax from the model. 
Procedure is as under for right projector :- 

Remove Y-parallax a t  position 2 by 'by' ( right projector ) 

, 9 , , a t  1 by 'K' ( swing of right projector ) 
Repeat process till 1, 2 are free of Y-parallax. 
Remove Y-parallax a t  4 by 'bz' of right projector. 

, 9 , , a t  3 by 4 ( tip of right projector ). 
Repeat process till 1, 2, 3 and 4 are free from Y-parallax. 
Remove Y-parallax a t  5 or G with o of right projecbor. 

Overcorrection roughly eqnnl to 3 times the cori,ectJion ( applied 
a t  6 or 6 ) is applied by continuous mot'ion of the w ( right ) screw 
a t  5 or 6 position. Sharp details in the model may be selcctcd for 
good judgement of the amount of correctlion nnd overcorrection to  be 
applied in any particular case. 

Repeat the procedure till 5 or O point is frce of Y-parallax and 
no overcorrection is further necessary. 

Check position 6 ( or 5 ) not used in the removal of Y-parallax 
from t,he model. On completion of the procedure, entire model is 
checked to ensure that no appreciable amount of Y-parallax is left 
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in the stereomodel. During final stages of the removal of Y-parallax 
in the model, anaglyph should be used. Colour glasses pertaining 
to the left or right eye of the operator should correspond with the 
respective filters in the projector and black cross marked on the 
tracing table top should be used for final adjustment/removal of 
Y-parallax in the model. 

Relative orientation by motion of both projectors.-Operational 
procedure with both projector movements is the same as for one 
projector with the following changes :- 

Y-parallax a t  piont No. 2 is removed by K ( swing of left pro- 
jector ), instead of 'by' ( of right projector ) as in the last drill and 
Y-parallax a t  point No. 4 is removed by 4 ( tip of left projector ) 
instead of t$ of right as in last drill. 

Except for these two modifications, the procedure remains 
similar. 

During the procedure of removal of Y-parallax in a stereomodel 
X-parallax a t  each point in the model is also simultaneously adjusted 
by lowering or raising the tracing table top, so that when any point 
is intersected a t  the tracing table its X- and Y-parallaxes are 
completely removed. 

Absolute orientation.-( i ) Scaling.-All available control points 
in the stereomodel are plotted on a plot sheet with scale factor equal 
to 5/12 mean photo scale factor. Minimum points required for 
scaling are two, preferably such two points should be located a t  the 
ends of the longest diagonal in the neat model. Identify the two 
control points, situated farthest apart in the model. Orientation 
of the plot sheet is effected by making the control points in the model 
in the same line as the control points plotted on the plot sheet. 
Difference in scale is adjusted by simple translation of projector I1 
with respect to projector I and eliminating any parallaxes introduced 
by 'by' and 'bz' elements thus introducing the translation along the 
straight line joining the two perspective centres. After adjustment 
of scale of the model on two points, the accuracy of scaling is checked 
by going to a third point situated in the model and checking the 
model position with the plotted position of the point on the plot 
sheet. In case of non-agreement plotting of control points and 
identification on photos have to be checked. Small errors of scale 
in the model ( for all available control points ) can bo adjusted to 
get the best fit. 

( ii ) I1orizo~~talisation.-Horizontalising a model is necessarily 
done in two steps, tilting the model aa a whole about the X-axis 
and tipping the model as a whole about Y-axis. In  order to maintain 
the datum, t,he projectors may be raised or lowered equally either 
by the bar or by equal movements of 'bz' or the tracing table 
( index adjusted ). If the vertical control is well-placed, that is, 
if the elevations are on a line perpendicular to the axis of rotation, 
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the model can be horizontalised about that axis by rotating the 
model as a whole until the model elevations agree with the ground 
elevations. However, if the vertical cont(ro1 is not placed perpendi- 
cular to the axis of rotation ( and usually this is the case ) errors of 
elevations will have components perpendicular to both axes and the 
amount of common tilt and common tip will have to be arrived a t  
by trial and error. 

First of all calculate the elevations of ( a t  least ) three spot 
heights ( not falling in a line ) in mm by the following formula :- 

height of the point in metres 
Height of any point in mm = plotting scale factor x 100. 

In  horizontalisation one vertical control point is selected as t.he 
index by setting the index of the tracing table vernier to agree 
with that elevation. Differences of elevations of all other points 
are noted with respect to  this point on which index is set. De- 
pending upon the values of differences of the three control points, 
the amount of tip and tilt required is then estimated and the model 
is tilted and tipped as a whole. 

There are two methods of horizontalising a model, the first 
by using the projectors, the second by using the bar. 

Horizontalisation using projector movement.-In this method 
both projectors are tipped, tilted by an equal amonnt. After 
deciding the direction in which tilt must be applied select a11 image 
point in the model and introduce Y-parallax by tilting one of 
the projectors by an estimated amount. Tilt the second project'or 
till Y-parallax a t  that point is removed. Check elevations and 
repeat the process until elevation differences in the direction of tilt 
agree with correct elevations. For horizontalising in the tip direc- 
tion, select an image point midway between the two principal points. 
With the floating mark on the ground, introduce parallax by tipping 
one of the projectors by an estimatled amount in the correct direction. 
Tip the second projector until the floating mark again appears to be 
on the ground. When both projectors are tipped, Y-parallax is 
introduced in the model which can be removed by 'bz' of one or 
both projectors. This in turn may require small amounts of 'bx' 
and 'by'. Check elevations and repeat the process till all points 
record correct difference of elevations in the model. After d l  t,hese 
operations model should be free from Y-parnllax. 

Horizon,balisation using the hnr.-Horizontalisation by means of 
the bar is quicker and easier to master ; it is usually used for the 
final accurate horizontalisa,tion, t'o kcep the bar from departing too 
much from the horizontal. Elevations in thc model should not 
before u ~ i n g  the bar for horizont,alis~,t,ion, differ by more than 
0 . 5  mrn from 'their true olevntions. The horizontalisation is 
accomplished by ;sing the handwheels and foot!screws of the base-bar 
till the elevation differences of control point record their correct 
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values. After this the model should be checked to ensure complete 
removal of Y-parallax from the model. 

Tracing of cletails and contours.-After the orientation details 
and contours are surveyed from the stereomodel in the usual way. 
It should be ensured that the tracing pencil is in proper adjustment. 

79. Operation procedure with Kern PG 2.-Introduction.- 
Kern PC; 2 stereoplotting instrument which is based on mechanical 
projection system, is specially suitable for topographical maps. 
The instrument can use any photography with focal length between 
85 mm to 172 mm with format upto 9" x 9". Instrument is 
attached with a polar pantograph which can give reduction upto 2 
times and enlargement also upto 2 times from the model scale to 
the plotting scale. By a simple device the heights can be made to 
read feet or metres. 

Preliminary operations.-( i ) Choice of the model scale.-Suit- 
able model scale value is determined by the following formulae :- 
Model scale factor = 5 . 6  x Mean flying height above the 
( mm ) in the case of { mean terrain in metres 
normal and wide angle 
photography = 1 . 8  x ) ,  in feet 

Plotting scale being known, the values of the transmission 
ratios can be calculated and set in advance in the polar pantograph. 
Suitable ratios for any set of model scales and plotting scales can be 
chosen with the help of the tables given in the manual. 

( ii ) Setting of the plotting principal distance.-The plotting 
principal distance is taken equal to the calibrated focal length of 
the taking camera and is set a t  the four knobs Cx,, Cx,, Cy, and Cy,. 
In  case therc is different distortion for X- and Y-directions ( due to 
film shrinkage ) it is possible to introduce corrections to either Cx 
or Cy in ordcr to compensate this effect. 

( iii ) ~5'etting of the projection distance.-The Z-column range in 
this instrument is limited to 60 mm. It is necessary to set the mean 
projection c2i.stance ( Zm ) by varying the height of the main frame 
with the help of three ( adjustable ) columns forming the support 
of the main frame. Range of ( Zm ) setting in this instrument is 
from 102 to 172 mm.. i.e., 7 cm, in steps of ono ccntimetre. The 
required .settt,ing can be clctermined from 

~ m . 1 0 ~  zm - hT m ( where Mm = Modcl clcnle factor, 

and Hm == Flying height in metres above 
meRn tnrra.in level ). 

or 
300. Hm 

Zm -= 
Mm 

- ( When Hm is known in feet ). 

The nearest available step should be introduced. 
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( i v  ) Setting of the transmission ratio to the drawing table and 
height contour.-Depending on the values of model scale and plot- 
ting scale, ratio 'n' is determined and set on the disc. Similarly 
from the tables suitable arm settings ( short arm with a constant 
length of 20 nlm and the long arm of variable lengtll from 25 to 
60 mm-designated as 'A' ) for heigllt transmission are also deter- 
mined and set on the ratio arm. The values of the smallest interval 
on the height counter for a particular model scale is indicated in the 
tables A to H given in the manua.1. Corresponding arm length 'A' 
is also indicated in the tables. A useful checlr whether the actual 
arm length is correct can be made by determining tlle value read a t  
the height contour for a calibrated distance of 40 nlnl of Z-column 
range. Thc method of checking is given in detail in thc instrument 
manual which nlay be consult~ed. 

Orientation procedure.-( i ) Interior orientation.-As explained 
in sub-para ( ii ) above, plotting principal distance is set in the 
instrument. Diapositives ( or negatives ) on film base should be 
placed with emulsion side upward and overlap inward. Centering 
may be done carefully by keeping picture carriers on light box 
specially meant for this job. After centering clamping should be 
carefully done. Picture carriers are placed in position and lamp 
supports are pointed to the front. 

( ii ) Relative orientation.-For rela,t,ive ~rientn't~ion in this 
instrument' oilly five elements which are ~ninimuin for doing relative 
orientation are provided. These elements are K,, K,, b+ ( inclina- 
tion of base ) and w, ( of the left projecttor ) in two colnpoilents as 
wx, and oy, and 4, ( of the right projector ) in two components as 
+x, and +y, in XZ a,nd YZ planes reapect,ively. The resulting effect 
of this is that wy, and 4 ~ 7 ,  CRUSE! effect only in the Y-parallax in the 
model. Si~nila~rly ox, and 4x2 effect only X-parallaxes in the model. 
The two operatlions a.re indep~ndcnt and as such relative oriel&- 
tion is performed in t'hs following two stages :- 

( a ) Removal of J7-pnrn1ln.r .front the  n~oc7~l.-The procedure is 
as under and e lcmeats /con~po~~c~~ts  uscd a,re : I<,, K,, my,, +y2 
and b+. X-parallexes are not intluenced in tlle operations of these 
elements/componcnt~s. For rclnoval of Y-parallax the same 6 
convcntionad positions are used. 

Step I-Points Z and 2 are made free of Y-parallax with the help 
of K, and I<, rospcctively. 

Step 11-At point No. 4-Y-l~.zrnllex is removed with b+ 

Step 111-At point No. 3-Y-parallax is rc~novcd with +y, 

Step IV-Apply correction Ac according to +y2 ( from diagram in 
manual ), sign being nlwnys ncgative. 

( Ropeat steps I to IT1 after every correction Ac ) 
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Step V-Remove Y-parallax a t  6 and 6 with wy, and set mean at  
wy, Overcorrect this by an amount equal to + (n-1 ) 

fi where n = - 
d2 

f = focal length 

d = distance between 1 to  3 or 1 to 6, etc. 

( Not4 :-TThen the elevation differences in the orientation points 
are larger than 10% of Z, the correction must be deter- 
mined according to  a graphical procedure ). 

Step VI-R.epeat steps I to V until all points are free of Y-parallax. 

St,ep VII-Remove Y-parallax in points 4 and 6 by means of b+ 
introduce mean value. 

Step VIII-Remove Y-parallax in points 3 and 6 by means of 4y1- 
introduce mean value. 

( b ) Remove1 of X-parallax from the model.-Proceed as follows.- 
Correction Ac is introduced in column CX, according to wy, ; same 
graph is used for finding out Ac for #y, and wy,. wy, and 4y, 
values are intlroduced a t  wx, and #x,. By this correction, the 
influence of X-parallaxes of w, and 4, is also eliminated. 

Influence of the Earth's c~rvat~ure  can also be eliminated in 
PG 2 with the help of a special device. ( Please refer to manual for 
details ). 

(iii ) Absolute orientation.-Absolute orientation is done in 
two steps, as usual. 

( n ) Scaling.-Scaling can be done in the usual manner with 
the help of two points separated as far as possible in the model by 
changing the base setting ( B ), all available control having been 
plotted on a plot sheet on map scale. Transmigsion ratios should 
have been set correctly. The plot sheet is rotated and shifted as 
necessary. If 'As' is the difference in plotted map distance and 
model dist.ance between the two points, then the required amount 
of correction is given by the relation dB = B . As 

Where S = model distance between the points 
S' = Plott,ed map distance between the points 

AS = St-S 

dB = Correction to be applied to the machine base. 

R,cpeat t'his process till scaling is within the drawing accuracy. 
When more than two control points are available, the mean of the 
scale for two distances must be introduced at least when the dis- 
crepancies are small. 
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( b  ) Horizontalisation.-For levelling in the PG 2 inclinations 
of the reference plane (plotting table ) are available, one in 
X-direction and one in Y-direction. In  order to det,ermine the 
values for these components a t  least three known elevation points are 
required in one model, and pre-condition is that these. three points 
should not lie in one straight line and preferably should form a 
big right angled triangle. 

Ah The tangent of the angle of inclination is - 
L where Ah is 

the diff'erence in height and L is the distance between two points in 
X- and Y-directions separately. Calculated values of tangents can 

1 
introduced in this instrument. The unit of scale is -- 

1000 Easiest 

way for horizontalising is to do i t  in two steps. At first, that pair 
of available elevation points is chosen from which the connecting 
line fits best to either X- or Y-directions of the model. From these 
points, R or @ can be-calculated and set on theLcorresponding knob. 
After introduction of this value to the corresponding knob, every 
point of the considered line has the right elevation in the model. 
That means we are able to choose a point on this line which is 
situated on the perpendicular line through the third elevation point. 
From the error in elevation and the distance, the second levelling 
element can be determined. 

Method of detail and contour survey .-Details and contours are 
surveyed in the usual manner. Tracing table is provided for 
scanning the area. Height is also controlled with hands while 
doing plotting in this instrument. The rest is similar to all other 
photogrammetric instruments. 

80. O p e r a t i o n  procedure  w i t h  Stereotope.-Introduction.- 
Zeiss stereotope is a plotting instrument which is very suitable for 
compilation of topographical maps. The design of the instrument 
is mechanical and its operation is very simple and requires compara- 
tively less time for achieving efficiency in its use. 

The instrument consists of the following three main parts :- 

( i ) Oblique viewing stereoscope. 
( i i  ) Photo carriage with built-in rectiputers. 

( i i i  ) Pivot with pantograph. 

Operation procedure.-( i ) Assevnbling and disassembling of 
instrument.-Thc instrument and its equipment along with dia- 
positive attachment are contained in three boxes. O.V. mirror 
stereoscope come8 in one box and a larger case contains all the 
elements of stereotope and its accessories ; a third box contains 
diapositive attachment. 
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The instrument is assembled on a stable, flat table with a surface 
area of about 85 x 150 em. It is taken out of the container very 
carefully and asscn~bled i t e n  by item as per illstructions given in 
the manual-( for details please refer to the manual ). Disassembling 
can also be done in the same manner by proceeding in the reverse 
sequence and packing it in respective boxes. 

( ii ) Adjustment of stereotope.-Before starting actual work 
the operator should adjust the focus of the monoculara and check for 
squint correction if any. Eyc base may also be set correctly before 
work. 

( iii ) Positioning of the photographs.-With the help of guide- 
lines marked on top of the picture carriers, the two photos forming 
a model are set on the picture carriers. For this operation it is 
necessary to extencl the plloto base on tho two photographs and draw 
perpendicular lines froni the p.p. of the left hand photo and its 
transferred portion in right hand photo. Overlap is kept inward. 
Photos are fixed with the help of cellotape and magnets. To faci- 
litate this operation, measuring mark bridge may be turned by 
100 g. 

( i v  ) Co~tnl)~t~lutior~s nncl settiny of Computer I.-By using the 
following parallax formula, parallax values for the four control 
points can he calculated ; preferably t,hese four control ponita 
should form a neat rectangle in the model whose shorter side 
should be parallel and nearly equal to the photo base. 

where Apx = p,i-p,, 

pxl = Pa,rallax value of any point. 

p,, = 15 00 cm i.e. t,he parallax reading a t  left hand 
nadir point ( can slightly vary from this vtalue ). 

b' = Photo baae in r.h. photo. 

h, = Flying hcight in metres above the height of left 
hand nadir point. 

The above formula can hc lmcd to detcrnline the flying height 
of left hand nadir point. To calciil~te the height of left hand nadir 
point, two points which lie in a line perpendicular to the bh9e line 
and on opposite side of the left hand p.p. are considered and mean 
of the two sets of readingu on computation give8 this height. A 
further correction is nlso applied to the calculated flying height (h') 
of the left hand nadir point and the final height ( ho ) is arrived with 
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the help of the following formula [ please refer to form 20 ( Phot,. ) 
for details 1. 

where ho = h'o+ AHo 

H'o = mean of the heights of four control points - de- 
fines the mean plane. 

h'o = flying height above mean plane. 

.f(mm) x Photo scale factor 
- -- 

1000 - metres. 

After calculntion, the model is oriented with the help of Com- 
puter I, which consists of four correction screws. Each screw effects 
one corner of the modcl rectangle, A B C D. Set the calculated 
parallaxvalue on the X-parallax thimble for point A in theupper 
right corner ; view the stereomodel and turn screw A ( meant for 
this corner ) till the two floating marks coincide and appear to  touch 
the ground level a t  the point. Next repeat this procedure for a 
point located near B in the lower right corner of the model ; use 
screw B till floating marks coincide and tollch the ground. Same 
procedure is repeated for points C and D in lonrer left and upper left 
corners respectively. Repeat this process till all the four control 
points read their calculat,ed l~arallax values within +O.O4 mln. 
Accuracy of the orientation is verified with tlle help of additional 
check points appearing in the modcl. Heights of check points are 
calculated from observed S -para1 laxes which sho~ild ngrcc within 
one-third of the V . 1. 

After this orientation process, deformations of the model 
caused by picture t.ilt or a difference in flying height have been 
eliminated and correct absolute ele~at~ious may be measured over 
the entire model within the men bounded hy t,he control points. 

( v ) Setting of Computer II.-Computer IT is designed to 
correct the radial differences in position inherent in central pers- 
pect.ive photographs and produced by elevation differences in the 
terrain ( perspect,ive distortion ) calxsed l ~ y  perspective projection. 
It is, therefore, necessary to set the hase b' of the right hand photo- 
graph on the scale in front of the instrnment. 

( vi ) Settinq and connection of thr pantograph.-The panto- 
graph attmhed with the stereotope in~t~rument can give magnifica- 
tion upto 2 . 6  times and reductions 11pto 5 times ; tlie pivot position 
is inside from 0 . 5  times rednctioi~ to 2 . 5  t,irncg magnification and 
o ~ ~ t ~ ~ i d e  from 0 . 5  times rednction tjo 5 t imes rcrl~ict~ion. Use of 
magnificetiorl ehould, however, be avoided. 
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mb . Photo scale 
Depending on ratio of a 1.e. , Plotting scale ' pantograph 

settings are determined with the help of graph ( please refer to 
manual ) or ,by trial, keeping in view that  26 - 00 on reading of the 
pantogiaph values gives 1 : 1 ratio. Pivot and pencil are also set 
in correct positions and pantograph is connected to  the respective 
take-off of the stereotope. Pivot is kept in such a position that 

arms make a rectangle when the floating marks are kept 
in the centre of the stereomodel. 

Accurate setting of pantograph is determined from the distance 
between the two control points which are approximately on the 
vertical line of the left hand p.p. Pantograph is adjusted till both 
of these points on plot sheet and in the model agree within & 0 - 6  
mm. Final adjustment may be done by trial or by calculations - 
( for details refer manual ). 

( vii  ) Setting of the rectifying computer.-The rectifying 
computer is coupled with Computer 11. This computer corrects 
the "projective distortion" which appears if the left photograph is 
tilted. This correction is made in the direction of two components. 
The zero position of the left hand slide is 40 - 00 and of the right hand 
slide is 100.00. These slides may be displaced toward right or left 
depending upon the shift in plan positions of the other two control 
points which have not been used for scaling, i.e., two points located 
near positions A, B. The adjustment of slides is done by trial. 
Model is supposed to have been scaled when the lesulting accura,cy 
of plan position is within f 0- 7 mm. 

Method of detail and contour survey.-Details are plotted by 
keeping the floating mark on the terrain, and scanning is done by 
moving/sliding the photo carriage with X- and Y-parallax t,himbles 
being simultaneously operated by right hand, and left hand res- 
pectively. Tracing pencil point is controlled by a wire release. 

For contouring, the respective calculated contour values in 
terms of X-parallaxes ( mm ) are set on the X-parallax thimble and 
then floating mark is moved in such a way that i t  keeps touching 
the ground and Y-parallax is removed simultaneously as before. 
Spot heights may be measured in terms of X-parallaxes and then 
calculated in terms of ground heights with the help of parallax 
formula. 

Plotting of terrain with large relief di8erences.-For plotting of 
terrain with large relief difference, the following point8 are to  be 
considered carefully :- 

( n ) The reference plane may depart strongly from a mean 
datum placed through the control points. 

( b ) Errors in measurement of bme, due to picture tilt, may 
~eriously affect the measurement of elevations. 

( c ) Increase of vertical aocuracy. 
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In case ( a ) the model is plotted in two stages by changing the 
datum bv shifting the right hand photo parallel to a line perpendi- 
cular to'the photo base towards left or right side depending upon 
the direction of change of datum. The amount of displacement 
can be determined under stereoscopic observations and measured 
in mm ; thenew Pxo = 15-OO- Ax., and Px(New ) = Px ( Old )- 
APx. The displacement Ax is positive for a shift to right side and 
is negative for displacement towards left side. The X-parallax 
value of control points will change by a constant factor Ax. 

Since an accurate parallel displacement of the photograph 
can not be attained, a re-orientation,:of rectiputer I is needed. 
Base setting for Computer I1 is b( New ) = b'( Old )+Ax for dis- 
placement towards right and is bl( New ) = b( Old )- Ax for a dis- 
placement towards left. Also check pantograph setting, if scale 
setting was done before displacement ( Ax ). Rectifying computer 
may also be required to be adjusted in case of large displacement. 

Errors in the messwenlent of the base ( which is falsified due to 
picture tilt ) will influence heighting accuracy in models with exces- 
sive relief. With the help of an extreme elevation point ( a t  peak 

- 

Apx . ho 
or valley ) the corrected base b" = Ah - Apx where Apx is 

the X-parallax for a change of relief of Ah with respect to left nadir 
point, ho is the flying height above left hand nadir point. This cor- 
rected value, b" is then used for recomputation of X-parallax 
of control points ( A, B, C and D ) and setting of base value on 
rectiputer 11. 

b" 
Apx ( correct ) = Apx ( Old ) x - b' ' 

px ( correct ) = Po + Apx ( correct ). 

Vertical accuracy in case of large relief differences can be im- 
proved by plotting the model in two halves. Two additional control 
points in the middle of the inodel ( one between top two and another 
between bottom two ) are required. In first stage model is oriented 
on 4 corner control points and Computer I is adjusted ; then differ- 
ences of additional central coiltrol points are adjusted for left half 
of the model and model is surveyed. Similarly the right side of 
the model is oriented after setting the model on extreme right 
side points and central control points. Small adjustments for scale 
and rectifying computer may be necessary in the two cases-( for 
details refer to the manual ). 

81. Operation procedure with Stereomicrometer.-Intra- 
duction.4pecial features of this ~nstrument are ( i ) the spatial 
pantograph, ( ii ) special height scales and ( iii ) the "Cavalcanti 
Surfaoe" as corrector device. 



Sequence of oper.ations.-( See plates VIII B and VIII  C ). 
Plotting with the stereomicroineter calls for the following operation 
procedures :- 

( a ) Preliminary work.- 

( i ) Set carriage 16 a t  0 with knob 17.  

( ii ) Mount the special scale for the standard valuo nearest 
to the camera focal length and adjust to zero of the vernier. 

( iii ) Using screw 23 set the principal distance. 

( iv ) Adjust link block 44 on scale 45 a t  the value correspond- 
ing to the focal length. 

( b ) Setting each photograph.- 

( i ) ( a ) Set drawing table horizontal. 
( b ) Set traverse area 2 a t  zero with knob 46. 
( c ) Level altimetric correction device. 
( d ) Set 'by' a t  zero using foot disc. 

( ii ) Remove plate holder and mount the photograph duly 
centred. 

( iii ) Set ruler a t  0 5 to  begin with. 

( iv ) Set carriages X and U a t  zero positions and seleot 
detail near the principal point to  serve as reference point for 
heights in t,he right hand ph~t~ograph.  

( i ) Remove Y-parallax a t  both principal points with K -  
rotation using screws, 30 and 30'. 

bx 
( ii ) Measure p.p. base ( bx ) and calculate - f for setting 

of ruler 18. 

(iii) Set plot sheet on t.able and sdjust magnit.nde of 
c~~~lnrgementlred~~ct~ion by means of screw 28. Adjust balance of 
rod 22 with suitable springs. 

( iv ) fi1la.ke rod 22 vertical arid measure ( with the special 
sralca ljrovided ) the distance Zc between cardan joint 24 and 2'. 
Calculate value ( Cm ) of height scale division by formula. 

where S is denominator of representative fraction of' scale, fp is the 
exposure focal length and fr the plotting focal length. 

( v ) Using this value of Urn and heighta of two control pointa 
in t,he vert'ical crow section t,hrollplh P, dadl~oe height cr€ I?, and 
arrept. mean as oorrect tlrttum value. 
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( vi ) With this datum and the value of Cm calculate scale 
readings for points 3, 4, 5 & 6 spaced in the model as below : 

( vii ) Set calculated value of scale reading for a point on 
scale 20 with knob and set floating mark on the point with the 
help of the cavalcanti surface using screw nearest to the feeler. 

( viii ) Adjust similarly for two other points and check at the 
fourth point. I n  case of discrepancy remove half the error with 
screw 31 and half with the screw nearest to the feeler. Repeat till 
discrepancies a t  these four points are smaller than 0 . 2  of the pro- 
posed contour interval. ( Special forms to record the various steps 
are available ). 

( d ) P1animetry.- 

( i ) Although scaling was done a t  step ( c ) ( iii ) is should be 
repeated if there are discrepancies a t  points 4 & 6 ; 

( ii ) Check a t  points 3 $5. I n  case of any discrepancy correot 
empirically by tilting the table in X-direction and the projection 
beam in Y-direction. 

Plotting is started after the 111odel discrepancies have been 
reduced to the minimum acceptable limits. The scanning system 
is moved along the item of detail with right hand by moving the 
ball keeping the floating mark in contact with the ground by mani- 
pulating knob 17 and using the foot disc to reiiiove Y-parallax as 
necessary. In plotting contours the height scale reading is set by 
means of knob 17 to the calculated scale reading for s contour. The 
floating mark is taken aloilg the contour using ball ( 15 ) and remov- 
ing Y-parallax with foot disc as necessary. The work of plotting 
can be carried out either 

( i ) by complete survey of detail in small areas 
or ( ii ) by completing one type of detail a t  a time. 

The plot aheet should be touched up or edited a t  the end of 
every stage of plotting. 

The main source of error in plotting with a stereomicrolneter 
ie the difference between the exposure focal lengt,l~ and the focal 
lengths available for plotting. The development of errom in 
affine plotting of this nature is mainly in altimetric evaluation and 
is a second order curve resembling a hyperbola. It is, therefore, 
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advisable not to use this instrument for contour tracing in areas 
of high relief when a camera of focal length very-close to the ones 
for which standard scales are provided is not available. For all 
other areas and when suitable camera is available the instrument 
can be used for all mapping on scales of 1 : 10,000 and smaller. 

This instrument is designed to provide overall correction for 
lens distortion a,nd imperfection in flying. I n  order to obtain 
optimum results only correctostat prints, positive/negative on 
glass plate or distortion-free plastic film should be used. 

82. Important hints.- 

Orientation :-( i ) Inner orientation :-Generally there 
arise no troubles during this operation. Collimating marks of the 
diapositive may not, sometimes, superimpose perfectly over those 
of the picture-plate. Under such circumstance, the best possible 
inner orientation is achieved by exactly superimposing the principal 
point of the picture, if one exists, over that of the plate, and distri- 
buting the residual errors on all the collimating marks equally. 

( ii ) Relative orientation :-( a ) The plotting principal dis- 
tancelfocal length if wrongly set in one camera, relative orientation 
cannot be achieved. Check for this and set the values correctly. 
I n  case focal length setting is wrongly made by the same amount on 
both the colurnna, relative orientation will be achieved, but during 
horizontalisation after scaling, heights being on a different scale 
than the plan, will not agree as the height scale used being in agree- 
ment with the scale of tahe planimetry only. This sort of disagree- 
ment will be more pronounced in case of models of igreat relief 
differences. If the heights can be read on the scale which corresponds 
to focal length setting one can get correct results but i t  is preferable 
to make a correct setting of plotting principal distance. 

( b ) If the model shows parallaxes due to local distortions in 
the film base or emulsion shift, etc., i t  is not possible, a t  the &st 
instant to make out the cause of odd hehaviour of Y-parallaxes. A 
change of position of the points used in relative orientation may 
help to achieve relative orientation ; but such parallaxes cannot be 
eliminated. A second copy of the positive print may help but if 
the distortion exists in the negative one cannot help i t  and has 
to make the best of a bad situation. If such parallaxes disturb 
the plotting operation one may use w or 'by' ( on A-7 ) for local 
elimination of Y-parallaxes and set i t  back to the original value. 

( iii ) Abeolzlte orientdion :-( a ) In every model certain resi- 
dual errors in Y-parallaxes is invariably present, as relative orienta- 
tion cannot be achieved perfectJy free from Y-parallaxes due to 
various causes. This affects the height and plan of a given point 
and minor model deformations occur. Also inherent minor errore 
in the ground/serial triangulation control points also account for 
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model deformations. One has to make the best fit for heights and 
plan which may be acceptable for the scale of plotting. The plan 
and height discrepancies of common points between adjoining 
models will be of different orders and this will necessitate marginal 
adjustments. Proper record of individual model discrepancies is 
necessary to help in arriving a t  a best fit between adjoining models. 

( b ) In  hilly and jungle terrains shadows play a very important 
part and result in defective observations for the same point, from 
model to model. One has to be careful in such a case. In  case of 
snow areas the background shows poor resistance to  the floating 
mark and height observations can easily be burdened with errors 
and one has to make allowance for observations in such areas also. 

( c ) Dimensions of negatives/diapositives should invariably 
be checked for dimensional changes. Uniform change in dimensions 
can be corrected by reducing or enlarging the plotting principal 
distance, as the case may be, proportionately, if the changes are 
appreciable and warrant a change. Unequal dimensional changes 
of the negatives/diapositives can be corrected by taking a mean 
value for the plotting principal distance if the changes are not too 
large. 

( d ) Use of a wrong glass scale will throw heights out. The 
effect will be pronounced for hilly terrain and i t  may be difficult to  
detect the mistake in case of areas with low relief. So care is required 
in inserting the proper height scale or height-gear combination. 
Also, the errors will not show up for points which have about the 
same height as the point on which initial height has been set. 

0 

Plotting.-( i ) In  wooded areas average height of trees may be 
taken into account and contours plotted by moving the floating 
mark over tree tops and checks made by taking spot height where- 
ever possible. 

( ii ) In  snow regions if contrast is poor the wooly nature of the 
background will make it difficult to plot contours continuously 
and the operator may take some spot heights to control his contour 
lines. 
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83. Introduction.-Aerial triangulation is the process of 
supplementing planimetric and altimetric control points ( also called 
pass pionts ) for orienting individual models on the stereo-plotting 
instruments, as the provision of ground control points in individual 
models is not only inconvenient, uneconomical and slow but also 
difficult to fulfil the necessary geometrical requirements of the ideal 
location in each model to achieve the requisite accuracy. 

The following are some of the important methods of analogue 
aerial triangulation :- 

( i ) Aero-polygon.-In this method the re-establishment of the 
strip is carried out in the stereo-plotting instrument by recreating 
the chains of successive bundles of rays as existed a t  the time of 
exposure. 

( ii ) Aero-levelling.-In this method the re-establishment of the 
strip is carried out in the stereo-plotting instrument such that the 
strip axis is kept a t  a constant height from the datum plane. This 
method is followed to avoid the complications caused by the earth 
curvature and systematic instrumental errors or when the data 
pertaining to the aerial camera-sations, provided by the Statoscope 
or Air-borne Profile Recorder is available. 

( iii ) Independent model.-In this method, each model is 
observed independently after relative orientation and subsequent 
connections are carried out by computations. 

( i v  ) Analytical ( digital ).-In this method the plate co- 
ordinates are read on stereolmono comparators and the entire 
process of relative, absolute orientations and subsequent adjustments 
of the strip are carried out by computations. These computations 
being rather heavy will require the use of electronic computer. 

In  a,ll the above  procedure^ any auxiliary data, from Horizon 
Camera, Gyroscope, Air-borne Profile Recorder, etc., can be used 
either a t  the time of observation or, preferably, a t  the time of ctdjust- 
ment. 

Aero-polygon method is mainly followed in this department 
and so the principles, procedure of observation and the method of 
adjustment are explained in thia section in respect of this method. 

Assuming that the first model is absolutely oriented, i.e., the 
left and the right photographs are oriented in space correctly as at  
the time of exposure, the third photograph is brought into the 
correct orientation by relatively orienting i t  with the second photo- 
graph without disturbing the absolute orientation of the fist model. 
Thus the second model is in its correct nzimuth, longitudinal tilt 
and lateral tilt, and so is in the co-ordinate system of the first model 
eroept for the soele. Determination of scale, i.e,, the eetting of 
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'bx' can be indirect,ly done by measuring and comparing the 

heights of a point, above an arbitrary datum, observed in the two 
models as shown in fig. X. 1.  Scalc can also be determined by 

any other linear measurements common to the two 
models, but will be less accurate. The ideal control distribution 
is shown in fig. X-2 .  ( Also see Section XI1 ). 

The requisite density of the ground control can be considerably 
reduced for planimetry if the block adjustment method is used in 
which case the plan control points are required only a t  the periphery 
of the block, but for heights reduction in ground control points per 
strip is not much. 

The normal length of the strip for aerial triangulation which 
can be adjusted by graphical method mill depend upon the scale of 
photography, distribution of ground control points and the 
accuracy aimed at. 

In  addition to the aerial triangulation for the survey of 1 : 50,000 
or 1 : 25,000 scale topographical maps, it is oft,en necessary to 
provide control for the production of maps specially required for 
large scale irrigation and other special surveys. The accuracy of 
control required for these large scale surveys will demand rigorous 
methods of adjustlnents and special procedures should be followed. 

The following material should be collected before commencing 
the aerial triangulation :- 

( i ) Photo-index with calibration data, etc. 
( ii ) Photos with all the available control - pre-pointed/post- 

pointed and with suitable sketches. 
( iii ) Diapositices, compensated/uncom~ensated depending 

upon the type of the camera used. 
( iv  ) Ground control data.-Planimetry should be in terms of 

grid metreslyards. Suitable sketches of the ground control points 
and information regarding the accuracy of .the points and their 
suitablity for planimetric/heigl~t adjustment should be collected. 
It is absolutely esseiltial that the ground control points are au in 
one specific system. Data pertaining to the aerial triangulation of 
margins will also be required for adjustment of the strips. 

The above material and data should be examined by the 
officer-in-charge of the party, who is responsible for the triangula- 
tion, before commencillg the work ; he should ensure that the 
qudity of the diapositives, the ground control, etc., are of the 
required standard to achieve the requisite accuracy. 

84. Preparatory  work.-As, in aerial triangulation, we deal 
with e large number of photographs, careful planning and prepara- 
tory work, systematic procedures of observation and adjustment 
end rigorous supervision should be etrictly followed to achieve 
eccurate results. 
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( a ) It is very important to have a planning index, as this 
will guide all subsequent operations. The procedure out-lined 
below is to be followed for preparing the index. ( See also Appendix 
'C' for further details ). 

( i ) Examine the photographs for short overlaps, gaps due to 
cloud-patches, etc. 

( ii ) Mark the principal points on the photographs in red. 

( iii ) On a published map of the area ( scale not smaller than 
a fourth of that of the photographs ) mark the principal points to 
indicate the relative positions of all photographs. This should be 
done by comparing the details on the photographs with those on the 
map. ( If no suit'able map is available then the index is to be 
~repa,red on blank paper ). 

( iv ) Central points.-Near the principal point of each photo 
select a well-deJined point and mark them on photo, by dots and 
circles of Fi mm radius in green. Show them on the index. Points 
are to be numbered as 312136-C, 312137-C, etc. ( or 31203601, 
31203701, etc. ) where 312 is the strip number, 36, 37, etc., are the 
photo numbers. 

( v ) Select the tie points between contiguous strips as explained 
below :- 

Take two photographs of adjacent strips ( say, of strip Nos. 
31 2 and 31 3 ) the principal points of which lie approximately 
opposite as could be seen from index ( e.g., photos 312137 and 
3131105, in fig. X . 3  ). 

Superimpose them and an area around a well-defined point 
approximately midway ( on the lateral overlap ) between the two 
principal points is to be shown by a circle of diameter 2 cm ( using 
china-graph pencil ) on one of the photographs. Transfer these 
circles on the other photographs with the help of details. Check 
whether this area also appears in full on photos 312137, 312135 and 
3131104, 3131106 and if so, mark the tie point ( with a dot and a 
circle of radius 5 mm in green ) on photos 612137 and 3131106 
using a stereoscope. Plot this position approximately on the index 
and connect i t  by lines with the principal points-see fig. X -3. 

Numbering of the tie points will be as follows :- 

Start with the top strip, say strip No. 312. The upper points 
are numbered as 31211-U, 31212-U, 31213-U, etc. ( or 31200103, 
31200203, 31200303, etc. ) and the lower points 31211-L, 31212-L, 
31213-L, etc., ( or 31200105, 31200205, 31200305, etc. ). For the 
second strip the upper points are not numbered when they are 
common with the lower points of upper strip. Number the lower 
points 31311-L, 31312-L, 31313-L, etc ... . . (o r  31300106, 31300208, 
31300306, etc. ). 
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If the area covered by the circle does not appear fully ( or does 
not at  all appear ) on one or more of the six photos then 2 points 
should be selected in the lateral overlap one vertically below the 
first principal point and the other vertically above the second prin- 
cipal point. Each of these points will appear on 5 photos and not 
on 6. These should be marked again only on one of the photos of 
each strip and numbered properly. Simple sketches of the points 
as seen through mirror stereoscope with 6 X enlargement should be 
made in pencil on form 1 Phot. The final position of the point 
actually observed will be pricked on the photograph and marked on 
form 1 Phot. during observation of the aerial triangulation. 

( vi ) Examine the control points and mark them on the index 
in suitable symbols. If the control points are not post-pointed/ 
pre-pointed in the field then they are to  be office-post-pointed on the 
photographs. The sketch as prepared by the field-hand should 
be drawn on the back of the photo, if not done in the field. 

( vii ) When we have exclusively parallel strips the marking is 
finished as explained above but with tie and cross strips or when 
photography is executed in several blocks of short parallel strips 
each strip having a different azimuth, t h e  various situations arising 
should be settled a t  the planning stage by the Section Officer. 

( b ) A schematic diagram will be prepared on form 2 Phot. 
directing the sequence of observation to be followed. 

( c ) In  order to stay within the range of 'by' during the aerial 
triangulation the following procedures will be followed, especially 
for long strips or those having coilsiderable 'crab'. 

( i ) Execute a graphical "Traverse" of the principal points 
using mean principal point bases. 

( ii ) On this "Traverse" sheet draw a line through the first 
principal point such that the distances of the extreme principal 
points on either side from the line are equal. 

( iii ) Keep the first photograph under the "Traverse" sheet, 
align the base line and prick a point on the mean line a t  the right 
edge of the photo. 

( iv ) Join the principal point with this prick ; this line should 
be treated as the zero direction of the instrument. 

It is essential that the officer who guides the preparatory work 
should have good previous experience in the procedures of observa- 
tion and adjustment. 

By the procedure indicated in the preparatory work, it will be 
seen that only 6 points are provided for each model. It is advisable, 
when emplo-ying inexperienced operators on observation, additional 
points besides the minimum required are also ordered to be observed, 
em a precaution against any of the tie points not proving during the 
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adjustment. These extra points ( very close to the six points ) 
need not be adjusted unless necessity arises. 

The index and the schematic diagram should be examined by the 
officer-in-charge of the party, who should decide the general pro- 
gramme of observations. 

85. Aerial triangulation on Multiplex.-Multiplex is an 
instrument specially designed for small scale aerial triangulation 
combined with plotting and bars with 6 to 24 projectors are still in 
use outside India. Although in Survey of India aerial triangulation 
on Multiplex is not being carried-out, but, as the procedure of aero- 
polygon method of aerial triangulation executed on the multiplex 
is highly instructive and will enable to understand the principles 
clearly, it is given below, in brief. 

( i ) On the Multiplex table set the plot sheet with control 
points. 

( ii ) Set all the elements of the projectors in zero position. 
( iii ) Introduce the diapositives in all the projectors. ( The 

diapositives are reduced to workable dimensions on a reduction 
printer supplied with the instrument ). 

( iv ) Calculate 'bx' and set the provisional value of 'bx' of the 
first model. 

model scale 
bx = photo scale ;( ( mean principal-point-base ). 

Introduce this "b," for all models. 

( v ) Illurninate the left hand projector. Bring the floating 
mark over the projection of the principal point and move i t  to the 
right edge of the projection. Swing the projector and shift the 
floating mark towards the right until an identifiable point lying on 
the line of zero direction marked on the paper print [ see para 
84 c ( iv ) 1, falls otl the floating mark. 

( vi ) Carry out the relative orientation of the first model, 
keeping the elements "b," in its zero position and not using "bx" 
and "by" of the left projector. 

( vii ) Carry out provisional levelling for $2 by tilting the main 
frame. No levelling is to be done in 0 direction. 

( viii ) Scale Inznsfer.-Select. a point in the immediate neigh- 
bourhood of the principal point of the second photo. The point 
should be chosen in flat terrain and should be sufficiently sharp 
to enable t,he floating mark to be set on the ground. It should also 
appear on the third photo. A neat clear diagram of the point should 
be made so that it can be easily identified in the next model. 
Measure and note the height of the point. 

( i x  ) Switch-off the first projector and switch-on the third 
projector. Using the  element,^ of the third projecttor only, carny 



out an approximate relative orientation. Set the floating ~narlt 
at the recorded height of the scale transfer point and bring it, under 
the point. Adjust 'b,' by ~noving tlie third lwojcct,or unt,il the 
floating mark al)ljenrs t,o be on the terrain contninillg t l ~ e  scale 
transfer point. 

Carry out the final relative orientation followed hy the exact 
scale transfer. The final scale transfer ca.11 bc checked by examining 
the intersection of the rays from the first and t,liird project,ors 
( although the rays may be of t,lle satlie colour ). In this way the 
successive models are oriented and connected to each other. 

At the end of the strip errors a t  the control poi11t.s can be seen 
by coinparing the plotted positions. 

( x ) Carry out approximate absolute orielitntioli, only for 
heights ( levelling ) as for a single model. 

( xi ) Shift and rotate the control sheet so that tthc ~)rojectioa 
of the first control point is over its plotted 1)osition and the projec- 
tion of the last one is on the line joining the plotted posit,ion of the 
first with the last control point. Calculate the recluired scale 

nf ,  - D'f, 
correction from As = --- D'fi - where Df, is the distance be- 

tween the first and the last control  mints its on plot sheet and L.'f, 
that made by their projection. 

( zii ) Start with the first model. adjust tllc 'I),' u~it~il the old 
height "h" of a point as read from the illode1 is corrected t.o h - As-z, 
where "z" ( which is i11 tlie same ternis as "h" ) is the distance 
between the model point and the ii~st~runlent base. 

( xiii ) Correct the relative orientatioil of' tlie first lilodel and 
repeat the process model after iuodcl until the scaling is satisfactory. 
The strip as a whole is then levelled by tilting tlw frame until the 
required model heights for 3 coiit,rol points are olbtained. 

I t  will be seen t,hat in the above procedure, the obscrvat ion 
mid adjustment ( linear corrections ) are cilrricd out sin~nltaiiconsly. 
Further the effect due to the earth curvat,ure and non-linear c.oln- 
rections are not removed. 

I t  can be easily sl~own that for i t  small strip triallgulatcd on 
Multiplex, the height error in the middle of the strip due to cart11 
curvature alone will he 0.02 A L2 metres ( approximate ), where L 
is the lengt11 ( on the terrain ) of the strip, in kilometres. Due to 
this liinitat,ion the method i~ practically useless even for tol~ogra- 
phical mapping. 

86. Aerial triangulation on Wild A7.-This is the norin;~l 
procedure used in the Sun-ey of India for aerial triangrll R t,' lon. 
The description o f  the inst'r~iment is given in section VIIT. 
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Apart from the preparatory work as explained in para 84 the 
following additional preliminary work should also be carried out :- 

( i ) The gear ratio for the heights should be selected in such 
a way that values in metreelfeet are directly read on the height 
counter. ( If the first model cannot be scaled, the gear ratio for the 
heights should be kept a t  unity ; in this case heights are to be 
recorded in model rnillimetres ). 

( ii ) The model scale should be chosen as large as possible. 
This depends upon the focal length of the aerial survey camera, 
the maximum 'b,' and 'Z' ranges of the instrument and the nature 
of the terrain, e.g., consider the photography with focal length 
150 mm. The 'Z' range of Wild A7 is from 140 to 490 mm. After 
taking into consideration, tlie effect of earth curvature, .the nature 
of the terrain covered by the entire strip ( which can be easily 
ascertained from the index map or from the photos ), choose a 
suitable 'Z' value, say 400 mm. With the photo scale 1 : 65,000 

150 
( approximate ), this model scale will be 1 : - 400 x 65,000 or 

1 : 25,000 ( say ). 

If the ground is very flat the model scale can be increased. 

Having, thus, decided the model scale the initial 'b,' can be 
calculated easily. 

Drill for observation.-( i ) Set the instrument base "inside", 
with b, value as computed, and the relative orientation elements 
in their 'zero' positions. Triangulation lever ( to be positioned 
away from the operator ), diapositive lever ( to be pillled to the left 
if diapositives are used or to the right if negatives are used ), dove 
prisms ( indices to be outwards ), sense of rotation of handwheels, 
Y-Z knob and order of transmission to plotting table, etc., are to 
be set proper1 y . 

( ii ) Carry out the inner orientation for the first pair of dia- 
positives ( overlap outside ). 

If the diapositives are on the film, the variations in t>he dimen- 
sions should be checked and the inner orienta.tion should be improved 
by introducing the effective focal length. 

( iii ) Set the zero direction to coincide with the instrument 
axis to avoid the "running out" of the element 'b,'. 

View through the left eye-piece ; set the floating mark on the 
principal point and move the X-carriage to the right until the 
floating mark is a t  the right edge of the diapositive. Swing 
the left projector and shiftlmove the X-carriage slightly, until a 
well-defined point falling on the zero direction as appearing on the 
paper prints is covered by the floating mark. 
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( iv ) Ca,rry out an approximate empirical relative orientation. 
Improve this by numerical relative orientation using the right 
projector elements other than 'b,' and of the left projector. ( Use 
form 3 Phot ). 

( v ) Carry out the absolute orientation using the control 
points. The scaling and levelling should be carried out as precisely 
as possible. Since the absolute orientation will disturb slightly 
the relative orientation, steps ( iv ) & ( v ) should be done in 
iteration. 

( vi ) The exact "setting" of the f i s t  model ( absolute orienta- 
tion ) is entered on form 10 Phot. This is checked by the section 
officer or the officer-in-charge of the preparatory work. 

( vii ) Choose initial x and y ( which are always read in model 
mm ) values suitably on the respective counters and fasten the 
butterfly screws. ( Genemlly, t.he machine co-ordinate system 
x, y, is chosen in such a way that no negative co-ordinates occur 
and that the x-axis is nearly a,s far as possible parallel to the strip 
axis ). Height reading should agree with the ground control 
height. 

It is essential that the setting of the height counter is never 
altered throughout the triangulation. 

( viii ) Identify the points to be observed, with the help of the 
sketches. Sketches prepared during the observation of the adjacent 
strips, if any, available for the tie-points and field sketches for the 
ground control points should also be consulted. Observe and record 
the machine co-ordinates of points ( including control points ) on 
form 5 Phot. according to the sequence shown on the schematic 
diagram on form 2 Phot. Record brief descriptions of the observed 
points in the remarks column. First set of observations and 
recording of the co-ordinates are made as directed in the schematic 
diagram and the repeat observations ( 2 sets of observations for 
each model ) are made in the opposite direction to eliminate errors 
due to back-lash and other mechanical and optical limitations. 
Setting of the floating marks should be done very carefully and in 
the same direction and there should not be any residual X-parallax. 
A remark regarding the residual Y-parallax, if noticed, a t  any of 
the observed points should be made. During the opposite round, 
any gross errors made in the previous recording should be checked. 
The two sets of co-ordinates read in the same models should agree 
within 0 - 04 mm on model scale. 

( ix ) Indicate the exact point observed on form 1 Phot., and 
mark the exact positions on photograph. 

( x ) ~S'cale tmnafw points.-Choose 3 scale transfer pointe 
in the immediate vicinity of the principal point of the right photo 
auoh that thew points also appear in the next model. These pointe 
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should be chosen as far a,s possible in locally flat terrain with suffi- 
cient photographic t,exture. Observe heights ( 3 sebs for each ) 
nnd record the readings on form 6 Phot,. and calc~lat~e the mean 
height,s for ea(c11 point,. The three readings on each point should 
agree n.it,hin 0 01 mm on model scale. Make simple, clear plani- 
met,ric sltetches of areas around scale t,ransfer points. 

( xi ) Record the orientation elements on form 5 Phot. and 
check them against t.hose appearing on form 3 Phot,. Now, complete 
all other colun~ns for this model. 

( xii ) Remove the dhpositive from the left hand projector 
and ca,rry out the inner orientation for the third diapositive. The 
overlap of this with the second diapositive, should be now "inside". 

( riii ) Change the base from "inside" to  "outside" and set 
approxin~ate value for 'b,' ; rotate t'he dove prisms (indices 
in\vn.rds ) and pull the t.riangulation lever ( towards the operator ). 

( ~'i?'  ) Carry out an approximate relative orientation using the 
elements of project,or with the new diapositive. 

( 1.v ) Scale the model wit,h the help of one of the scale transfer 
points. Set. the mean height of this point on the height counter 
( only by moving tlhe foot. disc ) and eliminate t.he X-parallax by 
'l~,'movement.. 

( a.vi ) Perform t,he numerical orientation using the elements 
of project'or wit.h t,he new dinpositive, on form 2 Phot,. 

( .wii ) Carry olit the final scnle transfer. Set the height 
c.onntcr on t,he mean height of the first. scale transfer point. Remove 
tlic S-pa~.nllnx a t  this point wit,h the slow motion tangent knob of 
I,, setting. Rea.d ancl record the 'h,' value. Do this for the 
rc~nnining scale transfer point,s also. Repeat and record for each 
point. 3 set.s of 'b,' readings. Compute the mean of the 9 'bx' 
rcndings ; set it as t.he final 'h,' value. The "b," valries must 
agree within 0 . 0 5  mm for wide angle photography. 

( .rviii ) Observe the nentrral point near the principal point of the 
right photo. Set t,he ' x ' -  and 'v'-counter values on those measured 
in the previous model for this point,, i.e., 'x'- and '9'-counters are to 
1)c set ~ u c h  t,hat, the madline co-ordinates observed in second model 
are in t,he same system as in the first model. 

Now repent tlie st.eps ( vii ) t,o ( xi ). Remove the diapositive 
from right 11nnd 1)rojector a.nd introduce the fourth diapositive 
( ov~r lnp orit~vards ). Change t,he base from "outside" tIo "inside', 
1)ush triangulat,ion lever away from operator and rotate dove prism 
( indices outwards ) a.nrl carry out the steps from ( xiii ) onwards. 

R.epeat t,hc proced~ire model after model. 

the  central point i~ aitnat'ed vary c l o s ~  to t,he ~ c a l e  t,ranafer 
points and M it ie used for the 'x' and 'y' connectione them should 
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not be any difference in the two sets of co-ordinates observed for this 
point. I n  the case of the wing points the errors due to relative 
orientation and error due to  scde transfer will effect the co-ordinates, 
but these should be within limits mentioned in para 88( ii )( a ). 

In  the case of large strips the]-e is a possibility of "running out" 
of elements b, and 4. 'by' has been t,aken care of during preparatory 
work. Setting 'h,' element back and correcting the datum plane 
suitably can bc made bcfore reaching the critical value. It will 
only create a break in the propagation of iilstrumental errors in 
the strip but no computation is involved. I n  the case of 4, setting 
of this elcment back and correcting the model heights will involve 
computations apart from tlle discontinuity in the triangulation 
and this should be avoided. To overcome this difficulty after the 
first model is absolutely oriented, it may be "tipped up" by an 
amount +t ( # 4 L centecimal minutes, where L is the length of 
the strip on the ground in km. ). 

It is not ndvisa,ble to carry out the aerial triangulation of two 
contiguous strips sin~ult~aneously, for there is every chance of setting 
of the measuring mark on t'he tie points marked on the photographs 
of 2 strips being done at different places by two observers. It 
should be ensured that observers arc provided with all information 
regarding the exact location of the tie points measured in the upper 
and lower contiguous strips. Form 1 Photo. of the upper and lower 
strips should invariably be made available to the observers. 

It may occasio~lally happen that the observer could not identify 
a specific point ma,rked during preparatory work and has observed 
some other point close to it. This should be brought immediately 
to the notice of the section officer who should make necessary changes 
on all the records of preliminary work affected by this. 

The heights should always bc observed, if possible, to the ground 
level as wcll as to the top of cvery point. For photogrsmmetric 
plotting work it  is usually inore convenient to  have the ground 
height. Clear doscription should bo made on form 6 Phot. for 
every point observed. 

It is absolutely cssentiid Clint the observed machine co-ordinates 
of the contl.ol points which will be 11sed for adjustment are personally 
checked by the section officer to nvoid coinplications a t  the time of 
adjustment. Thc oxact location obscrved should agree with field 
sketc,h. 111 cnsc of doubt tlic matter should be brought to the 
notice of thc officc>r-in-chnrgc* of the party. If tho control points 
are ofice ~)ost,-l~oiiitcd during preparatory work without a sketch 
the officer who did this postt-l)ointing should check its exact position 
on tho modcl. 

87. Aerial triangulation on Wild A8 Autograph o r  o ther  
precision plotters.-The Wild A8, which is without parallelogram 
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of ZEISS, 'by '  or 'b,', is only a stereoplotter as accurate as the 
Wild A7 for plotting, but aerial triangulation is possible on i t  by 
suitably modifying the method of observation. 

The preparatory work for aerial triangulation ~ n , ~ W i l d  A8 is 
same as for normal aero-polygon method on Wild A7. 

Having completed the absolute orientation of the first model 
with the available elements the co-ordinates of the points are 
recorded. The second diapositive is to be transferred with its plate- 
holder from the right hand projector to the left hand projector 
and third is to be mounted on the right. But with a view to transfer + and o along with the second diapositive a special cross-bubble, 
which can be kept only in one position on the plate holder, is used. 
The cross-bubble is, f i s t ,  placed on the right plate and is levelled 
with the help of the foot screws. After the second model is relatively 
oriented using elements other than o,, the cross-bubble is placed in 
tho same position on the plate holder of the left hand projector, 
which now contains the second diapositive. Using + and w,, the 
levelling of the bubbles is achieved ; the resulting parallax is removed 
using w,. The scale transfer can be executed just as in Wild A7, 
but, the height observed is to be corrected for common 4. Purther, 
the new model will have a different azimuth from that of the first. 
The azimuth of the model and the scale are computed by linear 
conformal transformation using the points common with the 
previous model. All the co-ordinates are, then, brought into the 
same system as the first. In view of this, 'b,' is kept constant 
throughout the triangulation. The transfer of + and o is sufficiently 
accurate and there are various methods by which these can be 
checked. 

It is possible that each model can be relatively oriented with a 
constant 'b,' and absolutely oriented fairly well with the help of 
various terrain features. These models can be adjusted using 
analogue or digital block-adjustment methods. 

It is also possiblo to carry out triangulation on Kern PG2 with 
the help of the special polar co-ordinate ( planimetry ) measuring 
auxiliary device, that can be attached in combination with 
electronic read-out device to the instrument. The computation 
for planinletry is laborious and will requiro the help of electronic 
computers. Both Kern PG2 and Wild B8 can be used for height 
by the procedure similar to that explained for Wild AS and plani- 
metry by stereo-templet combination. 

In  view of the instrument's without parallelogram of Zeiss being 
cheaper than those with, the methotl of independent models is very 
popular in many small survey organisations. 

88. Propagation of errors in strip triangulation.-( i ) 
9mrces and types of errors.-The main source of errors in aerial Bri- 
angulation are the diapositives ( which are burdened with all kinds 
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of errors introduced in the process of obtaining them ), instrument 
( errors which can be known to  a certain extent and remain practi- 
cally constant under a given condition ) and the observer. Further, 
in the procedure of analogue aerial triangulation, there are errors 
due to inner orientation, relative orientation ( including model 
deformation due to these ), scale transfer, co-ordinate connection 
and co-ordinate measurement. 

These errors are usually classified into systematic and random 
errors which is rather an over-simplification ; for actually these are 
more complicated due t'o strong correlat'ion, e.g., film shrinkage, 
which introduces errors appearing to  be systematic per photograph 
but can be random when we consider a group. As i t  is impossible 
to investigate the various sotwces of errors separately, only the 
cumulative effec of all the errors on the strip co-ordinates is 
examined. 

( ii ) Efects of errors on the strip co-ordinates.-( a ) At the 
common overlap of thc adjacent models.-Discrepancies a t  the common 
wing points between two contiguous~'models can generally be as 
much as 

0.04 mm for 'x'-co-ordinate and 
0 -  10 mm for 'y'-co-ordinate on model scale. 
0.30 O/,, of flying height for heights. 

These discrepancies should be carefully watched during aerial 
triangulation. These are generally due to bad relative orientation, 
poor quality of photography, errors due to  alternat,e change of base 
from "inside" to "outside" or vice-versa, etc. They are removed 
by taking the mean of the co-ordinat,es measured twice in a strip. 
After doing this the models are not distinguished any longer and the 
strip as a whole is considered. 

( b ) Strip deformation.-The most dangerous effect of the errors 
is the strip deformatioil which can be of considerable magnitude. 
On the topographical scale the last model of the strip can differ by 
several hundreds of metres from the ground co-ordinates. The 
study of the propagation of errors is confined only to the study of 
these strip deformations. 

( iii ) Propagation of errors in aero-polygon method of aerial 
triangulation.-The aero-pol ygon method as explained earlier 
consists of relative orientation of models, scale transfer from one 
model to the next and co-ordinate connection. Further, azimuth, 
longitudinal tilt, lateral tilt, and co-ordinate axes system are trans- 
ferred from one model tto the next in the instrument itself. 

The errors due to relative orientation and co-ordinate conneo- 
tions are assumed to be negligible. The models are assumed to be 
internally error-free and the strip deformation is assumed to  be 
due to the errors in the tranfer of scale, azimuth, longitudinal tilt 
end laterel tilt. 
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Although the real observations are X- and Y-parallaxes, the 
simplified assumptions are made to avoid highly complicated 
algebraic computations in deriving the formuls for the accumula- 
tion of errors in the observed machine co-ordinates. The graphical 
representa.tion of the effect of these transfer errors ( A si, A ai, 
A+i and Ami from model i to i+ 1 ) is shown in figure X ~ 4 ,  

From these figures the following formulz can be derived. 
( For the sake of completeness the first model is not shown as error- 
free ). 

Scale error of model i 
1-1 

Asi = AS, + 2 Ask 
1 

Azimuth error of model i 

1-1 
AAi = AAl+ X Ask 

1 

Longitudinal tilt error of model i 

1-1 
A@i = A@, + X A+k 

1 

Latcral tilt crror 

I-1 
AQi!=[ARl + X A u k  

1 
( 1 )  

Making use of the above results the errors in an arbitrary point in 
model i, when derived will, in terms of thcsc tran~fcr ~lcrnent 
errors, he as below :- 

1-1 1-1 
Ay = byo + xAA1 -t- y As, - zAR1 + Z ( x-xk )Aak + y Z Ask 

1 
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These results are derived without making any specific msump- 
tions on the nature of the ,  transfer errors and without taking into 
consideration the setting errors. 

( iv ) Effect of constant trrrnsfe~ errors.-Constant transfer 
errors always occur in practice. Most of the systematic errors 
duo to  mechanical and optical limitations of the instrument ( as 
could be seen from the consta~lt projection errors during 9 points 
grid measurements ), camera lens distortion, atmospheric refraction, 
etc., are approximately constant. Further, the existence of cons- 
tant projection errors, yields always constant transfer errors. 
With a constant parallax pattern repeated model after model with 
change of base, constant trailsfor errors will always appear. So i t  
can be considcrcd that thc cnnst,nnt transfer errors are the main 
cause of deformation in the strip. This defornlation can be examined 
with the help of thc results derived above, which on simplifica- 
tion ( with suitable niatlicinaticnl al~proximations ) will reduce to 

As Aa A4 Ax = Ax, + xAs, - yAAl + zA@, + x2 - - xy - +xz , 
2b b b 

Au As AZ = Az, -+ xAOl +gAR, + zAs, +xy --xa & +xe-(111) 
b 2b b 

Using parameters instectd of transfer errors the results can be written 
as below :- 

AX = a, + a , ~  - h,y f clz + a,x2 - 2b, xy + 2c, xz 

AY = b, + h,x + a,y - d,z .f h2x2 + 2a2xy - 2d,xz 

AZ = c, + clx + dly + a,z -- c2x2 + 2d,xy + 2a2xz (Iv) 
A study of this will indicate t,he strip deformation due to  cons- 

tant errors follow second degree polynomials, with 11 parameters, 
only 4 of which ( n,, b,, c, and d, ) const~itute the deformation. 

Prom the above resiilts i t  can be seen that deformations in the 
co-ordinates are interdependent. In the case of flat terrain the 
'Z' can he considcrcd RS constant and SO the rcsult will reduce to  

AX = a, + a,x + n2x2 - y ( b, -4- 2b2x ) 

AY = b, + blx -t h2x2 -t Y ( n, -1 28,x ) 

AZ = c, + c,x + c2x2 + y ( dl + 2d2x ) (v) 
This indicates that t,hr! deformation in palnimetry for hori- 

zontal terrain are pra,cticnlly independent from that for the height. 

Further, when these transfer element errors are linear functions 
of number of models, ctc., i t  cnn be shown Lhe resulting polynomialls 
will be of third degree. 
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( v ) Effect of random transfer errors.-Apart from the constant 
transfer errors the presence of random transfer errors can be expect- 
ed, as all the operations connecting the models during aero-polygon 
method of aerial triangulation involve various factors. These are 
assumed to be governed by the normal probability distribution. 

While t,he strip deformation due to constant transfer errors can 
be found out, the effect of the random transfer errors cannot be 
precisely determined. Hence, the strip deformation due to random 
tra.nsfer errors cannot be described by rigorous mathematical 
formulae. 

Applying the law of propagation of errors to the results I1 
contained in para 88( iii ), i t  can be shown ( even assuming that the 
transfer errors elements are independent which can be proved only 
for theoretically ideal case for the models which are internally error- 
free ), that the machine co-ordina.tes of observations are highly 
correlated. Further, because of the assumed normal distribution 
and the smallness of the transfer errors the strip deformation due 
to random errors are locally smooth with many directional changes. 
For small strips, say 10 bo 15 models, these deformations are fairly 
close to  polynomials of second or third degree. This, of course, 
does not mean that  the strip deformation due to random errors 
generate second or third degree polynomial as due to the constant 
errors. 

Due to  the smoothness of the strip deformation produced by 
random errors for small strips and as constant errors are likely to 
be more predominant than random errors, simple second or third 
degree polynomial can be used f to correct the major effects of the 
random errors fairly well. 

Applicntion of law of propagation of error to the results I1 
given in para 88( iii ) indicates that due to random transfer errors, 
the errors in the unadjusted co-ordinates of points in a strip increase 
approximately proportional t,o x3I2 and that the correlation is very 
strong with the neighbouring points. 

89. Strip adjustment by interpolation methods.-Although 
the true deformation of unadjusted strip cannot be known, yet by 
making use of the smoot,hness of the error surfaces and by determin- 
ing points on'.them with the help of the errors as indicated by t'he 
ground control points, it ia pospihle to find out suit,able second or 
third order pnlynomial~ which can be made use of to correct'the 
observed co-ordinates. However, the corrections so interpol nted 
will deviate from the true ones. These deviationa;l'will be of very 
small magnitude for short strips. 

( i.) Numerical in.terpo1ation for short sfrips.-If the terrain is 
highly undulating thcn the results I V  in para 88( iv ) which give 
corrections for an arbitrary point on the strip, can bo used. In  
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this case 11 parameters ( a,, b,, c,, a,, b,, c,, dl, a,, b,, c, and d, ) are 
to be determined. 

For approximately flat terrain the results V in para 88( i v  ) 
can be used. I n  this case 6 parameters are to be determined for 
planimetry and 5 for heights. 

Each planimetric control point will generate two equations 
and a height control point one equation. Having determined the 
parameters the corrections for other points can be computed. 

The computation of these parameters can be done using the 
principle of Gauss' Algorithm. When the number of equations are 
more than the number of parameters, the principle of least squares 
is used to get the best values of the unknowns. 

( ii ) Graphical interpolation for short strips (for fairly $at 
terrain ).-Instead of the elaborate computations involved in the 
numerical interpolation, the adjustment can be carried out satis- 
factorily using graphical method. 

In  the graphical ( J. M. Zarzycki ) adjustment each co-ordinate 
is adjusted independently. As these surfaces cannot be drawn, 
curves produced by their intersection of the surface with those 
planes ( perpendicular to the datum plane ) passing through the 
strip axis and the extreme lateral limits ( parallel to the strip axis ) 
are used for interpolation. 

The correction surfaces for each co-ordinate ( one such correc- 
tion surface is given in fig. X . 5  ) is, therefore, represented by 3 
parabolas ( the central one is redundant ). With a view to draw 
these correction curves, 3 bands of control points (each band 
containing 3 control points ) one in the beginning, one in the middle 
and one in the end are required. The ideal case is when each band 
is a t  right angles to the strip axis and the points distributed on the 
extreme lateral limits and on the central axis ; satisfactory curves 
can be drawn even when the control points in each band lie ap- 
proximately in a straight line. 

The best values of the errors a t  the point on the central axis 
and the extreme lateral limits of the strip are to be determined. 
To get them, for each cross sectioil a best fit is determined by drawing 
datum correction graphs-see fig. X . 6 (  a ). 

If the t h e e  control points are not in one line an iterative 
procedure is followed. As the first step, s central parabola is 
drawn approximately and the central point is corrected for the shift 
in the X-co-ordinates from the ideal cross-section ; with this value 
the datum correction graph is drawn for the cross-section. 

Prclimi?mry work.-Examine the record of observations on 
form 5 Phot. Co-ordinates of points observed in consecutive models 
should agree within the permissible limits. Deduce the means and 
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enter the planimotry ( x and y ) on form 8 Phot. and heights on 
form 9 Phot. Enter the co-ordinates of ground control points. 

Planimetric adjzdstment.-( i ) Choose two reliable ground control 
points, one a t  the beginning and the other a t  the end of the strip. 
If necessary use more ground control points. Calculate the trans- 
formation parameters on form 7 Phot. 

(id ) Transform all machine co-ordinates and enter the trans- 
formed co-ordinates Xt and Yt on form 8 Phot. 

( iii ) Calculate the differences Xg-Xt and Yg--Yt for the 
control points. 

( i v  ) On a large graph sheet, which can contain the three 
correction curves, plot the strip co-ordinates, Xt, Yt. From the 
plotted co-ordinates decide the central line (i.e., strip axis), the 
upper and the lower lines. The upper, central and lower lines are 
drawn in red, green and blue colours respectively. The adjustment 
curves for points on these lines are to  be drawn. 

( v ) Choose three bands of control points, one in the beginning, 
one in the middle and one in the end and draw datum correction 
graph for each band and co-ordinate separately as shown in fig. 
X - 6 ( a )  and 6( b ). 

( vi ) Choose a suitable scale for correction ( x and y should 
have the same ) and plot the values read from the datum correction 
graphs. 

( vi i  ) Draw the correction curves ( 3 each for x and y separately ) 
using plastic spline ( as in fig. X - 7 ). 

( vii i  ) Read the corrections from the graph, using parabolic 
interpolation in X-direction and linear interpolation in Y -direction. 
Enter the corrections on form 8 Phot. and compute the adjusted 
co-ordinates. 

Height adjustment.-The procedure of drawing the correction 
curves for the height is similar to 'x' and 'y' except for the following 
additional work which should be done for long strips or when there 
are large accumulated height or scale errors a t  the end of the 
strip. 

( i ) From the parameters calculated for planimotry ( on form 
7 Phot. ) find the mean scale of the strip a,nd reduce 011 the heights 
to the mean scale by multiplying the heights by the ratio, 

Mean scale. 
Scale of first model 

( ii ) Carry out the levelling of t,lle strip in the longitudinal 
directions to remove major pait of bhc c:ffcct due t,o eart,h cilrvature 
and systematic longitudinal tilt trnn~fcr errors. Using the height9 
of the extreme points calculate the pararnet,cr~ 'm' and 'c' in the 
formula Azi = mxi+c and then compute these correotions. 



Qraphical interyolation , f o ~  ~nountainou~s terrain.-For monntdn- 
ous terrain ( i.e., when the relief is Inore than 10% of tho flying 
height ) the correction term containing z ( or 11 ) of the correction 
formula I V  in para S8( iv  ) should also he taken into consideration. 
A simultaneous three dinlensional graphical adjustment using x, y, 
z will involve more complications. But the graphical adjustment 
for flat terrain can hc modified to meet the normal demands of 
topographi~al mapping and applying the following additional 
corrections to the transformed co-ordinates ( x, y and h ). The cor- 
rections should be applied to the ground control first, then only the 
residual corrections should be worked out for each band for drawing 
correction graph. For the required pass points these will be applied 
in addition to the gra,pliical corrections. 

X-Co-ordinate : Correctioii to remove the error due to the effcct of 
longitudinal tilt of the whole strip = -t (hki-ho)A@. 

Y-Co-ordinate : Correcttion to remove the error due to the effect of 
longitudiiial tilt of the whole strip = -- (Ilk,- ho) AQ. 

Altimetry : Correction to remove the error due to the effect of 
scale error in each model. ( This is in addition to 
the mean scale correction ) == + ( hki-ho )Asi. 

Where hk, is the height of point I< in modcl i, 11, hcight of the 
reference plane ( chosen for first modcl )Am and AR are tlie longi- 
tudinal and lateral tilts of the strip and As1 is the scale error of the 
model i ; A@ and At2 can he calculated based on the formula, 
-Xt.A@ + YtAR f dho == Ground height - machine height, using 
3 or 4 points suitably chosen a t  the beginning and end of the strip 
( Xt and Yt are traiisfor~ned but ~incorrccted co-ordinates ). The 
slope of the tangent to the central curve of the correction graphs 
of the X-co-ordinates a t  tllc point wllere ordinate a t  tho left principal 
point of model i meet8 the curve will give Asi. Proper units and 
signs should be talren whilc computing these. 

Only after applying tllesc correolions tllc finill correction 
graphs should be drawn. Thc co-ordillutes sllould be given tile 
corrections read frorn tlie graplis ;IS well ns t11c coluputed corrections 
using the above formula. Ge~iernlly for tjopographioal mapping 
only heights need be corrected, for tllc crrors in X- and Y-co- 
ordinates due to height will bc co~i~paratively small. 

The following special pointts regarding graphical mcthod of 
adjustment should be notled :- 

( i  ) Gmphical method needs ideal distrib~t~ion of ground 
control points or wit,h only sinall dcvintiolls fro111 tllc idcal. As 
ground coiltrol points can iicvcr bc fixccl in idcnl lmsitions as required 
for strip ndjust~ncnt~s, intc1'po1ali011 or cstrnpolntio!~ mill be reqrlir- 
ed to bring the control \mints to the idenl position. J,arge deviation 
from the ides1 distribution and location will lower the reliability of 
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the correctiorl curves ; thereby the adjusted co-ordinates will not 
be sufficiently accurate. 

( ii ) It is efficient only when the errors are small. 

( iii ) For very long strips the effect of the earth curvature 
should also be removed by numerical computations. 

( iv ) The choice of the control points for adjustment is a matter 
requiring judgement and sllould always be approved of by the 
officer-in-charge of the party who should for this purpose go through 
the observations on form 5 Yhot. 

( v ) Those strips which contain maximum control points are 
to be adjusted first and the remaining strips with less number of 
control points should be adjusted with as much information as 
available from the contiguous ( adjusted ) strips. 

( vi ) Computations on form 7 Phot. and the calculation of 
transformed machine co-ordinates to  be entered on forms 8 Phot. 
and 9 Phot. should be done in duplicate. 

( vii) Carrying out first preliminary graphical adjustment and 
again adjusting the residual errors on an excessively large scale is 
not correct. 

( viii ) Precision of drawing the curves and the accuracy of 
reading the corrections must be of a comparable order with the 
precision of measurement in the instrument. 

( ix ) When large number of control points are clustered at  a 
particular point, the mean datum-correction graph is to be drawn ; 
this will reduce the complication involved in using large number of 
control points while drawing the parabolas. 

( x ) When the strip axie is not parallel to the ground,,co- 
ordinates axis system, then the points are to be approximately 
plotted on a separate paper, which may be pasted or the points 
prickedltransferred on the graph paper on which adjustment 
curves are drawn such that the strip axis is parallel to the horizontal 
line. 

( xi ) When the curvatures of the correction curves are too 
much additional points should be determined numerically. Ad- 
ditional points can also be determined graphically as explained 
below. See fig. X . 8  in which a, b and c are three given points on a 
parabola. 

( a ) Join cb ; extend till it meets the vertical a t  Id', in '0'. 

( b ) Join ab and from 'e' draw a line parallel to ab and 
extend it till it meets the vertical from 'c' in 'f'. 

( c ) Join af-the intersection (M) of this with vertical a t  'd' 
will be tho required point on the parabola. 
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( xii ) To facilitate linear interpolation in the Y-direction when 
there is a large separation between the correction curves an inter- 
polation wedge ( interpolator ) as in fig. X - 9 eclually divided into a 
number of sectors depending upon the width of the area. covered by 
the strip should be prcpared on graph paper. During interpolation 
the wedge is to be placed in such a manner that its axis is parallel 
to the horizontal line and three collinear points ( two on the extreme 
radii and one on the axis lying on a vertical line ) coincide with the 
point of intersection of parabolas with vertical line passing through 
the point for which blle correction is t,o be read. The correction can 
be easily read off by comparing the location of the point in 
Y-direction with the corresponding sector of the interpolator. 

go. Block adjustment.-The Survey of India uses for block 
adjustment, analogue computers developed by Dr. H. G. Jerie in 
1957 a t  the Internat'ional Training Centre for Aerial Survey a t  Delft, 
the Netherlands. The principle, the main parts and the working 
procedure, etc., are explained below. 

Planimet~ic adjustment.-The photogrammetric block is divided 
into appr~ximat~ely squa,re scctions which, depeilding on the required 
precision of thc points, size of the block, time, etc., can consist of 
( normally ) two models or portions of several adjacent strips such as 
2 x 4 models, 3 x 6 models or 4 x 8 models, etc. It can also be 
used to adjust internally adjusted blocks or lay-outs of slotted tem- 
plets or stereo-templets. 

The strips are first transformed one by one to the known 
ground control system to obtain the provisional co-ordinates to  
bring out the absolute discrepancies ( differences between the 
provisional co-ordinates and the terrain co-ordinates of ground 
control points) and the relative discrepancies (the differences between 
the provisional co-ordinates of tic points in contignous strips from 
their mean provisional value ). The adj~st~ment  is to find co- 
ordinates with discrepancies decreased as far as possible by finding 
the elements of a'n appropriate linear transformation for each 
section, which will produce the two shifts, a rotation and a change of 
scale based on the data deduced from t'hc absolute and relative dis- 
crepancies of the entire block. The computer mainly consists of 
section templets ( stereo-templets consisting of four section points, 
control points which fall in the area rovered by the section and two 
auxiliary points on Y- or X-axis \vliicll aro chosen synlmetrically 
with respect to scction centlrc ), which act as the logical arithmetio 
unit of the computer and to provide the necessary output data 
with the help of the auxiliary points for the numerical co~nputations 
of the required transformation parameters ; inultil~lets ( mechanical 
devices-consisting of base plates, each with four metal arms which 
can be fixed in any position with clnsticdly connected studs ) 
Rerve as the input device to introduce relative discrepancies. and 
elaatic bound studs for introducing absolute discrepancies. 
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On a baseboard, elastically-bound studs are positioned over 
the control points ( plotted on the scale of the templets after taking 
into account the spread of ~nultiplets which arc ~hifted by 120 mm 
each on S- and Y-directions ) and the multiplets and the section 
templets are assembled ( initial lag-out ). The positions ( called 
eero positions ) of the auxiliary points are then pricked on to the 
plotted sheet. 

A suitable correction scale is chosen and the discrepancies are 
introdurcd into the lay-out through the m~lt~iplets  using a special 
setting device for relative discrepancies and I)y refixing the elasti- 
cally bound studs by shifting t>hem in their new position by plotting 
the absolute discrepancies. On reassembly of the lag-out with all 
the introduced discrepancies the sectjion tcmpletv will be displaced, 
rotated, and changed in scale to adopt as best as they could against 
the tension of the springs of the multiplets and the entire elastic 
system will adjust freely into a state of equilibrium. The new 
positions of the auxiliary points are priclred again onto the base- 
board. Based on their displacemeilts with respect to their zero 
positions the transformation elements for each section are deduced 
and the provisional transformcd values of all tie points and control 
points are corrected to get the next set of residual relative and 
absolute discrepancies which are again introduced into the computer 
on a scale considcrably larger than the f i s t  to get the second set of 
the transformattion elements and thereby the corrections to the co- 
ordinates. The iteration process ( generally not more than two ) 
is continucd until the desired precision ( or the limiting capacity 
of the computer ) is achieved. 

With 14 to 18 control poinhu well distrib~~tod along the corners 
and perimeter, a 1)lock of 200 to 250 models can be adjusted simul- 
taneouslg. The four points should be a t  the four corncrs of the 
block and most of the remaining nt the periphery ( see fig. X -  10 ). 
Additional points inside the block arc rcquirccl only to ensure or 
conflrm the accuracy achieved. With very good photography, 
ground control and usinq point transfer device, co-ordinates of tie 
points can be adjusted within 0.06  mm t,o 0.08 mm on the scale of 
the negative. 

Height arlj~mtm~nl.-The ITC-Jerie vertical analogue computer 
can be employed for the adjustment of a height block. 

Rigid plastic rilbs of rectnngular cross-section scrcwed on 
elarrtic rods suspcndccl in front of a vcrtio:tlly mounted base-hoard 
represents the individunl strinq For mcc~hanicnl rcnsons reference 
planes alternating het,wcen 200 m m  to 300 rnnl are chosen. 

Thc rods are elastieally co~nlectod to posts ropresetlting the 
discrepancies a t  control pointe a d  betwc.cn fitrips tat locations 
corresponding to tio  point^. The bonding nncl tension stresses 
caused by the tensions in the springs a t  the  colltrol points and tie 
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points deform the elastic rods. These deformations are resisted 
by the rods and the whole assembly comes to an equilibrium in 
positions representing a linear adjustment of thc errors in accord- 
ance with the theory of least squares. 

The systematic parabolic deformation of the strips are removed 
first by computations. Thcn the absolute discrepancies are intro- 
duced, by means of a special device on vertical rods fixed over the 
plotted positions of the control points using elastic bound studs a t  
distances from the reference plane proportional to the discrepancies. 
The relative discrepancies ( the differences between heights of a tie 
point in two adjacent strips ) are introduced by means of a second 
device. As in the case of planimetry the discrepancies are to be 
introduced in an exaggerated scale. 

When these discrepancies are introduced the elastic rods 
undergo deformations and the corrections for all points can be 
scaled off. No iteration is required. A cursory inspection will 
reveal any undue stress a t  any particular point, which may be 
rejected. 

Ideal control requirement is similar to those for strip adjust- 
ment - three bands of two points across the strip axis ; one band in 
the beginning, one in the middle and one a t  the end. But consider- 
able departure from the ideal locations can be made. ( See 
fig.X-11 j. 

Accuracy of the adjustment decreases considerably when the 
number of models between the band of control increases or when 
the flying height increases. With control points provided a t  every 
8 to 10 models apart, i t  is possible to achiove points with relative 
accuracy of 0 . 2  to O . G % ,  of flying height. As large number of 
spring connections arc involved and only one assembly is done i t  is 
always advisable to provide more cont'rol points a t  the periphery 
and inside of thc bloclc as chcck pointl~ to ensnre t,llc? reliability of 
the adj~ist~n~cnt. 
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91. General.-Revision surveys are those carried out in areas 
where the existing Original Surveys are on the same or on a larger 
scale. If revision is limited to  checking of specified items of details 
reported to have undergone changes ( e.g., office copy corrections ), 
these are referred to as Verification Surveys. Revision surveys are 
essential to keep the map up-to-date. 

Revision on the maps and charts becomes necessary 
( a ) when there have been so many changes in an area that 

the existing map is out of date. In 1005, a revision 
cycle of 25 years was decided upon for 1-inch cover- 
age ; 

( b ) when the sbocks of a map have run so low that reprinting 
is imperative and as such all the changes can be 
incorporated in the new edition a t  this stage ; 

( c ) if there is need for keeping a map or chart always up-to- 
date, e.g., aeronautical charts, guide maps for places 
of intensive tourist activities, etc. ; in such cases a 
very short cycle of Revision Survey becomes essential. 

The revision of all large scale, topographical, geographical and 
special maps is imperative. 

Importance of aerial photographs for revision surveys.-The 
basic coverage of India is provided by 1 : 50,000 maps a t  present. 
With the development of the country, it is clear that changes 
specially in details will be rapid. Therefore, along with the develop- 
ment, the department may have to accept new commitments. 
Also, the aeronautical charts and guide maps may have to be kept 
up-to-date continuously. Thus, we need to revise our maps very 
rapidly. 

Using aerial photographs, which have been taken fresh, revision 
can be carried out with increased speed - thus not only cutting down 
the need for a large establishment but also shortening the cycle of 
revision. Office copy corrections ( Verification Surveys ) can be 
carried out straightaway using an aerial photographs without a 
visit to  the ground. Using aerial photographs, large scale snrveys 
carried out for s project can be corrected incorporating tho details 
which come into existence due to execution of the project. 

92. Methods for  revision.-The general met,hods of lnap 
revision using aerial photographs are : 

( a ) Without use of any special equipment : 
( i ) Purple-print method. 
( ii ) Kodaline print metshod. 
( iii ) Comparison and hand correotions. 
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( b ) Rectification methods : 

( i ) Using rectified photographs. 

( ii ) Using instruments of the "Camera Lucida" type. 

( c ) Using approximate instruments, e.g., stereomicrometer, 
stereotope, etc. 

( d ) Using stereoscopic restitution in~t~ruments with a correct 
reconstruction of the perspective bundles, e.g., Wild B8, Kern PG2, 
Wild AS, etc. 

Choice of t l ~ c  nzctkod.-The method selected will depend on the 
following factors :- 

( a ) The nature of the terrain. 
( b ) The accuracy of the previous survey. 
( c ) The extent of the corrections. 
( d ) Availability of the instruments. 

When the area is hilly, accuracy of the previous survey is doubt- 
ful and the corrections arc very heavy, resurvey is advisable. Re- 
survey can be carried out preferably using stereoscopic restitution 
instruments with a correct perspective bundle ; but in case of non- 
availability of these instruments either approximate instruments or 
purple-print method could be resorted to. 

When the area is flat, the prcvious work is reliable and correc- 
tions are not heavy, rectification or kodaline print method can 
usually be employed. 

If the previous work is thoroughly reliable, the country hilly, 
and the corrections not too heavy, hand corrections from prints or 
mosaics are of great value. It may be speedier to utilise Stereo- 
scopic Restitution Instruments in cases of corrections localised in a 
small area. 

An examination of the latest photographs against the existing 
maps will reveal the most economical method of revisioil work to be 
carried out. 

Procedures will also be govcriied by t'ho available fair-drawn 
materials and thc standing plates. In  cases of Verification Surveys 
and very light revision, i t  may be fruitful and economical to correct 
tho old F.D.Os./Standing Plates. If the topographical features 
have not undergone any change, old contour original can be accepted 
as such. If the intention is to produce 1/60,000 map ( on metric 
system ) using I-inch maps ( on P.P.S. system ), contour original 
may have to be replaced coinplelely while other originals could be 
revised aftcr corrections. 

Choice of the mct,hod and proccdu~.ea to be adopted will vary 
depending on each individual case. Here only the principles of the 
different methods, in brief, will be discussed. The purple-print, 
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kodaline print and hand corrections methods will, however, be dis- 
cussed in detail to assist in evolving the working procedures using 
other methods. Officer-in-charge units will take decision in every 
case depending on the circumstances. 

93. Purple-print method.-This is suited for heavy revision, 

( i ) A combined print of the map is obtained from the standing 
plates on tracing paper and a purple-print "in reverse" on the glossy 
side of kodatrace, so that when looking a t  i t  from the matt side, 
i t  appears the right way up. These prints may be in any colour 
except red or green, but i t  has been found most convenient to work 
with them in purple. The tracing paper print will constitute an 
Insertion & Deletion Guide. Where there is no particular haste 
about the production of the new map, the kodatrace will take the 
place of a P.T. ( or air survey ) section ; but if there is haste, i t  will 
form a Fair Drawn Original ( F.D.O. ) in black and white. 

( ii ) Next, superimpose the tracing paper print ( with refer- 
ence to unaltesed adjoining detail ) over each air photo in turn and 
examine it very carefully, bit by bit, to see what requires alteration. 
As soon as anything is found, fuse the two photos and chalk-up the 
item on one of them. 

( iii ) Trace this item accurately ( as one does in normal air 
survey ) on to the tracing paper. All additions or insertions on the 
tracing paper are to be in red and all deletions in green ; the latter is 
best done either by inking along with item or by putting strokes 
across it, but i t  must be done thoroughly and completely. 

( i v  ) Do this for detail. Then, fuse all the photos systemati- 
cally and compare the stereoscopic impression of relief visually 
against what is printed on the tracing paper. Alterations are to be 
done as for detail. If, however, the original survey was done 
reasonably well, i t  will be found that contouring requires little or no 
change. 

( v ) Next, trace all insertions of detail from the tracing paper 
on to the kodatrace ( matt side ) and ink up not only these but ALL 
detail appearing in purple on the kodatrace, with the exception of 
deletions. If the maps is required quickly, this inking should be 
done entirely in black and its quality should be reasonably good. 
If not required quickly, the inking should be done in normal P.T. 
coloure, while its quality need only bo that of an average P.T. ( or air 
survey ) section. 

( vi ) Do the same for contours, illking up  ncatly in white if 
a rapid map is required, otherwise in brown. When tracing-for 
inking in white, the trncing ~hould he done with whitc pencil. If 
there are:no corrections t o  the contour8 nothing need be inked up 
on the kodstrace ; ( in this case contours will be printed from the 
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plate from which purple was laid down ). Where contour correc- 
tions are few and scattered, the Insertion & Deletion Guide can be 
sent to the Reproduction Office for correcting the standing plate 
( instead of inking up the entire kodatrace ) ; where they are heavy 
but localized, only such areas should be inked up on the kodatrace 
so that the Reproduction Office may prepare a small negative for 
stripping-in ( in preference to correcting the existing plate by hand, 
if they wish ). 

( vii ) If inking had to be done in black and white, then a 
black + and a white X has to be drawn a t  the corners of the koda- 
trace, one on top of the other, for registration during reproduction. 

( viii ) The word "combined" has been used a t  ( i ) above. If 
there was a separate name original for the map, then this would 
mean detail and contours combined ; otherwise i t  would mean names 
( and heights, etc. ), detail and contours combined. I n  the former 
case no action is required regarding typing, unless a name, etc., is, 
definitely known to  be mong, in which case action will be taken as 
in the second instance, below, for the particular name, etc. 

If there is no separate name original and the map is required 
quickly, then all purple impressions of names, etc., on the kodatrace 
to be gone over by hand in black, or, if a better-looking map is 
required, they have to be typed on transparent adhesive tape 
pasted down on the matt side of the kodatrace. 

(ix ) If time permits, a print of the revised map containing 
names, etc., also will have to be taken to  the field for verification 
mainly of detail, etc., which is not identifiable on the photos, such 
information subsequently being incorporated on the kodatrace 
before i t  goes for publication. 

( z ) When maps are required quickly, standard headings, 
footnotes, symbol tables, etc., on film are arranged for and pinned on 
the kodatrace in their correct positions after slight alterations 
have been carried out where essential. 

( xi ) Reproduction for a rapidly required map will be done by 
the Black-and-white Process ; otherwise by the normal methods 
after fair-mapping has been done on blue-prints. 

Reproduction Office will sponge off all purple from the back of 
the kodatrace before photography is commenced. 

Note :-The kodatrace should receive the minimum of handling 
during revision, else the purple will rub off and inking will become 
difficult and inaccurate. 

Section Officers are to examine the Insertion and Deletion 
Guides againet the photos. After stages (iii ) and ( i v  ) and, 
finally, they sre to examine the kodatrace thoroughly in all respects 
when i t  is quite complete and before i t  is submitted for 0.c'~. 
emtiny. 
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94. Kodaline print  method.-It is suited for light revision. 
It is not permissible to  meddle with P.T. sections or F.D.Os., of 
the previous survey ; besides, such P.T. sections or F.D.Os., not 
being on transparent media, as a rule, i t  would be difficult and 
inaccurate transferring anything from air photos on to them. If 
therefore, where revision is light, the above methods are employed, 
i t  may necessitate the inking-up of as much as 90-95 percent of the 
purple where there is not a single correction - resulting in a tre- 
mendous waste of time and labour. Furthermore, revision of this 
category has to be done speedily and the above methods would 
only produce maps of indifferent ( and even poor ) quality, from an 
artistic point of view. Consequently the following method haa 
been devised for meeting the situation :- 

( i ) Obtain kodaline prints ( or film positives ) complete with 
headings, etc., of the existing map for outline ( or outline and names 
etc. ), depending upon whether there is not, or is, separate name 
original - and for contours, separately. In actual practice, a com- 
parison of the photos against the map will usually give an indication 
as to whether the last kodaline is required or not. Also, obtain n 
combined print, ( or separate prints ) of the map in any colour 
except black or reddish brown, on bank post or rag litho paper. 

( ii ) Then, repeat the procedure at  93 ( ii ), above but using 
the kodeline itself ( because corrections will be few ). 

( iii ) Trace ( and ink ) the items on to the kodaline with photo- 
pake ( used in an ordinary crowquill, mapping or 303 pen ). Any- 
t,I~ing for deletion may be removed in two ways :- 

( n ) Erase lightly with a razor blade, or 

( b ) Wet tho kodaline. #harpen an ordinary pen holder to the 
shape of a spatula and rub it ( a t  an angle ) on the kodelinc, when 
it will be found bhat the wet emulsion comes off. 

( iv ) For examination-all additions can be seen because they 
are in reddish brown. All deletions can be detected by superimpos- 
ing the kodaline over the paper print. 

( v ) Normally, the kodaline will forln the F.D.Os. for re- 
production ; but on sheets where alterations are very few, they 
could probably he carried out by hand on the plate ; ( in this ca~e,  
however, deletions would have to bc mnrkcrl 011 the paper print an A 
guide for the reproduction office ).  

95. Comparison and hand correction.-It is suited for 
light. revision. For this method of revhion thoroughly reliable 
surveyors must he employed, preferably t,hnsc wjth experience of 
map examination. A print of the previous work i,s taken, end on i6 
i s  draw11 lightly in pencil thc lines indicating tho  limit^ of the 
areas covered by s t r ip .  The snrveyor t,ake,s R, st,rip and examins8 
eaoh overlap in the ekeoacope agein~h the exieting map. Whm he 
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comes across a place where a deletion appears to be necessary on 
the existing map, he rings the area on the photo in green ink and 
passes on. Where addition and corrections to  shape are necessary 
he chalks up the new detail in the appropriate colour and a t  the 
same time pricks and rings three points which appear on the photo- 
graph and the map sheet and seem reliable, so that the new detail 
is enclosed in the triangle formed by these points. On coinpletion of 
the examination of that overlap the surveyor takes the photograph, 
and setting a pair of proportional compasses to the difference of 
scale between the photograph and the existing map as obtained by 
a comparison of each pair of the three surrounding points, the 
surveyor inarks off the main features of the new detail by measure- 
ment from each of the three points and then sketches the new detail 
in. If new detail covers a considerable area, or if suitable points 
for measuring cannot bo found close to the new detail, the two or 
more photographs containing the new detail are plotted and cornpiled 
as in original con~pilat,ioii. 'I'he result is iiow brought to the scale 
of the map sheet, either by photography, or by pantograph or else 
by squaring the ]nap sheet allid thc compilation with squares of size 
proportioilal to the two scales, and transferring the detail by eye. 
When the whole area has been examined and all additions carried 
out, areas where deletions are indicated are again examined under 
a magnifying stereoscope. If deletions still appear necessary they 
are entered on the inap sheet. Tluoughout revision work by this 
 neth hod, the convention showing additions in red on the map sheet 
and deletions by green on the photographs must be observed. 

96. Revision using instruments of the  "Camera Lucida" 
type.-A rapid and accurate method of revision is provided by 
direct optical projection 'particularly of a country with low per- 
centage relief. 

Simple oalharmo~lic ~Scctificrs based on the ~~rinciplc of t,he 
Canicra Lucidn can hc c~njdoyed. ( Popular ones amre-The Trorey 
Anharmonic Heotificr i111d the Abra'ms vertical sketch-master ). 
The devicc collsist,~ of' ii sc~ni-gilvered reflecting surface ( a prisni or 
a, simple ~airror ) wl1ic.11 causus tJic i~nngc: of ;L phot,ogriq>ll tn be 
superjiuposcd ont,o n 1na.p ~ h e e t  placect i11 another coiiveiiient l>lane. 
r 1 1 he plloto rasriage is llapi~ble: of' bciilg tiltod and tipped allcl swu~ig 
so as to render the virtual iniage free froin tilt distortions and to the 
correct scale. ( See figure XI .  1 ). 

In  practice, the details on the photograph are inked in bright 
colours. The photo carriage is so placed as to cause the inlages of 
4 reliable points to coincide with their map positions. All the 
details are then traced on the map. 

97. Rectification method.-In fiat terrains, existing rnaps 
can be co~iveiliently and quickly corrected using rectified photo- 
grnphs. 'l'lic rcct,ificd ln~iiit,s slioiiltl IN: 0 1 1  t,hc scnlc: of t,Ilo ma,l~ tto be 
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corrected. Rectification is done in Zeiss SEG V Rectifier. Two 
methods of revision are possible :- 

( i ) When the changes are few.-The method suggested in 
para 94 will be adopted. 

( ii ) When the changes are heavy.-The rectified photographs 
will be inked up in proper colours, taking as much help as possible 
from the existing map. Astrafoil section will then be .prepared by 
directly tracing the details from each photograph, correctly posi- 
tioned over control points or reliable detail points. A quick ground 
verification either on the inked-up prints or on blue prints obtained 
from the astrafoil sections, for names and such detail which are 
not identifiable on the photos is essential, before sending the material 
for fair-drawinglpublication, unless the maps' are very urgently 
required. 



SECTION XI1.-FIELD SURVEYS FOR 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

98. Ground control requirements for air survey.- 
Introduction.-The major use of aerial photogrammetry being 

preparation of topographical maps and base maps for forest and soil 
surveys, etc., a reasonable practical standard of accuracy acceptable 
for deliberate rigorous work has to be specified before laying down 
the density and pattern of horizontal and vertical ground control 
required for the survey. Normally the following standards may be 
considered reasonable. 

Planimetric accuracy on the $nu1 nmp.-About 90% of the 
well-defined detail checked on the ground to  agree within 0 .6  mm 
on the scale of publication. 

Height accurucy.-About 907, of the elevations interpolated 
from contours on the ninp to be correct within half the contour 
interval and no error to exceed the contour interval. Spot heights 
appearing on the map to agree within one quarter of the contour 
interval, when checked on the ground. 

The above standards will then stipulate the degree of accuracy 
required in the control points themselves and the method of pro- 
viding the required control. 

The planimetric and height accuracy of the ground control 
points should a t  least be of the top0 triangulation, for compilation 
of the medium and small scale maps. 

The density and pattern of such ground control will then 
depend upon the method adopted for further extension of the ground 
control as well as the method employed for subsequent air survey 
of detail and contours. 

Selection and identi3cation of points.-The accuracy of compila- 
tion depends equally on the suitable selection and correct identifi- 
cation of such control points on the aerial photographs. The plan 
control for photogrammetric purposes has to  be sharp and well- 
defined points of detail. The height control points, on the other 
hand, should be on a level stretch of ground or on a very gentle and 
regular slope, so that slight hori~ont~al error in setting the floating 
mark on the identified point does not result in appreciable error in 
elevation readings. In  fact, when the mapping requirements are 
rigid and scale is larger, i t  is usunlly neoessary to have separate 
points for horizontal and vertical control. For higher precision i t  
ia neceusary to aignalise the control points, before the aerial photo- 
graphy ie flown. 

Cdntrol 'identification i~ the most important at,ep in photo- 
psmtnetria work ; miaidentific~tion or poor identification of a control 
point invalidnh~ the  field contJrol on which the work i s  bnsed and 
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creates problenls and uncertainties which are extremely wasteful in 
time and effort in both control extension and map compilation. 

Conical peaks, isolated bushes, junctions of tracks, field bunds, 
corners of large prominent buildings, rock pinacles, etc., are ideal 
points both for plan and height control ; there should be no ambi- 
guity while identifying them during photogrammetric worls. 

It is for this reason that "Office Post-pointing" is discouraged. 
The accuracy required for the identification in terms of ground 
distance depends on the scale of the map being produced; the 
requirements are rigid because the photographs are relatively on 
smaller scale. 

Horizontal control for small and medium scale maps.- 

( a ) Air survey by radial line method.-( i ) Arundel method.-In 
this case each strip should be independently controlled, for scaling 
and checks. Generally three points per strip are necessary though 
two are s a c i e n t ,  in a strip of about 20 to 25 overlaps. They should 
be available in the first and last overlaps and then after every 10th 
or 12th overlap. Control a t  every 6th or 8th overlap is preferable. 
If tie strips are flown a t  regular intervals, these ground control 
points are required in the tie strips, with additional control a t  the 
middle of each filling-in strip, if the tie strips are too far apart. 

The ground control should preferably be located a t  least 4 cm 
away from the principal point base. 

Since subsequent survey is based on the correct location of the 
principal points on the map, care is required a t  every stage of this 
graphical radial triangulation. 

( ii ) Mechanical method.-The mechanical radial triangulation 
using slotted templet equipment for extension of planimetric control 
is more or less a simultaneous block adjustment for flat and undulat- 
ing terrains. The number of control points required is very much 
reduced, since several strips are simultaneously tackled. 

According to  normal accuracy standards, 900,; of the well- 
identifiable points on the map should be accurate to 0.6 mm on the 
publication scale. This will mean that the arithmetic mean error 
wceptable will be 0.26 mm on publication scale. If r is the ratio 
between publication scale and the compilation scale ( where compila- 
tion scale is the same as photo scale ), the number of control points 
required ie given by an empirical formula ( due to Mr. Trorey ), 

in which k is (I conrtsnt, generally taken on 0.16,  e is the arithmetic 
mean error on compilation scale, t is the number of overlaps/ 
templete used and c is the number of control pointe required. 



With e = 0.25 x r, k = 0 -  16, this works out approximately 
to 0.4tjr2. Assuming a compilation scale of 1 : 25,000 for a publica- 
tion scale 1 : 50,000, the number of control points required for a 
block of 6 strips x 16 overlaps is about 10. 

( b ) Photogrammetric methods, using precision stereo-plotters 
like Wild AT-The principle of survey is to obtain an orthogonal 
projection of the stereo model, on a map sheet, through the process 
of "absolute orientation". Each model requires a certain amount 
of specific control for scaling and levelling. 

Planimetric control needed to scale each model consist of a 
minimum of two points, far apart, a t  the corners of the "neat model". 
As e check a third point is necessary. All these controls are either 
provided by spatial aerial triangulation on universal plotting 
machines ( with subsequent stereo-templete combination or numerical 
adjustment ) or by slotted template combination if the terrain is 
flat or gently undulating. 

( i ) The ground control required for this should be preferably 
planned for strip triangulation and adjustment rather than for block 
adjustment. The minimum requirement is 3 points in the first 
model and one or two a t  the end model. But, for graphical adjust- 
ment an additional point a t  the centre of each such model is also 
required besides bands of such control a t  every 6th or 7th model 

see fig. a ). 

1.0 0 0 0 1 
Fig. a 

( ii ) If specifically required for planimetric block adjustment 
( using Jerie's equipment ), the requirement of ground control is aa 
follows :- 

( A ) One point each a t  the four corner models of the block 
( which is just the minimum ). 

( B ) ( a ) One additional point each in the first and end 
model of alternate strips, with 

( b ) One additional point in every section ( of two 
 model^ ) in the first and the last strips, 

( This perifery control is necessary to reduce the errors ) and 
( C ) One or two points in the centre of the block ( desirable ). 

An empirical formula in this connection can be given as below. 
The number of control points required = 4 + k l / n  where n is the 
number of models to be controlled and k is a constant, varying from 
1 to 1 - 6  depending on the size of the block. 
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( iii ) Merever  tie strips are available, the ground control will 
be provided in the tie strips only, the patt,ern being the same as for 
strip triangulation. The additional control required for the indi- 
vidual strip triangulation ( of filling-in strips ) are provided by aerial 
triangulation of the tie strips. 

Vertical Control.-( a ) For graphical methods.-A minimum of 
6 heights are required per overlap, one near each m.c.p. and a t  the 
highest and lowest ground, such that the lines joining the two pairs 
of points are preferably normal to the principal line. 

I n  addition, heights for another 12  or so must be found from 
stereoscopic pa,rallax measuremerlt and computation. Occasionally 
where the ground is very regular, fewer points are required so that 
each important hill and valley has a height somewhere near the 
highest or lowest level respectively. 

( b ) For photogrammetric metlzods on precision plotters.-As 
already mentioned, the work is carried out by the process of "abso- 
lute orientation" of each model. The levelling of the model requires 
a minimum of 3 points, ideally situated a t  the three extreme corners, 
two for correcting the x-tilt and two for correcting y-tilt. A 
fourth point will serve as a check, a t  the remaining corner. 

( i ) As before, all these model control points need not be 
provlded on the ground. Ground control requirements are limited 
to  sufficient control for strip triangulation and adjustment. A 
minimum of 4 control points in the first model, 2 a t  the end model 
and 2 a t  every 6th or 7th model are required for this purpose. For 
graphical adjustment, an additional control a t  the centre of each 
such model is required. The control pattern is indicated in figure b. 

Fig. b 

( ii ) Even if block edjustment by Jerie's analogue computer is 
epecifically indicated, the ground control pattern will be a8 for 
atrip adjustment, since the systematic parabolic deformation will 
have to be removed by computations. 

( iii ) When properly spaced tie  trips are flown, the pattern of 
control required for individual strip triangulation ( of filling-in 
etrips ) can be provided by the aerial triangulation of tie strips. 

Survey by 8lereotopes.-Model deformations are approximately 
reotified by mechanical rectiputers, if at least 4 control points 
of known planimetry and elevation per model looated et the 4 oornem 
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of the neat model are ~vailable. Though these points could be 
provided by a e r i ~ l  triangulation. an alternate method would be 
( i ) to provide height control a t  these point,s hy clinometer, during 
photo-verification and ( ii ) to obtain the planimetry by slott,ed 
template combination, on the scale of survey. 

Special requirements for large scale surveys.-Large scale snrvepR 
call be mainly grouped into tlwo categories :-- 

( i ) Those surveyed using smaller scale photographs. e .g . ,  BurveF 
on 1 : 5,000 scale from 1 : 15,000 sca.le photography. 

( ii ) Scele of survey is approximately the same as scale of 
photography, e.g., photography on e c ~ ~ l e  1 : 15.000 for survey on the 
Rame scale. 

In case ( i ) above, the required accuracy in plan and height 
can be achieved if t'he individual model control - one each a t  the 
corners of the neat model - are provided on the ground and accurate- 
ly post-pointed. Where tJhe contour interval is srnaller than four, 
times the standard error of observations of the plotting instrument 
for the particular flight altitude, i t  is preferable to carry out the 
planimetric survey by the plotter and contouring by ground methods, 
unless ct close netl-work of levelled heights are available in each 
model. 

The control requirement's in respect of case ( ii ) are similar to 
those already laid down for normal aerial triangulation for control 
extension, viz., provision of bands of control in the first and last 
models and a t  every 6th or 7th model for bridging. 

Factors affecting accuracy.-Accuracy of height determination 
by photogrammetric instruments depends on several factors, of 
which the scale of photography and quality of the ground control 
points are important. However, ground levelling cannot be super- 
seded by aerial triangulation heights. Planimotrio accuracy 
standards should be carefully reviewed and relaxed for terrain 
obscured by vegetation. 

The control required for photogrammetric survey depend upon 
( i ) the scale of photogra.phy vis-a-vis scale of final map. 
( ii ) the precision needed by the ma>p-user, 
( iii ) whether pre-pointing ie employed or post-pointinp will 

be done and 
( iv ) the metrhod/instrument employed for the detail survey. 

Similarly density of control variea from the view-point of 
aocuraoy standards, adjustment procedures, and the number of 
models which can be successfully bridged by t,he instrument used. 
Although the bridging span id indicated as 6 to 7 models, it may be 
d e m d  or increwd. 
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The surveyor providing the ground control should invariably 
take all precautions to ensure correct density, right type of control, 
proper identification on photographs and preparation of reasonably 
large-sized schematic diagrams, for the use of the photogrammetric 
operators. The entire accuracy of a high class triangulation or 
traverse is lost if the point is not identified equally acourately on the 
photographs. 

99. Methods for  provision of ground control.-Planimetric 
ground control may be provided by :- 

( a ) Triangulation by theodolite or plane-table and clino- 
metre ; 

( b ) Trilateration with electronic distancers ; 
( c ) Traverses either with theodolite, plane-table or compass 

within the area with distances measured by electronic 
means or by tacheometer, subtense or telemeter bar 
or with chains ; 

( d ) Photo-theodolite work ; 

and/or( e ) Astronomical observations. 

Height control may be provided by :- 

( a ) Theodolite or clinometer or automatic alidade ; andlor 

( b ) Altimetric devices such as barometers or hypsometem. 

The methods of carrying out any of these are given in the 
appropriate chapters of this handbook ; photo-theodolite work ie 
dealt with in Departmental Paper No. 14. 

Astronomical observations and hypsometer readings have low 
relative accuracy. These are useful only when other means of 
fixing ground control are not feaclible. 

In selecting points as control for photogrammetric mapping 
the ease in identification and marking of the selected position on the 
photograph must be kept constantly in mind ( see also para 98 ). 

IW. Use of electronic distance measuring methods.-A 
triangulation series is run either as a grid iron frame or as a mesh 
and there are bound to be redundant points when control is 
required merely along certain axes or a t  predetermined intervals. 
There is the additional difficulty of providing control points in close 
groups as required in photogrammetric surveys. In actual fact 
locations are seldom available in the terrain8 suitable for triangula- 
tion for ideal placement of ground control. 

Clearing long lines for ~urface taping is a very laborious and 
elow process. Traverses with theodolite and chain or tape can, 
therefore, he carried out in open flat country or along tracks and are 
not suitable for providing control in hilly areee or in jungle with 



dense undergr0wt.h. Hunter Short Base traverse is suitable for 
low scrub or grassland and cannot be used in built-up or forest 
areas. 

Electronic distancers using very high frequency radio waves or 
modulated light waves a,re now available for linear measurements. 
Instruments of the latter type such as the Geodimeter involve as 
little clearance as a hole of 10 cm. diameter in the foliage and yield 
a high precision of 1/10,000 even for a short distance of 100 metres. 
Apart from actual impediments in the line of sight or dense haze 
instruments using light waves are free from interference. Their 
day time efficiency is, however, limited between 3 and 5 kilometres. 

Instruments using radio waves like the Tellurorneter are ideally 
suited for measurement of medium to long lines in mountainous 
country and in all other cases where theodolite traversing cannot be 
carried out. I n  order to  obtain best results from this type of equip- 
ment the instrument stations should be elevated so that ground 
reflections of the stray parts of the ra'dio beam have very little 
effect on the measurement. These instruments can measure 
distances upto 80 km in fair weather to an accuracy of 10 cm., 
f 2 per part in million. Since the distances are measured from 
both ends of a line, intersection or visibility from a second or third 
station is not necessary. 

A tellurometer traverse is ideally suited for provision of control 
for photogrammetric surveys in undulating or hilly terrain as i t  
allows long hops to  arrive in the required overlap and makes i t  easy 
to fix a group of points by radiation in any desired arrangement. 

In built up areas, along heavy traffic lanes or transmission lines, 
and along tracks in dense forest where long lines of sight are not 
practicable a geodimeter provides a very convenient means of 
fixing ground control points. A geodimeter traverse where long 
legs of upto 35 kilometres are measured a t  night and the control for 
orientation of the selected models fixed in the day time is the quickest 
means of fixing ground control in the special pattern suited to 
photogrammetric surveys. 

101. Pre-pointing and  Post-pointing.-The ground control 
for use in photogrammetric surveys is as good or as bad as the 
accuracy with which the position thereof is identified in the aerial 
photography. The provision of control may be done either before 
or after photography. Each course has its advantages and dis- 
advantages. 

Pre-pointkg or marking the positions of the control points on 
the ground prior to  photography ie the ideal method for ensuring 
correct identification of ground control. The size of the marks or 
signals ehould he of sufficient width and lengt'h in plan t,o appear 
clearly on the photograph@. The mark ie generally a cross whose 
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length ( A ) and width ( B ) are based on the formulae, A = MI2 mm 
and B = MI20 mnl, where M is the denominator of the photo scale 
representative fraction. Luminous marks or marks with high reflec- 
tivity like glazed alluminium sheets will photograph even if slightly 
less in dimensions because of scatter of intense light energy in the 
exposed film. Signalising or marking of points should be carried 
out during reconnaissance. 

Yre-pointing has the advantages that 

( i ) the identification of points is impersonal and beyond 
dispute : 

( ii ) control is fixed during time convenient for field work 
without waiting for photography ; 

and ( i i i  ) mapping can d a r t  immediately on receipt of photo- 
graphs. 

Its limitations are that ( i ) correct placing of control to suit 
the requirements of plotting is not posr~ible ( ii ) destruction of the 
marks may lead to serious dislocation of work ( iii ) the field hand 
does not have any idea of the lines of communication in case no 
previous reliable maps ttxist. It is, therefore, desirable that com- 
prehensive and detailed description of the points supplemented by 
large scale planimetric sketches or palioramic photographs must be 
prepared a t  the spot by the party fixing the control. If photo- 
graphy is carried out with 801lh fore-and-aft overlap, i t  will generally 
be posuilde to select sets in which the yre-marked control is well 
placed. In all eventualities i t  is always safe to  provide 1@-16Y, 
extra points. 

1'0.91-pointinq. when c*ontrol is provided after receipt of photo- 
graph y, enswes that 

( i ) points are provided in the most suitable locations with 
rcbgard to photographs or strips and their number 
kept to the minimum essential for the job ; 

and ( ii ) only those pointh ;Ire selected as contrd~ which are 
identifiahle on the photographs 

There is, however, 8 big gap between date of photography and 
the commencement of rnnpping. Also any mi~identification will 
seriously affect accuracy of the Jnap. 

Identi;fication of conlrol nd ,narLirrf/ orb photogrc~phs.-Identi- 
tication of control is such an important joh that only staff with good 
stereoscopic fusion and well trained in ~,Iiotogrammet,r;y should be 
employed on post -pointing 

If a freeh control survey la planned i t  dvlll be advantageous to 
aelecp crtations and pointh in yoeitions clearly identifiable or very 
close t n  identifiable detail. The irlentifirstion uhould be carried 
c,nt 11nrle1 fllsinn cven irt the rnrlc.1 r,holrj~l~ c.taHes Cure whnnld l l r -  
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taken not to  mark the point on the shadow which is invariably 
better defmed than the object. 

The most accurate position is the one capable of direct identi- 
fication on photograph. In  case of doubt recourse may be taken to  
any of the following methods :- 

( i ) Resection using a minimum of four well-identified points 
at the same level and very close to the probable position. 

( ii ) Distance and direction or radiation from a well-identified 
point approximately a t  the same level. 

( iii ) Intersection from a t  least three well-identified positions 
at  approximately the same level. 

( iv  ) When a point falls along straight portion of a road, 
track, canal or railway the photograph may be oriented along the 
straight stretch and a ray taken from an identifiable point nearby. 

In all cases the location so determined must be checked under 
fusion with reference to surrounding detail and exhaustive descrip- 
tions and large scale sketches giving orthogonal or vertical view of 
the ground maintained for subsequent check during plotting. 

Height control.-Points selected as height control should cover 
the whole range of relief in the terrain and should as far as possible 
be in flat ground. 

Marking of control points.-The identified position of ground 
control points should not be pricked through but enclosed in a circle 
of 1 cm diameter both on the face and the reverse of the photograph 
with the reference number, allotted to the point, written alongside. 

102. Field completion surveys.-General.-Interpretation 
of topographical detail from aerial photographs can never, yeild 
complete information required in preparing a map. Some detail 
like telegraph and power lines are too small to be recorded in the 
photographs. Others like temples or tombs presents difficulties in 
differentiation. Detail sheltered under trees or under cloud patches 
or shade presents no means of identification. Springs, wells, and 
changes from non-perennial to perennial streams are difficult to 
locate merely by looking a t  a photograph. Classification of com- 
munications, collection of names and marking of administrative or 
reserved forests boundaries necessitate a visit to the area. 

This verification survey may be carried out either before 
photogrammetric survey on photographs or after the survey on a 
blue print of the compilation. 

Photo veri$cution.-The aim of field operations in photo verifica- 
tion is to  :- 

( a ) Verify and ink in proper colours and by cartographic 
s p b o l e  according to correct classification, the following detail :- 

( i ) Lines of communication, i.e., foot-patlp, cart-track~, 
unmetalled and metalled roads, railwaya and their 
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gauges with distance stones, bridges, destinations, 
etc. 

( ii ) Rivers, streams, canals both perennial and dry with 
distI:~nce stones, viaducts, sipllons, bridges ( both 
permanent and seasonal ), ferries, fords, rapids, 
falls, ctnc. 

( iii ) Village/to\vn sites showing mail1 lalies ; 
( i v  ) Cultural detail like ternples, mosques, churches, 

chhatries, forts, etc. 
( v ) Cultivation limits, gardens, orchards and other vegeta- 

tion like bamboo, palmyra, banana, cactus, etc. 
( vi ) Public utility services like P.O., T.O., R.H., power 

lines, pipe lines, telephone and telegraph lines, etc. 
and 

( vi i  ) Adn~hiistrotive ( Y'ehsil, Distxict, State and Intenla- 
tional ) boundaries, reserved forest boundaries, etc. 

( b ) Collect names of villages, towns, streets, roads, rivers, 
streams, hill ranges and tribal areas. 

( c ) Identify and ninrk all trigoliometric control and 
bench-marks of all types. 

( d ) Provide height control points for horizontalisation of the 
model. 

C'onrpurisov~ with existing map.--Every verifier must carry the 
largest scale topographical map of the area, to  check the information 
being collected. He must not copy tlie names or their spellings 
from the map. The names should be noted according to local 
pronunciation with relevant accents. Major changes in topography 
due to developmelit of the area should be recorded in distinctive 
colours in the rnap as well. 

Traceti trwd !~r~ides.-As in planetabling a colour ttrac:e and s 
villagc or naruc list are ~naintt~ined na nauxiliary records in photo 
~crificat~ion. 'I'he photo vel.ificat,ion colour trace contains all the 
informotio~i inked in t hc ~)hot~ograph includil~g ~lingle huts. Any- 
thing that i3 likely t,o he overloolred or is liable to n~isint~erpretation 
should he en] phasized. 

'l'lle colour traces should Le HO pepared us t)o correspond to 
sheet limits and in minimum sections necessary to cover the sheet. 
Reference numbere are entered both on the photograph and on the 
colour trace. 

Verification of boundaries by revenue officials in the field on the 
colour traces is meaningless as no such official is trained or used to 
photo-reading. A aeparate composite trme showing ridge lines 
and other detail within 2 cm on both sides of the baundq h 
ahould be prepared with the help of photogl.:iphs under fusion end 
got vc.rifirr1 by loc:i,l rcbvcnllc. nnl.l~ol*it,ics. 



Wlen auxiliary heights are provided by the phot'o verifier a 
field height trace should also be ~nainta~ined. Not less than three 
clinoinetric readings should be taken to the selected points. The 
positions of these points should be ca~*efiilly masked on the photo- 
graphs with proper reference nnmbers. 

Ground veri$cation of air surveyed compilation.-When photo- 
graphy is received late or when pre-pointing has been done and 
sufficient time for completion of photo verificntioil during the field 
season is not available photogrammetric survey is completed for 
detail as interpreted from photographs and for coiltours if sufficient 
height control exists. A blue or grey print of the air-surveyed 
compilation is taken to the field in the ensuring field season for 
completion. 

On reaching t,hc field the blue print verifier provides auxiliary 
control as necessary and carries out surveys for the detail ~nentioned 
above basing his fixings on surveyed detail and ink up the entire 
section as in normal plane-tabling. netail f o u ~ ~ d  wrong is deleted 
from the blue-print. 

It must, however, be remembered that air survcy provides by 
far the most faithful representation of the terrain. Unless the 
compilation is based upon wrongly identified control - which will 
show up during orientation of the model, its overall accuracy is 
bettcr than plane-tabling. If any check on accuracy is necessary 
it should be done with a tacheometer traverse. 

Contourinq.-When contouring is requircd to be done in the 
field auxiliary height control points should be fixed. The interpola- 
tion and drafting of contours is done in the usual manner deducing 
heights of fixings from tzigonometrical or rtuxiliaay points. The 
positions of height points are fixed correctly r~lnt~ive to nearby 
det,ail. 

Auxiliary records.-The following auxiliary records are required 
to be maintained :- 

( 7: ) Field colour trace, 
( ii ) Field height trace end height book, in case contouring 

is done in the field, 
( iii ) Insertionlor deletion guide, 
( i v  ) Namc list. 

The mlour treoe and tllc insertion/deletion guide are prepared 
on a, mverse print of the air-surveyed compilation. Tlie insertion/ 
deletion guide will show all new details and corrections in crimson 
and the mieidentified detnil or other detail found wrong i,s inked 
over or emred out in grcen. 



SECTION XII1.-PLANNING FOR PHOTOGRAM- 
METRIC SURVEYS 

103. Need for planning.-The importance of planning before 
actually any job is undertaken need not be over-emphasised. It is 
all the more so when a precision job like photogrammetric survey, 
which is also quite expensive, is to be taken up. The scope of this 
section is, therefore, to layout some of the important considerations, 
that have to be brought about in advance, before the photogram- 
metric survey is actually taken up. 

When a photogrammetric survey is under consideration, there 
is the possibility that a detailed set of specifications is already 
available and the planning only consists of selecting the best means 
to accomplish what has been specified. The other possibility is 
that the need for photographic and topographic information exists 
but one does not know how to proceed due to  inadequate photo- 
grammetric background. The subject-matter of this section, there- 
fore, includes planning of production and also how to conceive 8 

photogrammetric programme. 

For logical planning of photogrammetric surveys, a knowledge 
of the different products of aerial photography and photogrammetry 
and their use is necessary. These are : 

( 1 ) Photographic negative. 
( 2 ) Contact print on paper - single, double weight, correcto- 

stat. 
( 3 ) Diapositive on film/glass. 
( 4 ) Enlargements - rectified or othel-wise. 
( 6 ) Photo mosaics. 
( 6 ) Planimetric maps. 
( 7 ) Contoured photo mosaics. 
( 8 ) Topographic maps. 

It has to be considered by the planner whether any one or more 
of the above will meet with the requirements of the indentor, keeping 
in mind the purpose, cost and other factors. 

Whatever is the actual requirement of the indentor, once it 
hm been decided that photogrammetric surveys are to be undertaken, 
the first and most essential item is, of course, the aerial photography. 
Plenning for aerial photography and preparing the air photo specifi- 
cations to enable the flying agency to carry out the photographio 
mission successfully and ~ati~factori ly will, therefore, be the primary 
job of the photogrammetric planner. This will depend uporl the 
scale and contour interval of mapping, nature of the tetrain, relative 
heights in the terrain, focal length and format of the camera available, 
capacity of the aircraft, types of photogrammetric instruments 
evaileble for eubmquent plotting/redXcation and other factom. 
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104. Planning for  aerial photography.-The characteristics 
of the aerial photography are to be determined based upon the 
purpose for which the photography is intended. The planning can 
then be suitably made by selecting from all available sources the 
photographic equipment, materials, fight plans, etc. 

Choice of emulsion.-Three principal types of emulsion are 
used in aerial photography. They are ( i ) panchromatic - most 
commonly used for general aerial photography. Various combina- 
tions of speed and resolving power are available. Suitable com- 
binations may be chosen to depend upon the exposure interval ; 
( ii ) infrared ; ( iii ) colour. These two are still not developed 
and used in our country. However, the planner may keep in mind 
their specific advantages in certain fields like photo-interpretation 
for forestry, geology, etc., so that a t  a future date their use could 
be contemplated. 

Stability of the base.-For purpose of photogrammetric surveys 
i t  is essential that the emulsion base is stable so that they do not 
cause undue distortion. Three types of base are commonly used. 
These are : ( i ) glass plate, ( ii ) polyster base film and ( iii ) topo- 
graphic base film. Glass plates are perfect in dimensional stability 
and have, therefore, been generally used in precision work - parti- 
cularly large scale surveys. However, due to their being easily 
breakable, heavy and thick, films are generally preferred. Out of 
the two films mentioned, polyster base film is more stable and are 
preferable, if available. Topo base film is reasonably stable and 
somewhat less expensive. These a,re generally being used by us, 
both for negatives and diapositives. 

Choice of the cam,era.-Generally all our photography for photo- 
grammetric surveying are with precision vertical cameras. We 
have, therefore, only to choose between the available types, keeping 
in mind their format and principal distances. RC 5s camera is 
preferable to Eagle IX camera due to the quality of resolution of 
the lens. The latter is preferable from the point of view of format 
which is 23 cm x 23 cm compared to 18 cm x 18 cm of the RC 6a 
camera. Zeiss RMK 15/23 is preferable to both due to its better 
quality of resolution and bigger format. Superwide angle cameras 
for small scale surveys need be considered. 

Choice of aircraft.-The factors that will influence the choice of 
an aircraft are : load capacity, speed, ceiling, stability, working 
space, opernting cost, etc. Keeping in view the principal distance 
of the camera, the wale of photography required, suitable aircraft 
will have to be chosen that call fly upto the required altitude. In  
case of very large scale surveys, when large scale photography will 
be needed, the capacity to fly at  lower altitudes should also be 
considered. 

Flight planning.-The area !for photography paving been 
decided, it is now necessary to prehare a detailed speoification aa to 
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the exact direction and layout of the different photographic sorties 
so that the flying agency could carry ou-i the flying accordingly. 
This planning would naturally presume a knowledge of the type of 
camera, aircraft, etc., that are available a t  our resources. Based 
upon the principal distance of the camera and flying height of the 
aircraft, in order to obtain the photography on a desired mean scale, 
the exact air base and the distance between two lateral strips need 
be calculated. This information should preferably be marked on an 
existing &-inch scale map as well as on a tracing paper, indicating 
clearly the area for photography, the strip locations, the distance 
between two principal points and the flying height above m.s.1. at 
which the aircraft should fly. This flight plan should also take 
into consideration the varying terrain heights and make necessary 
corrections in the flying height to maintain the mean scale of photo- 
graphy and also with n view to avoid short overlaps and gaps be- 
tween lateral strips. Necessary marginal coverage need also be 
provided. 

The specifications regarding the lens, camera, flying height, 
overlaps, etc., should he completed on t,he Air Photo Specification 
form [ Form 535 G ( AIR ) - for specimen form see Appendix 'A' 1. 

The above form, alongwit'h the marked-up maps, traces, etc., 
should be forwarded, through t,he Director, to the Surveyor General 
of India who will arrange for ordering the aerial photography. 

While planning the above, consideration should also be made as 
to whether tie strips are required to be flown, keeping in view 
existing ground control and proposed methods of control extension. 
Accordingly, the flight plan should also indicate the locations of the 
proposed tie strips with the data regarding their scale, et,c., in it 
is proposed to have them on different scales. Generally, tie strips, 
which are mainly intended for aerial triangulation, are demanded 
on a much smaller scale than the filling-in drips. 

I n  order to facilitate quick planning of flight programines, the 
necessary data have been compiled, for some of the standard scales 
of photography, and tabulated a t  Appendix 'B'. This can be refcr- 
red to while preparing flight plans., 

During this stage of planning, it may also be kept in mind 
whether any of the auxiliary devices, like statoscol~e, solar peri- 
scope, APR etc., are to be made use of during the flying. If so, 
the neceRsary specifications regarding the same need also bc snpplied 
to the flying agency. 

After flying and checking up the negatives for gaps, clouds and 
any other defecls in photograplijc image qua.Iity, thc necessary set8 
of contact prints on paper ( glossy or matt ), correctostat p.2Pcr 
printfl, film diapositives, etx., should 1,c afllted for. 'rhc reqiiiremenh~ 
of field units for post-pointing of rontrol nnd verification of d c t d  
and the requirements of photogrammetric units for combinatlion, 
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aerial triangulation and plotting need be kept in view, while ordering 
for the prints. Necessary cover plots, air information slip and camera 
calibration charts need also be askcd for. It should be impressed 
upon the flying agency the need for camera calibration immediately 
before every photographic task and they should be asked to supply 
us the latest calibration chart pcrtnining to the camera. The need 
for avoiding excessive crabbing, sudden changes in flying height 
and increased tiltsltips should also be impressed. Films which are 
likely to be fogged due to aging, should be avoided. The need for 
image quality, dimensional stability need be emphasised for the 
photography which is meant for photogrammetric survey purposes 
as opposed to reconnaissance photography. 

105. Planning for  field control.-During the planning for 
photogrammetric surveys, one of the important pre-requisites to be 
attcnded to is the nature, quality and correct identification of 
ground control. The accuracy of the ground control, which is the 
framework on which the entire procedures of control extension and 
photogrammetric plotting will depend, will depend upon the scale 
and other requirements of survey. Whatever refinements in the 
procedures of adjustment may be used, unless the framework is 
accurate enough for the purpose of the survey, no improvements 
could be achieved. It is, therefore, necessary to lay down, for the 
guidance of the field parties, the degrees of accuracy required in the 
control. It should also be considered whether pre-marking of the 
control is required to l)o done and if so what shall be the size, shape, 
colour, etc., of the marks on the ground. In case i t  is decided to do 
the post-pointing, field parties should be asked to supply detailed 
sketches for each point post-pointed, alongwith the control data 
nnd the pricked position on the photographs. 

Tlle system of co-ordinates, whether syherical or plane, should 
be decided. Methods of aerial triailgulation observation and adjust- 
ment proced~zres should be plannetl in advance and accordingly, 
an index on i-inch scale indicating the layout of control requirement 
( both plnnirnetric ~ ~ n d  height ) should be prepared and given to the 
field parties. S~itabilit~y of points to be chosen as control points, 
for purposes of plan nnd heights, need be indicated. 

106. Planning for  stereo-compilation.-Planning extension 
of control should be considered aftor collecting all available data, 
photographs, etc., of the area, ~vlletller planirnetric control need be 
extended by slotted tcmplet 1)roccdurc before the aerial triangule- 
tion for heights is t.alicn up or stcreo-templot combination need be 
done after aerial t~riang~lnt~io~l for heights only is completed. It 
may also he co~lsidered a t  t h i ~  stn?c, whether aerial triangulation 
for planimetry need nlso 1)s done and adjust,ments carried out. 
In case i t  is decided that aorial triangulation for plan and/or heights 
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are to be done, the procedure should also be planned in advance. 
The alternatives shall be : 

i i ) Aerial triangulation, by bridging, using analogue instru- 
ments like Wild A7, followed by strip adjustments and subsequent 
block adjustments ; 

( ii ) Aerial triangulation by independent model method, using 
analogue instruments like Wild A8, followed by computations for 
strip and block adjustments ; and 

( iii ) Aerial triangulation by using stereo/mono comparators 
and computational procedure for the entire process of building up the 
model, strip and the block. 

The adjustment procedures need also be planned in advance. 
The possible alternatives are : 

( i ) strip adjustment by graphical method followed by ITC - 
Jerie analogue method for block adjustment ; 

( ii ) strip adjustment followed by block adjustment using 
standard programmes for electronic computers. 

Subsequent to this, the aerial triangulation data need be 
supplied to the plotting sections who will arrange to plan the layout 
of ajr survey sections, depending upon the type of instruments 
available for plotting and their capabilities ; arrange to prepare the 
sections by projecting the grid/spherical layout and plotting the 
control data and then take up the survey on the plotting instru- 
ments. 

Subsequently, these sections are inked up, edited as necessary, 
margins adjusted, scrutinised for errors and omissions in respect of 
ground verified details, etc., and submitted for fair-drawing. 

This will complete the procedure for planning the photogrem- 
metric production. 

107. Planning for large scale special surveys.-The above 
procedures of planning are generally applicable to all surveys on 
medium and small scales. But while carrying out special surveys on 
larger scales, e.g., 1 : 1000, 1 : 5,000, eto. (for preparing city/cantonment 
maps, project maps or cadastral maps ), the methods and procedures 
described in the foregoing paragraphs need modification to meet the 
stipulated standards of the map user. 

The flight planning should cater for large scale photography. 
But too large a scale also creates problems like low flying of the 
airoraft and consequent results of dead ground, loss of definition due 
to fast image movement, etc. Hence a proper choice of lens to avoid 
very low flight, a suitable scale to resolve the maximum amount 
of detail from the photographs and the use of precision cameras 
fitt,ed with fmtt and efficient between-the-lens shutter ere the factors 
which need attention while planning for aerial photography. 
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Similarly ground control for such surveys should be planned 
to cope up with the accuracy standards. Individual models should 
preferably be ground-controlled. The planimetric extension can, 
however, be achieved by analytical methods of adjustment of 
aerial triangulation, the required ground-control being pre-pointed. 
The methods of providing horizontal and vertical control, before and 
after photography, should be planned. Altimetry should prefer- 
ably be provided by spirit levelling. 

Stereocompilation, which is influenced by the map require- 
ments, call for the use of instruments like Wild A7, owing to 
larger enlargements ratios and smaller contour intervals. If plani- 
metric control is to  be extended for individual model control, tlie 
process of such extension, the ~netliod of subsequent adjustment 
and computations, etc., should be pre-planned. I n  most of the 
surveys of this type, time factor is also a consideration and the 
entire project needs judicious planning to prevent wastage of man- 
power and funds. 

108. Organisation.-The constitution of a photogrammetric 
survey party depends upon the number and type of photogrammetrio 
instruments allotted to the party. Normally a photo. party may be 
equipped with two A7's, and eight other types of precision plotters 
( A8's, B8's and PG 2's ) working in two shifts, apart from Radial 
Secators RS I, RS I1 and computing machines, hand and electric. 
The strength of the party may, therefore, consist of an officer-in- 
charge, one Deputy Superintending Surveyor, three Class I1 officers 
about 28 to 30 Class 111, Div. I officers, 24 Class I11 Division I1 
officers ( Air Survey Draftsmen and D'~nen ), 5 Computers or Topo 
Auxiliaries, one R.K., one S.K., 5 Clerks ( one Head Clerk, one U.D. 
and three L.D. ) and Class IV staff as required. 

A photogrammetric unit with the above-mentioned strength 
of instruments and personllel is likely to handle a work-load of 
about three times that of a field unit. With a view to ensure 
efficient and smooth flow of work, the following pattern of organise- 
tion for technical work in the unit is suggested. 

( a ) One Dp. Superintending Surveyor will be required to  
assist the officer-in-charge of the party in his day-to-day routine 
administrative work and for better co-ordination between various 
sections of the unit. In addition he will be responsible to collect 
all records of various tasks allotted to the unit, their scrutiny end 
meepondence in this connection with the units concerned ; also he 
will carry out the h a 1  scrutiny of the air survey sections subinitted 
by the sectioil officers, un completion of the photogranmetric 
plotting. He will be assisted by a Surveyor and a few air survey 
Draftsmen/Draftsmen. 
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( b ) Planning section.---This section is responsible for the 
following items of work :- 

( i ) Planning for ~ r i a l  tritlngulatio~i. 
( ii ) Carrying out aerial triangulation observations on A7. 
( iii ) Graphical/analytical adjustment of strips and blocks. 
( iv ) Slotted/stereo templet combination, as necessary. 
( v ) Preparation of air survey sections and combination 

plote. 
( vi ) Preparation of data volumes - combined for ground 

control and aerial triangulation. 
( vii ) Preparation of draft air photo specification, analysis of 

ground control requirements for jobs allotted. 

An experienced Class I1 Officer assisted by a Surveyor ( selec- 
tion grade ), six Surveyors, ten Air Survey Draftsmen/Draftsmen 
and five Computers will be required to carry out these tasks. 

( c ) Plotting section.-Two plotting sections with four stereo- 
plotting instruments each may be organised for photogrammetric 
survey. These sections will be responsible for preparation of air 
survey sections ( based on the data supplied by the planning sec- 
tion ), their inking, preliminary scrutiny by the section officers and 
submission of sheets to the officer-in-charge of the party, on due 
dmtee . 

A Class 11 Officer assisted by two Surveyors ( selection grade ) 
( as shift officers ), eight Durveyors ( as operators ) and six Draftsmen 
( for inking ) are required to carry out these tasks, in each section. 

109. Costing of photogrammetric survey.-One of the 
important duties of a planner is to prepare estimates of cost and time 
for any project to be undertaken. This estimate will also enable 
him to plan the allocation of instruments, allotment of personnel, 
etc., to suit the needs of the particular project and also to organise 
the photogrammetric unit on the right lines. 

Eatimate of time.-The demands on photogrammetric unite 
are likely to be multipurpose. This may range from normal topo- 
graphical survey on 1 : 60,000 scale to a very large scale survey of 
( say some dam site ) on 1 : 1,000 male. The detailed estimates of 
time required for carrying out aerial triangulation, photogrammetric 
plotting, etc., will have to be worked out for each job based on the 
aaale of survey, the vertical interval, the scale of photography, the 
neture of the terrain end the type of intrument used. Thus, it 
would be neither poasible nor desirable to list completely the out- 
tam figuee for suah varied scales of survey in order to evduata the 
pcmible requirement of time. 

Bowever, any eetimate of time should a h  take into coneidera- 
tion all other iteme of work involved prior and subsequent to the 



actual work on the machines. These include the preparatory work, 
planning, combination, adjustment of aerial triangulation, prepara- 
tion of air survey section, inking and scrutiny of the air survey 
sections. 

The time taken for aerial photography, etc., which should 
precede the field work/photogrammetric operations has not been 
included in the above estimates, but will be necessary for planning 
purposes. 

Estimate of cost.-( i ) Cost of aerial photography.-The photo- 
graphic agencies fix the cost of photography from time to time 
depending upon their working cost and the same has, therefore, to 
be obtained from them. In  India, the two available agencies are 
the Indian Air Porce and the Air Survey Co. of India Private Ltd. 
The former has fixed their cost a t  a specific rate per flying hour 
for the area photograplled depending on the aircraft used and the 
actual expenditure incurred irrespective of the scale of the photo- 
graphy, while the latter bas a varying rate depending upon the 
scale of ~hotography based on a formula- 

Cost = A. S2 + B.S. + C rupees per sq. mile, where A, B, C are 
constants fixed by charter and S is the number of inches per mile, 
for the negative scale. 

The above cost includes the cost of supply of two sets of 
contact prints on paper. All other requirements like film diaposi- 
tives, etc., will be on extra cost. 

( ii ) Coat of %field work.-This will depend upon the nature of 
the terrain, the scale of photograph, the availability of suitable 
means of transport, etc., and will be calculated based upon the 
number of triangulators, traversers, levellers and photo-verifiers, etc., 
required and the strength of the squad, the distance of the area 
from the headquarters of the party and other factors. The estima- 
tion of this part of the cost need not be detailed here, as i t  is felt that 
this is not a part, actually, of photogrammetric planning. 

( iii ) Cost of photogrammetric work.-This will of course be 
calculated based upon the time taken for aerial triangulation, in- 
cluding its preparation of air sur8vey sections, photogrammetric 
plotting, inking, scrutiny, compilation, etc.. and the actilel number 
of men employed on t,he job and their pay and allowances. 

In addition, depreciation for the cost of photogrammetric instru- 
ments employed, a t  6 : ;  of their hook value ( assuming the average 
life of the instrumont as 20 years ) ahould also be added to the gross 
cost of the survey over and above 90% departmental overhead 
charges. 

1x0. Maintenance and  disposal of records.-Due to the 
nature of dutieo in 8 photogrammetrio unit and due to i n d  
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volume of work, large volume of records move through a photo- 
grammetric unit. Some hints regarding the proper maintenance 
and disposal of the same are given in this sub-section. 

Records to be submitted to Photo Unit by Field Party.-The field 
unit, which carries out ground control and photo verification, for 
subsequent photogrammetric survey, shall submit the undermen- 
tioned records to the photogrammetric unit :- 

( i ) Photograph - Verified, post-pointed and blank set. 
( ii ) Colour traces for verxcation. 
( iii ) Village list ( 22 Topo ). 
( iv ) Boundary Verification Chart. 
( v ) Insertion and Deletion Guide. 
( vi ) Camp Officer's Chart. 
( uii ) Trig., traverse and levelling data including marginal 

data. 
( uiii ) Triangulation, traverse and levelling charts. 
( ix ) Sketches and description of control points. 

( z ) List of old control points which do not exist on the 
ground/could not be post-pointed. 

( xi ) Sheet file. 
( xii ) Data for History Sheet. 

Records to be submitted to Fair Drawing Unit by Photo Unit.-At 
the time of submission of the sheet after photogrammetric survey, to 
the fair drawing unit, Photo unit should submit the following 
records :- 

( i ) Air  survey sections. 
( ii ) Height and colour traces of the above mctione p r s p d  

by the photo unit. 
( iii ) Verified photograph. 
( iv  ) Colour traces for verification, prepared by the field unit. 
( v ) Village List. 
( v i  ) Boundary verification chart. 
( wii ) Insertion & deletion guide, if any. 

( viii ) Camp Officer's Chart. 
( iz ) List of trig. control points accepted/rejected during 

the photogrammetrio eurvey. 
( x ) Sheet file. 
( xi ) Deta for Hietory Sheet. 
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Recorda which are to be destroyed, by the Photo Unit.- 
( i ) Maintenance forms pertaining to machines may be des- 

troyed after a period of 3 years. 
( ii ) Combination plot sheet and templets may be destroyed 

after the subject sheet and its adjoining sheets are published. 
( iii ) 10 Phot., 20 Phot. forms may be destroyed after the 

subject sheet and its adjoining sheets are published. 

Recorde to be preserved in the Photo Unit.- 
( i ) One set of photographs pertaining to aerial triangulation. 
( ii ) All diapositives. 
(iii ) All trig. data, aerial triangulation data. 
( iv  ) Aerial triangulation filee. 
( v ) Sheet files. 



SECTION X1V.-AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 
INTERPRETATION 

1x1. Scope.-Photographic int'erpretation is the a r t  of 
examining photographic images for the purpose of identifying 
objects and evaluating t,heir significance and is extensively used by 
the surveyors, engineers, foresters, soil surveyors, geologists, urban 
planners, regional planners and other specialists. 

While photographing, the camera obtains a permanent record 
suitable for investigations for varioi~s purposes. Even in inaccessible 
areas, the camera records images which permit rapid and accurate 
measurement and interpretation. 

Photographs may be taken from an ~ i rc ra f t  or from the ground. 
However, aerial and terrestrial photographs are complementary and 
are interpreted by similar or identical methods. Aerial photographs 
constitute a detailed and illuminat>ing report on the natural and 
cultural features of the earth's surface. The permanence and ac- 
curacy of the photographic images permit the interpreter to conduct 
a thorough and complete study of the area. The large area covered 
in a stereoscopic pair of aerial photographs permits the photo 
interpreter to study relations between different images and their 
surroundings over an extensive area which a ground observer may 
not a.lways succeed in having. Perception of relief by observation 
of a stereoscopic pair assists in identification of many important 
objects. 

Photographic interpretation as practised today is usually 
considered to date from the work of Daguerre ( 1787-1851 ) and 
other pioneers of the nineteenth century. In  a hundred year'e 
time, photo interpretation has advanced through stages of experi- 
ment to a respected place in military and civilian professional 
circles. Its methods are precise, its results are reliable, and its 
value widely recognised. 

1x2. Basic considerations.-Aerial photographs have been 
increasingly used for interpretation purposes for about a century 
with many advantages over the ground cruise method. In tho 
aerial photographs, large areas are brought in the office of the inter- 
preter which he can examine in great details in a shorter time and 
without being fatigued or hampered by weather vagaries. Thus the 
8aving o j  time is considerable. 

Since the aerial photographs are capable of detailed investiga- 
tions without the necessity of any additional effort of field atten- 
d a n t ~  ae ia normal in the ground method, the results of photo inter- 
pretation are more accurate and reliable. Furthermore, since the 
photographs are always available, i t  is capable of independent check 
by more qualified end experienced euperviaoro any time later on. 
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Due to the considerable cutting down of ground work cost, 
the economy of the use of air photographs is more pronounced. 
In economically developed countries where there is perennial 
shortage of manpower and the wages are high, the techniques of 
aerial photo interpretation are being increasingly used on grounds 
of speed and economy. 

The aerial photographs offer a definite possibility of being used 
as base maps for recording photo interpretation data though on a 
slightly varying scale depending on the terrain but which is easily 
capable of being compiled into an accurate base map. 

One of the main advantages of the air photographs is the 
multi-purpose use these can be put to and the various inter-related 
information which can be extracted from the photographs. 

113. Principles of photo-interpretation.--The fundamental 
principle of photographic interpretation is the study of the charac- 
teristics of the photographic images which assist in their easy recog- 
nition and accurate identification. Image charaoteristics fall into 
two general groups, qualitative and quantitative. Such properties 
as texture, pattern, tone and shape are qualitative ; they cannot be 
measured in the usual sense, but must be appraised subjectively. 
Areas, distances, vertical and horizontal angles and heights are 
quantities which can be measured. 

114. Characteristics of photographic images.-The objects 
are imaged on most aerial photographs a t  very small scales. Be- 
cause of the unfamiliar vertical view and tlie small scale, some 
elements of appearance assume greater importance in identification 
and recognition of objects on aerial photographs. The following 
most important characteristics of photographic images assist in their 
identification : 

Size.-The size of an object is one of the most useful clues to 
its identity. When faced with an u~lknowll object, it is always 
advisable to measure it. When working with photography of 
variable scales, the interpreter should make frequent measurements 
of the objects of interest. Realizing that size can be three-dimen- 
sional, the interpreter can make parallax meesure~ne~lts where 
rlecessary . 

Shape.-The shapes of objects seen in vertical view are some- 
times surprisingly difficult to  interpret. The ability to  understand 
and make use of the plan view hm to be acquired with practice. 
The plan view of objects is an important and sometimes concludve 
indication of their structure, compositioll and function. Much of 
the training of the photo interpreter is aimed a t  the reorientation 
of his perceptions, so that he can easily recognise objects seen from 
above. This reorientation ie greatly aided by the impression of 
depth in stereoscopic pairs. The value of shape to the interpreter 
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is that i t  delimits the class of objects to which an unknown must 
belong ; i t  frequently allows a conclusive identillcation and it aids 
the understanding of significance and function. 

Shdou7.-Shadows are familiar phenomenon, and in day to 
day life we often judge the size and shape of objects or persons by 
observing the shadows they cast. The shadows present in aerial 
photographs sometimes help the interpreter by providing him with 
profile representations of objects of interest. Shadows are parti- 
cularly helpful if the objects are very small or lack tonal contrast 
with their surroundings. Under these conditions the sharp tonal 
gradients of the shadows may enable the interpreter to identify 
objects which themselves are just a t  the threshold of recognition. 
General purpose aerial photography is usually flown within two hours 
of local noon so that shadows will be present but small. Shadows 
have important effects on the photo interpreter's perception of 
depth. 

Tone and co1mr.-Colour perception is an important element of 
our awareness of our environment but in black-and-white photo- 
graphs, distinctions between hues are lost and objects are observed in 
tones of grey. The tones of photographic images are influenced 
by many factors like spectral reflectivity of an object and its back- 
ground, spectral sensitivity of the photographic film, spectral scatter- 
ing by atmospheric haze particles and spectral transmission by the 
photographic filter. A body of water may appear in tone ranging 
from white to black, depending on the angle of sun and the number 
of wave surfaces reflecting light to the camera lens. When the 
photo interpreter understands the factors which govern photographic 
tone, he regards the tones of objects of interest as major clues to 
their identity or composition. The soil scientist uses tonal varirt- 
tions to classify soils : the forester to  distinguish hardwood from 
coniferous trees ; the geologist to  map lithology and structure or 
prospect for minerals. In single photographs, where the shapes of 
objects must be inferred from monocular clues tone is particularly 
important. 

Texture.-Texture in aerial photographs is created by tonal 
repetitions in groups of objects which are too small to be discerned 
as individuals. I t  follows that the size of object required to produce 
texture varies with the scale of photography. In large scale photo- 
graphs, trees can be seen as individuals ; their leaves cannot be 
discerned separately, but contribute to the texture of the tree 
crowns. In photographs of smaller scale, the crowns contribub 
to the texture of the whole stand of trees. 

Pattern.-Students of earth science have always laid gr-f 
stress on the pattern or the spatial arrangement of objects as an 
important clue to their origin or function or both. The varying 
relations between organiema and their eilviro~iment produce 
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characteristic patterns of plant association. Regional patterns 
which formerly could be studied only through laborious ground 
observation are instantly and clearly visible in aerial photographs. 
Cultural features are coilspicuous in aerial photographs because they 
consist of straight lines or other regular configurations. 

115. Techniques of photo interpretation.-Aerial photo- 
interpretation entails careful study of a large number of aerial photo- 
graphs with tlle help of proper equipment and by handling the 
photographs in a systematic manner. The search for data has to 
be made in a methodical way and inferences made based on 
available evidence. Photo interpretation keys and oblique photo- 
graphs are used by interpreters as valuable aids for efficient photo 
interpretation. 

The aerial photo interpretation can be carried out in the 
following sequence : 

( a ) The exsniination and identification of important images 
with the help of tone, texture, pattern, configura- 
tion and other characterist.ics of photographic images. 

( b ) Measurenlent of images by means of scales or other 
instruments. 

( c ) Analysis and evaluation of interpreted items. 

( d ) Field checking, where possible. 

( e ) Presentation of the results of photo interpretation. 

116. Equipment.-The photo interpreter can do most of his 
work with three simple items of equipment ; a stereoscope, a grease 
or china marking pencil, and a measuri~ig rule. The lens or mirror 
stereoscopes are generally used but the lenses should be of good 
quality, without objectionable distortions and of high resolving 
power. Mil-ror stereoscopes should be fitted with bi~iocular attach- 
ment of ini~lilnunl 4 X magnification. The grease or china marking 
pencil iu convenient for drawing on the photographs. It can be 
used on glossy as well as ~nat~tefinish prints, and the marks can be 
removed by a soft cloth, dry or moistened with alcohol or other 
solvent. Some interpreters prcfer to use overlays for annotation. 
A parallax bar is sometimes used for determining relative height 
differences and slope. The basic measuring device is a plastic 
rule with millimetre divisions. 

117. Handling the photographs. --Most photo interpretation 
today is done with paper prints. A certain "spocification" or 
"mission" or a set of photographs may consist of hundreds of 
exposures from the aerial camera. Since the photographs of a 
specificaticm are numbered, orderly arrangemelit is easy and should 
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be the first step in any job of interpretatioa. A11 orderly method of 
handling prints is as follows :- 

( a. ) Arrange the photographs of each sortie or strip numeri- 
cally face up. 

( b ) Stack strips in the sequence t,hey will Lc cxarnined alld 
place paper separator between them. 

( c ) Turn the stack so that the line of flight extends from 
left to  right with respect to the observer and pre- 
ferably so that the shadows f d l  toward the observer. 

( d ) Place photography to be used for co~nparison outside 
rather than in the stack. 

# I #  

( e ) As the prints are examined, stack them face down, 
still in numerical order. Having adopted some 
orderly way of handling his photographs, the photo 
interpreter should follow i t  habitually. 

118. Stereoscopic viewing.-Binocular vision, taken for 
granted in daily life, should be fully understood and coilsciouely 
exploited by the photo interpreter, for he can get much more informs- 
tion from stercoscopic pairs than from single prints. Careful 
orientation of stereoscopic pairs will produce a clear image and 
minimize eye strain. The lenses of the stereoscopic should be 
cleaned a t  least once a day. Dust, perspiration, eyelashes, dandruff, 
etc., which collect on the lenses, are not conducive to clarity of 
vision. It is better to wipe the lenses with lens tissue or a silicon 
paper than with an old handkerchief. 

119. Method. of search.-A job of interpretation could be 
begun by close examination of all details which arc thought to be 
relevant or by scanning the area as a whole or a large part of it. 
A good practice is to lay down an overlapping run of a dozen or 
more photographs and to scan this group before examining each 
storeoscopic pair. Before drawing planimetric data or counting 
objects, the interpreter should delineate effective areas on the 
photographs which can bc established by drawing lines along 
bisectors of the forward and lateral overlaps. 

There are two general ways to study aorial photography : 
the "fishing oxpedition" and the logical search. The mothod of 
examining every image i11 every photograph so ns not to miss 
anything is known as the jishing expedition. I t   require^ more 
leisurely effort than the interpreter can usually afford to make. In 
order to work more eiiiciently in the tirne available when the photo 
interpreter searches only those areas in which the objects of interest 
ere likely to be found and disregards large nuniber of photographs 
which are not likdy to contain the desired inforination - this method 
is logical search, a combination of quick scanning a l ~ d  intensive study. 
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120. Convergence of evidence.-In order to identify objects 
he has not seen before, or to understand the meaning of objects 
once identified, the photo interpreter  exploit,^ the principle of 
convergence of evidence. There rnay be inany clues to the identity 
of an unknown object. None of the chies is infallible by itself; 
but if all or most of tlle clues point to the same conclusion, the 
conclusioil is probably correct. Photo iilterpretation is thus an art  
of probabilities. The difficult part of photo interpretation consists 
in judgement of degrees of probability. 

I .  Photo interpretation keys.-A photo interpretation key 
helps the interpreter to organize tlie informat~ion present in aerial 
photographs, arid guides hi111 to a corrcct ideiltification of unknown 
objects. It differs from t,he keys usrd in lnany disciplines in that 
it consists essentially of illustration. 

122. Oblique photographs.-Oblique pl~otographs have two 
main advantages. First, they show objects on the earth's surface 
in aspects and sl3ace relatioils which are familiar to everyone. 
Second, they cover much larger areas than vertical photographs 
taken a t  thc sarne altitude - a high oblique's usable area covers 
about eight to ten times the area of a, vertical. Oblique pliotographs 
can be takcn uiidcr n cloud cover: n distinct advantage when speed 
is required and ovel.cast ~ v ~ a t ~ l ~ e r  pl cvnils. For these reasons, 
obliques are useful for lwesenting to the public information about 
forest and park recreation, wildlife manngement,, urban l~lnnning, 
and other subjects of general interest,. 

123. Field checking.-In almost every job of interpretation 
there will be unknowns or ~xncertain conclusions which must be 
checked in the field. The interpreter must accept the rcsponsibility 
of field cllecking whenevcr it is feasible. The amonnt of field work 
which will be necessary varies with the intensiveness and accuracy 
requirement of the study, the coinplexity of the area, the nu~nber 
of the pliot,ographs, and t.1le ability of the interpreter. 

124. Report.-The field checlring should be followed by a 
final study of the a.erial photographs. The previous office inter- 
pretation is corrected bascd on the field ohecliing and the photo 
interpretation is finalised. The final results of tlle photo interpreta- 
tion are now presented in a report which will state the findings of 
the photo interpretation analysis as checked by field work, interpret 
these hd ings  in terms of l,roductlivity and recommend methods of 
utilisntion or improverntnt,~ in mnnagement practioes. 

125. Application to  Geology.-The surface features of the 
earth and the gcological data are rccordcd very comprehensively 
on the norial photograldls. Photo-geology which covers all the 
aspects of geological photo interpretation has been accepted aa one 
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of the most powerful geological tools. Photo-geologic investiga- 
tions are carried out by the application of the principles of geomor- 
phology which is defined as the analysis of surface forms. Though 
colour patterns on the earth's surface is an important clue to regional 
geology, the elements mostly used by the geologists are land form 
and drainage pattern. The characteristics of land forms - their 
shape, pattern and geogenesis can be studied by the st,ereoscopic 
examination of pairs of aerial photographs. 

Aerial photographs when examined stereoscopically provide an 
accurate relief model of the ground in which the major topographic 
features are well defined. Ita is generally possible to recognise 
geologic features as faults, folds, dikes and veins on aerial photo- 
graphs. The affects of erosional and depositional agents as wind, 
streams, water and glaciers can be studied on aerial photographs. 

I n  the field the geologist uses aerial photographs to locate his 
position and to guide his traverse. Locations and geologic data can 
be plotted directly on the aerial photographs or on transparent 
overlay sheets. Ground checking of geologic data is greatly facili- 
tated by the selection of suitable sites for field checking from aerial 
photographs. The ground work for geological exploration is con- 
siderably reduced by the use of aerial photo interpretation techniques 
which is its greatest economical advantage. 

Since a certain mineral usually occurs in some specific morpholo- 
gical complex, the areas which do not exhibit associative morpho- 
logy can be eliminated by n systematic stereoscopic study of aerial 
photographs. Vertical aerial photographs on 1 : 20,000 acale are 
used for geological interpretation. Of late, colour photographs 
are being increasingly used for photo-geological analysis. 

126. Application to  Forestry.-In the field of forestry, photo 
interpretation has many important uses, including the classification 
of forest stands and types ; survey of mortality and depletion ; 
planning of reforestabion, recreation and road construction ; invent,ory 
of timber and other foreet prodiicts ; and related applications. 
Reliable measurements of tree heights, crown densities, and crown 
diameters can be made from aerial photogmphs. The stem dia- 
meter can be correlat,ed with the crown diameter dimensions. 
Reasonably accurate estimnt,e regarding timber volume can be 
obtained from aerial photographs. 

Tone arid texture offer useful clues of species composition 
and stand st,ruct*ure. The properties of photographic images and 
the ease and reliability of photo interpretation are stronglg affected 
by the equipment, materials and methods of prncessing used. The 
season of phot~gra~phy, time of day, and weather conditions also 
affect the images. In  photo interpretation for forestry purposes, 
the interpretor makes use of the chrbracteristics of images ag ttexture, 
pattern, tone o,nd ~hape .  Some treca arc ~.ccognised by distinctive 
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tree crowns. Sati~fa~ctory estimates of volu~nes can be made on 
vertical panchromatic or infra-red aerial photography on 1 : 30,000 
scale for reconnaissance, on 1 : 15,000 scale for n~anngernent plan- 
ning and on 1 : 8,000 scale for timber sale and other inventories. 

Forest maps can be classified into three broad groups, namely, 
general vegetation map, forest type map and forest stand map. 
General vegetation maps are made on scale 1 : 100,000 and aerial 
photography on scale 1 : 60,000 is sufficient for the preparation of 
these maps. Forest type maps are made on scales ranging from 
1 : 40,000 to 1 : 60,000. Information relating to species composi- 
tion, average height, age and crown densit'y of trees are collected 
for the preparation of forest type maps. 111 a tropical forest where 
the number of species vary widely, the largest scale map that can be 
prepared is forest type maps. I n  temperate region, i t  is possible 
to prepare detailed forest stand maps on 1 : 6,000 to 1 : 10,000 scale. 

Tree diseases can be spotted from colour photographs and 
study of pests, insects and fungus can be made. Another important 
application of the aerial photographs is for road location for the 
exportation of timber. 

127. Application t o  Soil Survey.-Aerial photographs offer 
a wealth of ground details and are of great help for soil survey and 
mapping. The photo image usually reveals the general terrain 
conditions which can be correlated with specific soil units and, 
therefore, the aerial photographs are most important for general 
soil investigations, in which soil complexes, soil associrttio~is, or 
miscellaneous land types are studied. In  detailed soil studies, 
aerial photographs serve as field maps and working maps on which 
some soil boundaries can be plotted after a stereoscopic examina- 
tion. 

The main advantage of aerial photographs as applied to soil 
survey is that they offer an overall view of a large area, uninter- 
rupted by vegetation, topographical features and other features 
whioh restrict visibility. All facts necessary for soil classification 
oannot be derived from aerial photographs alone. Proper field 
oontrol work and laboratory tests are necessary. 

The most important of the photo interpretation techniques for 
soil study is the systematic analysis of pedological elements in 
aerial photographs. A large number of soil boundaries can be 
mapped on aerial photographs. E'ollowing this delineation, a tenta- 
tive classifioetion of the mapping units are made. The mapping 
units are mostly soil complex, soil asmciwtions, and soil phases. 
The results are incorporated on a photo-analytical map which 
mrvesxes a, basis for field work. The mnpping units are studied 
and deeoribed in the field, the soil boundaries are checlred and neces- 
sary correotions and additions are made. The preliminary photo- 
andyeie reduces the field work by 76%. The amount of field work 
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to be omied out depends on the requirements which the maps shodd 
fulf~l as regar& detail and accuracy. 

The success of aerial photo interpretation for soil survey 
depends to a large extent on the quality and interpretability of 
aerial photographs which in turn is dependent on the scale of photo- 
graphs, the nature of terrain, season, date and time of photography. 
Photographs for soil survey purposes are flown on 1 : 20,000 scale 
and enlargements of twice the contact scale are used in the field. 

128. Application to  Highway Engineering-The use of 
aerial photographs for highway engineering is manifold. Aerial 
photographs are the basic source of qualitative information and 
quantitative data. The qualitative information is obtained by 
photographic interpretation and analysis, and the quantitative date, 
from photogrammetric measurements. 

Aerial photographs have been used most extensively for route 
location in highway engineering. Information regarding the nature 
of terrain, topography, vegetation, drainage, erosion, nature and 
depth of soil, amount of cut and fill required, number of bridges and 
culverts required, service to adjoining area and similar other aspects 
of highway engineering can be obtained from the stereoscopic exam- 
ination of photographs. Aerial photographs are used for reconnais- 
sance survey of an area to determine the most feasible, serviceable 
and economical route alternatives. Aerial photographs also serve 
as indicators of sources of construction materials by site, type, 
oondition and quantity ; and serve as a means of identifying trees 
for landscaping purposes. 

Vertical aerial photographs on scale 1 : 16,000 to 1 : 20,000 
are used for photo interpretation for highway engineering for route 
alignment. For urban areas a somewhat larger scale upto 1 : 6,000 
is used. 

129. AppUcatlon to  Urban Area Analysis.-In the field of 
urban area analysis, photo interpretation has been used for many 
purposes such as description of urban morphology, statement and 
testing of theories of urban growth and structure, measurement 
of traffic as a function of land use, estimation of distribution of 
population, market research, location of stores and industrial plants, 
and estimation of public utilities requirements. Urban area analysis 
ie considered the province of several disciplines like the social 
scientist, economist, urban geog~apher or sooiologist and hence the 
practice of urban photo interpretation is not confined to nny one 
profession. The photo interpreter interprets ph~t~ographs of the 
urban area by dint of deduction, inference and as~ociation. 

Photo interpretation of a city frequently takes a map-like form 
end it is the ewe with which the areas can be obtained from aerial 
photographs whioh conirnends photo interpretation to the student 
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of urban areas. I n  the aerial photographs are found large and 
congested city areas in the office of the town planner which he can 
examine in greater details in a shorter time unhampered by weather 
and physical fatigue. The aerial photographs have been used as 
supplementary source data for the social scientist concerned with 
urban and regional analysis. 

In order to solve the problems of urban area analysis, the inter- 
preter depends on the study of the characteristics of photographic 
images which fall into two general groups, qualitative and quanti- 
tative. To the urban area interpreter, the most important quali- 
tative characteristics are shape, size, shadows, pattern and assooia- 
tion. Areas, distances and heights are quantities which can be 
measured. In  addition, the interpreter interprets the urban area 
by dint of deduction, and inference when the careful observations 
on aerial phofbgraphs are combined with knowledge from other 
sources in order to obtain information that cannot be directly 
observed in the photo image itself. For general land use study, 
a scale of aerial photography of 1 : 20,000 to 1 : 31,680 will suffice. 
For photo-sociornetric studies, scales of 1 : 6,000 to 1 : 10,000 are 
used. 

130. Miscellaneous applications.-During the last decade 
the use of aerial photographs has increased so much that they have 
now become one of the indispensable tools for the investigation and 
solution of many engineering and other problems. 

The location, design and construction of base embankments 
for railways can be carried out rapidly and economically by using 
aerial photographs in the same way as in highway engineering. 
In  selecting routes for power lines, aerial photographs help the 
ongineer to find that alignment of poles which will provide the 
~hortest most practical route, and to locate the positions of poles 
and towers where the foundations are good. 

Aerial photographs on scale 1 : 10,000 or larger, clearly show 
the street patterns, buildings, cars and traffic jams, vehicle counts 
and other special traffic studies can be made more quickly and 
accurately using aerial photographs. Planlling for efficient traffic 
flow in urban area is greatly facilitated by the use of aerial photo- 
graphs by traffic engineers. 

Aerial photo interpreti~t~ion assists greatly in the planning of 
dikes, dams and similnr flood control ~t~ructures. Accurate mapping 
of the surface soils of flood plains can be carried out by careful 
study of the photographic tollt?s which give some indication of the 
soil texture and moisture content. Old channels buried by succes- 
sive flood deposits though invisible to the ground observer, can 
be detected 011 aerial photographs. 
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In recent years aerial photographic interpretation has been 
used for the study of archaeological ruins and their surroundings. 
Aerial photographs are being used for the wildlife management. 
They are also used for motion studies, medicine and surgery, astro- 
nomical studies, and radiography. There are marly other applica- 
tions of photo interpretnt,ion which cannot be described here because 
of space limitat~ions. 'L'lie importance of photo interpretation has 
increased so much that the International Society of Photogram- 
metry has set up a separate commission for photo interpretation. 
Aerial photo interpretation is a, comparatively modern science and 
there is every indication that in the future there will be increased 
activity 111 aerial phot,o interpretation all over the world, and 
particularly in India. 
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SECRET/RESTRICTED/IMMEDIATE/MOST IMMEDIATE. 

~ ~ ~ ( A I R I  

SURVEY OF INDIA 

... .., ... ......... ........ AIR PHOTO SPECIFICATION No.. .DATED. ., ., ., ., 
the Indian Air Force ( Vertical air photography by- 
Air Survey Co. of India Private Ltd. 

Job Title-- 

3. ( a )-AREA.-. ............. sq. km ( as marked on the enclosed Map sheet ) 
( b ) ADMINISTRATIVE STATES COVERED.- 
( c ) 1 : 60,000 SHEETS COVERED.- 

4. ( a ) NEGATIVE SCALE.- 
( b ) FLYING HEIGHT ( ABOVE 1l.S.L. ).- 

6. CAMERA AND LENS.-( a ) Camera :-Eagle IX/RC6(a)/RC8/RMR 
( b ) Focal length of lens :-6 inches11 1.5 om.116 om. 
( c ) Format :-I8 cm. X 18 cm.123 cm; X 23 cm. 

6. ( a ) OVERLAPS.-fore and aft : lateral : 
( b ) NO. AND DIRECTION OF STRIPS.- 

............. REQUIREMENTS.-( 1: ) Contact prints.. sets. 

( ii ) Enlargemenh 

( iii ) llfolraics 

( i u  ) Photo indexes 

( v ) Camxra Calibration C h t s  

( ui ) Photographic Reconnuisaance Report 

( dl ) D i q d t i v e e .  

( 
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8. PRIORITY.- 

9. DESPATCH 1NSTRUCTIONS.- 

( n ) T o  the Surveyor General of India, Post Box No. 37, Dehra Dun. 

( i ) One set of contact prints on glossy paper. 

( ii ) Two sets of photo-indexes. 

( iii ) One set of camera calibration charts.] 

( iv  ) One set of photographic reconnaisnance report. 

lo. JIISCELLANEOUS 1NSTRUCTIONS.- 

FOR SURVEYOR GENERAL OF INDIA. 

IssueNo.T -.................. dated ........................ 

DISTRIBUTION.- 



APPIDIX ' B ' 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

FLIGHT PLANNING DATA 

1. Camera Eagle IX/RMK 15/23 RC. 5a 

2. Focal length 15.3 cma 11 -48 cms 

3. Format 23 cm = 23 cm 18 cm x 18 cm 

4. overlap-Latcrel/fore & aft. 25%/60% 25%/60% 

6. Scale of Photography 1 : 60,000 

Flying 
height UI 
metree 

Lateral 
distance 
between 

strips 
km km sq. km sq. km 

5.52 -1 1904  I 57.1 

Air 
base 

Do. 1 : 50,000 I 7600 1 8.62 1 4.60 1 132.2 1 39.7 

Do. 1 : 40,000 

Do. 1 : 30,000 

Area of 
format 

Do. 1 : 25,000 1 3800 1 4.31 1 2 . 3 0  1 33.1 1 9.0 

Effective 
area of 
model 

Do. 1 :20,000 ( 3050 1 3.45 1 1.84 1 21.2 1 6.3 

q ' n p  
height m 
metres 

DO. 1 : 10,000 

DO. 1: 5,000 

Lateral 
distance 
between 
etrips 
km 

8.10 

h e a  of 
format 

sq. km 

116.6 

81 .O 

51.8 

29 a 2  

20.2 

13 .O 

3.2 

0.8 

A11 tbeee dietancea are on the ground. 

1500 

750 

Effective 
area of 
model 

sq. km 

35 .O 

24.3 

15 .f3 

8.8 

4.3 

3.9 

1 .o 

0.25 

1.72 

0-86 

0.92 

0-46 

5.3 

1.3 

1.6 

0.4 



AERIAL TRIANGULATION SYREBOLS AND 
NUMBERING SYSTEM 

Type of p i n t a  

A. Model Control 
Poi* 

Principal point .. 
Peeeltie point . . 
Soale transfer point 

B. UcoundConkol 
Poi* 

O.T. etetion . . 
Q.T. I.P. . . 
T o p  atetion . . 
Topo I.P. . . 
Treverse ahtion . . 
Treverse LP. . . 
Benoh-mark . . 
Clino height . . 
Map position1P.T. 

H&g, A.P., 0b. 

C. BbckCorrord 
Poi& 

Hlook point . . 

D. Oiher Poi?& 

Lowest point in 
model . . 

Higheet paint in 
model . . 

Nms :-I. First three 
the lest two, 

2. Generally, numhr  in  entered to the left of the symbol ; height, if known, to 
the right. 

3. In the caee of tie stripe. the initial number will begin with 9, e.g., tie etrip 4, 
will he indjcaterl by 90.1. 

4. (;enorally, the paw points nrr numbered 01 ( central ), 03 ( upper ) and 
03 ( lower ) ; 02, W. 00 to 09 may be allotted to other peseltie pointa. Any 
oommon point between two ntri will be numbered onoe only end 
will be dona for the ripper .trip oEhe two. 

Last 
two digits 

of the 
numbering 

system 

00 

01 tc 1 39 

11 to 19 

21 to 29 

21 to 29 

31 to 30 

31 to 39 

41 to 49 

41 to 49 

61 to 60 

61 to 69 

71 to 70 

01 to 96 

88 

09 

digita indicate 
point number. 

Symbol on photos, planning 
index, eto. 

A dot with-3 mm tick8 just 
above and below 

A dot within a circle o i  6 mm 
diameter 

A dot within circle of 
3 mm diemeter 

A dot within e circle of 6 mm 
diameter 

A dot within s, oircle of 3 mm 
dimmeter 

A dot within a oircle of 6 mm 
diameter 

A dot within a circle of 3 mm 
diameter 

A dot within acirole of 4 mm 
diameter 

Adotwithin a circle of 3 mm 
diameter 

A dot with 4 s r m e t r i c  
t ich,  3 mm eac 

9 ,  

9, 

A dot within a circle of 8mm 
diameter 

A dot within e cirole of 6 mm 
diameter 

o 

etrip number ; the next thrce, 

I 
Colour of 
symbol 
and of 
number 

Red 

Green 

,, 

Red 

,, 
Black 

,, 
Blue 

,, 
Green 

Red 

Blue 

Green 

( ~ m w  

SP 

loft photo 

bight 
%t 

number 

32306600 

3f 305601 

3230661 

32306621 

32305624 

32306636 

32305636 

32306641 

32305640 

32306661 

32306661 

32306071 

32306801 

32806698 

82306699 

numbor; 



APPIDIX ' I) ' 

LIST OF FORMS USED IN PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURVEY 

Serial Form 
No. No. 

Particulars 

1 1 Phot Sketches and co-ordinates of control 
points ( field post-pointed ). 

2 1A Phot Sketches, co-ordinates and particulars of 
control points. 

3 1B Phot Sketches of control points. 
4 1C Yhot List of co-ordinates and heights by Aerial 

Triangulation. 

2 Pllot Schematic diagram for Aerial Triangu- 
lation. 

2A Phot Schematic diagram for Planimetric 
Block Adjustment. 

2B Phot Schematic diagram for Altimetric Block 
Adjustment. 

2C Phot Iilstruction for Photogrammetric Survey. 
2D Phot Instruction for Aerial Triangulation. 
2E Phot Planning index for Photogrammetric 

survey. 
2F Phot Information for Photogrammetric Survey 

of Individual Sheets. 

3 Phot Numerical relative orientation for flat 
terrain with 4, and 4,. 

3A Phot Numerical relative orientation for flat 
terrain with +, and 4, ( Using Ii, and K, ). 

3B Phot Numerical relative orientation [or flat 
terrain with 4, and 4 ( Parallaxes 
measured with w ). 

4 Phot Numerical relative orientation for flat 
terrain ( or moderately-undulating ) ter- 
rain with bz and + or using one projector. 

4A Phot Over correction factor for solving u for 
mountainous te~~ain.  
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LIST OF FORMS USED I N  PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURVEY 

17 5 Phot Machine co-ordinates and elements or 
orientation. 

18 5A Phot Machine co-ordinates and elements of 
orientation. 

19 5C Phot List of machine oo-ordinates and heights. 

20 5D Phot Machine heights and elements of orienta- 
tion. 

2 1 5 E  Phot Machine co-ordinates, elements of orienta- 
tion and scale transfer. 

2 2 6 Phot Scale transfer. 

7 Phot 

7A Phot 
7B Phot 
7C Phot 

7D Phot 

8 Phot 
8A Phot 

8B Phot 
8C Phot 
9 Phot 

Conformal Transformation of Co-ordi- 
nates ( Planimetry ). 
Transformation of heights. 
Elements of Strip Adjustment. 
Parabolic correction of co-ordinates & 
heights. 
Affine Transformation of co-ordinates 
( Planimetry ). 
Deduction of co-ordinates. 
Strip Adjustment by Graphical Inter- 
polation. 
Adjustment of co-ordinates and heights. 
Datum correction graphs. 
Deduction of heights. 

33 10 Phot ( A8 ) Data for Plot sheet - for plotting work on 
Wild AS. 

3.1 10 Phot ( BS ) Data for Plot Sheet - for plotting work on 
Wild B8. 

35 10 Phot ( A7 ) Data for plot sheet - for plotting work on 
Wild A7. 

36 10 Phot (PG-2) Data, for plot sheet - for plotting work on 
Kern PG-2. 
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LIST OF FORMS USED IN PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURVEY 

37 11 Phot Testing of Instruments - Stereoscopic 
Grid Measurements ( Graphical Method ). 

38 11A Phot Testing of Instruments - Stereoscopic 
Grid Measurement ( Analytical Method ). 

39 12 Phot Testing of Instruments - Monocular Grid 
Measurement. 

40 12A Phot Testing of Instrument - Monocular Grid. 
41 13 Phot Testing of Instrument - Correction to 

Principa,l Distance ( focal length ). 

42 17 Phot ( Seg. V ) Elements for Rectification*. 

43 18 Phot ( Seg. V ) Affine Rectification*. 

19 Phot ( A8 ) Maintenance of Machine for Wild A8. 

19 Phot ( A7 ) Maintena,nce of Machine for Wild A7. 

19 Phot ( A8 ) Mainten'ance of Machine for Wild B8. 
19 Phot (PG-2) Maintenance of Machine for Kern PG-2. 

19A Phot Handing over of Instrument. 
19B Phot Instrument Diary. 
19 Phot ( PR1 ) Work time study for Stereoplotting. 
19 Phot (PR 2) Work time study for Aerial Triangulation. 

62 20 Phot Data sheet for plotting on Stereotopes. 

( These are under prluthg'). 
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Fig. I l l  . I  
The human eye 

Fig. 111.2 

Convergence of eye axes 
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Fig. 111.3 
Pocket stereoscope 
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Fig. 111.4 
Mirror stereoscope 
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Flg . IV. I 
Central perspective 





Fig. IV.2 
Perspective projection 

Fig. IV. 3 
An harmonic ratio 
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Direct ion of 
flight 

Fig. IV. 4 
Instrument axes 

Fig. IV. 5 
Relief displacement 

0 

Fig. IV. 6 
Tllt dlsplacement 
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v Fig. IV. 7 
Tilt displacement 

Fig . IV. 8 
X- parallax 

Flg . IV. 9 
Y-pard lax 
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Flg . IV. I 0  
Parallax-free model 
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Fffect of omega 
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Fig. IV. 14 
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Fig. IV. 17 
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Effect of bz 
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Effect of by 
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Pa : TransferdPrincIpal point with ray 2u 

4 : Transferred Principal point with ray 2 Q 

Fig . V. 3 
Triangle of error 
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Fig . V. 8 
Slotted templet 
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Fig. VI .6 Rectifier 

Fig. V1.7 
Projected images on the plot sheet 
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Fig. V1.8 

Zelss SEG V Rectifier 
Schematic diagram 
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Fig. V1.9 
Projected Images on the plot sheet 





Fig . VIII .I 

Homologous rays 
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Fig. V111.2 

Scheimpflugs experiment 

Fig. VIII. 3 

Auxiliary lens system 
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Fig . V111.4 

Lens distortion 
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Fig . Vlll. 5 

Compensation plate 





Parallelogram ot Zeiss 

Fig. V111.6 
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Fig . Vlii. 9 
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Flg. V111.14 
Influence of the posltion of primary axis 

Fig. VIII. I 5  

Schemat~c diagrm of Stereoplanigraph C 8 
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Flg. VIII.16 

Schematic diagram of Wild Autograph A 7 
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Schematic diagram of Wild Autograph A 8 
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Schematic diagram of Wild B 8 
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Schematic diagram of Kern PG 2 





Fig . Vlll.21 
The deformed model 
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Fig. V111.22 

Calibration of z and f 

Fig. V111.23 

Verticality of space rods 
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Fig . IX . I 
Six points of the neat 

Flg . IX.3 
Numerical rel.' orlentation 

Numerical rel. orlentation 

Flg . IX.4 
Horlzon talisation 
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Fig. X. I 
Base setting 

A Ided  positions of points r e q u ~ r d  for &rip adjustment by graphid method. 

0 Random positions of check points. 

Fig . X. 2 

The 3-band Control for strip adj~lstment 
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Flg . X.3 
Planning index 
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When control points lie on a line at right angles to the strip axis- 

fig. X.6 (a) 
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